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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The objective of this study was the determination of the feasibility of using

active control, as exerted by subsatellites, on a large radio astronomy telescope.

Specifically, it was to determine the feasibility of and the gross requirements for

the SMSto perform stationkeeping and precession functions for the large array.

Studies conductedon untethered subsatellites (Reference 1 , and 2 ) indicate

that an SMScould be suitable for deployment, stationkeeping, precession, and cali-

bration of the KWOTsystem. However. f_r thi_ in_l _Q_h_l_, o_,,A.. •......................... _ .... _, it was deemed

that stationkeeping and precession were likely to be the most significant, hence

efforts were concentrated on these items. Should the use of SMSts prove feasible,

which will be shown later, then further study of the other items will be warranted.

The large radio astronomy telescope antenna KWOT is shown in Figure 1-1. The

KWOT antenna, as currently envisioned, consists of a combination rhombic inter-

ferometer antenna. The interferometer consists of a set of dipoles arrays-normal

to the axis of the rhombic-which would act as a passive receiver of a radio source

data and enable accurate position information. The rhombic would function as an

ambiguity resolver through the cross correlation of its unidirectional beam with the

axisymmetrical interferometer. Physically, this system as shown in Figure 1-1, con-

sists of a 10 kilometer rhombic array and perpendicular to this rhombic array a 10

kilometer line upon which the dipole interferometer elements would be spaced, plus

supporting structure.
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Original Structural Members ::

Current Structural Members

Conducting Members

Figure 1-1. Schematic of KWOT System
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Referring to the figure, it may be seen that two sets Of supporting structure

are depicted; the first set is the antenna as initially envisioned at the onset of this

study, which contains a large number of nonconducting supporting elements, and the

second is the currently envisioned array which is somewhat simpler. The latter array,

as will be shown later, is also simple from the point of view of dynamic control.

The subsatellites, as initially .vie we d for the study consisted as principally

a means of providing propulsion in any desired direction, with the appropriate position

sensing and control logic. These would be located at the periphery of the antenna.

In order tn find _ ,_,11it_h|o nnint nf Apn_*1,_ _t _x,_ _aoaQQ_v_, *A _1_a aA_a

initial assumptions regarding the KWOT system and the subsatellites. These assumptions

appear in the following paragraphs.

I.i CHARACTERISTICS

i.I.i Initial Characteristics

The gross initial characteristics of the vehicle of concern to the SMS study

that the KWOT was assumed to consist of .02" diameter Kapton tubing for thewas:

web structure; that any distributed masses along the antenna were sufficiently small

to be neglected; and that the gross total weight of the SMS's would be on the order of

130 to 150 pounds.

1.1.2 Dynamic Characteristics

The gross dynamic characteristics of the antenna were assumed to consist

of the system spinning about the central observatory at some constant angular velo-

city, initially assumed to be 1 rev/hr. Similarly, it was assumed that the entire array

was precessing as a plane, to obtain complete coverage of the clestial sphere, at some

constant rate initially assumed to be 1/2 ° per hour.

Report No. 7274-945001 1-3



1.1.3 Control Concept

The control conceptinitially assumedwas that of a simple threshold system

monitoring the SMS's, hence, the array is in a prespecified "control corridor." The

magnitude of SMSmotion within this corridor was assumedto be +25 meters in all

three axes. The path this volume sweeps out is the control corridor. Consequently

it is not significant what the natural behavior of the antenna might be since as soon as

any SMS would reach the limit of the volume, the thrusters would fire to bring it back

within the boundary.

1.1.4 Orbital Characteristics

Two initial orbital characteristics were assumed, elliptical and circular. It is

desirable to have the KWOT out of the magnetosphere for the longest time possible, hence,

from this viewpoint an elliptical orbit is in order. However, elliptical orbits present

the greatest problem in terms of gravity gradient effects. Hence for a worse case

assumption, an elliptical orbit of 20,000 n.mi. perigee and 100,000 n.mi. apogee was

studied as shown in Figure 1-2, the circular orbit of corresponding period, which would

also have some time outside the magnetosphere, is one of 60,000 n.mi. These orbits there-

fore bracket the anticipated range of interests.

1.2 MOTION STUDY

Based upon the above assumptions, a study was conducted of the motion of the sub-

satellites, effects of perturbations, stabilization and control, and system AV requirements.

The motion of the subsatellites was found to be regular and describable by a set of exact

differential equations. The environmental perturbation forces and induced perturbation

forces were both found to be negligible.

Report No. 7274-945001 1-4
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Figure 1-2. Schematic of KWOT Orbits
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The environmental perturbances include the effects of solar radiation pressure,

solar wind, solar flares, atmospheric drag and particulate drag from passagethrough

the Van Allen Belts. Theindirect perturbations forces are the, RF currents, indirect

charges and currents causedby passageof the antennathrough the magnetosphere°

The significant disturbance is the gravity differential or gravity gradient. Active con-

trol was found to be required to overcome the gravity gradient effects for the ellipti-

cal orbit, however over the greater portion of the orbit, these control requirements

are very small (a thruster firing - 12-14 hrs). In the case of a circular orbit, the per-

tubation causedby the gravity gr_dient_ would be very small, i¢ any.

The secondsignificant disturbance force acting on the KWOT system is that in-

ducedto precess the antenna. The latter force predominates over the majority of the

orbit for a precession rate of 1/2 deg/hr. This is shownin a schematic of Figure 1-3,

wherein the firings of the SMSthrusters (that are required becausethe subsatellites have

reached the limits of the control region} occur about once anhour for precession, or

about once for every antennarevolution. For the great majority of the orbit the gravity

differential forces do not cause sufficient disturbance to the spinning system to cause

the subsatellites to reach the edgeof the control region for several hours. However,

it should be pointed out that at perigee where the gravity gradient is most severe, it re-

quires thruster firings on the order of once every half a revolution of the antenna. A

detailed description of the motion of the subsatellites as well as the investigation of the

control problem is given in subsequent chapters.

Report No. 7274-945001
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Since, as will be seen in the ensuing sections, the control of the KWOT array,

by SMS's is feasible: further detailed study is warranted. Feasibility does not imply

that the SMSis the only means of achieving this control; rather that it is one means,

which is simple and readily achievable. The future studies which are warranted as a

result of this effort are delineated in section 8.
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2.0 DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The basic function of the SMS in the KWOT system is to provide control actions

which will maintain the shape, and spatialorientation of the antenna within predetermined

tolerances. In order to design this control system, itis necessary to know the disturbing

forces and the resulting motion of the SMS. In the case of the KWOT system, the dis-

turbing forces, as will be shown, are extremely small, and the motion, as will be seen,

consists of a slow driftaway from the initialconditions. The significance of this motion

is discussed in Section 4.0.

The equations of motion are developed in several steps. First, the general dif-

ferential equations are obtained for the motion of a point mass in the gravity fieldof a

spherical earth. Next, the gravity forces due to other heavenly bodies are shown to be

negligible. The equations are then linearized by an expansion of the gravity terms. In-

clusion of the tension forces as a function of the rotation rate completes the simplifying

assumptions. Approximate solutions, which are validfor the rotating antenna system are

then obtained, and some conclusions about the motion are made.

2.1 DERIVATION

The method of Lagrange is employed to derive the equations of motion of a single

SMS with respect to the Central Observatory. Itwill be shown that this approach ade-

quately represents the motion of each SMS whether or not there are interconnections

between SMS or Central Observatory.

Figure 2-1 shows the coordinate system used in the derivation. The frame of

reference is a set of non-rotating axes with the origin located in the Central Observ-

tory. The CentraIObservatory is assumed to be moving along a Keplerian orbit. The

X-axis, at perigee: is_aligned with the radius vector from the center of the earth to the

Report No. 7274-945001 2-1



Note:
X, Y Axes in Plane
of Orbit

Y
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Coordinate

System
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X 1

Earth (Fixed in

Inertial Space)

Figure 2-1. KWOT Coordinate System
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Central Observatory.

the velocity vector. The z-axis is perpendicular to the orbital plane and forms the

third axis of a right-handed set. The earth is taken as the absolute system.

The position of a point mass representing the SMSis given by:

Yf = rs + _ (1)

The velocity, with respect to the absolute system, is given by:

d_f d_ s d -R
V- - +--

dt dt dt (2)

The Y-axis is in the orbital plane, and at perigee, is aligned with

(2-1)

(2-2)

The vectors in equations (1) and (2) have the following components:

m

r s= (-r s cos u , -r s sin u , 0)

R = (x, y, z)

m

rf = (x + rscos u,y+rssinu , z)

= (_<+ _s cosl)-r s sin UU , y+ rs sin U + r s cos U b , _.)

Expressions for the kinetic and potential energy can now be obtained as follows:

Kinetic Energy:

I m

T= 1/2 mV 2= 1/2 m (V'V)=m [[ .2 _ 2 ,
y X + +Z

2 • 2
r s +

O

rs2 U 2 + 2(2 cos U + _ sin U ) _ + 2r U (_cos U
S S

• }sin N U )
(2-3)

Potential Energy with respect to earth:
2

re
U = -mgrf = -rage

rf

(2-4)

With the kinetic and potential energy specified, the Lagrangian L = T - U can

be formed and the Lagrangian differential equations formed.

Report No. 7274-945001 2-3



dt a 0 x
Fx (x y, z)

where Fx, Fy and F z are non-conservative forces, such as the thrust components, etc.

The operations indicated in equation 2-5 are carried out in detail only for the x com-

ponents; the y and z components are, obviously, similar in their derivation.

The Lagrangian is:

m r .2 .2 -2 2
L - _ x + y + z + r s V+ 2 rs2

mg e r 2

} e
+2r s V tycost_ - _ sin t_) +/ ...... 2

_¢cos v + y sin v)
S

. .9 0

(x+r s_L,_ _,) + (y+r s sinv )'+z _

From (2-5a) we obtain
(2-5a)

0L
- m(x+r scosv- r s u sin u )

Ox (2-5b)

= m x" + (r s - r s

dt \l:)x /

L -m gere 2 (x+rs cos )

x (x+r scos )2+ (y+r s sin )2+ Z 2

Therefore:

d c)L 0L

dt 0_ 0x

- m

3/2

1_ 2) cos U - (2_ s b

-mgere2(X+rs cos )

rf

_+ Er's-rs 02_ cosu-E2rs{/+

2
gere (x + r s cos u ) F x

rf 3

r s _sin

From Kepler's equations we have

_or - r u 2 _ gere 2
S S

rs2

and d"_" rs2 !) = 0

(2-5d)

(2-5e)
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which gives after differentiation

• 2..

2rV+ r v ---0
S S

J

2 r v+ r v = 0 ., =,_
S S t_. otj

Substituting (5d) and (5e) into (5c) gives:

2 2

m{x gere gere }2 cos u+ (k+r s cos v} =F
r s rf 3 x (2-5g)

Equation (5g), along with the y and z equations, are rearranged for convenience and

shown as equation (6).

2 3
ge r r F.. e f _ /x \ _ x

\T s u? __ (z-6)rs2 _[ rf 3 + cos -cosu _= m

ger2 r3___r s" e { sY r7 V
0*

Z+

2 2

ger re ¢ s z

2 rf2 mrs s

where g = acceleration caused by gravity at the surface of the earth.
e

r = radius of the earth
e

u = true anomaly

F,F,F
x y z

= Non-gravitational forces.

Before continuing with this development, it is useful to have some discussion

concerning the physical significance of the above equations. They represent the motion

of a point mass under the influence of a time variant vector forcefield (assuming F ,
x

F , F = 0) formed by the difference between the gravity vector at the assumed SMS
y z

Report No. 7274-945001 2-5



P
point mass and the gravity vector at the origin of coordinates, the point mass equiva-

lency for the Control Observatory. The equations have been developed assuming the gravity

fieldfor an homogeneous, spherical earth. Introduction of the additionalterms to account

for other gravitational fields,such as caused by the sun, moon, etc.,complicates the

equations unnecessarily. The magnitude of some of the gravitational force accelerations

are shown in Table 2-1, where they are compared with those of a spherical earth.

Itcan be seen that, although the additional gravity terms are important in describ-

ing the total motion of the system, the relative motion, which is due to the gravity gradients

is dominated by the earth's gravity.

Oblateness effects which decrease with increasing altitude are negligible at the

minimum (20,000 n.mi.) altitude considered, giving an acceleration of less than 10 -4

that of the spherical earth.

TABLE 2-1

COMPARISON OF ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY FORCES

Source Acceleration
meters/sec2

Spherical Earth .214 X 10 -1

Sun .591 X 10 -2

Moon .123 X 10 -5

Jupiter .319 X 10 -6

Oblate Earth Effects .37 X 10 -5

Gradient

Meters/sec2/meter

-.639 X 10 -8

-11
-.592 X 10

-.616 X 10-12

-.505 X 10 -16
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_f

Therefore, keeping only the forces from the gravity field due to the spherical
/ \

equations can be further simplified by expanding the expression, r(---L-' _earth, the

\r f/

into a Taylor series. The first two terms of this series are:

r )3 3 3
s 1 x Y sin u= -_ COS O -_

rf r s r_

3

Higher order terms have been dropped since x, y, z are all much less than r
s

(x/r s = 10-6). Substituting into the basic equations then yields:

2

ge r ge r 2 F.. e 2 e x
x+. (1-3 cos u ) x - (3 sinv cosu ) y=

3 3 -m
r r

S S

2 2

ge r e ge re F
Y"+ (1 3 sin 2- U ) y-_ (3 sin u cosu ) x = _Y

3 3 m
r r

S S

ol

Z+

2 F
g r z

e e

3
r

s

The parameters r and u
S

basic Keplerian equations:

are functions of the KWOT orbit and are defined by the

_:_r _2 2
s s = - ge re

2
r

s

d 2
(r s v )

dt

=0
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The values r and u are shown in Figure 2-2 for both the 20,000/100,000, and tile
S

60,000 n.mi. circular orbits. Some of the other pertinent orbital parameters arc listed

below.

Orbit 60,000 n.mi. 20,000/100,000 n.mi.

Circular Elliptical

Period 111.2 hours 111.2 hrs.

Apogee Altitude --- 100,000 n. mi.

Perigee Altitude --- 20,000 n. mi.

Semi-major Axis 63,340 n.mi. 63,340 n. mi.

Eccentricity 0 .6315

The terms F , F and F consist of the non-gravity forces which act on the
X y Z

system. It has been shown that the induced and environmental perturbation forces are

negligible (Section 3). The remaining forces which are involved arise from the tension in

the lines connecting the SMS to the Central Observatory and from thrust forces. In the

remainder of the derivation the thrust forces will be carried in the equations as constants.

The forces due to the elastic lines from the Central Observatory to the SMS are con-

sidered next.

A spring constant, k, of 0.0296 lb/ft (.0216 kg
) was used in this analysis.

For the case of a 130 lb. subsatellite, the period of the motion with the above springs

constant is:

Report No. 7274-945001 2-8
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n'/j 2-rr _ 27rP = 2 k/m - .0862

.0296
v 130/32.2

The frequency per hour is thus

N __

3600

P
- 49.5 cycles/hour.

=72.8 sec.

Since the antenna is assumed to be rotating at one revolution per hour, the line will

stretch to an equilibrium point where the centrifugal and tension forces are in balance.

2
Thus m r ¢a = k/r-ro_,,

r-r o -- A r
m r_ 2

k

which gives, for the assumed values - -

/!3o (16400)(1.75x 10-4) 2
/k r = = 6.8 ft = 2.1 meters

It may be assumed, therefore, that because of the high frequency of oscillation,

compared to the antenna rotation rates, there will be no coupling between the elastic and

rotational motions. Furthermore, the net force acting on each SMS from the lines will

be constant and directed radially inward toward the Central Observatory.

The magnitude of the centrifugal force can be obtained as:

FCF = - m F w 2
O

and the x, y, z components are

2-- -X {I.I O
m

2

Fy _= -YWo
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F = -z_

D o
Components of centrifugal force can now be added to equation (2-8) to yield:

[K 2 2 2-] (3K 2 F"+ x (1-3 cos u ) +_ - y sinu cosu ) = __x
O m

_K 2 2 2 _ (3K 2 Fy+ y (1-3 sin u ) +Wo -x sinucosu ) =_
m -

K2 2 Fz)z=--
o m

where K2 2
= ge re

3
r

s

(D o
• = antenna system rotation rate, nominally

1 rev/hr (1.754 X 10-3 rad/sec)

F" F" F z
x, y, z

m m m
= thrust accelerations

This is a set of coupled, second degree differential equations with time variant

coefficients, an exact solution of which is, probably, not possible. It is, however,

possible to obtain solutions when the coefficients are assumed constant.

Let:

2
2 K 2 (1-3 cos u )

A = u_° +

2 K 2B = _ + (1-3 sin2 u )
O

C = 3K 2 usin ucos

D +m 2 + K 2
O

Figure 2-3 is a graph showing the variation of the A, B and C coefficients as time

from perigee. On the basis of this figure and some simple calculations, the following

facts can be noted:
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a) K2<< 2 (K2 /W 2 < .0016)
O O

b) C << Aor B (C/A = C/B < 2. X 10 -3 )

c) A and B vary less than 1% over the entire KWOT orbit.

The physical significance attached here is that the tension forces of the lines connecting

the SMS to the Central Observatory are much larger (3 orders of magnitude) than the

forces arising fromthe gradient of the earth's gravity field.

This information about the coefficients can be used to obtain approximate solutions

to the equations of motion. There are, in fact, a number of different techniques which

can be used, each having various advantages and disadvantages. For the purposes of

this study, it was assumed that the coefficients were piecewise constant. This deci-

sion is based, in part, on the fact that each SMS is under active control, and the motion

will be corrected and/or altered at intervals which are frequent compared to the orbital

period. Thus, the accuracy of the solutions should be more than adequate for the "coast-

ing" i.e., non-thrusting portions of the flight, which will be, at most, a few hours in dur-

ation, as shown in Section 6.

x = D 1 sin(It + D 2 cos_ t +

y = E sinCK t + E cos{K t
1 2

D 3 sin_ t + D 4 cosf_ t + D 5

+ E 3 sinf_t + E 4 cosf_ t + E 5

z = F 1 sin_t + F cosf_ t + F2 3

The following relationships hold when

2= w2 - 2K 2

,,_ K 2(I: = _ -

f_2 = _ 2 + K 2

f_ "* K 2= _ +

ca 2 > k 2
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D
The relationships between the D., E.: F. constants and the initial conditions

1 1 1 /'Y

are given in Table 2-2.

TABLE 2-2

CONSTANTS IN THE SOLUTIONS OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION

yo cos U sinoD = x__oo cos 2 W +
1 _ 0C

D 2= (xo-D5) cos2 U + (yo- E5) sino cos u

Xo Yo sin v cos V
D 3 = _--- sin 2 V ]_

D 4= (x o - D5) sin 2U - (Yo - E5) sinU cosu

D5 = Bfx + Cfy

_2 B2

El____Xo sin u cos V + __Y° sin2V

E2= (xo - D5) sin v cos u +

E 3 + Yo

E 4 = -(x o - D5) sinocoso + (Yo

_ -X O sin v cos u

(Yo - E5) sin2 u

cos 2 v

E5) cos 2 V

E 5 = Af + Cf
y x

_2 _2

F 1

F 2

F 3

---- Z o

-- Z O

= fz

fz

B2
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These equations can be put into a somewhatmore usef/ulform by making the

following small angle approximations:

sin (_ t) = sin _ o -_'--) =

K2t

sin(_ ot - 7 cos_ ot

K2t

cos (Ct t) _ coSOJot + _ sin(_ot
m0

K2t

sin (f_t) =_ sin Wot _ -- cOS_ot
_w

O

sin _ ot cos (K2 t) - cos Wot
sin (K2t )

_)

(14)

cos (f_t) =_ coSUlo t - K2t sin ul ot

2%

By substituting these approximations into the equation (13) and manipulating the results

the following can be obtained:

XXR tK2_= + 2 o 2 (1-3 cos 2 ) x R - 3 sin cos YR

t K2 _ _ (15)Y=YR + 2 o 2 (1-3 sin 2 )YR-3 sin cosx R

= + 2 _o 2

Where, XR, YR and z R are the solutions which would be obtained for unperturbed, cir-

cular motion of the SMS. That is:

XR=X.__o sinU_o t + (x o- D5) cos _o t + D 5

_Jo

YR Yo sin_0 o t (Yo- E5) c°s_ t E 5= + O +

zR zo sin m ot (zo - F3) cost0ot +F 3---- +

_¢R, YR and z R are the corresponding velocities.
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xR = x ocos U_o t _ (x o - D 5) sin_ ot

YR = Yo cosw ot _ (Yo- E5) sine0 ot

z R=z ° cost0 ot - (z o - F3) sinu_ ot

Equations (15)

(17)

or (13) form a set of closed from solutions to the equations

of motion. Simplifying assumptions have been made to the effect that (a) the motion

takes place in the gravity field of a spherical homogeneous earth and (b) the tension in

the lines connecting the SMS to the Central Observatory is constant and radial in direction.

The validity of these assumptions has been justified but not limited on the basis of fre-

quent control actions.

The motion described by Equation (15) is basically a simple harmonic motion

which becomes perturbed with increasing time. The perturbation rates are small when

compared to the basic precession motion required for the mapping mission (Section 5).

It should be pointed out that the equations are not valid for a non-rotating antenna system.

This, however, creates no. problems since the perturbation forces involved in station-

keeping are small compared to the control forces available.
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3.0 PERTURBATION FORCES

g.1 ENVIRONMENTAL PERTURBATION FORCES

Environmental perturbation forces result, as the name implies, from the environ-

ment in which the KWOT exists. Sources producing EPF include solar radiation pressure,

solar wind and atmospheric drag. An investigation was made to determine the significance

of these forces. The magnitudes and directions were established. Acceleration effects on

the SMSwere determined and are listed in Table 3.1, along with the source:and direction

of the forces. The accelerations are based ona 130 lb SMSand are presented this way

for ease of comparison with the gravity accelerations.

It becameapparent early in the investigation that the environmental perturbation

forces would be very small compared to the gravity gradient forces (Table 2-1, Sectioh'2.0)

across the antenna. Therefore this phase of the study was terminated once the gross

effects had beendetermined.

3.2 INDUCED PERTURBATION FORCES

Inducedperturbation forces result from the interaction of electrical currents asso-

ciated with the antennawith the earth's magnetic field. There are three sources which

may give rise to electro-magnetic perturbation forces. These sources are:

(a) currents causedby the impressed radio frequency voltages;
(b) currents induced by the motion of the antenna in the magnetic field;

(c) currents created by charges, which have accumulated on the antenna, moving

in the magnetic field.

An analysis of the forces caused by the above mentioned currents is presented in

Appendix A. The results, as previously suspected, show that the induced electrodynamic

forces are-all negligible.

are shown in Table 3.1.
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4.0 MOTION STUDIES

4.1 MOTION CHARACTERISTICS

The primary mission of the KWOT is to provide a sky map of the radio noise ema-

nating from galactic space. The fulfillment of this mission will require a regulated move-

ment of the unidirectional antenna axis over the entire celestial sphere. A nominal

motion, which is described subsequently, has been selected by the University of Michigan.

The relation of the SMS motion to this desired mapping motion is covered in this section.

The nominal mapping motion, which is discussed more fully in section 5 and 6 con-

sists of revolving the directional axis of the antenna about an axis perpendicular to its

plane. This motion provides for mapping a great circle on the celestial sphere. Then,

by precessing the spin axis, succeeding great circles can be mapped. The rotation rate

will probably be about one revolution/hour, since this rate, or higher, provides a certain

inherent stability for the system. Precession rates of 1/4 to 1/2 degree per hour will

produce complete sk:_ coverage approximately once per month.

Based on the nominal mapping motion and the associated antenna characteristics,

certain boundaries or tolerances can be prescribed. In order to keep the antenna beam

distortion below a given level, each end of the antenna system (and perhaps also the ends

of the minor axis of the rhombic) must be maintained, within a certain tolerance, at fixed

distances with respect to both the central observatory and each of the adjacent ends.

Preliminary studies at the University of Michigan have indicated tMs tolerance will be

about +25 meters. The basic antenna dimension from the Central Observatory to the SMS

is 5000 meters.
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4.2 SMSMOTIONS : _.. <

Based on the discussions of the previous paragraphs, the desired motion of each

separate SMS can be described. It is, in fact, movement around a great circle situated

on an imagimary sphere of 5000 meter radius whose center is located in the central

observatory. Each SMS is separated from its neighbor by an angle of 90 ° and is moving

with an angular rate of 360 deg/hr. The rotation pIane will be precegsing at a given

i ate, prubably 1/4 to 1/2 deg/hr.

Furthermore, if the actual position of each SMS remains within +25 meters of the

desired position, then the actual motion will be satisfactorily close to the desired motion.

Let us first consider the SMS motion as defined by Eq. 15 of section 2, which is

written here for convenience:

----2o (1-3 cos y) XR- 3siny cosy YR
x= x R +

Y YR_tK2 I ]
= (1-3sin 2 y }yR- 3 siny cos y xR

2(02
o

t K 2

z= zR ;_
2{,_ 2 R

o

(4-1)

The terms x R, YR' and zR represent the unperturbed motion of a point moving at

constant speed on a circle around the origin of coordinates. This motion is confined to

the plane in which it starts. The remaining terms on the right represent perturbations

away from the circular motion. These perturbations are due to the gravity gradient across

the antenna system and are functions of time, position in orbit and the circular velocity

components of the unperturbed motion. The actual position of the SMS is given by the x,
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y, and z coordinates, and is not confined to the original plane_of motion. A plot-r6pre-

senting the typical motion of an SMS is given in Figure 4-1, which shows the difference

between the actual position and the unperturbed position as a function of time. It call be

seen that the position oscillates about the unperturbed position with the frequency of the

antenna rotation frequency.

The time variation of position shown in Figure 4-1 is typical of the motion in any

"fv_*_'_,.,_"_'_,,_,_,_,t.,_ foi ,tJ,y aibi_rary urien£ation of the antenna system. The rate of in-

crease of the amplitude of the motion is the maximum which would be experienced any-

where on either of the KWOT orbits considered. This is because the initial conditions

selected for this case are those of perigee of the elliptical orbit, where the gradient

(perturbation) forces are at a maximum.

Figure 4-2 depicts the same motion defined by figure 4-1, but in spatial a co-

ordinate system to give insight into the position the SMS described as a function of time.

Depicted is the uncontrolled drift at the point of perigee passage, as well as the corrected

motion as it would most likely occur under active thruster control. It is interesting to

note that the subsatellite would exit the control corridor under these conditions at 73

minutes from perigee, unless some correction is exercised.

The maximum rate of increase of amplitude for the motion can be estimated by

dividing the maximum difference between perturbed and unperturbed motion by the time.

Consider the x component from eq 4-1. The difference divided by the time is:

]k x x-x 1/2 K 2 2

-R-_ (1-3 cos /s )t t
O
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t'"

where an initial condition of YR = 0 is assumed, since

2
1-3 cos y _< 2 and (XR)ma x = _o :- 8.76 m/sec, then (4-3)

A x 4.38 K 2

t a) 2
O

Equation (3) is plotted inFigure 4-4 for both the elliptical and circular orbits.

Note that this is the maximum possible rate: the actual rate of increase for any

Dartieulnr etw)rdin_tp will w_rx_ W!fh_ nrhita! _o=_ition 2rid antenna orientatien.

Of somewhat more significance is the motion of the antenna system itself.

The antenna configuration is defined by the reiative positions of the four SMS's

and the C.O. This is shown in Figure 4-3.

where:

A, B, C, D - Positions of the 4 SMS's

O - position of C. O.

8 A - )<AOB

8B - )<BOC

d_,, (dB) = Distance between A and B (B and C)
= 7071 meters nominally.

The relative motion of four SMS's can be described by the quantities _ A' _B'

d A and d B. In addition, the planarity of the antenna can be determined by considering

the respective inclinations of planes AOB and BOC.

Several cases were examined with variations in both epoch and antenna orient-

ation. Equations 4-1 were used to described the motion of pts A, B, and C, separately.

The variables d, _ , and i (inclination) can then be determined from geometrical

considerations.
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In general, the variation of the parameters considered was regular andwell

behaved. Typical variations of dA, dB, _A' and _B are shownin Figure 4-5.

The antennaplane is initially in the x-z plane and the epochwas zero (i.e. perigee

passageoccurred at t = 0).

The quantities A d A and Ad B which are plotted in the figure 4-3 are defined as:

Ad A = dA-7071 meters

A

L_d B = dB-7071 meters (4-4)

and are the differences between the perturbed and unperturbed distances between the

respective subsatellites.

A number of cases were examined in addition to the one presented here, for various

antenna orientation angles and epochs. From these runs four particulary significant con-

clusions about the antenna motion were reached. These are listed below.

1. A straight line can be placed through the central observatory and any two opposite

ends (such as A and C) of the antenna. This relationship held exactly during

all cases considered, up to approximately 50 hours from the initial point. This

can be seen from Figure 4-4 where it is obvious that _ A + _ B = 180°"

2. The angular separation, 0 A (or _ B) varies sinusoidally with an increasing

amplitude and a period of 30 minutes. (See Fig. 4-4.) This indicates that the

points A and B oscillate rather than having a constant motion with respect to

each other.

3. The inclination angles of both planes (AOB and BOC) with respect to the original

plane of motion are identical. This implies that the entire antenna remains in

planar motion.
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There was no significant variation in the inclination of the antennaplane with

respect to the orbital plane for the cases studied, although some small angle

"wobble" w'aspresent in all cases.

4. The displacement of any two SMS's from each other is of the sameorder of

magnitude as the displacement of either SMS from its unperturbed position.

This is due to the "out-of-phase" motion of any two adjacent SMS's. Thus,

when Point A (for example) is at its maximum displacement from its under-

turbed position, Point B is at its minimum. The variation in amplitude of/k d

4.3. SMS Motion Relationships

Thus far we have examined the non-thrusted motion of an individual SMS and the

motion of the antenna as a whole. Let us next consider this motion in relation to the de-

sired precessional motion and to the associated control required to maintain this pre-

cession rate.

First we define a quantity which to avoid confusion we will call the "drift". The

drift is the absolute value of maxima of the quantity R-R O where:

2 2R= 2+y + z = actual SMS position

R D = radius vector to the desired SMS position

If the precession rate were zero, then

RD - + YR + ZR

Thus the drift, for zero precession is nothing but the amplitude of the motion shown

in Figure 4-1. Furthermore, the drift rate will be of the same order of magnitude as given

by Figure 4-4 (maximum rate of increase of amplitude).
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Typical values for drift as shownin Figure 4-6 for four different sets of initial

conditions. Three of the cases start at perigee (epoch= 0) and one starts 3- hours after

perigee passage. The orientations of the plane of the antennas are shown in Figure 4-7.

Also shown on this curve is the 25 meter boundary discussed previously.

Several important results which are significant in the design of the control system

can be seen in Figure 4-5, even though the precession rates are zero.

90 °,.... curvc for I = epoch - u, _Luw_ _t,a_ wLuma ua_-half hour the SMS wiii have

drifted to the edge of the control region (i.e. the 25 meters boundary). Thus control actions

will be required about every half hour to maintain the SMS within the boundaries in this

period. However, some 12 hours later the drift rate, which is measured by the slope of

the curve, has fallen to near zero. This implies two significant items, the first is that

active control is required for at least a small portion of this orbit for stabilization, and

the second is that there will be long periods, probably several hours, between required

control actions over the vast portion of the orbit. It may also be inferred that for a

60,000 n mi circular orbit control actions would most likely not be required for keeping

the antenna within the 50 meter boundary. The other two curves which start at perigee

have the same characteristics but in both cases the drift rates reduce in a shorter period

of time.

The fourth case, in which the KWOT is approaching apogee (epoch = 30 hours),

shows a significant reduction in the control action. Extrapolation indicates a period of

about 30 hours between firings. This result is not unexpected, since the gradient forces

are appreciably less near apogee.
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The effects caused by precession can be treated in a manner analogous to the per-

turbation effects. Consider the SMS in unperturbed position in the x-z plane (Figure 4-8).

If the point, B, represents the desired position after some precession, i, has occurred,

we can obtain expressions for the difference between A and B as a function of time.

We have for the unperturbed motion, point A:

x R = r cos w t

YR- 0

z R = r sin _ t

for the motion of the point P, we can write:

Xp= r cost0 t

yp=rsinwtsin _p

Zp= rsin_tcos_ p

The difference then is:

D

d = J(xp-xR)2 + (yp-yR) 2 + (zp- ZR)2

2 2 [d= +r sin m t sin 2 _p

d= rsinwt J2(1-cos _p)

Using the half- angle relationship we have.

2
+ cos _p-2 cos _p + 1] (4-7)

d = 2 r sin ca t sin ( P) (4-8)

Equation4-8 represents the distance between two points, one corresponds to the un-

perturbed motion and the other to the precessed motion and is sinusoidal in nature with

an amplitude given by (2 r sin ( -_- P) The rate of increase of this amplitude, for

small _ 1) (_1_ will always be small since the SMS is controlled to follow the control
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region) canbe found as:

d_ (2 r sin _
dt -_P) = r T

For typical values of the precession rate, the rate increase of amplitude is:

Precession Rate Rate of Amplitude Increase

1/4 deg/hr 43.6 meters/hr

1/2 deg/hr 21.8 meters/hr

Cornp_ring_ for _z_mple. the !/2 deg, ./hr rates with the data of Fi_arc 4-I wc can

see that the precessional effects will be of the same order of magnitude as the pertur-

bations rates at perigee, but will be many times larger than the perturbation effects at

apogee (in fact, over a large portion of the KWOT orbit).

4.4. SUMMATION OF SMS MOTION

In this section we have considered the unpowered motion of a single SMS and the

relative motions of the four subsatellites making up the KWOT antenna. We have shown

that the motion in both cases is regular and well behaved.

It has also been shown that, in order to maintain the SMS within a 50 meter control

region active control will be required. The frequency of control action will be a function

of (a) the size of the perturbation forces, which depend on the KWOT orbit and the position

in that orbit, and (b) the precession rate required for mapping the celestial sphere. The

period between control actions will be a minimum near perigee, at which point they will be

from one-half to one hour for a 25 meter boundary. Over a large part of the orbit, how-

ever, the precession rates will determine the period of the control actions.

It has been assumed in these studies that there are no connections between the sub-

satellites. One possible effect of connections would be to reduce the amplitude of the dis-

placements between the antenna ends to less than the 25 meter boundary, which possibly
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could affect a savings in _ V for the caseof zero precession. There would be little effect

on the A V at the higher precession rates, however, since the corrections could be incor-

porated with that required for precession.
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5.0 PRECESSIONAND SKY COVERAGE

The immediate function of the KWOT is to provide a reliable map of the celestial

sphere. As a consequence,this requires complete coverage of the sky at least once, and

preferably several times for a reliable map. It may be desirable to have both complete

and uniform coverage on a continuous basis, with selective observation gained only at

time of successive passage.

In order to assess the magnitude of the problem, several alternative techniques

system is being rotated at a nominal one revolution per hour. At any instant, one end

of the rhombie antenna observes a 1/2 ° wide cone whose axis is eolinear with the major

axis of the rhombus. It may be assumed that this cone will sweep out the entire sky

24 times per year. This results from 24, 180 ° rotations of the antenna. However,

since the antenna is double ended, a 180 ° rotation completes a 360 ° circular coverage.

In order to plan for an efficient and orderly sweep, it is first of all necessary to

determine what the natui-al motions of the system will be. These natural motions are of

three types: precession of the orbit, precession of the spin axis, and relative motion

within the system. It is anticipated that these natural motions can be augmented by

the expenditure of fuel to obtain any desired motion.

It was assumed for this element of the study that the combination of the spider

web tension due to the spin motion and the stationkeeping activities of the individual

RMU type vehicles will inhibit relative motion within the system and permit it to be

treated as a rigid body.
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5.1 PRECESSION

Dueto the large diameter of the orbit, the usual perturbations dueto Earth's

oblateness are negligibly small. The nodal regression being 0.724 cos i de_/yr, and the

2.
advanceof perigee 0.362 (5 cos i - 1)deg/yr. This latter term would, at its tangent

point, (i.e., in equatorial orbit, 1.44deg/yr) be only half that of the lowest planetary

perturbance. The effect of other planetary bodies, noteably the sun and the moon,

however, must beconsidered. Assuming, for convenience, an equatorial orbit, it was

found that: the nodal regression rate about an axis perpendicular to the ecliptic due

to solar attraction is approximately 3° per year: The nodal regression rates d,.,_e

to lunar attraction varies from about 15 ° per year at conjunction to about 3 ° per year

at opposition with a value of nearly 7 ° per year under average conditions. The figures

would increase less than 10% if the orbits were aligned with the ecliptic or the lunar

orbit plane respectively, and decrease to zero for orbits passing through the ecliptic

or lunar orbit pole. The rate of advance of the apsidal line due to solar and lunar

perturbations would be double all of the values given for nodal regression, however,

for circular orbits this would not be of great practical importance. The radial per-

turbations of the system would amount to as much as 12,000 feet due to the moon

alone, and about 50% more due to sun and moon combined. The differential effect of

this perturbation over a 10 km. distance from one side of the system to the other

would tend to cause relative motions of not more than 25 to 30 feet. None of the above

described motions are sufficient to be significantly useful, however, they are in general

large enough that they must be considered a small non-negligible quantity in final

system design.
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Up to this point no mention has beenmade of the spacial orientation of the orbit.

Although the precessional motions of the orbit will dependon its orientation, no com-

pelling reasons are apparent for preferring any particular position. It is obvious that

if the system is in an approximately ecliptic orbit, lunar conjunctions and oppositions

will occur every six days, whereas if the orbit passes near the ecliptic pole, conjunc-

tions and oppositions will occur on a semimonthly cycle. Similarly, but less important,

the solar constellations will be influenced by orbit orientation. Further consideration

should be given to the establishment of the desired orientation, and if the abovebe-

sizing.

5.2 SKY COVERAGE

It is of interest to examine the various modes of sky coverage available through

programming various precession modes, and the fuel (A V) requirements to achieve

_hJ_....._-'_"_""_n'_-. Th,_...v,-,_,,l_.v_.__-_,°"'_ne ..... se, independent of the spacial orientation of

the orbit.

In order to facilitate discussion of the precessional motions, a coordinate system

will be used for the plane of the antenna system similar to that used for an orbit. Let

i' be the inclination angle between the system plane and an inertially fixed reference

plane passing through the center of mass of the central observatory, and let be

the angle to the line of nodes of these two planes from an inertially fixed reference

direction. It is convenient to let the reference plane be parallel to the equatorial plane

and let _.' = 0 °.
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In order to acquire a basic notion of sky coverage patterns and how they are

affected by precession rates and initial conditions, a number of approaches were

examined, and the results shown in the first four columns of Table 5-1. Since the

unit of time during which it is assumed to provide complete sky coverage is fixed,

precession rates can be more meaningfully represented as angular displacements,

swept through during that time interval. For ease of analysis it will be assumed

that actual precession occurs almost impulsively once each rotation of the antenna

system (once per hour) rather than continuously, although it has not yet been de-

rotation of the system may be considered as a great circle.

The accompanying sketches, Figures 5-1 to 5-4, illustrate the sky coverage

patterns formed by those of the precession programs listed in Table 5-1, which give

complete sky coverage. In each case, the "front view" is looking edge on at the

rp.f_renee plane from the reference d.irection_: The initial -ode angle is zero: Positive

precession of the node therefore proceeds from the center of the diagram counterclock-

wise toward the right. The "top view" is looking down on the reference plane with the

reference direction pointing down the page. All zero inclination circles therefore

appear as circles, regardless of node. In figure 5-1, top view, and figure 5-3, front

view, the latter half of the coverage circles have been omitted because they require a

reversal of the visible and hidden lines shown in the first half.

Since the area of the celestial sphere equals 4 _r steradians, whereas the

antenna beam sweeps out 1/2 ° x 360 ° = 0.0549 steradians per revolution of 40 steradians

per 1/24 of a year, assuming one revolution per hour, it is apparent that the sky will
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necessarily be overcovered by an average factor of 3.18. In order for this overcoverage

to be distributed uniformly, the spin axis precession technique chosen must provide

an overlap pattern wherein most of the areas are three layers of coverage thick and

about one-fifth of them are four layers thick. Now it is obvious that very low pre-

cession rates (180 ° or less per month, see Table 5-.1} will tend to cause successive

strips of sky covered by successive rotations of the antenna to have a high degree of

overlap and therefore build up far more than four layers in some areas. Since the

average coverage mus,t be 3.18 layers, an overabundance in one area will necessarily

l_od f-n o ¢_hnr.f-ng,c, _,l_wh_,'r'_ If _hntllrl h_ unfed fh_t r, n rnnl_hqnlq,q.q Nf _nv_r'_p'_. i_ nnt

in question as long as at least one layer of coverage is provided in every area. This

line of reasoning seems to indicate that as the inclination and nodal precession rates

are increased from very low values, the sky coverage becomes more uniform, up to

a point. Once precession rates are reached at which most of the sky is covered either

three or four ti.m__es, further incve_e,_ may possibly upset the balance and actually

decrease the uniformity.

The progressive buildup of a high degree of overcoverage in one area at the ex-

pease of other areas can be visualized as follows. Consider two successive strips of

sky covered by successive rotations of the system. If the overlap is not continuous

along their entire length, the intersection of these two strips forms a pair of rhombi

with centroids on the line of nodes of the two antenna system planes. If the overlap is

continuous these two "centroids" still retain their significance as the points where the

instantaneous probability of overlap by succeeding strips is highest. If the precession

rates are low, such that the inclination and node are displaced by perhaps one-half'
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revolution during the month, the centroids of all of the intersection areas will tend

to lie in a restricted zone on the celestialsphere. This zone is clearly a region of

excessive sky coverage at the expense of the rest of the celestialsphere where no

centroids appear. Note again that the absence of centroids does not signify absence of

coverage nor even absence of multiple coverage, but only an absence of a local maximum

o][ coverage. Itwould appear that more uniform coverage could be obtained ifthe

centroids were more uniformly distributed over the entire celestial sphere. This seems

to require relatively high precession rates. Thus we are led to the same conclusion

_ h_fn_,_,, nn'rn_,lxT fhnf inr,'r'_,n._rt Ilnifn'r'mify r'_,n,lir'_ hi,o'h_'r' pr'_r_.qinn r'nt_ thnn
........ J ' .............................. -_ ......... O ............................

those considered in Table 5-1.

Note that ifthese higher.precession rates are used, the sky can no longer be

covered sequentially by strips which are either overlapping or adjacent to each other.

Rather, the broad distribution of overlap areas sought, requires a relativelylarge

displace.meat between successive strips which in tnrn req,,irennns_.qnp.nfi_1 coverage.

For example, ifa 720 ° displacement of one of the variables were to be used, perhaps

alternate 1/2 ° strips would be covered during the firsthalf of the month and the in-

between strips picked up during the second half.

Ifour reasoning thus far is valid,two consequences ensue. First of all,since

higher precession rates require higher torque, therefore more thrust or _V, it

follows that uniformity of sky coverage costs fuel. Second, the complex sequencing

of covered sky str ips that necessarily accompanies high precession rates may

cause considerable increase in the complexity of data reduction.
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It should be noted that it is possible to achieve a quasi-uniformity without recourse

to high precession rates. This would involve accepting the relatively low uniformity

associated with low precession rates during any 1/24 year period, but arranging for

the high coverage areas to vary from period to period such that by the end of a year,

a long term uniformity has been achieved.

The quantity of 'fuel required to produce these precession rates may be determined

by use of the standard gyroscope equation, see figure 5-5.

ok..

e

/

Z

j
Antenna Spin Axis

----H
v

Figure 5-5

The angular momentum of the rotating antenna system

H = Iw

where I is the polar moment of inertia and w

to preeess the spin axis about the Z axis

M = Tr

is the rotation rate. The torque available

where T is the combined thrust of two of the RMU type vehicles acting at a distance r

equal to the radius of the antenna system from the Z axis. Since
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d H
S _ •

_ d T.

Tr I _ 8 (1)

where 0 is the precession rate, which has a component about the line of nodes equal

• a

to i t and a component about the line of antinodes equal to _ sin i. Thus

" J(i') 2 h' )28 = + ( sin (io'+ i't) (2)

where i' is the initialinclination.
O

The fuel requirements , "expressed in terms of velocity capability of each RMU

vehicle is

AV

t

f T d t4m
O

where m is the mass of one RMU vehicle. Substituting equation (1) and expressing I

as 4mr 2 + C, where C is the polar moment of inertia of the spider web along we obtain:

t

f ° dtAv = r_ (i +4-'_-_r2)

f)

(3)

It should be pointed out that this C is a small, however non-negligible quantity.

Should the mass of the antenna web grow this could become more significant. Note

that the first term in equation (3), which represents the four RMU vehicles only, is

independent of mass or specific impulse, reflecting the fact that mass changes cause

proportionate changes in moment of inertia. The second term, however, is sensitive

to mass and therefore specific impulse. Assuming that a one year supply of fuel is

carried and that the same 30 day spin axis precession program is repeated 12 times,

the quantity of fuel consumed each month will decrease but the monthly A V will

remain constant, based on the first term only. If the second term is considered, the A V

L

varies from month to month as fuel is consumed, as a function of specific impulse.
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For typical values of specific impulse and precession rates shown in Table 5-1,

the contribution of the second term of equation (3) is only a few percent. For higher

precession rates it is still less. At this stage of the analysis the increased accuracy

is hardly warranted, therefore only the first term will be used. The /_Vts associated

with each of the spin axis precession programs shown in Table 5-1 that result in

complete sky coverage have been computed and are shown in Table 5-1. Note first

of all, that the fuel requirements do indeed increase with increasing precession rate

as predicted and further that there appears to be a correlation between A V and /_ i t

+ i .("). I Th;_ ,".r_'P'P_lof'inn ;_ nr_f" _n_'v._l h.f _;_f_ nnlxr rtN_, fn fh_, _xrny in _xThir-.h

the programs were selected.

h'Referring to equation (2) and recalling that the rates _v and are assumed

constant and therefore are linearly proportional to the angular displacements, it can

be seen that if i ' and the angular displacements are chosen so as to take advantage
o

nf _-h,_ _.mm,_.-_, nf _2 _in2 i th_ r, nr'rAl_tinn will npp_n_'_

In conclusion, a number of techniques are feasible for obtaining complete sky

coverage. The control of the degree of overlap through control of A i and /_

imposes varying /_ V expenditures increasing with the increasing area of.overlap.

It therefore remains to examine the coverage techniques from the viewpoint of the

astronomical objectives and the gathering of the radio source information.
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6.0

6.1 INTRODUCTION

STABILIZATION AND CONTR()L

The control problem consists of positioning the four subsatellites :relative to

the CentralObservatory in such a manner that the five-mass-system corresponds closely

to the desired system configuration and orientation. Control requirements, as they apply

to station keeping of a subsatellite (SMS) operating under nominal environmental condi-

tions and for a nominal antenna precession rate are estimated. The feasibility of a sat-

isfactory SMS control system is demonstrated by showing one possible control concept

to be basically workable. The control requirements associated with initial system de-

ployment, large angle system reorientation, and possible short duration large magnitude

disturbances are not considered here.

6.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE EXAMPLE CQNTROL CONCEPT

In the selected system, the Central Observatory monitors, evaluates, and com-

mands specific changes in the "state" of the four SMS vehicles--the "state" of the SMS,

as used here, is that collection of variable and parameter values required to describe

correctly the SMS's position and motion with respect to the Central Observatory.

Figure 6-1 illustrates and defines the coordinates and the various symbols used in the

following.

6.2.1 Control Equipment ,

The Central Observatory is equipped with the necessary sensing and

computing devices to generate signals proportional to the position and rate in the three

translations and the three attitudes of the SMS relative to the Central Observatory.
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Figure 6-1. Simplified Schematic of SMS - Central Observatory Relationship

and Central Observatory Oriented Coordinate System
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The system equipment aboard the Central Observatory and each SMS:

6.2.1.1 Central Observatory

(a) Radar andantenna - for ranging alongthe Y' axis and for

determining rotations about the X' and Z' axis.

(b) Star Tracker (Also required by the navigation and guidance

system) - for measuring position of the SMSalong the X'

and Z' axes, andfor measuring rotation about the Y' axis.

(c) Computer (also required by the navigation and guidance

system) - for computing the desired position of the SMS

and for processing measured data and issuing translational

and rotational commands to the SMS.

(d) Communication Link- for receiving measured data and _or

transmitting commands.

6.2.1.2 Small Manuevering Subsatellite

(a) Interferometer and radar receiver - used in conjunction

with Item 1 of the Central ObservatoryVs equipment.

(b) Rate gyros - used for stabilization of the SMS attitude

loop.

(c) Beacon Lights - used in conjunction with item 2 of Central

Observatory's equipment.

(d) Communication Link - used in conjunction with item 4 of

Central Observatory's equipment.

A combination of precision radar and optical sensing devices are suitable for this

purpose. Radial translation (Y' translation) is monitored by range radar, and roll and
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yaw attitude is sensed by applications of radar interferometers on the SMS (state of

the art radar equipment is capable to give accuracies better than _ 5 meters and _ 1

degree). X' and Z' translations and the pitch attitude of the SMS is obtained from op-

tical sensors similar to state of the art star tracking devices; the SMS is equipped

with special light sources (or reflectors on the SMS and light source on the Central

y) light i ........... _'- _..... +_^ -, .... _ _,..+h oh_,,o ho_t__Observator such that this s uL_m_u_=._u,_ _,_. _,,_ o .........................

ground--flashing light signals, colored lights and suitable filters, or a combination of

these are possibilities. Processing of the output signals of these devices ts accom-

plished in the Central Observatory computer, being connected to each of the four SMS

vehicles either by "wire" or by some form of transmit-receiver communications link.

The monitoring by the Central Observatory is in the form of periodic up-dating of the

"state information" for each of the four SMS vehicles.

6.2.2 Control Technique

The control of the operation of the four SMS-antenna system is imple-

mented by threshold-type controls that maintain the four SMS vehicles at all times with-

in their prescribed "control regions"--where each control region is thought of as a volume

in space, the center of each volume coinciding at any time to the exact desired position of

the corresponding SMS (as determined by the computer in the Central Observatory), and

the bounds of the volume formed by the specified permissible ± 25 meters in the X', Y'

and Z' directions. The four control regions move in a regular pattern such that at any

instant of time the Central Observatory and the centroids of the four control regions cor-

respond to the desired antenna configuration and the orientation--i.e., circular orbit with

respect to the Central Observatory of radius five Km, orbital period one hour, and pre-

cessing at 0.5 degree per hour. 6-4



Whenever the Central Observatory senses that a SMS has translated close

to or past one of the bounds of its control region appropriate SMS thrusters are com-

manded by the Central Observatory. A guidance and control computer in the Central

Observatory continually up-dates the control action requirements based on the moni-

tored "state" of each SMS. The control action command will be in terms of three atti-

tude angles and appropriate thrust pulse durations for the various thrusters of any one

of the four SMS vehicles. Execution of the commanded control action will generally

consist of first achieving the required attitudes. The attitude realignment action is

then followed by translational thrusting to achieve the proper sub-orbit reorientation

and any translation rate corrections as determined by the guidance and control com-

puter of the Central Observatory such that the SMS's sub-orbit is closely aligned with

the slowly precessing orbit of the control regions. The duration of any thrust appli-

cation is generally very short in comparison to the sub-orbit period of one hour.

Precessing the antenna plane at a rate of 0.5 deg/hr is accomplished

by thrusting normal to the desired plane each time an SMS passes the zero degree

reference point (nodal point) as it orbits the Central Observatory, i.e., the transla-

tional thrust will be commanded at 0 °, 360 °, 720 °, etc. The duration of the thrust

firing is such that the tangential velocity of the SMS will be rotated about the radius

vector through an angle of 0.5 ° . This is demonstrated by means of Figure 6-2 and

6-3; where Figure 6-2 presents a plot of the position of the control region centroid

for about 1-3/4 revolutions of the antenna system, and Figure 6-3 presents a corres-

ponding plot of the SMS position for two different sub-orbits. Each of the figures shows
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a perspective view and a corresponding X' - Z' plane projection; in each of the four

curves' three positions are indicated which correspond _to the control region and the

SMS position at times t 0, t I and t 2. Relating corresponding points in Figures 6-2

and 6-3 and allowing for the indicated Z' error, it is seen that the Z' error band will

generally be exceeded and thus a sub-orbit reorientation be commanded just past a

nodal point as illustrated by the positions at time t 1. This may best be seen by super-

imposing the X' - Z' projections of Figures 6-2 and 6-3.

The case just illustrated corresponds to that of one sub-orbit reorien-

tation per SMS per antenna system revolution, and was taken here as the nominal con-

trol mode applicable to the assumed antenna system operating characteristics--i.e.,

5000 meter sub-orbit, period of one hour, antenna system precession of 1/2 degree

per full revolution, and a permissable position error of _ 25 meters for the purpose

of showing feasibility.

The number of required control actions per SMS per antenna revolu-

tion is in some approximate sense proportional to the antenna system precession

rate and is inversely proportional to the size of the position error threshold. For posi-

tion error threshold values less than about 25 m, the number of required control actions

per SMS per revolution will rapidly increase ( _> 2) in order for the SMS to follow the

spiralling motion of the control region. The same kind of control action would also

occur if the precession rate were increased substantially past the nominal 1/2 degree

per hour.
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6.3 SMS /kV REQUIREMENTS

Proper control action will result in a change in the direction of the SMS velocity

vector, such that it is rotated about a line connecting the SMS and the C.O., through the

desired precession angle (resulting in an orbit reorientation as illustrated in Figure

6-3).

X'_T(tl+) - _T(tl_) i _;Pr

J¢ fh_ f*na'c, nf;,_l .,,c, lr_,;f,, _+ 4-'_^ t]. ^_..1 *:___ J. .... ..1....... . ;411U

cession velocity bit that is input.

ATT

LAY Pr is the pre-

Imparting a precession velocity bit may introduce small velocity errors

( AVpr =_ A AVpr ). These errors may be resolved into tangential velocity and

radial velocity errors of the SMS. These error velocities are caused by some attitude

misalignment of the SMS at the time of the control action. It is desirable that the tan-

gential and radial velocity errors ( AV T and AV R respectively ) will not exceed a

value that would cause one SMS to drift beyond the permissible position threshold of

=_25 meters during the time between successive control actions required for precession

(tOFF).

• AV T _'= AV R /•. _< 25 m sec.

tOFF

The maximum attitude misalignment at any time will be equal to some specified

permissible attitude threshold value ( _ D.B. ), as defined in Figure 6-1
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of the nominal precession

velocity, and the attitude

and yaw.

= Av +
/, .... pr

Therefore, the tangential velocity must also be less than the error in precession

velocity times the sine of the threshold angle.

•". AV T =_ AVR < ( AVpr _ /k AVpr ) Sin (¢_D.B.)

The total AV requirement per control action per subsatellite will consist

AV, the corrective /kV's for the tangential and radial

/k _ required for correction and alignment in pitch, roll.

An estimate of /k _ is made based on the following:

In order to align the vehicle for inputting the precession thrust attitude reposi-

tionings will have to be made some time before the next AVpr input. The re-

quired attitude change will nominally be less than twice the selected threshold

value ( _< 2 _ D.B.)' and the time available to execute this shift has been taken

to be equal to or less than about 1/5 the time between AVpr inputs

( _< 1/5 tOFF).

These two conditions determine a required attitude correction velocity

_c _> 2_ D.B.),and ]k_ :2 (_ c)"

tOFF/5

An equivalent AV _ is defined as follows:

Ave = (3 A _ ) ( I ) ="(0.56)
(57.3)m I

D.B.

tOF F

Ft/Sec.

where the various symbols are defined in front of this report.
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Sincethe total V required for position control may be defined as,

_AV = [AVpr+ AVT+ AVR+ AV,_ ,,, (Ft/sec)

wherein that portion ascribed to precession and misalignment, ( AVpr, A K, and

AVR) may be referred to as the stationkeeping AV, i.e., that required to remain

within the control corridor so that the total is the sum of the stationkeeping require-

ments and the attitude stabilization. Therefore considering control concept using

one control action per SMS per antenna system revolution (Nominal System), we derive:

AVpr =_ 0.232

AV R = AV T =_ 2(0.0227) -_ 0.0454 Ft/sec

Table 6-1, presents the stationkeeping requirements for various attitude dead

bands for the single control action case.

For the operation of the KWOT for one year, considerations must also be given

to deployment. Based upon Reference 1, it appears reasonable that the deployment

AV for a single SMS is of the order of 28 ft/sec. Therefore for one year

TABLE 6-1

%

STATIONKEEPING AV REQUIREMENTS PER SMS VEHICLE

(Single control action per revolution)

A AVpr

AVpr

0

i0

20

Degrees

5.6

5.1

4.7

Attitude Stabilization

Ft/sec.

8.7 X 10 -4

7.9 X 10 -4
L

7.2 X 10-4

A. total
vST.Kper hour

(Ft/sec)/hour

0.278
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a conservative estimate would be;

Mission Elements

Deployment

Stationkeeping

Attitude Stabilization

AV Required

28

2430

63

2521

Applied to a typical SMS with an assumed mass of five slugs, Isp of 200 sec,

the equivalent propellant would be 62.0 lb. If two control actions per antenna system

revolution were assumed, then;

AVpr - 0.116 Ft/see.

/kV R = AV T -_ (0.0455) _ 0.0900 St/see.

Table 6-2 presents the stationkeeping requirements for the dual control action

case.

TABLE 6-2

STATIONKEEPING AV REQUIREMENTS PER SMS VEHICLE

(Dual control action per revolution)

! total
A AVpr _ D.B. Attitude 2tabilization_ AVsT.K. per hour

Ft/sec. Ft/See./hour
% AV R Degrees

0

10

20

23

21

19

7.1 X 10 -3

6.5 X 10 -3

5.9 X 10 -3 0.426
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For one year's operation, considering the same AV required for deployment,

mission total would be

Mission Element AV Required

Deployment 28

Stationkeeping 3609

Attitude Stabilization 52

3689

For the same typical vehicle assumed previously, an equivalent amount of pro-

Dellent is 94.0 lb.

There are several factors which should be noted here. The numbers computed

,_,L _.v _wu _ou_u_ co[_uepLs are quite conservative for several reasons which will be given

below.

First, the AV R has been taken to be of the same order of magnitude as the

AV T. In light of the relatively stiff spring constant assumed for the webbing, this

could probably be reduced substantially.

Secondly, the _ D.B. limits for the concept using two control actions could be

reduced without seriously complicating the attitude control system. This would tend

to reduce the total Av for this concept, as can be seen by a comparison of the data

shown in Figure 6-4. This line of reasoning could also be applied to the single action

concept, however, in this case the dead band limits are already relatively small and the

saving would be mitigated by the requirement for more attitude control propellant.

Lastly, the required number of firings will be reduced if the precession rate is

less than the assumed value of 1/2 degree per hour. At this rate, one firing per revo-

lution is necessary just to maintain the SMS in the control region. For a lesser rate say

1/4 degree per hour, it should be possible to maintain the antenna accuracy by firing

once every second revolution over a major portion of the KWOT orbit. However, a

still more accurate attitude system would then be required.
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Figure 6-4. Precession Velocity Requirement versus Precession Rate
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3.4 SMSTHRUSTERSIZE

In order to estimate a suitable thrust level for the reaction control engines of the

SMS vehicle the following arguments are used.

An upper bound for the thrust level is obtained from previously defined precession

requirements and assuming a value for the minimum thrust pulse duration

(tmi n = 50 m.sec.) in addition to previously listed values of SMS parameters.

(A_,'pr) (m) _ (O.Z3Z) (5) _<f 5.9--'lbs.
(4) (tmin) (4) (0.05)

........................ u,_ ,v_ _,uu,,u on F is ,uL quite as stra forward.

In order to achieve low attitude limit cycle drift rates very small thrust levels (of the

order of milli-pounds) would be desirable, but on the other hand general maneuvering

requirements are more easily met with thrust levels of about 0.1 pounds. A dual

level attitude threshold would serve to reduce the above mentioned difficulty; the sys-

tem is in "tight deadband" control during application of the precession AV inputs (cor-

responding to previously listed values of _ D.B.), and during tOF F the attitude control

would be a "very loose" threshold system (_L.C. _ 10_ D.B. ) with a correspond-

ingly long limit cycle period.

Under these assumptions an acceptable thrust level would be about 0.05 to 0.1

pound.

6.5 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the active control concept investigated establishes the feasibility

of utilizing active control, but not necessarily the optimum technique. Also it has been

shown that the AV required to satisfy the SMS mission for one year under the assumed
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conditions is reasonable (,_ 2740ft/sec). To achieve this control thrust levels of .003

to 5.9 are reasonable, however, the predominating requirement in establishing the low

magnitudethrust is attitude stabilization, while the upper level is determined by achiev-

ing the total precession per revolution in a minimum bit firing. Sincethe latter condition

canbe readily achieved by burning for a longer time, considerations which would

economize fuel shouldpredominate in thrust selection. Therefore, the lowest re-

producible thrust level practical shouldbe selected, which for the current state of

t.h_ _l"r"l" n'F _rnnnnn-r.r_n_,ll.'_,t- a_xaf-_,-,_n_ ,_ k,'_,_,_ A _1 n_,..1 rl I 11..,
.......... _v,_vt.,_ vt..,_jLj.i, h..mj I..J_,I,'A_LJL_ .LI.._ _.S_--'I, VV_.,,_,IJL V.V.I. C_,L.I.I..J. V,..L .ILUo
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7.0 SMSCONCEPT

7.1 CONCEPTCONSIDERATIONS

Basedon the studies presented in the previous section, it is apparent that stabili-

zation of the antennaby active control of anSMSsystem is feasible within a finely con-

trolled corridor of +25 meters for a period of one year for a nominal propellant load.

It is appropriate therefore to look at what suchwould entail from a system design point

of view, and the implications associatedwith the SMSconcept.

Figure 7-1 presents a conceptual designof typical SMSas envisioned as a result of

this feasibility study. Table 7-1 is on associatedweight estimate° The principle sub-

systems required for the subsatellite are: (1) propulsion, consisting of propellant, tank

andthrusters and associatedplumbing; (2) stabilization and control, consisting of an

attitude reference and a control logic, a reference system for range and range rate

data, (3) a commandand data link, (4)wire dispenser system for the antennaarray

elements, and (5) power supply anddistribution system. It must be emphasizedthat a

preliminary design study has not beenconductedandthis represents only conceptual

thinking based on the results of the feasibility study.

7.2 PROPULSION

A propulsion system which would be suitable for a SMSwould consist of nominally

16 thrusters of approximately 0.01-1bthrust. The system would be most probably a

monopropellant, of the H202, or N2H4 class, preferably the latter becauseof the higher

I (f¢ 200 duty cycle), although the use of ion, and cold gaspropulsion needs to be
sp

investigated. A blowdownsystem seems to be attractive becauseof its inherent
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TABLE 7-1

SMALL MANEUVERING SUBSATELLITE WEIGHT STATEMENT

Rocket Propulsion System

Tank Blow Down

Fill Valve Pressurant

Pressure Transducer Pressurant

Fill Valve - Propellant

Filters - Propellant

Isolation Valves (2)

Thrust Chamber Assembly (16)

Lines and Fittings

Mounting Equipment
Instrumentation and Controls

Stabilization and Controls

Amplifiers/Flight Control Logic (SCS)

Wiring and Plugs

Command and Data Pack and Cables

Power Supplies and Distribution

Battery Pack

Solar Cell Assembly (20)

Dispenser and Wire (1)
Polarization .amtenna

Interferometer Antenna

Structure and Insulation

One Dispenser Vehicle Total Dry Weight

Propellant

Pressurant

Total Wet Weight

One Dispenser Vehicle Wt (Wet)

Two Dispenser Vehicle Wt (Wet)

(41.2)

21.0

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.1

2.6

11.2

2.0

2.0

1.5

(s.5)

7.0

1.5

8.3

(19.7)

4.5

0.8

1.9

2.5

10.0

19.0

96.7

63.0

3.7

162.4

162.4

165.7

D
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reliability, associated with the pressurant self contained in the propellant tank, and since

the resultant thrust variations, would not be critical in this application.

7.3 STABILIZATION AND CONTROL

The SMS is to be attitude stabilized with reference to the Central Observatory so

that its yaw, pitch and roll axes remain in essentially the same planes as the correspond-

ing axes of the Central Observatory vehicle. Similarly, the control must be exercised by

the stabilization and control system to precess the subsatellites; hence, the KWOT at the

_.._o....vu ratc. _ ...... 11 ..... J_t ....... _L..-1 _-1 ...... J. -- " _ - 11 i:l,15l_'.Ulllpll_ill_" • l,]lit5

but for fuel conservation reasons, a corrective thrust firing will only be undertaken when

the SMS reaches the control volume boundary and will then be a minimum impulse firing.

This would only be done about once per hour or less according to the results of Section 6.0.

Attitude sensors are very often of the gyroscopic type but gyros drift with time and

are mainly useful for taking out high frequency perturbing effects and for a short term

attitude reference. Even if gyros were used, they would require updating frequently from

some other reference. Furthermore, gyros have a limited life expectancy, and require

a continuous application of significant electrical power. Therefore, a gyro attitude sys-

tem is not recommended except possibly during the initial development of the SMS.

Since a command radio link (to be described subsequently) is used between the

Central Observatory and the SMS, this radio signal arriving at the SMS may be used

by the SMS to establish the direction of arrival by means of a phase measuring interfero-

meter receiver system. It can thus sense its proper pitch and yaw attitude relative to the

Central Observatory. Roll attitude is sensedby a right angle null sensing of the linearly

polarized signal. Since all of this equipment is solid state electronic circuitry, its life expectan.cy
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is well in excess of the one or two year operational requirements. Furthermore, for power

conservation reasons, the equipment can be turned off (except for the commandreceiver/

decoder) betweenthe hourly corrections which are expectedto require less than five

minutes including any warmup time.

TheCentral Observatory data processing equipment (computer) will probably control

the time whencorrective data word to the particular SMSbeing commanded(all SMS's

may "hear" the radio transmission but only the correctly addressed SMSwill respond to

the code). The corrective position commandwill thenbe transmitted as a further coded

data message. During this time the SMSinterferometer and polarization sensitive receivers

will operate on the received signal to determine if an attitude correction is required. The

corrective position commandwill be stored momentarily in the SMScommanddecoder

output section. Whenboth the attitude and position (i.e. distance) command systems

have had sufficient time to accumulate the required logical thruster firing data, an_

additional "execute" commandwill be sent from the Central Observatory to the particular

SMSunder control at that time. Only during and immediately following the "execute"

command will the SMSfire the proper combination of thrusters. A confirming telemetry

signal may be transmitted from the SMSto the Central Observatory both at the time of

initial command data receipt and at the time of the commandaction execution.

Before the equipment is again returned to the quiescent state following the

execution of a command, the Central Observatory will make a final measurement to

assure that the desired command effects havebeen accomplished. Note that the actual

corrections made occur over a time period following the application of the commanded

thrust. At least after one or two minutes, thetrends of the applied thrust should become
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apparent,possibly in terms of arresting anundesirable drift tendency. After the final

check is made, a return to quiescent state commandis sent from the Central Observatory

to the SMS. The SMSthen shuts downall of its electrical equipment except for the radio

telescope telemetry equipment andthe commandreceiver/decoder unit which remains

on standby operation.

The stabilization system contains all of the logical circuitry for accepting the

decoder commandsfrom the Central Observatory plus its own local attitude measuring

system. It establishes the thruster firing duration and the combination of thrusters

required for any given set of position commandplus attitude stabilization commands.

It then accepts the commandexecution signal from the Central Observatory andturns the

proper thruster group on for the proper time period. The thruster valve driver circuits

utilize power transistors anddiscrete components. All other circuits are low level

signal type circuitry and are built up from interconnection of integrated micro circuits

on small printed circuit boards.

One other promising technique wouldbe to send commandsfrom the Central

Observatory directly to the thrusters in the SMSwithout any logical decision equipment

in the SMS. Thus, all logic decisions wouldbe made in the Central Observatory data

processor andthis one unit would serve all four SMS's. The equipment on the SMSwould

be made lighter, smaller, lower power and less costly. However, the attitude measure-

ments made on the SMSwould be telemetered to theCentral Observatory and this might

cause some degradation of the measurements. However, it would be expectedthat this

data could be handled with the same error--free fidelity as will be typical of the command

data. Therefore, this approach appears quite attractive.
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7.4 ELECTRONIC SUBSYSTEMS

7.4 1 CommandReceiver/Decoder

The radio commandlink from the Central Observatory to the SMSwill prob-

ably operate in approximately the same frequency band as the telemetry system although

offset sufficiently so as not to interfere with the telemetry signal. The bandwidthof

the basic commandinformation is so relatively narrow that no problem is foreseen with

this link. It has already beenshownthat the telemetry link with a 10 MHZ bandwidth is

operable with only a half watt Dowersource while providing +30db sisal to noise ratio.

The bandwidthof the command system is expectedto be approximately 10 KHZ and could

k,,_ ._1_,-,1 1..,_1_... 4-1.,.:" .... 1--- -'._ ....... -.___-1

Because the command system has such a high signal to noise ratio, the bit error

probability is extremely low. However, to further ensure an error free system, the use

of parity techniques and error correcting codes is recommended. The partial directivity

of the antennas will further minimize the risk of interference as will the choice of a high

microwave frequency band.

Since only one SMS is controlled at one time, the command system can be time

shared between the four SMS units. The messages from the Central Observatory will

carry a coded address which is different for each of the four SMS units. All of the SMS

units would "hear" all of the command messages since all of them would be turned to a

single common frequency, but would respond only to their particular individual address

code.

Many of the commands are only single bit channels (ON-OFF discrete bi-level

channels} and even in the case of the translation and attitude commands, the number of

values to be transmitted are relatively finite since these commands represent thruster
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turn-on time duration commands. The entire list of commandswould never be sent

within one commandmessagesequence. After some preliminary analysis, it appears

that a typical commandmessagemight contain about 30binary bits of information.

Assuming that adding the address code, parity bits and utilizing error correcting

codes causedthis bit count to rise to about100 bits per messageand assuming that

every message is repeated twice, the count is still only 200 bits. Now assume that

five suchmessages are sent per secondat the highest probable rate, the information

rate is still only 1000bits per second.

7.4.2 Pitch/Yaw Interferometer Sensor

The pitch and yaw attitude sensor system would probably consist of a

radio interferometer which sensesthe direction of arrival of the command signal from

the Central Observatory commandtransmitter. Since the attitude stabilization thruster

firing is only undertaken periodically, the attitude measurement is performed just

prior to the thruster firing whenthe commandsignals are arriving. The phasefront

from the Central Observatory canbe considered to be flat within the frame of reference

of the SMSinterferometer base line spacing (abouteight inches nominal at an 8000MHZ

nominal frequency). The interferometer measures the relative phaseof this signal at

its reference element and at each of two other elements, one for the pitch axis and the

other for the yaw axis.

The three interferometer antennaelements are arranged in the shapeof

an "L" with the reference unit in the corner of the "L". The pitch element is mounted

vertically abovethe reference element while the yaw element is mountedto either side of

the reference element. Theantennaconfiguration is much like a monopulseradar antenna.
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The three antennasare connectedto three receiver channels. However, a

common local oscillator is used for all of the receiver channels so that the signal con-

taining the phaseinformation will remain the same after amplification in the IF strips.

A phasecomparator betweenthe reference channel and the pitch channel provides the

pitch angle information while a similar eomparator betweenthe reference channel and

the yaw channel yields the yaw angle information. The reference channel is also used

as the commandreceiver channel. The interferometer svstem makes its angular

measurements only whenproperly addressedcodedcommandsare received.

_JUIU, I'I_',_U 1[1 _lrl(_ same

plane as the command transmitter antennas on the Central Observatory. Thus, there is

no cross polarization loss in this system. Note however that a separate cross polarized

antenna/receiver system is provided for sensing polarization null. This latter equip-

ment is used for the roll attitude sensor system and is described in a subsequent para-

graph.

All of the circuitry is solid state including the crystal controlled local oscillator

for the receivers. The receiver IF strips are miniaturized, solid state units. All of the

receiver equipment will weigh less than two pounds.

7.4 3 Roll Axis, Polarization Sensor

The roll axis attitude sensing is performed by measuring the polarization of

the arriving command link radio signal, first in the normal linear (for example vertically

polarized) mode and secondly, in a separate cross polarized (for example horizontal

polarized) mode. The second sensor is installed solely for this purpose and its normal

operating mode is to seek the cross polarized "null" whereas the regular command

receiver looks for the correctly polarized signal maximum.
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The roll axis attitude measurement is made at the same time as the pitch

and yaw measurements. This is at the time of arrival of the commandinformation

from theCentral Observatory. The equipmentis all solid state and doesnot require any

warm up time. The receiver uses the same local oscillator as the commandreceiver.

The antennais the same as the commandreceiver (interferometer reference element)

antenna except that it is oriented 90 ° of angular rotation in relation to the command

receiver antenna.

Since the polarization sensor is not required to decode any information, its

bandwidth can be made relatively narrow which will give it an effectively greater signal _

to noise ratio capability. However, the signal which it seeks is the cross polarized null.

Therefore, it operates close to its noise threshold but this is to be expected. While the

regular command receiver is peaked up to its maximum signal level, the polarization

sensor is seeking the lowest level null signal. The effect is that of the cosine function

where the properly polarized signal is sensing a relatively broad peak maximum while

the cross polarized sensor sees a fairly sharp 90 ° zero crossover null.

7.4.4 Radio Ranging

The distance of the SMS from Central Observatory must be measured to a high

degree of accuracy. However, the SMS is size, weight and power limited and this suggests

that one attractive means of measurement might be to make the SMS entirely passive in

so far as the range measurement is concerned. Thus, one set of radar equipment on the

Central Observatory could conceivably measure the range of each SMS (sequentially) by

operating in a normal radar skin echo mode. A directive antenna system on the Central

Observatory would be required in order that echos would be received from only one SMS
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at a time. A passive signal enhance such as a corner reflector, luneberg lens reflector

or Van Atta array reflector might be used to give each SMS an effectively large radar

target cross section.

The alternative approach to the radio ranging system, is to make use of

the command link from the Central Observatory to the SIVI8 plus the telemetry link from

the SMS to the Central Observatory for a radio ranging "couple". This system is some-

what like a radar with a transponder beacon at the far end. It is an active, cooperative

radio ranging system. Its advantages include the elimination of the need for a directional

a,,_=,,= v,, _,= .-,_._, ,-,_L wwLy SinGe L,v Lv_xy S als would utzzy-"l--COli]e zz-uzzl _zl_

properly addressed SMS (code message address enables the SMS telemetry range reply)

and because the telemetry reply messages all come in on different frequencies from

each different SMS. Furthermore, the transmitter power on the Central C)bservatory

can be reduced from somewhere in the order of 1000 watts to a value of about half a

watt. This is a significant power saving, even on the Central Observatory. Weight

would also be reduced, perhaps by a factor of about 70 pounds approximately. The extra

equipment required on the SMS to implement this system would amount to less than 0.5 lb

and there would be virtually no increase in power required in the SMS.

A system of active transponder electronics offers a higher signal to noise

ratio for a given power expenditure and therefore a theoretically more accurate system

as compared with an active radar, passive reflector combination.

7.4.5 Telemetry

The telemetering system on the SMS is intended to return the primary radio

telescope measurement data from the 8MS (either the rhombic or the interferometer

dipole signals) to the Central Observatory. However, this telemetry link may also serve
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to return some SMS system status data from SMS to the Central Observatory. Further-

more, this telemetry link in conjunction with the command link'to be described later,

may serve as a round trip echo signal return in a cooperative radio ranging system.

Thus, by using the command link and the telemetry link "couple", the Central Observatory

can measure the range of the SMS from the Central Observatory.

The radio astronomy measurements are the prime purpose of the radio telecope

satellite system and these measurements are of an essentially continuous nature. The

other possible services which might be carried by the telemetry system are of an inter-

The primary radio telescope information consists of a set of signals which

are much like radio galactic noise in the frequency band around one megahertz. Since

the direction of arrival of the radio signals is of prime interest, the phase information

from each of the radio telescope measurement sources (the rhombic plus the dipole

interferometer antennas) must be preserved until the signals can be integrated in a

correlator within the Central Observatory. Therefore, the telemetry link must not allow

the phase information contained in the radio telescope signals to be lost or degraded in

transit from the SMS to the Central Observatory.

Although an exact design implementation of the telemetery link is beyond the

scope of this presentation, some of its characteristics can be presented. For several

reasons it appears desirable to translate the fundamental radio signals from the radio

telescope up to a much higher frequency band. The considerations involved here include

several radio noise sources, antenna gain versus size, component availability, radio

communication frequency band allocations and potential interference problems, required
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bandwidth, power limitations of the SMSbasic power source, modulation and frequency

multiplication techniques, etc.

The frequency bandsof interest here extend from the UHF range (300MHZ)

up through the high microwave region and on into the millimeter wave region. The latter

choice might be somewhat limited at present by lack of suitable components,particularly

solid state long life medium power transmitting hardware. If the choice were to be made

today with the present state of the art components,the frequency bandwhich appears most

attractive are the S, C or X band segments (2000to 10,000MHz) of the microwave range.

In order to ensure the recovery of the phaseinformation a wide bandwidth system

is recommended. Although the basic signals are in the order of 1.0 MHz, a 10bandwidth

is recommended. Further, a high signal to noise ratio shouldbe provided for goodfidelity.

A +20db S/N is considered to be minimum for this service.

Sincethe transmitter operates continuously, an efficient solid state design is

recommended. An RF power level of abouta half watt now appears feasible in an all solid

state source centered about a frequency of 8000MHZ, with a nominal frequency distribution

betweeneach of the subsatellites. By using this high microwave frequency for telemetry,

there is virtually no chanceof radio interference with the basic radio telescope measure-

ments.

One other major reason for the choice of the high microwave frequencies for

the telemetry link, is the small size of the antennason the SMSwhile yet providing

significant g_/inandrelative beam directivity. An initial survey of antennatypes suggest

that a slotted waveguide type may be preferable.
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Because there are three dipole interferometer receivers adjacent to each of

the side SMS units, three separate radio telescopes wide band transmitters will be re-

quired from each of these locations. The total frequency channel assignments for tele-

metry is therefore eight.

In considering the sources of phase error perturbation of the telemetered radio

telescope signals, the velocity of the SMS along its roll axis (a line joining the SMS to the

Central Observatory) must be considered. Although nominally at rest in a static position,

the SMS may have some motion along this axis which might result in a doppler shift induced

phase error. Therefore, position corrections along this axis should be made slowly.

7.5 POWER SOURCE

Since the SMS size is minimum and yet it must remain active for periods of time

such as one or two years, the choice of primary power sources is limited to solar cells

or nuclear types. Solar cells are suggested for simplicity reasons. A secondary battery

system would be used for carrying over periods of darkness.

The power systems will be of a dual redundant type for reliability reasons and will

have a 100 percent reserve factor so that either half of the power system could carry the

entire load continuously.

In operation, the solar cells will power the SMS systems during most of its long

elliptical _r_bit while the SMS is illuminated by the sun. During the approximate one hour

time periods while the SMS is shadowed by the earth so that the solar cells are inoperative,

the batteries will carry the SMS electrical load. As the SMS again emerges into the sun

illumination, the solar cells will pick up the load and will also recharge the batteries.
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It shouldbe indicated, that in order to effect a true preliminary design, study

must be conductedof both alternative mission modes and system hardware. For example,

provision for deploying the antennaand control spin-up must be made, as well as a

detailed analysis of the vehicle equipment, i.e., propulsion stabilization and control,

etc., for the SMS. This section therefore, presents only an initial concept of the sub-

satellites.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS

The approachtaken in this study was to investigate the feasibility of a method to

the keeping of a simple configuration radio astronomy antennain the desired position

in orbit for a period of one year. Shouldthis, a single approach prove feasible, then

the concept as a logical consequenceis also feasible. Suchhas in fact proved to be the

radio astronomy configuration, subsatellitedesign or technique (i.e.active or passive)

has been achieved. Rather itdoes imply that these items should, since they are now

feasible,be studied from an engineering preliminary design point of view and a para-

metric evaluation conducted to determine the optimum subsatellitesystem, deployment

technique, radio antenna configuration and subsatellitedesign.

Itmay therefore be concluded from the data presented in the previous section:

i. That the use of small maneuverable subsatellites for the maintenance

of a radio astronomy antenna in prescribed position and with a fine degree

of accuracy is feasible.

2. That the effects of the natural and induced environmental perturbative

forces are negligible.

3. That the motion of the antenna system under the influence of the

gravitational and environmental forces within the regime defined

for operating tolerances (i.e. _25 meters) retains planarity.

4. That the achievement of complete sky coverage through precession

requires active control exerted by the SMS.
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5. The motion of the antenna system under the influence of active control

is regular and may be adequately described by a set of exact differential

equations, which for this case may be reduced to simple closed form

solutions.

6. That the energy expended to precess the antenna is an order of magnitude

greater than that required to overcome the gravity gradient effects under

the assumed set of conditions.

7. That conservative estimates of the system AV requirements (2500 ft/sec}

and gross vehicle size, 16 in. x 28 in. x 28 in., are within reasonable limits

for one year of operation.

Similarly, the following problems, while subjected to some preliminary study,

remain unresolved.

1. The effect of larger permissible excursion of the ends of the antenna (SMS

location); whether or not the system will become divergent, or sufficiently

unstable for some periods to make accurate radio source measurement

difficult or in error.

2. The technique to obtain relatively uniform as well as complete sky

coverage, the definition of areas of overlap and interaction, and the

tradeoff between AV required and overcoverage.

3. A number of parametric tradeoffs most notably between permissible

excursion and AV required, variations in antenna configuration with

SMS motion.
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Baseduponthis study the items given below may be resumed as logical steps to

be taken now with regard to the subsatellites. It shouldbe pointed out that while some

select items are listed here, the establishment of the feasibility of the use of SMS's

in active control, warrants per se, further study of the SMS,the most logical of which

would be comprehensive systems andpreliminary design study. The items listed below,

therefore, represent some uniquepoints that need mention, and would constitute the "first

steps"in any continued effort.

1. The investigation of SMSapplication to related missions or mission

elements most notably- deployment, spin-up, and antennacalibration.

2. The determination of the techniques for deploying the array and the /kV

required for the various techniques.

3. The investigation of the interaction between the SMS, the array elements

and the central observatory.

4. Investigation of the effects of distributed masses located at various

points along the array axes particularly at the interferometer elements.

In addition, the items cited as unsolved problems certainly must be resolved. It is

therefore recommended that a more detailed study be conducted to evaluate in a systematic

and parametric fashion the Small Maneuverable Subsatellites in conjunction with a similar

study of the Central Observatory.
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APPENDIX A

THE EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTALAND INDUCED FORCES

ON

THE KWOT ANTENNA
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APPENDIX A

This appendixdescribes an investigation conductedduring the course of the study

to describe the forces which may affect shapeand motion of the antennasystem. The

following are the phenomenawhich would causethe forces:

1. Solar Wind
2. Solar radiation pressure
3. Solar flares
4. Charg_.qin tho V_n Allen belt

5. Field of the magnetosphere

A sixth effect has been identified during the consideration of the above enumerated

five phenomena: the electrodynamic interaction between current carrying conductors.

It is anticipated, at present, that the inertia effects, which are not objects of this

note, would predominate. Consequently, some of the six above enumerated forces were

given a summary treatment.

1.0 Solar Wind

The solar wind is a fairly steady flow of light nuclei originating in the sun. The

effect of this wind will, in first approximation, be lumped with that of the solar radiation

pressure.

2.0 Solar Radiation Pressure

The radiation pressure may be considered to be caused by the recoil of solar photons

impinging on receivers. K.A. Ehricke, Reference 1, gives a value for the radiation pres-

sure at the sun-earth distance:

P = 2.10 -7 lb/ft 2
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This force may include the solar wind becauseit is the basis for the computation

of solar sails. The direction of impingement is radial out from the sun. The receiving

surface is the projected area of the members on a plane normal to the radius to the sun.

3.0 Solar Flares

The solar flares are not connectedwith significant increase of light emission; the

particle flow can, however, becomevery intensive. It may be stated, as a rule of thumb,

that the duration of a flare increases with its stren_h. We shall approximate, and assume

that........_h,__flow m,-,_,_,_-_.._..v.. is _""m"'!"'._,_.,,,_aou_,vard from the sun. R_f_r_n_e 2 gives some inform-

ation on solar flares: the time for decay to half value of the flux is 10 to 20 hours, an

extremely high value of the integrated proton flux with energies exceeding 30 Mev would

be 6 x 109 protons/cm 2.

Assumptions:

1.

2.

The force may be estimated using these quoted data.

duration of the flare: 10 hours
m V 2

mean energy of one particle: 50 Mev. =T (2)

Connections:

1 the mass of one proton: 1.672 • 10 -24. g = m (3)

2. the connection between erg and electron volt:
-12

1 ev = 1.602 • 10 erg (4)

3. the connection between energy and momentum:

mV =J2 (2 v2) m

The momentum of one proton may be obtained by considering the equivalent in erg

of 50 Mev:

mV=_//_ [(50) 106 (1.602) 10 -12 ]

=J2 [(I0-5)] 1.672(i0 -24)

-24
(1.672) 10

= 1.63 (10-14 ) dynes •sec. (5a)
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It may be further assumed that the incidence is normal and that the reflection is

complete; thus, the resulting change in momentum:

/k M = 2 mV (6)

/k M = 3.2 (10 -14) dynes • sec (6a)

The duration of the flare has been assumed to be 10 hours, or 3.6 (10 4 ) seconds.

The number of protons incident on a square centimeter in one second is, then:

(109 ) 1 -2 -14 - 1.92 (105 ) cm sec (7)6

3.6 (i0-)

The surface force becomes with the above values

..... -4 ..... 5 2 -9 9
_.z (Iu ) 1.92 (10) d).mes/cm = 6(10 -) dynes/cm-

6(10-9i 10 -6 Kg/cm 2 = 6 (2.2) (6.5) 144 (10 -15 ) psf (8)
o

P "--1.2 (10 -11 ) psf

The pressure exerted by solar radiation greatly exceeds that caused by solar flare

protons.

4.0 Effects of the Van Alien Belt

A distinction may be made between two kinds of effects: (1) the aerodynamic effects,

these are not considered in this appendix; (2) the plasma effects, these will be discussed

here. The Debye length is the yardstick measuring the importance of the existence of

charges in the plasma. If the dimensions of the body immersed in plasma are larger

than the Debye length, then "plasma effects" are important. The body dimension we con-

sider is the diameter of the elements, i.e., 0.02 in. or 0.05 cm. (The SMS's are not treated

in this first approximation.) The Debye-length is: (See Reference 3)

)k ° = Te/(47r) n e cm. (9)
e
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Gaussianunits (cgs) are to be used in the aboveequation:

k Boltzmann constant
Te electron temperature
ne electron density

Basedon Reference 4, the smallest value of the Debye length will be in the inner

zone. On March 3, 1959, the following values existed at approximately 20000Km on the

geomagneticequator:

Electrons of energygreater than 40kev: omnidirectional
intensity approximately 1011cm-2 sec-1;

Electrons of energy exceeding200key: omnidirectional
intensity less than 108 cm-2 sec-1.

_'_ ...... _..s-._ _u_ ._._.l tu ._ v._l-_Ll_ particles quoted above rather large

values for either of the cases would be obtained; however, if the data applicable to the

ionosphere at 1000 Km height are used i.e., n = 104/cm 3 and T ,'.,T = 2000OK, even
e e gas

then the Debye length were 3cm, much in excess of the diameter. Based on these consid-

erations the plasma effects may be judged negligible.

5.0 Force_ in the Magnetosphere

Figure 1 is a schematic depicting the magnetosphere and the KWOT orbits under

consideration.

The problems which fall in this section are fairly varied.

to clarify.

1.

The following may help

Voltage is induced in a medium which is moving in a magnetic field. It is not

necessary that the speed of displacement be variable, that the magnetic field

be nonuniform or that the attitude between moving element and magnetic

field lines be changed.
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Figure 1. Orbit of KWOT

2. A current will develop in the above mentioned body if it is a conductor.

D 3. Charges will accumulate in the conducting elements if the flow of current was

blocked.

4. The forces specific to the magnetosphere develop between the magnetic field

and the currents in the members of the antenna. These currents may be im-

pressed by external source or they may be induced by the magnetic field with

which the interaction takes place.

5. The forces resulting from the interaction between current and magnetic field

are external forces. These forces might change shape and velocity of the

antenna.
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6. Currents flowing in members of the antennawould generate forces acting between

the members. The forces act within the system and cannot changethe state of

motion of the mass center, exceptby changing shape,attitude and, eventually,

the drag.

The magnitude of the magnetic field and the direction of motion of each member

with respect to the magnetic field shouldbeknown in order that the forces canbe accurate-

ly computed. Anticipating that the prevalent forces are those causedby orbital motion,

one may overestimate the effects of the magnetosphereforce field. The magnitude of the

magnetic field strength will be taken from Handbookof Geophysicsand SpaceEnviron-

ments, S. L. Valley, ed. 1965, (Reference 5)becauseno better data are available at this

writing. It is necessary at this place to digress and to discuss peculiarities of the antenna

and of its motion.

The antennais designedin a manner that direct current cannot flow in it. Charges

can, however, accumulate at blocking capacitors and along the members of the array.

Twenty-five hours are required for one orbit. A second antenna motion is its rotation

around the normal to its plane. This rotation has a period of one hour.

5.1 EQUATIONS FOR THE ESTIMATION OF THE FORCES

The equations have to be developed in four steps. The first is the collection of the

equations describing the induced voltages which develop by displacements in the magnetic

fields. The second is the computation of the resulting currents, the third the estimation

of forces or moments, acting between the magnetic field and the currents. These latter

may be conduction currents or convection currents, represented by charge separation

on a moving system. All these ensuing forces are external. The fourth step is the com-

putation of the interna_l forces, acting between current carrying elements of the antenna
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system.

section.

5.1.1

The three first steps will be made for both the motions spelled out in the previous

The effects of orbital motion will be presented in Paragraph 6.

Rotation around the normal to the plane of the antenna system.

a. Induced Voltage (U)

(See Reference 6 p. 433)

1 2 2)
U=--_ _ B (rI - r2 (I0)

Rotating

Line

- \

rI

D lll_;_ll_lqL.; I|IUUULLUU

B normal to the plane

downward

b. Resulting current (or charge)

Currents cannot circulate. Consequently, charges will separate in

the legs. The separation would take place even if the antenna were not fitted with con-

densers. The charges may be written, in a general form:

Q = cu (11)

C is, atpresent, unknown, thus the numerical value of the charge is undetermined

until C will be known. The charge must be of such a sign in the four points, where one

u

may assume it to be concentrated, that the force between B and the rotating (convective)

charges shall counteract the rotation.
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_.L
B

®
.L

S t

B'

B

® r2

rl /_ A'

®

B is the component of the

earth field normal to

the plane of the antenna

system. The component

commented on in section

5.1.1 .d.

c. Estimation of the forces

The force on a charge which moves in a magnetic field is as follows:

F = (u x B) (Reference 6 p. 376) (12}

A positive charge may be put into the points B and B', and into the

points A and A' an equal negative charge. The charges shall cause a drag, if they are

well assumed. The force in B is vertically upward, in B' vertically downward. Con-

sequently, these are opposite and do not result in a moment as long as the antenna is

symmetrical, because they pass through the center of rotation. The force in A is hori-

zontal and inward. The forces in A and A' are opposite and, as those in B and B', through

the center.
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• The forces during charge separation can be found with the following

equation:

dF = (i x B) dl (Reference 6 p. 391) (13)

w

i current

B magnetic induction

dl element of conductor

m

The forces on the legs A B and A' B' are normal to them and point outward from the

center, - they point inward for the leg A'B, similarly for A B'. The following picture

is Obtained:

BA'

A'

m

The four forces F are equal in absolute magnitude as

the sides are of equal length. It is seen that a decel-

erating moment is obtained with the assumed direction

of the current and sign of the charges. (Current =
flow of (_ charge.)

d. Co-planar component

The co-planar component of the magnetic induction has a negligible

effect on the forces generated by rotation around the axis of symmetry. The case may

be different for the orbiting motion.

e. Forces between current carrying leads

As a memory refresher, the experiment on Page 293 of Westphal

Physik, (Reference 6) (German), be referred to. The experiment shows that two parallel
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currents attract each other, while two antiparallel currents repel. The following equation

expresses the relationship between currents, geometry and the magnitude of the resulting

force:

Uo (ildll) (i2d12) 3 r)_ '14)d2F = + 2 E °s (il' i2) - 2 cos (ill') cos (i 2 Newtons
4_r r

The sign is negative if the currents flow in the same direction because

The above equation gives the force in Newtons. The currents shall be introduced in am-

_'7

peres, the distances in meters, the constant /_ o is 4_r

symbols are defined as follows:

dl 1, dl 2

i 1 , i 2

r

(10 ') Volt sec/amp.meters. The

(i 1 , i 2)

(iI, r), (i2, r)

elements of the leads carrying the currents i 1

the currents flowing in dl I and dl 2 resp.

and i 2 respectively

the distance between dl 1 and dl 2

the angle between i 1 and i 2

the angle between i I and r, and i 2 and r, resp.

Equation (14) may be used for the determination of the absolute value

of the force acting between any two current carrying elements.

that the force exerted by element

the force exerted by element Q

It is well to remember

Q on element Q is normal to element Q ;

on element Q is, however, normal to element Q .

The problem resolves itself for complete circuits (See Reference 8). Equation 14 may be

written differently by deducing the interaction current-magnetic field--force between

magnetic field and current, and the result is the differential form of the double line

integral on p. 112, E (7-21) of l_anofsky. (lqef 18)):
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d2-
FI2 =

LA o

41r r12

i2dl 2 x (i_dl i X r12 ) (15)

d2 12

The forces F are internal forces and can change shape only. The currents to be used in

Equation (14) or (15) are the algebraic sums of the impressed and induced currents.

Currents are induced by motion in the earth magnetic f_eld. The force between the

earthfield and the currents in the members of the antenna system are external forces.

6.0 Eleetrodynamic Effects of the Orbital Motion

The study of the electrodynamic forces developed by the orbiting motion is more

involved than the one concerned with those created by the rotation around the normal to

the plane of the antenna. It is useful to introduce a system of co-ordinates.

The center of the antenna array, the surface normal, the velocity of the center of

mass may be assumed to be in the plane of the orbit. The intensity of the earth's mag-

netic field is considered to be uniform within the boundary of the antenna array. The

direction of the field lines is supposed to be known. The angle between the inward

directed surface normal and the magnetic field lines be /_. (The field lines B and the

surface normal E are not necessarily in the plane of the orbit.) The angle between the
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orbital velocity and the surface normal be O.. The surface normal points in the same

direction as the vector of the angular velocity around the surface normal.

._j_-- Plane of

Array

Vll

V

The component of the

orbital velocity which

lies in the plane of

the array is Vll:

= V cos (t2. --_) = V sin £1.

Anticipating the statement of the following section, a second system of coordinates

is introduced here. This system describes the attitude of the antenna system with respect

to the velocity Vll.

6.1

The coordinates are defined as shown on the following figure.

VII

B

11

Z-._-_ A = _.Jt

2' The projections of the sides? !

11; 11 and 12; 1 on the normal_ 2

1._2 / }/_ to are the quantities of

71"-2 Vll

interest.

_ 11 t

Geometric relationships.

The projection of 11 or 11':

L 1=11 cos _=1 l'cos (18)
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8 + _ + (f_+4)_ (from/k DAB)= rr
2

8 7r _(B+ ' )=___ -(wt+_)
2 2

L 1= 11sin (c.Jt+ ( )= 11' sinl.t+ <)

The projection of 12 or 12':

L 2

B

= 12 cos _ = 12' cos

(19)

(20, 20a)

(21)

_r _ [_ _ (__-4 )] = _ - (_+e) (22)

2

+__ + = ,r=f_ +-- + ,r-(_+, ) _z_)
2 2

___vr . (B_ _) = ___r _-. (,.,t-_. ,)_ (24)
2 2

cos _ = sin (4 -w t)

L 2=12 sin (e-aJt) = 12 ' sin (e- aJt)

1=11=12

(25)

(26, 26a)

6.2 Computation of the induced voltage

Panofsky, W.K.H., Classical Electricity and Magnetism, p. 149 gives the following

equation for the voltage induced by the magnetic induction B in a strip of length 1 moving

with the velocity _, whereby the length is measured normal to u:

U=I'" (ux B) (27)

In the case under study 1-_L 1 or L 2, _-_11" The true direction of the magnetic field

is not important for the estimation of the resulting effect. It is, however, of interest

to know the direction of the induced current. The interaction between induced Current,

motion and magnetic field must be such that the motion be decelerated. This will be con-

sidered in the following sections. A comparison between the orbital and rotational velo-
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cities will show that the changeof.the projected length (L1 and I2) is slow compared

with the build-up of the induced voltage.

The orbital velocity V may be estimated from the following equationwhich ex-

presses the equilibrium of inertial andgravitational forces. R is the radius of the earth,

h the height of the (circular) orbit, g the gravitational acceleration at h = 0.

R+h- g _ - (28)

/= = g R (29)

,% 1+ h
v R

The lower the altitude, the higher the velocity. One hundred thousand n. mi. may be

the highest altitude or,

h 100
- 29 (30)R 3.45

R = 6360 Km, g = 10 m/sec2-

V_ '0(10-36"36(103)1+29 "--J2.13Km/sec

e

V 1.46 Km/sec

The angular velocity which corresponds to one revolution per hour is

2"W

3600
- 1.745 (10 -3) rad/sec

(31)

(32)

The circumferential velocity of any point of the rhombic antenna will not exceed the

product of w by the length of a leg, or

V N < lw = 5.1 (Km) 1.74 (10 -3 ) rad/sec" 0.009Km/sec.

V 1.46 103 •= 165

VN 9

(33)

(34)
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Based on Equation (34), one may consider the problem of voltage induction according to

Equation (27) to be a quasi-steady state case, i.e., the induced voltage follows from the

cp

instantaneous valuesof L, u, and B; the rate of change of any quantity is unimportant.

The complete equation for the induced voltage reads:

!

Legs 11 and 11 (from Eqq (27), (20) and (20a):

U 1=1 sin(_t+e ) • (V11x B) (27a)

Legs 12 and 1^' {from Eqq (27), (26) and (26a):z

U 2= 1 sin ( e - _t)-(VllXB)

The following figure helps to elucidate the case:

(27b)

S !

12

A

VII

i !

B

F 2 i I i 2

B

Q
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Chargeg in corners of the rhombus

Point

"Currents"

AB

A

-ql

B

+ql

A t S !

B'A -ql q2

B'A' *_:: ._.
- _ .5 +ql -ql

A'B +q2 -q2

Net

Charge -(ql - q2) +(ql + q2) +(ql-q2 ) -(q1+q2 ) -(ql + q2 )

The preceding table shows that two dipoles would develop: A and A' form the one,

B' and B the other. The charges can be found from Eq (27a) and (27b) and the, still

unknown, effective capacitance of the legs of the antenna. (It is well to remember that

forces may exist also on other members of the array, not on the rhombic only. Con-

sequently, the effective capacitances of these members will have to be included.)

The consequence of charge accumulation in a structure moving in a magnetic

field is that forces develop between the magnetic field and the moving charges. The

forces on A and A' are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction because the charges

are opposite. The charge in A' is positive and is displaced in direction of V {not Vll ).

Thus, this force is to the right, and the resulting moment is counter clockwise. The

moment resulting from the forces on the charges in B and B' is, however, clockwise.

6.5 Numerical example of an electrodynamic force.

It be assumed that direct current can flow in the rhombic, that the resistance is

80000 ohms, evenly distributed on the four legs, that the earth field is 10 -2 Gauss. The

area of the rhombic is 12 Km 2. The induced voltage will be estimated for a high rate Of
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changeof the magnetic flux throughthe area enclosed by the antenna. The geometry of

the earth-field suggests that the direction of the flux changes most rapidly when the antenna

would pass over the magnetic poles. The time of ten hours for a complete reversal

-2
(vehicle in app. 45000 Km height) is reasonable. The field strength of 10 Gauss is a

liberal overestimate for a height of 45000 Km because at five earth radii (35000 Km)

the highest field strength is 0.028 Gauss.*

10-2(10-4) -2The 10 -2 Gauss correspond to Volt sec m = B, the flux obtains with

this value of the magnetic induction and with the area of 12 Km2: _ = B'A = 10 -6 (106) 12;

= 12 Volt sec. The induced voltage, according to Faraday's law is:

-d_b -12 Volt sec

U = d-"t= 36000 - 3.3 (10 -4) Volts

The resulting current is: 33(10 -5 ) -9)i= U =4(10 amp.
" R 8.10 4

The rhombic of side length 5.15 Km is now replaced by a circle of equal perimeter

of diameter d.

d - 4 (5.15) _ 6.77 Kin.
7t"

The force per unit length on an element of current has to be radial for reasons of sym-

metry, see the figure below:

dl 1 dl 2
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It will be shown in the next section that the assumed current direction satisfies

Lenz's Law, namely that the motion (Vll) is decelerated by the interaction of the cur-

rent with the earth field. One has to consider here that the current directions are in

space, determined by magnetic field and vehicle velocity. The current flows in the leg

11 from A to B; when this leg will have turned in the position presently assumed by 12',

the current will then be from B to A.

The flow of direct current is, however, blocked. Consequently, charges will de-

velop. In the position sketched, positive charges will move in the direction of the arrows.

6.4 Estimation of the forces.

The internal forces, those connected with the interaction between current carrying

elements are given by Eq (15). It can be stated that the elements repel each other.

The force acting in a field B on the elemental current i dl is given by the following

equation:

dF = dl (i x B)

The component of the forces F 1

parallel component of the forces F 2.

(36)

which is antiparalled to Vll is greater than the

This is so because the projection of the sides AB

and A'B' on the normal to VI1

A'B.

is larger than the corresponding projections of AB' and

Convective currents will exist because charges develop in consequence of the

blockage of direct currents. The charge distribution can be computed if effective ca-

pacitances of the elements of the antenna array are known. One may assume, for sake

of illustration, that charges would collect in the corners of the rhombus. The following

table illustrates the case:

_2
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The force per unit length is, according to Ampere's law:
.2

"F/m= uo 1__ = (4"ff "10 -7 ) (4rr. 10-9) 2

"rrd 2 rr (6.77) 2 106-
= 1.39 (10 -31) N/m

The force is negligibly small, even if reckoned for a 5 Km long side.

7.0 Conclusions

The magnitude has been estimated of the non-inertial forces which act on an antenna

moving in the magnetic field of the earth. The analyses show that the internal force

which exists between opposite elements of an antenna by virtue of currents induced by

the earthfield are small.

Equations have been presented for the forces caused by interaction between induced

currents or charges and the inducing earth-field.

The force exerted by solar wind and by the proton stream of a strong solar flare

have also been estimated and was also found to be small. The specific, charge determined

forces in the Van Allen belt have been considered, based on the ratio of Debye length to

antenna element diameter, to be insignificant.
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I. Summary of Phase I Engineering Feasibility Study

This is the final report of the first phase of an engineering feasibility

study of a Kilometer Wave Orbiting Telescope (KWOT) by the University of

Michigan Radio Astronomy Observatory (Lt_[RAO). A modest level of effort had

been under way in this area since the latter of part of l_t. Professor Haddock

made a presentation on large structures in space 3 which dealt primarily with the

KWOT concept_ to the PresidentWs Scientific Advisory Subcommittee on Space

Science in August 1_5. Recommendation that further study be made on such

structures came out of the Woods Hole $oa_uer Study G_uup of the National

Academy of Sciences. The present study was initiated in November 1965 under

NASA Grant NCR _-005-1D1.

The principal results of the first phase study are as follows:

A. The possibility of mission feasibility appears favorable enough that

we recommend continuing the study.

B. Engineering feasibillty, in the usual sense of physical reallzability

within the constraints set down for one time operation, appears to be quite

favorable. There does not appear to be any major state of the art problHBs

in this regard. Excellent engineering design, construction and testing

is the prime requlrcmento

C. Further study is needed in all the major areas of structure dynam/cs

and control, antenna performance, and perlpheral systems with special

emphasis on long term reliability_ which is the distinguishing difference

between mission and engineering feaslbility.

D. It appears llkely that if man were made available with modest work

capability_ he could enhance the overall performance and rellabillty of

such a system. His use in the deployment 3 repair and maintenance work

appears to be his principal value. It is beyond the scope of this study

to determine if the cost of providing this service is Justifiable.

E. The following pertain to the KWOT system as illustrated in Fig. 1

I. A structure with relatively few structural elements seems

preferable to a more complex structure from the points of view of

stabilityj ease of erectionj total weight_ and tension available to

keep the rhomblc legs straight.

/
/
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Weight Estimates for K_0T

Central

Sub-Systems and Components Observatory

, , , C1b)

Sub- satel lltes Dipole
Rhombic Interferometer Unit

(lb) (Ib) ,(Ib)

I. Sensors for attitude and position

Antennas 12

RF (Transmitters and receivers) lO

Other electronics 8

2. Thrusters for attitude and position

Valves, nozzles_ etc. 16

Fuel

Control electronics 6

3. Pointing Sensors 12

h_. Co,mmunlca_ions

Internal to KWOT 14

KWOT to ground 30

5. Data Sub-system

Computer 20

Other electronics 25

6. Radio Astronomy

Pre-amp

Radiometers 50

7. Primary Power

Solar ceils I00

Batteries 50

8. Structure (includes thermal control 250

9. Deployment mechanism I00

10. Redundancy allowance -_75

2 2

3 3

2 2

16 16 -

60 60 -

2 2 -

1 1 1

iiw m t

2 2 -

2 - 1

-- m m

15 lO 2

10 10 2

25 25 2.5

25 z5 2.0

12 12 2.5

Total Each Unit

Total All Units

1138 177 17o 13

1138 3._. 3_o 78

SUB-TOTAL FOR ALL ABOVE SUB-SYSTEMS ..... •-.... ..... •................ .... ..... 1910

.. Antenna, and ,_Guy Lines 7_0

TOTAL KWOT SYSTEM .... ,..,.., ...... ,...,.,..,, ...... , .................. ,,,... 26601b



Electrical Power Estimates for KWOT Units

Central

Sub-Systems and Components Observatory

• , (watts)

Sub-Satellltes Dipole
Rhombic Interferometer Unit

(Watts) (Watts) ,(Watts)

1. gensors for attitude and position

RF (transmitters and receivers) 5

Other electronics 5

2. Thrusters for attitude and position

Control electronics 1

3- Pointing sensors ]0

_. Communications

Internal to I_OT 8

...... nd "__.wv_ Lu g_OU

5. Data sub-system

Computer _0

Other electronics 50

6. Radio Astronomy 20

2 2 -

1 1 -

I I -

,.. e m

2 2 I

. m o

10 10 -

Total power per unit_ in watts 169 21 16 6

Deployment mechanism

(only powered during deployment) 50 10 10

Total Average Power - All Units 169 _,2 , 32 , 36

Total Average Power 279 Watts



2. Results from a study of a simplified model of KNOT indicate

stability in that the oscillatlons do not continue to grow with time.

3- Cross weight of the central observatory is between 1000 and

3000 lb. The gross weight of each sub-satellite is between 100 and

200 lb. The total gross weight of the system is between 1400 and

4000 lb.

4. The sub-satellite thruster fuel required to deploy and to precess

the spin axis of KWOT appears to be reasonable. Approxlmately 0.5 lb

is required to spin up3 and 1._ lb to precess 180 ° in small steps,

assuming 100 lb total weight per sub-satellite.

9. Position and attitude of sub-sate11_tp, m,y hD °o_°.A with

sufficient accuracy.

6. Active control of sub-satellite position and attitude by

thrusters is possible within a reasonable limitatlon of gross weight

(<200 lb).

7. Cravlty gradient is the largest perturbing force, and even it

requires only a modest expenditure of thruster fuel to counteract if

perigee is higher than about I0,000 nautical miles.

8. It is possible to make a complete sky survey in a relatlvely few

days, if all frequencies are observed simultaneously.

9- A non-spinning mode seems possible for at least part of the KNOT

lifetime.

10. Further analysis of the rhombic-lnterferometer antenna systm

has produced evidence that the initial approximate performance

evaluations were not greatly in error. These indicate an elliptical

beam, with angular dimensions (to half-power points) of 16" by 1.7 °,

and strongest sidelobes about 5 db below the main beam, unless the

dipoles are so arranged to cancel the major sidelobes. There is no

basis as yet for going to a non-real time system.
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If. Study Background

A. Scientific Objectives

The broad scientific objectives of a high-resolution, low-frequency

radio telescope are:

1. to measure the radio spectra of a large number of galactlc and

extragalactic radio sources in the frequency band from 10 kHz to

40MHz;

2. to obtain complete high resolution maps of the galactic and

extragalactic radio emission over the above frequency band;

3- to measure the character and variations of radio emission from

the sun_ planets and other sources, and to search for variable

absorption and interplanetary scintillation effects;

_. to measure the brightness distribution over the above frequency

band across individual radio sources by using lunar occultations when

_he circumstances are appropriate;

5- to determine the statistical parameters of the cosmic background

noise fluctuations in order to test hypotheses regarding the

distribution of radio sources in space.

The more specific objectives of the IOdOT project are to:

1. measure the flux densities of several dozen extragalactic and

galactic sources at a number of frequencies near I MHz;

2. map the cosmic background noise level of the full sky at a

number of frequencies from 0.1MHz to IOMHz;

3. record variations of radio emission from the sun, Jupiter and

other varlable radio sources t Including the variations due to

inhomogenei£1es in the interplanetary medium at a number of frequencies

between 0.1MHz and 10 MHz;

_. measure the brightness distribution across individual radio

sources which are occulted by the moon durln 8 the ]ire of KNDTwhen

Ehe circumstances of the occultatlon are appropriate;

-3-



P
_. obtain data on the statistical parameters of cosmic background

noise fluctuation at a few frequencies near i MHz.

P

B. Operational Requirements

An antenna with high directional gain (small beam area) is required

to map the sky and measure the flux density of radio sources. In order to

measure several dozen sources_ a beam area of not more than about 80 square

degrees is req,j!red. To achieve this rc_olution a large physical structure

is required. A moderately broad-beam antenna is proposed for flux density

measurements of discrete sources and contour mapping of the cosmic

background noise. A compound interferometer can then be used to provide

an estimate of source size for the larger and stronger sources and better

data on the statlstical character of the cosmic background due to many

weaker sources.

Any high gain antenna must have a precisely controlled geometrical

configuration. If the shape changes_ the antenna properties change. Any

deviation from the design shape degrades antenna gain and resolution 2

changes the pattern_ and degrades system sensitivity. Since a rigid

geometry is not practical_ some limits must be set on allowable deviations.

It is desirable to have the satellite outside the earth's magnetosphere

for at least a sizable fraction of its llfe. This appears to require an

apogee of at least 60s000 nautical miles. Further study of a synchronous

orbit is necessary. The choice of orbit will be influenced by studies of

the dynamics of the large antenna and the distortions produced by internal

and external perturbing forces and by radio propagation effects due to the

ionosphere and the solar corona.

The stabilization and the scanning of the antenna are mutually related.

Xdeally, one would like to have complete control over the pointing of the

antenna. If the structure were to be spinning then precession of the spin

axis by 180 ° can provide full sky coverage. The precessional rate may be

chosen so that any zone of the sky can be scanned slowly enough to obtain

adequate sensitivity and complete coverage.
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The pointing of the antenna should be known to an accuracy of at

least 0.I degree, The required pointing accuracy is a function of the

antenna beamwidth and the accuracy to which the pattern of the antenna

is known or can be determined. Knowledge of the pattern and beam_Idth

may be obtained by monitoring the relatlve positions of the elements of the

antenna and should be checked by a specially designed pattern-measuring

space vehlcle.

The cosmic background noise near i HHz is relatlvely Intense_ so that

the cosmic noise power fed into the receivers will be several orders

greater than the internally generated receiver noise, Therefore receiver

noise is not a serious problem. The confusion between sources will be the

llmlting factor in measuring individual radio source flux densities,

C. Proposed Structure

As a vehicle for the present feasibility study, a KWOT structure

is proposed which consists of a central observatory surrounded by four

sub-satellites_ with all five bodies connected by a set of conducting and

non-conductlng filaments. The overall diameter of the structure is about

iO kilometers. The conducting portions of the connecting elements form

a rhombic antenna and an interferometer array of dipoles. The signals

from the rhombic and Interferometer are combined in such a way that an

antenna pattern is generated which combines the resolution of the inter-

ferometer with the unldirectlonal properties of the rhomblc.

The entire structure spins about an axis perpendicular to its plane

with a period of approxlmately one hour. This spinning motion serves to

scan the antenna array over the sky and with the precession of the spin

axis_ which is brought about by the active thruster control system_ will

provide complete sky coverage. The spinning motion also aids In malntaining

the shape of the structure for this mode of operation. It may be desirable

for some types of observing programs to have the antenna array stopped

from spinning but still controlled with regard to pointing the beam.
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D. Aims of Present Study

Because of the modest funding and the limited time of this first

phase feasibility study, it was decided to concentrate the greater portion

of the effort on two aspects of the rhombic-interferometer structure.

These aspects are the dynamics of the structure and the electrical

properties of the antenna. The ultimate objective of these studies is to

obtain an estimate of the amount of distortion which might be experienced

by the structure when in orble_ and to determine the effect of this

distortion on the antenna pattern. Both of these problems can be completely

solved only through extremely complex theoretical analysis. There is little

_4_ theoretlcal work which is applicable, and even less practical

experience.

The primary objectives of this phase of the study are to develop

analysis techniques in each of the areas of structural dynamics and

electrical properties of the antenna, and to apply these techniques as

far as possible in a preliminary evaluation of the system performance.

Secondary objectives of the present study include a prelimlnary survey of

deployment methods and an analysis of various sub-systems for the rhombic-

interferometer system, and a survey of orbltal effects. About 90_ of the

effort has been devoted to the primary objectives and about I0_ to the

secondary objectives.

III. Systems Studies

A. Introduction

This area concerns the peripheral systems considerations to the KNOT

and has included refinement and revision of the KNOT concept, correlation

of the studies of antenna properties with the studies of structure

dynamics, consideration of system requirements for several possible

observing modes, identification of sub-systems and preliminary performance

requirements, choice of orbit, and the possible role of man in KWOT.
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B. Description of the System

I. System Layout

The KWOT structure is shown in Fig. I. This structure includes

a rhombic antenna ten kilometers longj consisting of thin, lightweight

conductors, with a thin_ lightweight cross member, also ten kilometers

long, crossing the rhombic along its minor diagonal. Along most of its

length, this cross member is non-conducting, but six or eight conducting

lengths are provided which act as dipole elements of the interferometer

array. There may be or may not be a second member extending along the

major diagonal of the rhombic, from apex to apex. Four bodies, or sub-

satellites, are attached to these lines, one at each end of the major

diagonal of the rhombic, and one at each end of the cross member. These

sub-satellltes control the shape and orientation of the structure by

means of thrusters actuated by a control system and partly by exerting

centrifugal force on the lines. A detailed study of these units and

their use is found in Appendix D. A Central Observatory in the center

of the structure houses instrumentation for controlling the sub-satel-

lites_ processing the dataj and co.,nunicating with the sub-satelllte and

ground stations. A dipole unit located in the center of each dipole

relays the signal collected in that dipole to the Central Observatory

for processing.

The correlation of the results of the studies of antenna properties

with the result of the studies of structural dynamics has been looked

upon as the key to the feasibility question. Obviously I if the present

KWOT concept is to be feasible, it must be shown that the physical con-

figuration of the components of the structure can be maintained within

sufficiently narrow limits that the antenna performance is not intolerably

degraded. Preliminary analysis of the rhombic performance has enabled

us to place a value of +_0 meters on this position tolerancel so the

studies of structural dynamics have been carried out subject to the

ground rule that no part of the antenna structure was to deviate more

than 90 meters from its prescribed position relative to the rest of

the structure. The studies of structural dynamics have indicated that

this tolerance can be achieved with reasonable expenditure of thruster

fuel if a Judicious choice of orbit is made.
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Some parts of the structure can deviate more than 50 meters from

their proper positions without seriously hampering the antenna perfor-

mance, while for other parts a 50 meter displacement is enou@h to

cause concern. Hence a more detailed study of structure distortions

is indicated. We have developed the mathematical techniques required

to carry out a more rigorous and detailed study during the next phase

of the feasibillty study.

To provide the necessary background for system analysis, a set

of astronomical observing programs have been generated which are

representative of those which might be performed with KI_OT. These

programs include radio source flux density measurement, sky mapping,

a search for varlable sources; lunar occu]tat_o_ observgt!ons_ _nd ,

search for noise bursts from such bodies as the sun and Jupiter.

To accomplish these observations, three observing modes are

postulated: mappin E modej a repeat scan mode, and a non-scan mode.

Each mode imposes different requirements on KWOT, especlally with

respect to fuel consumption. Estimates of these requirements are

worked out, and a typical fuel budget is present in Appendix A.

Several sub-systems of KWOT have been defined, and preliminary

statements of the functional requirements on these systems are pre-

sented in Appendix A. All of these requirements seem to be within

the present state of the art. So far, there is no indication that

any new and exotic techniques are required to implement KWOT. It

appears as though the major _ngineering effort in the design of KWOT

will be devoted to the question of rellabillty and probable lifetime.

Several factors enter into the choice of orbit for IC_OT. Major

factors are the scientific requirements and the requirements for

structural stability, launch vehicle considerations, and coverage by

ground stations. The scientific requirements and the requirements for

structural stability both favor hlgh orbits. It is required that the

KWOT orbit be well above the earth's ionosphere, and it is deslrable

that a large portion of the observations be made outside the earth's

magnetosphere.

Our present studies of structural dynamics indicate that if perigee

is above about 18,900 km, there should be no significant distortions
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due to gravitational effects. More refined studies may permit us to

set this limit somewhat lower_ but if apogee is above iI0_000 km, there

would be no great reduction in launch thrust requirements if perigee

were reduced below 18,_00 km.

As presently conceived KWOT does not include accommodations for

man. It does take account of equipment and sub-system design factors

which allow repair and maintenance by man, if he is available.

2. Deployment

A possible deployment sequence is shown symbolically in Fig. 2.

The lines could be paid out from reels mounted either on the central

body or on the sub-satellltes_ or perhaps both. Thrusters on the sub-

satellites would maintain tension upon the lines until the structure is

spinning fast enough to generate significant centrifugal force. It is

not obvious whether the spin-up of the structure should be started while

the sub-satellltes are moving out, or deferred until they have reached

their final radius. Either way appears possible.

3- Frequency Coverage

The optimum frequency for a rhombic antenna depends upon the

dimensions_ and particularly upon the apex angle. The KWOT antenna

could be tuned over a quite wide frequency range by simply reeling the

cross-member in and out from the Central Observatory. Fig. 3 illus-

trates the change in configuration with frequency. The radius of

rotation of the sub-satellites also changes 2 of coursej and some thrust

would be required to compensate for the changes in angular momentum.

Only a fraction of a pound of fuel would be required in each sub-satel-

lite for this maneuver. No detailed studies of the dynamics of this

operation have been performed as yet, but the technique promises to

broaden the effective frequency range of KWOT by a considerable factor.

_. Calibration

The value of radio astronomy observations depends not only upon

the performance characteristics of the antenna system, but also upon

the degree of certainty with which these characteristics are known.

Of particular import are the beam profile_ and the location and strength
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of antenna sidelobes. As the KWOT antenna is of unprecendented nature,

it is particularly important we obtain confirmation of the antenna

pattern. The pattern will be calculated using the best theory available,

and confirmed with scale models on an antenna test range_ but there will

still be enough uncertainty to warrant an In-flight calibration of the

antenna pattern. Our present concept of this In-flight calibration

requires a separate calibrator spacecraft which is in an orbit with the

same period as KNOT, but with slightly different parameters# so that it

accompanlesKWOT in its orbit_ but generally at distances of a few

hundred kilometers, Such a distance is required to place the calibrator

in the "far field" of the KWOT antenna_ so that a valid calibration is

obtained. The relative moelnn _ _h_ _o14_ .... 4_......... , respect to K_T

would describe some sort of a loop around KNOT once each orbit. This

motion_ combined with the scanning of KNOT_ would allow the "mapping"

of the KNOT antenna pattern to any desired level of detail.

The calibrator spacecraft would carry calibration transmitters of

relatively low power at one or more selected frequencies in the KNOT

spectrumj as well as a tracking beacon transmitter and a simple command

receiver for turning the calibration transmitters on and off by ground

command, it is, therefore, s very small payload_ and could be launched

_piggyback" with KNOT and then injected into its own orbit with a small

thrust. Other backup callbrator spacecraft could be carted in KWOT_ to

be ejected by ground command if the initlal calibrator fails.

Detailed information on this section is found in Appendix A.

IV. Structural Dynamics

A. Introduction

The deslgnof very large flexible structures for orbital space applica-

tions is a relatlvely new field and very little experience is available as

background for this study. Of primary concern are the stability of the

structure in its orbital environment and the degree of geometric distortion

it suffers from the perturbing forces acting upon it.

A sizeable portion of the effort in this area was devoted to the

development of techniques for analyzing such structures. These techniques
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have been developed to the point that the completely modeled IG40T can be

analyzed using numerical analysis techniques on a compUeer. The results

from simplified models of KWOT_ which are somewhat easier to analyze, are

presented here to give approximate answers to the questions of dynamics.

We plan to complete the full model analysis in the next phase of the

feaslbillty study.

B. Techniques Used in First Phase Analysis

In the course of this study, several techniques of analysis have been

used. A brief discussion and summary of these techniques is given below

and references to the appropriate appendix made:

1. To derive the equations of motion for the continuous description

of KWOT_ the Lagrangian functional can be formulated. The application

of Hamiiton's principle of stationary action will then generate the

appropriate equations of motion and associated boundary conditions.

(Appendix. B _ C)

2. The Lagrangian method for deriving equations of motion for a

lumped mass model was found to be highly effective. This approach can

handle any order discrete system and hence may be used for the more

complicated dynamic systems to be studied in the next phase (Appendix

D and E)

3- Digital computer solution of the lumped mass equations by a

Runge-Kutta technique provides the response of the system for a finite

time interval. This method can handle a much more complicated lumped

model. (Appendix E)

_. The numerical application of Floquete theory with appropriate

matrix operations can be used to determine stability for a certain

class of linear equation which result when the lumped mass equations

are llnearlzed about a certain type of motion. (Appendix E)

9. For complex elastlc structures_ the stiffness matrix approach

allows one to systematlcallywrlte the force-deformatlon relations for

the discrete approximation to the system. (Appendix F)
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C. Dynamicsof Simplified Model Structure

The KWOT structure may be thought of as an assembly of rigid bodies

interconnected by elastic lines. Insight into the dynamics of such a

structure may be gained by studying the mathematical equations for various

models in which the rigid bodies are represented as point masses and the

interconnecting elastic lines as springs. The dynamic equations of morlon

may be written for the point masses assuming the model is spinning in orbit.

A computer can be used to determine the motion of the point masses under

various conditions.

The remainder of the section discusses the results obtained from one

such investigation. The complete report of the investigation is contained

in Appendix E.

The basic structure of the KWOT system consists of four sub-satellites

connected to a Central Observatory by thin flexible wires. The Central

Observatory as originally conceived, is an order of magnltude heavier than

a sub-satellite so it may be assumed that the motion of the center of mass

is uncoupled from the sub-satellite or relative motion. The equations of

motion for the sub-satellite in this basic structure were investigated by

examining a simple model of two point masses connected by a spring. The

model was assumed to be spinning in orbit at a nominal rate of one revolution

per hour. All disturbing forces except those due to the gradient in the

earth's gravitational were considered negligible.

The linearized equations so derived are ordinary, second order, forced,

linear differential equntionswith periodic coefficients. The solution of

a set of simultaneous equations of this type is a formidible task. Since

an analytic approach did not appear to be fruitful, the equations were

progra-.-ed for a computer. Part of the work was done on an analog computer

and part was done on a digital computer. Time on the digital machines costs

about I0 times that on the analog machine so only the cases that were too

complex for the analog machine were done on the digital machine.

Analog computer runs were made for various circular orbits with the

plane of the KWOT structure always in the orbital plane. The spring

constant was varied. This investigation did not reveal any geometric dis-

tortion of the model that continue to grow with time. Distortions to the

model were of two kinds. First the point messes (sub-satellites) oscillate
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radlally about the nomlnal stretched length of the supporting spring. This

distortion means that the distance from the Central Observatory to the sub-

satellite would not remain fixed but would go through periodic variations.

The maximum amplitude of this oscillation is on the order of inches as shown

in Figure 4,_ and is considered negligible. The second type of

geometric distortion for this model was such that the angle formed by two

sub-satellites and the Central Observatory would not remain at 90 ° but would

go through periodic variations. This distortion may be thought of as one

sub-satellite catching up to or dropping behind the one in front of it and

so is called a variation in the spin rate. The amplitude of this variation

for a 30_000 nautical mile orbit is less than 0.1_ of the basic 1 revolution

per hour spin rate As shown in F!_,'.re _, _ The amplitude of the

variation is even less for higher orbits.

The equation of motion for elliptic orbits when the plane of the KWOT

structure was out of the orbital plane could not be handled on the analog

computer. Computations for this case were done digitally.

The results of the digital runs confirmed the result obtained on the

analog computer in that no geometric distortions were found that continue to

grow with time. The digital runs clearly showed the nature of the geometric

distortions as the structure passes through perigee. The distortions of the

KWOT model were of three kinds when the plane of the structure is not in

the orbital plane. First_ the sub-satellites oscillate radially about the

nominal stretched length of the supporting line; second the spin rate of

the sub-satellites go through periodic variations; and third the plane of

the k'WOT structure is tilted a slight amount following each pass through

perigee.

The axial oscillations shown in Figure 6 contain a high frequency

component like that found for circular orbits, and in addition a low

frequency component near perigee. This low frequency component has a peak

amplitude of 6 inches for a perigee of I0,000 nautical miles, The amplitude

of this oscillation decays after the system passes through perigee. Distor-

tions of this level will cause no measurable change in the antenna beam pattern.

The periodic variations in spin rate shown in Figure 7 also go through

their maximum amplitude at perigee and then decay. For orbits with perigees

as low as I0_000 nautical miles from the center of the earth this variation
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in sub-satellite spin rate is on the order of 2_ and will thus cause some

changes in the antenna beam pattern. The altered antenna pattern will have

to be accounted for when processing the data taken near perigee.

This effect may be considerably reduced by going to a higher perigee or

a higher spin rate. Conversely, the effect is aggravated by going to a lower

perigee or lower spin rate.

The third effect is that the plane of the KNOT structure is tilted a

slight amount following each pass through perigee. See Figure 8 for orbits

_rLth a perigee of lO_f_O nautical miles or raore_ thls motion repveRents 6

precession of the plane of KWOT toward the orbital plane. This type of

precession is identical to that required to get full sky coverage for the

radio telescope. For orbits w-£th perigees below 103000 nautical miles an

additional nutation of the plane of the KNOT structure results, Data from

the analog and digital computer runs for these llnearized equations, consis-

tently indicated that the four sub-satellites would remain planar.

D. Dynamics of Structure with Active Position Control of the Sub-Satellites

Three tasks which must be performed on the KNOT structure require active

position control over the sub-satellltes. These tasks are the initial deploy-

menc of the structure, structure spin up, and precession of the piane of the

radio astronomy antenna while observing so that the antenna beam will scan

the full sky. Obviously this same active position control system could be

used to reduce the magnltude of the geometric distortions in the structure

caused by the gravity gradient.

A study was conducted to determine the feasibility of controlling the

position of the KNOT structure by the use of small thrusters located in each

of the sub-satellltes. One control concept investigated was that of a simple

threshold system maintaining the sub-satellite position within a given volume

surrounding the desired location. Under this control assumption as soon as

any sub-satellite reaches the limit of the control volume, the thrusters fire

to bring it back within the boundary. The equations of motion were written

for the sub-satellltes and approximate solutions obtained. Details of the

study will be found in Appendix E. This motion was investigated for KNOT in

a 60,000 nautical mile circular orbit and in a 20,000 - 60,OOO nautical mile

elliptical orbit. This analysis showed that even for the elliptic orbit the
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amount of thruster fuel required to overcome the distortion effects due to

the gravity gradient and maintaln the sub-satelllteswithln+_50 meters of

the desired location was small when compared to the fuel required to precess

the plane of the radio astronomy antenna for full sky coverage.

The study indicated that active control is required for only a small

portion of the orbit and there are long periods of many hours between

required control actions over the vast portion of the orbit. The amount of

fuel required for control is a function of the size of the perturbation

forces which depend on the KWOT orbit and the tolerance to which the position

of the sub-satellites are maintained. For the assumed model_ control fuel

would last a mlnlmumof one year.

The major function of the s,_b-_--_11_ position control system then_

is to precess the plane of the structure to obtain the proper scan modes

and sky coverage. A calculation was made of the fuel required to completely

scan the sky once by incremental changes in the plane of the radio astronomy

antenna. Details of this investigation will be found in Appendix G entitled

"Incremental Thrust Bursts for Precesslng the KWOT Scan Plane". It is shown

that an expenditure of about 1.5 pounds of fuel is required for each of the

four sub-satellltes. One year of observing would be equivalent to about 24

_u=h complete sky scans and would require 36 pounds of fuel in each sub-

satellite. This amount of fuel is very compatible with the assumed size

and weight of the sub-satelllte.

E. Conclusions from the Dynamics Investigations

I. The simplified equations of motion for the sprlng-massmodels of

KWOT proved to be dynamically stable in that the geometric distortions

of the structure caused by the gravity gradient do not continue to

grow with time.

2. The continuous or complete model for KWOT bears a further investi-

gation to determine if there are possible modes of energy transfer which

should be avoided by proper choice of design parameters.

3. The gravity gradient produces the dominant distortion force.

Forces such as those resulting from induced currents or charges on the

structure_ solar radiation pressure or particle drag are all negligible.
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V.

4. The use of small maneuverable sub-satellltes for the orientation

of the radio astronomy antenna in the prescribed position is possible

and reasonable.

5. The amount of fuel required to counteract the distortions caused

by the gravity gradient force will be small compared to that required

to precess the structure to obtain complete sky coverage.

6. The major function of the position control system will be pointing

control for controlled observing.

7- Each sub-satelllte can reasonably carry enough fuel to maintain

position control for one year.

8. More complex models of K_OT should be analyzed using the tech-

nlques developed in this study phase.

Radio Telescope Antenna Studies

A. Introduction

The class of high directional gain antennas required to obtain an

adequate coverage of the sky and measure the flux density of a few dozen

_urc_ _ay be _u_ivided into two major subsections. This division is

based on the time duration required for the construction of an antenna

pattern which will meet the specifications of beamwidth_ gain, etc.

On one hand we have systems which operate on a real time basisj such

as filled arrays and long traveling wave structures. These antennas are

scanned across the source by virtue of their orbiting motions and the flux

densities received by these devices may be obtained directly from their

receiver outputs. On the other hand we have systems which construct (or

synthesize) their pattern over a long duration of time by the appropriate

motion of t_ or more small elements. The data obtained by these synthetic

arrays must first be processed before a suitable radiation pattern is

obtained. Suitable data processing allows one to point the beam in any

desired direction so that in principle we may simultaneously scan the whole

sky from one set of data. It should be noted that in order to accomplish

this 8oal with an array of N elements it is necessary to obtain N 2 independent

power measurements from the array at each element position.
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While each of the two classes of antennas mentioned have obvious

advantages and disadvantages 2 it is necessary to study representative

systems from each class in detail in order to make a Judgement on the type

of structure best suited for the task at hand.

In order to accomplish this comparison, we must first set practical

restrictions on the complexity of the structures and their auxiliary

equipment. Since the scientific objectives of the mission require a highly

directive antenna at low frequencies (I MHz), it is necessary to resort to

structures whose linear dimensions range on the order of several miles. This

imposes severe practical limitations on a large three-dimenslonal structure

in orbit unless men in space are used to help erect the antenna. For this

reach, our primary studies to this date have been limited to two-dimenslonal

antenna systems 3 although the concept of using men to aid in the deploying

and maintenance of the structure is under consideration.

Thus, restricting attention at present to two-dlmensional systems, we

first consider the class of "real time" antennas. As a result of our

preliminary studies we have chosen a rhomblc antenna with an Interferometer

system as being a feasible structure for the performance of radio astronomy

in space. The rhombic antenna has a unidirectional pattern with a fairly

narrow beam and moderate sldelobes, and can be easily terminated. Both the

rhomblc and the interferometer can operate at several frequencies simul-

taneously. Since the rhombic antenna is electrically symmetrical, receivers

capable of receiving a number of discrete frequencies may be placed at each

apex to effect a unidirectional beam in opposite directions. This also

provides system redundancy and greater flexibility and capacity. Each sub-

satellite at the apices of the rhombic and at each interferometer dipole

location can also contain a ranging and positioning system and a transmitter

to relay the data to the main satellite. This arrangement has intrinsic

mechanical symmetry. The rhomblc and interferometer may be used separately

and also together as a compound system, resulting in a variety of antenna

patterns.

Although the rhomblc antenna has been used extensively since 1931, and

many papers have been written on various parameters of the rhombi% there

are several areas of interest to space applications which have not been

considered at all. One of the primary effects which has not been studied
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is the resultant change in rhomblc pattern due to the use of lossy conductors.

Thls factor is of interest since the weight requirements of the system neces-

sitate the utilization of thin conductors. The cosmic noise signals are

expected to be so large that quite lossy conductors could be used if this

loss did not affect the antenna pattern.

In order to determine the effect of using longj resistive wires for

the rhomblc constructlon_ we must first be able to determine the current

distribution on the antenna. The difficulty of this problem can be easily

seen when one considers that studies concerned with obtaining a use£ul

approximate analytic solution for the current distribution on a long, straight,

perfectly conducting wire have only recently ylelded results (see the papers

-= Vainshteln _^c ...... _ _ A.... ,,...._ ........ • ..................v_ L=_=L=U_=U" i_ _VV_uu_ _). Th_ _av_ _so D_Q COD_E_DU_IOD8

in the area of determining the current distribution on straight lossy

conductors 3 but those published to date have neglected many of the important

physical aspects of the problem. We have initiated a program with the

purpose of developing techniques suitable to obtaining a solution to the

current distribution problem. The details of the work done are presented

in Appendix K. Zn general, we have concluded that a quadratic convergence

approximation scheme will provide results in the most efficient manner_ and

have therefore derived variational principles for the solution of the required

integral equations. Although these techniques have the decided advantage of

providing results which are independent of the scale factor used in the

trial functions_ we are also actively considering other quadratic convergence

schemes which will have the additional benefit of faster convergence and

will require lass computer time. We plan to investigate the possibility of

combining the variational principle with one of these techniques to obtain a

scheme which will contain the desired properties of both.

Another area of great importance to the study of large traveling wave

structures in space is the sensitivity of the antenna performance to per-

turbations of the structures. We have established the mathematlcal tools

necessary for the solution of this problem, including the determination of

the effect of these perturbations on the current distribution. We have also

studied the problem of out of plane perturbations on the structure using

these techniques. (See Appendix H).
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There are several other studies essential to the design and evaluation

of the rhombic-interferometer system which will be undertaken in future work.

Among these are an investigation of the operation of the combined system

including the manner in which the outputs from the two antennas should be

compounded, the amount of beam sharpening that data processing might give,

and the amount of precision needed in the cosmic noise measurements to do

satisfactory beam sharpening, We also intend to consider the implementation

of modlfied rhomblc antennas for the purpose of improving the basic radiation

pattern over the frequencies of interest. This result is shown in Fig, 3.

We have initiated some work on the study of generalized symmetrical two

wire travellngwave structures or modlfled rhombic antennas. The work to

date (see Appendix I) has sho,.um_that in general one must require the iengch

of each wire on the structure to be greater by approximately one wavelength

than the direct distance between the two vertices of the antenna. This

property should allow one to extend the frequency range of the antenna by

varying the vertex spacing. Some general results concerning the reduction

of sidelobe levels have by suitable spatial tapering been obtained.

The rotating two element array with variable inter-element spacing has

been chosen as a representative system of the synthetic aperture class of

_uLennas. _he ezzlclent utilization of a system of this type requires

extensive data processing equipment. Its effectiveness is contingent upon

the time statlonarlty properties of the signals being processed, as temporal

variations occurring during the construction time of the antenna pattern

will lead to errors in the observed brightness distributions. A brief study

of a system of this type (see Appendix M) has indicated that although the

resultant antenna pattern affords narrow beamwldths, and sldelobe levels

comparable to the rhombic, these properties are quite sensitive to random

phase errors (such as would be induced by the random morlon of the elements)

and to the other temporal variations mentioned above. We have not, however,

considered methods of weighting or filtering the received data in order to

improve the pattern or decrease the sensitivity of the system to external

perturbations. These studies along with considerations of collecting areas,

data processing capacity requirements, and more detailed investigations of

the sensitivity of the system to other types of errors should be initiated in

order to perform a final Judgement on the most effective antenna system for

the performance of the required mission.
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B. KWOT Antenna Studies

1. General

The effort in the area of electromagnetic studies of the KWOT

antenna has been mainly devoted to the consideration of long wire

rhombic antennas in free space and to a lesser degree to the optimiza-

tion of the compounding of the rhombic-interferometer combination.

Two major efforts have been initiated in the analysis of the

rhombic antenna. The first has consisted of studies of the antenna

performance based on assumed zeroth order current distributions 2 while

the second has been devoted to obtaining the correct current distribu-

tion and using the same to predict the performance of the antenn__

system. The motivation of the former effort was an immediate need for

reasonable approximations to the antenna performance as we realized

that the latter study would require a great deal of time and would

probably not yield results by the end of this first phase study.

2. Antenna Study Utilizing Zeroth Order Current Distribution

This study was initiated by assuming that the current distribution

on the rhombic takes the form of uniform tr.v_1_n g _ve_ _ben the

conductors are lossless and exponentially attenuated waves when the

conductors are resistive. It is then possible to obtain the resultant

radiation patterns in each case by integrating the appropriate current

distribution over the structure. These results allow us to evaluate

the effects of conductor losses on the antenna performance and the same

technique may be employed to determine the effects of geometrical

distortions of the structure.

The choice of the zeroth order current distributions described

above was dictated by their use in all the literature to date on the

rhombic antenna. Furthermore, there have been very few experimental

measurements of the current on this structure and the measurements that

have been performed are subject to question because the antenna was

operating over a lossy ground. It was, therefore, impossible to use

experimental results to aid in improving this approximation. There

are several reasons for feeling that the results obtained by employing

these approximations won_t be radically different fgom the more
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rigorous results. In the case of the low-loss antenna elements, the

radiation pattern is relatively insensitive to errors in the assumed

form of current distribution, being determined chiefly by the antenna

configuration. Errors in current distribution b_come important only in

those directions where the contributions from the various parts of the

antenna tend to cancel_ as in the nulls and minor lobes of the rhombic

pattern. Furthermore, the losses which will be present on the rhombic

should dampen the reflections from the discontinuities, and since the

reflections from the cozners are neglected in the assumed current

distribution, the effect of this phenomenon will be decreased by the

presence of losses. This same argument is applicable in the problem

Of determlnlng _h_ 4nnne 4_n_ ..... C _k ............. _ .... r............. _bi_, which is usually

assumed to be that of an infinitely long Vee antenna. The condition

of infinite length implies no reflected wave from discontinuities such

as the corners or termination of the rhombic. With a lossy rhombic

this condition should be a better approximation since the reflected

waves are highly attenuated.

As a prelude to the analysis of the rhombic, a study was made of

the characteristics of long wire radiators because the rhombic can be

considered as a suitable spatial placement of four long wires.

Calculations were made showing the effect of attenuation on the

radiation pattern of the long wire and showing the effect of curving

the wire into a shallow parabolic shape. In both cases the effect is

to increase the strength of the sidelobeswith respect to the main lobe

and to fill in the nulls between the sidelobes. The analysis shows

that a parabolic curve which departs from a straight line by no more

than 1_ of the length increases the amplitude of the stdelobes by

about 10_ as compared to their amplitude on a straight wire. A

reasonable assumption for the attenuation has about the same effect.

The positions and amplitudes of the rhombic sidelobes have been

obtained under the assumption of a uniform current distribution. Since

the rhombic has two planes of symmetry, the sidelobes generally come in

sets of four. This analysis shows, for example, that the four sidelobes

of the strongest set have amplitudes which are more than 5 db below the
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amplitude of the main beam. When the effects of lossy antenna elements

are introduced, the sidelobes tend to become somewhat larger in ampli-

tude but remain in the same spatial location or direction.

The polarization of the rhomblc is not constant throughout the

antenna pattern, This polarization pattern is known and is being

considered whenever it will affect the results of various antenna per-

formance calculations. The polarization effect is small in the main

beam of the rhomblc and becomes more pronounced in the sldelobes.

3. P_ombic Current Distribution 3Lud£e_ and Related Perturbation

Investigation

The study of the current distribution on the rhombic is motivated

by the fact that we are dealing with a structure that is quite long

and lossy. The rhombics which have been treated in the literature to

date do not have quite these properties so that we feel it is important

to verify that the usual assumptions concerning the current on the

rhombic are still valid.

This problem was attacked by the consideration of various canonical

problems whose solutions could then be applied to the rhombic itself.

The first of these problems to be considered was that of the resistive

"Vee" antenna. This structure is simpler than the rhombic since it

consists of only two wires, however it still incorporates the basic

problem of determining the current distribution on a thin wire structure

with sharp corners. An attempt was made to obtain a "direct" solution

to this problem by using Vainshteints method of slowly varying

coefficients [I_ 2]. This attack failed because the current varied

too rapidly in the vicinity of the corner. It then became apparent

that the utilization of a variational princlple would probably be the

most effective method for obtaining a solution.

The current distribution on a long straight resistive wire was

subsequently considered by utilizing a variational principle in con-

Junction with a s,ccessive approximation scheme [3, 4]. An analytic

expression for the first order approximation to this current was

obtained in reference [3], along with a prescription for obtaining

higher order approximations. The results of rQference [4] indicate



that the first order approximation will most likely give sufficient

accuracy over the entire structure.

This same technique was then applied to the resistive "Vet" antenna

[5]. In this case it was convenient to divide the current into its

symmetric and antisymmetric components and obtain a variational principle

for each component. The result of this work is a solution for the

current distribution on the structure In terms of some well behaved

definite integrals which must be evaluated by numerical techniques.

The results indicate that the current distribution on the rhomblc can

most llkely be obtained by utilizing the same methods.

The next problem to be considered was a determination of the

effects of conflguratlonal and/or.......m,e,_4.1__ "_ri_tlv,.o.--- uu--the antenna

performance. The purpose of this consideration is to enable one to

obtain the changes in the far field pattern, power dissipated and

antenna efficiency for prescribed variations in the antenna geometry

and/ormaterlal due to the dynamic characteristics of the structure.

This investigation was conducted by considering an arbitrary thin wire

antenna and performing a perturbation about this equilibrium configuration

[6]. This procedure enables one to determine the variation in the

cuE;_ di,L_£_ution on the structure and subsequently the change in

the performance characteristics mentioned above. At present this

method is being utilized to determine the change in the far field pattern

when the rhomblc is subjected to an out-of-plane displacement. This

technique should also be most effective in determining the manner in

which the antenna performance is affected by spatial oscillations on

the legs of the rhomblc.

4. Experimental Verification of Theoretical Studies

The KWOT antenna is large physically and electrically and the

conductors used for the elements are lossy, adding parameters to the

theoretical and experimental analysis which are usually neglected.

The full-slze rhomblc has a total length of about slx miles. Because

the resistive components of the antenna do not scale with frequency while

most of the other properties do_ it would be best to scale the KWOT

rhomblc antenna by as small a factor as possible. However 3 a scaling of

I00:I would still give dimensions of 300 feet.
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There are very few companies in the UoS. or Canada with a

sufficiently large antenna range to make adequate radiation pattern

measurements on the KUOT rhombic. So the best approach seams to be

that of doing as much of the study of the rhombic in a theoretical

£ozm_ and doing experimental measurements on those parameters which

are impossible to calculate analytically or which should be verified.

5. The Compound Interferometer System

In the combined rhombic-dipole array antenna system the dipole

array plays two general roles. The dipole array will narrow the

effective beam from that yielded by the rhombic alone 3 and serve to

cancel or at least reduce the effect o£ some of the str_nnger rhomb_.c

sidelobes. Studies are in progress to choose the optimum spacing

and amplitude distribution o£ the dipole elements which will yield

the best compound antenna pattern when combined with the rhombic

antenna pattern, No definite results are available from the studies

yet because we must obtain a better description of the rhombic

radiation pattern.
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APPENDIXA

SYSTEMSSTUDY

Operation of System

A. Observing Programs

In order to arrive at a flrst-order approximation for the thruster fuel

_ss,Jme the followlng radio astronomy observing programs might be carried out

in approximately one year:

i. Xnitial sky survey

Scan the entire sky, stepping the scan piane _ each scan. Total

integration time: 17 sec at each point in the sky.

2. Detailed survey

Make a complete survey in about 30 days observing time, and repeat

as many times as possible. Step the scan plane 3 ° every 12 hours.

Effective integration time: IOO to 200 sec at each point at each

frequency.

3- Variable source study

Make careful measurements of the flux from perhaps a dozen sources

which might show variability over a period of a year. Repeat these

measurements three times in the course of a year, with frequent call-

bration measurements interspersed. Less precise measurements of these

sources will also be available from the sky survey programs.

Each source will be observed for several hours at each epoch in

the repeat scan mode, with the scan plane slowly rotating about an axis

passing through the sourcej so that it is scanned from various angles.

This rotation can serve the addltlonal purpose of bringing the next

source to be observed into the scan plane.

_. Occultation studies

Observe the occultation of selected sources by the moon. Since the

k'WDT beam subtends a considerably greater angle than the moon (even when

seen at the closest approach in a 18_,0OO km. orbit), it is necessary to

keep the beam approxlmately centered on the moon during the occultation.

The apparent motion of the moon will never be gEeater than a few degrees

per hour.



5. Noise bursts from sun and Jupiter

Observe the sun, Jupiter, and possibly other planets in the non-

scan mode, looking for short-term variations in flux.

B. Ob servln_ Modes

Three different observing modes are possible with the KWOT structure:

(I) Mapping mode, (2) Repeat scan mode, and (3) Non-scan mode.

In the mapping mode, the beam is swept around a given great circle on

the celestial sphere for enough rotations to build up the required integra-

tion time at each point. Then the plane _f rotation is tipped a few degrees,

and the process repeated on another great circle. Eventually, the entire

sky will be scanned.

_n the repeat-scan mode_ the scan plane is held in such a position as

to pass through an object of special interest. The object is thus scanned

twice for each rotation of KWOT, for as many scans as may be required. During

this time, the scan plane may be rotated about an axis passing through the

object of interest, so that this object is scanned at different angles, and

so that another object is brought within the scan plane. The repeat-scan mode

would be useful for investigating time-varylng phenomena whose period is of

the order of several hours, or for building up a long effective integration

time on objects of special interest.

In the non-scan mode, the rotation of the KWDT structure is stopped with

one of the beams directed toward an object of interest. The dimensional

integrity of the antenna is preserved by controlled thrusters in the sub-

satellites. The non-scan mode would be useful in studying tlme-varylng

phenomena where the tlme-scale of the variations is less than a few hours.

It is a necessary mode of operation for observing occultatlons of sources by

the moon and earth, and would be extremely valuable in observing Jovian and

solar noise bursts.

C. Representative KWOT Schedule of Qperatlons

A typical schedule for the launch, deployment and operation of a KWOT

mission might be as follows:

Day 0 Launch to parking orbit, then thrust to transition orbit

Day i-3 Inject into final orbit. Separate from launch vehicle.

T/M status,

Day 4-6 Track KWOT, and compute actual orbit. Command any necessary

thrust to correct orbit.
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Day ? Deploy

Day 8-10 Tests to check deployment

Day II Make initial run with calibrator to confirm operation

( survey mode)

Day 12-16 Make initial sky survey (survey mode)

Day 17-27 Make first-epoch observations of suspected varlable sources

(repeat-scan mode)

Day _-_9 "'"--na_© first ueLa_,e_....... sky survey _survey mode)

Day 61-71 Observe Jupiter, sun, earth, other planets (repeat-scan

and non-scan)

Day 72-I_0 Make second detailed sky survey, but interrupt survey for

occultation observations when favorable (survey and non-
scan mode)

Day 161-171 Make second-epoch observations of suspected variable sources

(repeat scan mode)

Day 171-300 Continue survey and occultations (survey and non-scan mode)

Day 300-311 Make third-epoch observations of suspected variable sources
(repeat scan mode)

Day 312-Failure Continue to alternate survey_ occultations_ and suspected
variable source observations

D. Thruster Fuel for Operational Modes

The thruster fuel consumed in the various modes of observation can be

computed from approximate results of dynamic studies. If the mass of each

sub-satellite is assumed to be 100 lbs._ the rotation period of the structure

one hour_ the specific impulse of the thrusters _)0 sec_ and the moment of

inertia og the central body and the connecting lines neglected 2 one arrives

at the following figures for fuel consumption due to various maneuvers:

1. Spin-up structure to one rotation per hour_ or stop rotation from

one rotation per hour: 0.5 lbs per sub-satellite.

2. Change the plane of rotation by 180 ° in small steps: 1.5 lbs per

sub-satellite.

3- Maintain precise sub-satellite position in non-rotating mode:

1.0 lb per week per sub-satellite (upper limit estimate).
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A complete sky survey requires that the scan plane be rotated through

180 ° and therefore costs 1.5 Ibs of fuel_ regardless of whether it is a coarse

survey, where the scan plane is rotated several degrees each time, or a fine

survey, where the scan plane is only rotated a degree or so each time.

When a series of objects are observed in the repeat-scan mode, it is

never necessary to rotate the scan plane more than 90 ° to move from one

object to another. The maximum expenditure of fuel, therefore, is 0.75 ibs

per object observed.

To observe in the non-scan mode, it is necessary to stop the rotation of

the structure and to spln it up again when returning to one of the scanning

modes, which costs 1.0 ibs of fuel for each period in the non-scan mode. If

more than one oblect_ is observed_. _. ......._,_h_ n_.._..-___.n _v_,-^A_ additional Lug,_.... is

required to more from one to another. If we assume that the average change

of direction from one object to the next is 90", and require that the beam

move from one object to the next in 13 mlnutes_ then the rotation rate

becomes one rotation per hour, the same as the scan rate, and 1.0 lbs of fuel

are required to accelerate and decelerate. Thus we add 1.0 Ib for each

additional object observed, bringing the total to 1.0 lbs per object for the

non-scan mode. It is estimated that a typical observing program, as described

i, Section iA above, the thruster fuel required would be on the order of _.6

pounds for each remote maneuvering satellite.

II. KWOT System and Sub-System Description

Referring to Fig. 1 in the main text_ the KWOT is seen to consist of a rhomblc

antenna with an array of dipoles along the minor diagonal but external to the

rhomblc forming an interferometer array. There are nine or more system units

Involved which are:

I. One Central Observatory.

2. Two Sub-Satellites at each acute apex of the rhomblc.

3- Two Sub-Satellites, one at each end of the minor axis of the rhomblc.

_. Six Dipole Units, one for each dipole of the interferometer array.

For the normal sky survey mode of operation this entire assemblage is rotating

about the center with a period of about one hour. The dipole units not

shown previously are much simpler than the others and serve to relay the dipole

signals to the Central Observatory. The functions of these units are outlined

below:



A,

Bo

Co

Central Observatory

1, House entire system during launch,

2. Deploy other components and lines,

3, Receive commands from ground 2 interpret them s and relay to other

units when appropriate.

4. Receive data (radiometer s status s orientation s position s etc.)

from other units. Store s process s encode 2 and transmit it to ground.

_. Track the positions of the other system components_ with respect

to the system frame of reference.

6. Determine the orientation of the system frame of reference with

respect to the celestial sphere.

7. Generate all primary powar needed __th!n the un£t.

_hombic Sub-Satellite

1. Measure the R.F. energy delivered by the rhombic.

2. Integrate 3 encode s and transmit these measurements to the Central

Observatory.

3. Receive control signals from Central Observatory to control both

radiometers and thrusters.

4. Return proper transponder signals to central body tracking system.

_. Measure its own orientation with respect to the system frame of

reference s correct by thrusters and/or reaction wheels.

6, Cenerate all primary power needed in the unit.

_. Sense all necessary housekeeping datas and transmit to the Central

Observatory.

Interferometer Sub-Satellite

1. Receive control signals from the Central Observatory to control

thrusters.

2. Return proper transponder signals to Central Observatory tracking

system.

3- Measure its own orlentatlonwlth respect to the system frame of

reference s and correct by thrusters and/or reaction wheels,

4, Cenerate all primary power needed in the unit.

_. Sense all necessary housekeeping data s and transmit it to the

Central Observatory,
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D. Dipole Unit Functions

I. Ampllfy the RF signal appearing at the dipole terminals, modulate

a carrier, and transmit It to the Central Observatory.

2. Receive control signals from Central Observatory Co control Its

pre-amp.

3. Generate all primary power needed in the unit.

4. Sense all necessary housekeeping data, and transmit It to the

Central Observatory.

The shape of the antenna, and hence the characteristics of the beam_ is

controlled by controlllng the positions of the outer units with respect co

the Central Observatory. These positions are sensed from the Central

In order for the action of these thrusters to be properly directed, the

attitude of each sub-satellite must also be controlled. This control can

best be accomplished through the use of attitude sensors in each sub-satel-

lite, and thrusters to correct the attitude.

All sub-satellite units generate attitude data and housekeeping data

which must be transmitted to the Central Observatory, and all but the two

interferomater sub-satellite units generate scientific data as well.

Furthemmore, all sub-satellite units receive thruster control commands, and

most of them receive other command signals as well. Therefore, t-_o-way

communications is required from each sub-satellite to the Central Observatory,

or perhaps direct to ground.

Obviously, each sub-satellite will use electric power, and will require

some form of long-lived source of primary power, such as solar cells. Each

sub-satellite must be independent, since each is separated by kilometers

from its neighbors.

Thorough study of dynamics of the structure may show that the dimensions

of the spinning web are adequately stable and predictable. More likely_ it

will appear that some use of thrusters will improve the position accuracy of

the antenna elements enough to narrow the beam significantly. In any event,

some use of thrusters is required during erection, and whenever it is desired

to change the axis of rotation to allow the antenna to scan a different band

of sky.
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Until the results of a complete study of the dynamics are available, it

seems safest to assume that complete active control of attitude and position

is required in each sub-satellite, and study the feasibility of such a system.

If full active control can be provided within reasonable limits of weight,

power consumption, and reliability, then any system with partial active

control is certainly_-lthin these limits.

E. Assumed Accuracy Requirements

In this study, it is assumed Chat the beam pattern of the antenna array

.__!! not be _igniffcant!y degraded if each 9_b-_at_]l!te rpms!n_ w_thin _0

meters of its prescribed position, relative to the system frame of reference.

This figure is based upon the study reported in the proposal which showed

that elongation or compression of the major diagonal of the rhombic by i

percent produced a distortion of the beam that was about as much as could be

tolerated. A 1 percent change in the length of this diagonal would displace

each of the end points by 50 meters. In Appendix H, it is shown that this

criterion is more than adequate for out-of-plane perturbations. To get

better figures, a thorough study must be made of the effect of various dis-

tortions and displacements on the rhombic beam, and on the beam synthesized

from the rhombic and interferometer signals. Such a study will no doubt show

that the position tolerance on some sub-satellites can be relaxed considerably,

while perhaps some may be tightened.

F. System Frame of Reference

All measurements of position and attitude, and all calculations of beam

position are made with respect to a frame of reference, called the system

frame of reference, which rotates with the system, and is based upon some

sort of a mean position of the active bodies. Tentatively, we have chosen

to define this frame of reference as follows:

The origin of the system frame of reference is the center of mass of

the Central Observatory.

The x axis points along the desired direction of the beam center.

The z axis is perpendicular to the desired plane of the K'WOT system.

Normally, the system frame of reference rotates about its z axis at a

uni£ormangular velocity. The direction of the z axis will also change _th

respect to the celestial sphere, but much more slowly. The whole frame of

reference moves along the orbital path, but has no direct relationship to the

orb£tal elements.
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III. Definitions of KUOT Sub-Systems

The sub-systems o£1G_OT which are covered in this report perform the following

general functions:

A. Attitude Sub-System:

Measures the attitude_ or orientation_ of each of the bodies in the

structure, relative to the system frame of reference.

B. Position Sub-System:

Measures the position of each of the units in the KUOT structure relative

to the system frame of reference.

C. Pointing Sub-System:

Measures the orientation o£ the system £rame o£ re£erence with respect

to the celestial sphere.

D. Communications Sub-System:

Provides all necessary communications between the units o£ the KWOT

structure, and between IG_OT and ground stations.

g. Command and Control Sub-System:

Receives, stores, and interprets connands received £rom ground control,

and generates the necessary thruster connnand signals to maintain the attitude

F. Data Sub-System:

Collects, stores, processes, and prepares for transmission all data

gathered in the KWOT system_ both scientific and housekeeping.

G. Radio Astronomy Sub-System

Ho Ground Support System:

Includes the ground portions o£ the counuunications_ conlnand_ and data

systems_ and perhaps other sub-systems as well.

IV. Sub-SystemRequirements

In this section are presented the key requirements on the various sub-systems,

and the basic reasoning behind them.

A. Attitude Sub-System

The primary importance o£ measuring and controlling the attitude o£ the

sub-satellites is to assure thatp when the thrusters are commanded to £ire_

the thrust vector is directed in the proper direction. I£ a thrust burst is
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applled in an erroneous direction, the result is an extraneous veloclty

component in an orthogonal direction. This spurious veloclty adds to all

the other sources of spurious velocity components, increasing the net veloclty

error, and hence shortening the time interval between veloclty corrections.

If this spurious veloclty component is no more than 10 percent of the desired

change in veloclty, it should not materially degrade the position control.

This standard will be achieved if the direction of the applled thrust is

controlled with an accuracy of_ °. The direction of the applled thrust can

be controlled either by controlling the att_e,,de of the sub-satellite when

the thrusters are fired, or by knowing the attitude and ¢omputlng the thrust

component required in each of a set or orthogonal thrusters to generate the

=_q---.- - ...._._ v=_u_. _u e_Lner case, the atE1tuoe of the sub-statellte

must be known to withln _ °.

The only time when the attitude of a sub-satelllte is critical is when

a thrust burst is about to be commanded. Since it is anticipated that under

typlcal operating condltionsj such bursts may not occur with a frequency

greater than once per hour, the attitude sub-system can remain inactive most

of the time to conserve power.

B. Pog_tlon Sub-System

The primary importance of measuring and controlllng the positions of the

remote units is to maintain the proper configuration of the antenna elements;

the rhomblc and the dlpoles which make up the Interferometer. Early studies

of the electrical properties indicated that the positions of each antenna

element should be maintained within an accuracy of_O meters, with respect

to a common frame of reference. To control the position with this accuracy,

we should be able to measure it with still more accuracy, perhaps_ meters.

The positions of the sub-satellites will probably be sensed by some

sort of radar or optical device located in the Central Observatory. If so,

the accuracy requirement of _ meters Implles a range accuracy of _ meters

at 5 kilometers, or_+O.1 percent, and an angular accuracy of 0.001 radlan, or

0.058 degress (3._ minutes arc). Such accuracies are feasible by a variety

of techniques.

C. Polntin_ Sub-System

The pointing sub-system must supply the necessary coordinate transforma-

tion data to permit the antenna beam position, as calculated in the system
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frame of reference from the measured positions of the sub-satellites s to be

transformed into conventional celestial coordinates_ such as right ascension

and declination. The beam position must ultimately be determined with an

error which is a small fraction of the smallest dimension of the narrowest

beam that can be anticipatedj or about +_0.1 degree. About half of this error

has been assigned to the position measuring sub-system s so only about +_0.05

degree can be allowed in the pointing sub-system.

The implementation of the pointing sub-system may be based upon measuring

the apparent positions of any two celestial bodies whose actual positions with

respect to KNOT are known. Optical measuring techniques seem most obvious.

D. Connnunications Sub-System

X All i_ AA AAdA d ANiA d d I IA A OOAA_

the various units of KWOTj and external data-links between KNOT and the ground

stations. Each link carries different sorts of data s and hence has its own

specifications. All connnunications pass through the Central Observatory.

There are no communications direct from sub-satellite to sub-satellite 2 or

from sub-satellite to ground. In general s command and control information

flows from ground to Central Observatory_ and from Central Observatory to

sub-satellite_ while status and scientic information flows from sub-

satellite to Central Observatory and from Central Observatory to ground.

All KNOT units generate basic status information_ such as temperatures s

and solar cell and battery parameters.

The dipole units generate scientific information s which must be relayed

to the Central Observatory along with the basic status information. An

information bandwidth of two to ten t4ltz Will be required for each dipole

unit With the information carried in analog modulation, probably amplitude

modulation. The dipole units probably receive no command and control

information_ except possibly for simple on-off signals.

The rhombic sub-satellites generate scientific information and basic

status information 2 similar to that generated in the dipole units. In addi-

tion_ they generate attitude information and status information concerning

the attitude control and propulsion systems. They must accept counnand and

control signals to control the thrusters and possibly the attitude sensors.

The interferometer sub-satellites have no scientific information s but

otherwise have the same requirements as the rhombic sub-satellites.
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The Central Observatory receives all scientific information from the

sub-satellites and dipole units in broadband analog form I processes it,

converting it to narrow-band digital form, and relays it to the ground. In

addition, it receives commands from the ground and status information from

the sub-satellites and generates co_mand and control signals to the sub-

satellites and relays the status information to ground.

E. Command and Control Sub-system

The command and control sub-system accepts inputs in the form of commands

from the ground_ error signal, from th_ _e_de and po_t_on-_en_ng sub-

systems, signals from the pointing system, and status signals from the various

sub-satellites. From this information, it generates control signals to the

thrusters throughout the structure, so that the proper attitude and positon

of each body is maintained, and the antenna beam is pointed and moved as

commanded from the ground. This task requires sufficient precision that

digital techniques are indicated, and is of sufficient magnitude and com-

plexlty that services of a general purpose, stored program digital computer

on board the spacecraft are probably required. This computer will be shared

with the data sub-system.

Backup control loops of a slmple analog nature should also be provided 2

to be switched in the event of computer failure. These analog control loops

could control the attitude, position, and pointing with sufficient accuracy

to permit continued operation of the system in the basic scanning modes, but

at the cost of a much more rapid consumption of thruster fuel, and hence a

shorter useful life for the system.

F. Data Sub-System

The basic function of the data sub-system is the processing of all data

collected In KWOT system, includlng scientific 3 housekeeping, status, attitude_

position and pointing data. The data sub-system must prepare information for

transmission to ground, and for the use of the command and control sub-system.

The scientific information, as it is presented to the data sub-system_

will consist of several analog voltage slgnals_ perhaps ten, representing the

output of several radiometers. The data sub-system must sample some or all

of these channels according to a sequence which is specified by ground command,

convert these values to digital numbers, store and encode them for trans-

mission to earth. Very likely it win also be called upon to perform some
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numeric processing upon thl8 information, also under control of ground

commands. This processing might be no more than slmple averaglng_ but it

might be as complex as correlations.

The status and housekeeping information will be handled in the data

sub-system in a number of ways. First, certain key parameters will be tested

to detect conditions which present a hazard to the system. Out-of-limit

temperatures or power-supply voltages would be in this category. Any condition

that might lead to a runaway condition in the control system should also be

monitored closely. Such conditions might include malfunction of the thruster

valves in any sub-satellites, or noise in the transmission of the control

signal s.

ground to permit the performance of all DOT sub-systems to be monltored_

including the data sub-system.

Third, some of the status and housekeeping information will be analyzed

in the on-board computer_ and the computer will modify the mode of operation

of various sub-systems to adopt to changing conditions, either internal or

external. For example, if it is found that the present mode of operation is

depleting the charge on the batteries, the system might change to a mode that

will use less current until the charge is built up again.

G. Radio Astronom 7 Sub-System

The radio astronomy sub-system consists of pre-ampllfler and relay units

located in the dipole units and rhomblc sub-satellltes and radiometer units

located in the Central Observatory.

The pre-ampllfler and relay units must amplify the radio-frequency

signals appearing at the terminals of the antenna elements, both dlpoles and

rhombic, and transform them to some high frequency for the transmission to

the Central Observatory. The simplest implementation would be a broad-band

pre-amplifier, covering the entire range over which KWOT is to operate

(perhaps 0.1 MItz to 10 MHz), whose output is modulated upon a carrier in the

microwave frequency region. Transmission in the microwave region is desirable

not only because of the broad bandwidth requirements, but also because of the

small size of the directive antennas_ and because of the shielding effect of

molecular absorption in the atmosphere_ which will prevent interference from

transmitters located on earth. The actual transmitters_ receivers_ and
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antennas for relaying the radio astronomy information from the dipole units

and rhombic sub-satellites to the Central Observatory are included in the

communications system.

The facility for combining the signals from the various antenna elements

is located in the Central Observatory. After the broad-band signal from each

element is recovered by demodulation of the signals relayed to the Central

Observatory_ and the particular frequency bands upon which I_OT is operating

at the moment are selected by filters_ these signals must be combined to

synthesize t_o or more beams. The phase of each dipole signal must be

corrected for the propagation delay introducted in transmission from the sub-

satellite to the Central Observatoryj and then all dipole signals are

1 4 _o_-1 _, .,.4 v,J,.1 _.^ ,,tn_t-ll_ ,.,4 .._ _-1_._ 4 ..,,I-_,.-_._,_,.._--^_,._,_. o4 ....,,.,. 1 _h._ 4 .._-_.-_._,.-^--._-._.-
_ 6_WI_Lb _ L_6AbA_ _v _IT _8 I_L_ _A_ _ _L_ _ _ Lb _ _ L_ _LLL_ I._L_ _ ,io,, _aI,LI,4_L ,al, o ,ql, aLA_ _L_ _ _ A_ L_LLL_ _Lb

signal is then correlated independently with each of the two rhombic signals

to synthesize two narrow beams_ one pointing each direction along the major

axis of the rhombic. A simple signal multiplication may suffice for this

correlation_ or a more complex process may be required. Probably the two

rhombic signals and the interferometer signal will be independently rectified_

filtered, and telemetered to earth in addition to the composite signal from

the correlator.

Some form of internal noise calibration will be required_ and it will

probably be desirable to periodically switch one or more noise sources into

the signal path. Many alternatives exist_ but no choice has been made as yet.

Various alternative modes exist for the radiometer system. For instance,

it is possible to move the interferometer beam about within the broad rhombic

beam by appropriately shifting the phases of the dipole signals. If the

£nterferometer beam were scanned in this way at a rate equal and opposite to

the KWOT spin_ the composite beam could be made to dwell upon one object for

several minutes_ considerably increasing the integration time on that object.

Another alternative would be to synthesize two or more interferometer

beams_ all contained within the broad rhombic beem_ and correlate each of

these independently with each rb_mbic signal. The result would be a series

of narrow fan beams_ sweeping one after another across each point in the sky_

each gathering data independently.
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V. Orbit and Launch Vehicle

From a scientific point of view, the preferred orbit would be a circular one,

with a radius of the order of i00_000 to 185,000 kilometers. However, an elliptic

orbit with an apogee in the range of 100,000 to 185,000 kilometers, and perigee at

least _0,000 kilometers is almost as attractive.

The minimum apogee is determined by the scientific requirement that KWOT spend

an appreciable portion of its life beyond the magnetosphere, and the minimum perigee

is determined by the gravity gradient distorting forces experienced near perigee,

and which Increase very rapidly as perigee is lowered ''".... _olstortlon force varies as

the inverse cube of distance from the earth's center).

The earliest weight estimates for the KWOT structure indicated that a Saturn V

launch vehicle would be required to achieve an acceptable orbit. However, as the

KWOT study has proceeded, and out concepts of the structure and methods of imple-

mentation have advanced_ it has been possible to revise the weight estimates

downward, until it now appears probable that the entire KWOT structure will weigh

less than 4000 Ibs. It has therefore become possible to consider the Saturn IB,

or one of the suggested configurations of Saturn components with capability between

that of the Saturn IB and Saturn V.

VI. Reliability: ManY- R_le

A matter of principal concern in the study of KWOT or any other large_ complex

system is Itts reliability. In general this means the systemts ability to perform

the task for which it was designed for some prescribed period of time. The task

in this case is the set of scientific goals set down as the mission objective, not

the performing of some specific technical function.

It appears that an appropriate measure of performance might be the returned

data in comparison to the ideal design objective. This criterion allows for

different degrees of system degradation and measures the effect on the returned

data for a realistic measure of the system performance. This leads to the Figure of

Merit (FOM) approach to reliability.

( See Ref. "A Realistic Measure of Spacecraft Reliability", 9th Nattl Symposium on

Reliability and Quality Control, by G. R. Gralnger, W. E. Faragher, L. I.

Phillpson, Planning Research Corporation, Los Angeles)

With this measure one can have spacecraft which have "failed" and yet are still

returning data which is degraded by some lesser degree. It also allows for changing

the state of the system in the event they can be repaired.



As systems grow larger and more complex the reliability of course goes down

unless steps are taken to prevent this trend. The present state of numerical treat-

ment o£ reliability in this area is very unsatisfactory. Experience has shown that

the numbers attached to various systems for reliability have little meaning. It is

generally conceded by people working in reliability that no absolute measure existsp

only relative measures in comparing one system to another.

There is a further weakness because of inability to make proper models o£ a

large system. Failures have occured because of interactions between various parts

o£ a large system which were not known a priori or were not properly taken into

account. In this sense it is very important to know how the reliability model was

constructed £rom the real system.

If we are faced with a situation of low reliability, what can we do aboue 4_t?

This question is best examined by listing the areas of concern. These areas in a

system development are:

1. System design_ sub-system design, "black box n designation.

2. Circuit_ sub-assembly design.

3. Component 2 parts selection_ TESTING.

_. Circuit_ sub-assembly fabricatton_ TESTING.

5. "Black box'_ sub-system fabrication 2 TESTING.

7. Flight 2 the real TEST.

Volumes have been written on good_ acceptable and otherwise practice in all

these various areas for improving reliability. Some general observations at this

point seem to be in order.

Obviously for any given system one should be able to show that good practice

was followed as far as balance between single line and redundant design. In some

of the other areas listed above there is an especially heavy emphasis on testing_ to

the point where there seems to be some imbalance. There is a very heavy emphasis

on testing at the lower levels of component selection and up through the "black box N

level. There appears to be inadequate testing at the systems level. Of course in

some cases it is not possible to realistically test a system until it is in orbit 2

however it appears that this area could be given more attention than it has in some

cases. This area may be sometimes slighted because_ by the time the project pro-

gresses past the nblack box" level_ all the slack time ia the schedule has been

used up and there is heavy pressure (due to other boundary conditions) to meet the
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launch schedule. Coupled closely to this is the problem that, in general, systems

testing is much more difficult to design and carry out than any of the other tests

and therefore more expensive and time consuming. A proper and complete testing

program should be designed into the operation from the beginning and will likely

add considerably to the cost.

It is impossible to simulate closely some space systems performance on earth.

In these cases work is needed in structuring model tests so that they better bring

out those intrinsic properties which may lead to the large system performance

properties. This testlngwould, to the best of our abillty 3 bring out the inter-

actions between basic system properties as manifested by the key sub-system

performances characteristics. This is the approach advocated for a system such as

......• ...... s.... • _v_w_ muu=_ w,_ w£_s orang out the key interactions,

then allocate the time and resources to properly test the model. In addition to

this, more testing should be done as far beyond the "black box" level as is possible

on the real system as it is being prepared for flight. These two efforts will give

the best possible expectation of a successful flight.

Man may serve several roles which include:

1. Observer (In the role of scientist).

2. Monitor, semi-builder (In the role of technician).

3. Builder.

_. Maintenance and Repair.

Our present feeling regarding KWOT is that he would be most useful in cate-

gories 2 and _. Thiswould bring him into play during erection of the telescope

and later for repair work. Our findings as to the potential for man to do these

tasks have generally been quite pessimistic. For this and other reasons we are

proceeding with our KWOT conceptual design as though man were not in the picture,

with one exception. The system will be designed so that it can be serviced by a

man. This has merit for other reasons and if man were to be made available in

orbit for repair and malntenance he could readily carry out his tasks. It is

generally felt that If man were available and could perform satisfactorily the

necessary repair and service functions, this would no doubt upgrade the long term

reliability or figure of merit. _n considering a manned vs. un-manned approach to

such a mission in the broad sense_ one must compare the cost of perhaps fewer units

wlthman in the picture, compared to more units with him out of the picture. This

assumes lower overall reliability with him out. It is not at all clear at present
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which might prove to be the most economical in the end s and it is quite beyond the

scope o£ this study to make such an evaluation. Our knowledge about costs for

putting a man in orbit and providing himwith the tools necessary to do a given Job

is very limited but the cost appears to be quite high.
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APPENDIX B

KNOT DYDL%MICS

I. A. Description of the physical system

Assume the following conditions:

I. The XYZ-set of axes is an inertial system of coordinates.

2. The point mass is constrained by a massless rod to a spherical surface

with radial length b.

3. The system is situated in free space.

B. Kinematical considerations

Let @ and _ be the generalized coordinates.

'_ IS '_¸/_' ' i
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1
Dynamical considerations

The system is spherlcnlly symmetric. Therefore, any polar rotational coordinate

is cyclle in a Lngran_ian description so that any conjugate angular momentum is

a constant of the motion. Since every component of the angular momentum is con-

stnnt, the total angular momentum is a constant of the motion. Let _ be the

The total angular momentumradial vector from the origin to the point mass.

(relative to the origin O)

Since _ ts a constant vector, it follows Chat _ ts always perpendicular to

the fixed direction of _. The rigidity of the rod constrains the point mass

to a sphere with radial length b. These facts imply directly that the point

mass always moves on a great clrcle of the spherical surface.

It £s shown now that the point mass moves with constant speed on a great circle.

When the cartesian coordinates of the point mass are expressed as functions of

the generalized coordinates 0 and _ the resultlng equations obviously do not

contain the time expl£cltly. Also_ by assumption I-A-3_ the potential energy

of the system vanishes. Therefore, the La_ranglan function cannot be an

cxpiiclt function of time set hat the associated Hamiltonlan function H is a

constant of the motion. Furthermore, the Hami_toninu reduces _o _|i. uuu41

sum o£ the kinetic energy T plus the potential energy Y. Since V = 0 in thil

case_

H-z
= 2

Thus, the magnitude of the velocity of the point umss is a constant of the

motion. In summary the general motion of the point mass is such that it moves

with constant speed on a great circle.

iThe first two paragraphs of this section en._loy the dynamical theory presented in

Herbert Goldstein, Cl._nnlcnl _lech_nlc_. Addison-Wesley Publishing Co,_ Znc._
Rassachusetts, l_ga section 2-6.
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The fact that the point mass moves on a 8rest clrclc can be seen else in
2

another, more elegant faQhion. Since the tlamlltonian function of the system

is a constant in time, the motion of the point mass satisfies the principle of

least action. For a single body in free space this principle implies that the

body traverses a geodesic on the surface which is determined by the eonstratntl

_f the problem. The radial constraint in thiacase generates a spherical

surface and the associated geodesics are groat circles.

3
Determination of O,

Lot the E.]er an_los be denoted by ee_ _e and _e o

is traversing a great circle such that:

Suppose that the poin_ mass

], The associated CeCal an_ular momentum vector is directed ales 8 theZ' - axis

of Fig. _-6c.

2. At time t - 0 the point mass is located along the line of nodes.

3. For simpli_ity let _e " _e " O.

Let O_ _' be respectively the colatitudo and azimuthal angles in the primed

coordinate system and let J denote the magnitude of the total angular momentum

of the system.

e'(t)- 2

Referring co p. 109,

J " m b2 _'(t) = constant

_' = A'I_'

2This paragraph uses the dynamical theory discussed in llerbert Goldstein_ ---p

section 7-_.

3This section employs the diagram, notation, and results of G_ldatetn# ---_ section _-_.

. • _ ,, _ _,.: .•_/! ii̧•:_

I
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I Vsin o, co_ _,]
b|sin 8' alU ]L cos e' coa ¢'1" b sin ¢,

0

-I
A - b ocos e e -sin e

sin ea coe e

m

Fsin e co8 _

b I sin e sin JL cos 0

Thus, sin e cos 0 = co_ O'

sin e sin _ = cos e sin _'
e

cos O ,- sin O sin ¢'
e

sln 2 8 - cos 2 e sin2 0' .+ cos 2 0'
e

tan 0 " CO8 e tan _'
e

Therefore, O(t) - Arcsln [I + (cos2 8e -I) sin 2 0'] I/2

_'(t)-__2_:.>¢'(t)- s__L_t
mb2 mb2

-Summary.. of Resul ts

[ -1) s£h 2 -Jr - 11/2O(_) - Arcsin 1 + (cos 2 Oe mb2

¢(t) " Arctan cos Oe tan
mb J

where Oe is the angle between the Z"axis and the angular momentum _ and where

the llne of nodes of the Euler angles, the X-axis end the X'-axis are chosen

to be coincident.

" r
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II.
Ao Dcscriptig_ of the physical system

The systcm in oection Z is modified to. includo _adial oscillations.

Z

X

Assume the following conditions:

I.

2.

B

The XYZ-set of axes is an inertial system of coordin_tes.

The point mass is connected to n massless spring which obeys llooke's law

under'tension and compression. Both the spring and the point mass are

constrained inside a mnssless cylinder. The unstressed length of the

spring is b and the spring constant is K.

The system is located in free space.

hThis is essentially the problem of the "space oscillotor." Refe_ to L.D. Landau and

E. M. Lifshltz, Mechanics, Addlson-Wesley Publishing Co.p Inc., Massachusetts, Ic_O,

section 14.

i ¸ _, .... : - _ i̧ . i¸ .i'!' i! _!:_ i:i:,i_i::Ļ :L_̧

o
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B. Kinet'_atlca] cons idcra tlon__.fl

Let r, O, _ he the generalized coordtnateo.

Ce D_,ynomlenl consldera tion._

The dynamical conaldorationG in sectionI_have an analogous application in

thio cane. The system £o ophorically oymmeCt'ic eo chat the cecal angular

momentum is constant. This implie0 thac the point mass moves in a plane

perpendicular to the direction of the constant total angular momentucl vector.

However, the point mass is no longer constrained to a constant radial distance

from the origin. The liamiltonian function II again is a constant of the

mo_-ion+ H equals the sum of the kinetic energy T plus the potential energy

V which is stored in the spring.

De Determination of r+ O, and 0

Per simplici_y let the total angular momentum vector point along the Z axis

of the diagram in section _-A. Thon_
'1

eCt) -
2

and the position vector r of the point mass is

-4 -4
r _ rn

The velocity vector

-_ d? o-4 r_
V = d'-C• = rn +

2 o2 2 2v ., r

Also a the constant total angular momentum _ i_

_ _ mr2_mr X V m

j m mr2_ - constant



Pa_o T

Substituting thls result into the expression for v2a

2 o2 J 2
V mr + .....

m2r 2

The potential energy V of the sprln_ is

v - _:(r-b)2

The constant Hamiltonlan H Is

li - T+V = _mv + r-b)

1 (32 J2

;2 K(,.b)2. _/_
= m " _ . n2r2

The remainder of the calculation can be found in Ooldstein's text. 5

rCt--o)_r., ¢(t=o)_¢.

dr

T

---F" j2 --FJ r

Let

This integral may be evaluated explicitly to obtain an "orbit" equation. 6

The dependence of r and @ upon the time may be deduced from tile previous

resu]t which expressed the conservation of angular momentum:

J = mr2_

Jt
w

m

_)See Goldetein, ---, section 3-5.

)!i;i. _.!.i:' .i 6500 Goldsteln, ""a P.7/_.

¢l

@
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_qur,_u:ary of l_esu] I:_

1. o(t) " 2

2. ¢(_')

o

¢o

dr

r2,J 2ml.___.L .... mK('v.b) 2 . I__.

j2 j_ r_

r2(¢)d¢ . J_.L

...__
._... ....

. . . • • , .,.

• • - : i_ _ • z.̧ •
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Ill.
A. l)encription of tile physlcal ayntem

Z

i

0

O' 1

Assume tile following conditions:

I, Tile X_Z-set of axes is an inertial system of coordinates,

2.

t

The system is loca_:ed in free space.

The "string" obeys a Hooke's law under botl_.__d_tension and compression, Let Y be

the Young's modulus such tha= the local tension or compression l f 0 r C O i8 expressed

by a relatlon

force = _'_

where ._ is =he local elongation per unit: length.
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_e

The string is perfectly e!a:;tt.c no tllat a lmtmlt'inl cnerl,y can be associated with

any instantaneou,_ confiFurnt:j.on. (See secti.ol_ III-C-P.)

The uns_retched length of the string is b; the ,mstretched linear mass density

has the constan_ va]ue p; and the poJ.t_t mann at the cud of the IItr_.ng tln_ the

value m.

B. Rinenmtical considerations

I. The d_svlaceraents of" the string: will be. measured £t'o_aa ra(lial direction which
@

-=#

rotates with a constant angular velocity _o - _. _ ls a Llxcd unit vector
, t

_dffch is parallel to the Z-axls _d_i]e C/I and _, are uuit vectors in the XY-plane,
..a

-_l and O.,, rotate at the constant angular rate :,_.

_. _ .... ,,,^- _ ..... _.,_ _ ,,h_,._ n _ ,- _" h_ mho term'once conftm|ration of the strinR

is defined by the follo_,ing conditions:

a. Every _tr[ng element ]io:; along the radial d_rectlon.

b, The strlzu: hm; length b.

c 11o portion of the string is either elongated or co_,_pre:;aed.

3- The displacement (relaLive to the origin O) of the striu;, elements from the

reference confiEuration is described by the fol]owing vector function:

For each r (0 _<.r < b) -D'(r,t) £,, the vector displacement of a string element

which is located at r_ in the reference conftguratton. Therefore, the coordinate
1

r is a label for the nondenmaerable_ triply iuflnite set ,,f generalized coordim_tes

n(r,t),eCr,t),zCr,t).

Ce

I.

.I_naml cal considerations

The kinetic energy of the system.

Consider the mass point which is labeled by any particular value of r(O < r < b),

The displacement of this point is _(r,t). The square of the velocity (measured

relative to the inertial frame of coordinates) is computed below. Note that r

is a tlme-lndependent labeling index.
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12 .P-va(r't) = (_t" °,0)2 + (r+_)_+s t + zt

v 2 is the square of the velocity of the mass point which in the reference

configuration is located at re,.
&

The kinetic energy of the string (not Including the mass m) is given by the

relation

foTS(t ) = _ &v2(r,t) dr,

_here A is the linear mass density function which remains to be determined.

Note =hat the integral extends over the reference conf_guration. Each mass

point labeled by the radial distance r in the reference configuration has

velocity v2(r_t) in the instantaneous configuration at time t. Since the

relation TS(t ) for the klnctlc energy integral is actually a llne integral

over the reference configuration, it is neccs=ary to use the linear mass

dcnsity for the reference configurationj i.e. A - p. Altcrnatlvely_ if the

integral for the klnctlc oncrgy extended along the arc length of the string

in its instantaneouo configuratlon_ thcn _ would dlsplay a complicated depen-

dence upon the instantaneous configuration. Moreover s the limits of integration

would be variable s etc. Furthcrmore_ if the string has a variable llnear _ss

denslcy p(r) in its reference conflgura_ion, then _ - p(r) in the expression

for TS(t ). _;ritlng tlm exprcsulon for TS(t ) in detail,

Ts " _P (_t " _e)2 + (r+_)_+e t + zt
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The determination of the correct mass density can be visualized from the

follm:ing obvious limit argument:

r I r_ r .
, , t ,I 2 ' -

_'1 v2_ *, t) _

static configuration

dynamic configuration

Clearly, as (r 2 - rl) approaches zero about the point r_s (_2 " _I ) approaches

zero about the point r-_. In the limit r2 - rI : 5r, the kinetic energy of the

v2(r*,t)mass segment is 5r and the total kinetic energy for the string minus

the mass m _s 8iven by the previous integral. The kinetic energy associated with

the mass m £s

T - _ m _t(b,t) - _8(b,t) + b_ + co_(b,t) + b,t + Z t (b,t

Thus, the total kinetic e_urgy of the system is

fob'{<, [<,,>T = T s + Tm : _ p t - _O + + + Ot + Zt dr

2 ]2+ [b,_+ co_(b,t) + et(b,t )

. The potential energy of the system.

It is assumed that it is possible to define a potential energy function. Thus_

this quantity must depend only upon the instantaneous configuration of the string.

There must bc no implicit physical dependence upon the "past history" or "path"

which the system has followed to arrive at the instantaneous configuration. Such

conditions _ill be satisfied if there exist no heat losses to friction during

expansion and compression, etc. The reference configuration defined in

section II-B-2 will be used as the reference for the definition of the potential

energy of the string.
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Consider firse the work_l expended in stretching a spring a dlstance _b from a

posltion where the spring is just taut. Lot the spring be maasless and have a

spring constant K.

_.-_._.__..._ 0
!

I

I,

I,<..

bl _b

.0
|

....>I

Uo.

Initially

Finally

1

m =_ b2 K(X - h)dX = _I_ (b 2 - bl) x (b2 - h)
I

= (average tension) x (increase in length)

I
where the (average ten=los) is _ the sum of the initial tension (= 0 here) plus

the final tension. This result will be applied to each elcment 5r of the string

and the total poCcntlal energy of the string is obtained then by summing over all

elements of the string. Consider a segment 5r in the reference configuration.

In the instantaneous configuration the segment has length

5S ,- 8r + _r ) +e_ + r

where the functions are evaluated at some point lying in Br.

Proof:

iI r,,

"_') )

_s_ I D(r2, " D(rl,t)I

8$

....• •. i;, ;i/•/ii•il/!i/il!i
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_/ r . tt(r2,t)
= (r2 - r11 L1 + r2

- _(rl,t.)]2
- r 1

[+l++.:l 7+ ' :+ :i ., -,.[ :+i

Clearly, in the limit r 2 - r I = 5r a an infinitesimal quantlty_

_r)2 2 z25s = 5r (i + + er+ r

increase in length per unit length

I ._ 2
=_/(1 + 'lr)- + er

2
+ Zr - I_

and

where the last result is exact; i.e. if the expression is evaluated at point r_ the

result gives the exact increase in length per unit length ac the point: r. Assumption

II_ implies that the tension (or compression)

3)2 82 Z2l+_r + + -I• _ _(r,t) Yi. r r

The mass point located by the coordinate r in the reference configuration has

tension _(r,t) in the instantaneous configuration. The potential energy of a

segment which has length 8r in the reference configuration is

1 82 + Z2 - I 5r,
5v=_Y 1+ + r r

so that the potential energy V of the system is

_0 b 1 2 Z2 - 1v(t) = _,z l+ +er+ r dr

1

J

!

The Lagrangian and the action integral. _

The Lagrangian L = T - V

= _ o (nt - _)2 +

I [_ _r) 2 82 + Z2 - l]_d_-_y (1+ + r r

2 1
1

. + e (b,t) + Z (b,t)_++ m{[Bl:(b,t) _$(b,t)] 2 Ebb+t e" (b.t) + _ ] t .. .

, ,u i ,

+TGelfand, I. M.+and Fomin, S. V. t Calculus of Varfatlons, Prontico'llalls Znc.:

Now Jersey, 1963, Chap. 7, Sec. 3"6.
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The action integral

J(n,e,z) =f t2
• t 1

_t 2 _ b _¢1t,_Ldt = 2adz dt + " 12dt

whore

ll(r' _' _r' _t O, Or, Or, Z Zt)$ r'

, L i , _

i r" _ .2 "1 1 F I..... 2 Z2 "12- _o k(nt - re)2 + (=r +=_ + .t)'+ zt J - _Y k_/(1 + _r) + "_+ r -, J

t2(t) " _ m l_t(b,t ) " _SCb,t ) + *=_(b,t) "I Ot(b,t)j + Zt (b,t)

I

Application of Hamilton's prlnclple (prlnclplc of stationary action).0

The boundary conditions determined by the constraints of the problem are

obvlously

_(o,t) = o

e(o,t) = o
z(o,t) - 0

Consider the varied functions

1]*(r.t) = rl(r.t) + _,(r.t) + . . .

e*Cr,t) = eC_,t) + _rCr,t) + . . .

z*(_,t)= z(r,t)+ c_(r,t)+ . . .

8Gelfand, I. H. and Fom!n, S. V , Ca,lcu,!us of _Wprlattons. Prentice-flail, Inc.'-

!,:, .. ,_. New Jerseys 1963, Chap. 7: 5oc_ 36.
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The Ist variation of the actiou integral Is

5J " ¢ _-" £1 " c_'_ tl j_(r,t) dr dt
tl _R q_ qt

+6
ilz Zlz " _t ) 5(r,t) dr dt

tI dO " qt zSt _Zt

1

_r • _ + T + tlz dr dt
llrlr llsr r

1 qt qt

A< i- t "T(b,t)dt + e
+ e 2 £28 2@ It tP--_- (£__etI at r(b,t)) dt

12gt _
t2 a +5(blt)dt

tI 2Z
' )

1 -_ 2zt_8(b,.t) dt

Hamilton's principle requires that the varied functions vanish at the extremities

of the time interval. Thus, for (0 < r < b)

_(r,t l) - _(r,t 2) - z(r,t l) - z(r,t 2) - B(r,t x) - B(r,t a) - o

The constraints imply

,(o.t) , r(o._) - 8(o.t) - o

•_ : _/ :. _.ii_:_i_:i_:_ :_',_ __i.!i:/:'L _:D _!:"_: _.i!__',_ii__ ):
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Thus,

:°f<_b<(%< ,= 8(b,t) / dt --.o
tI tI

.r<.r + + o)t vO Q_ ll. n i"IIe Iiz
dr dt

-1 'it r r

v tl il r /18r llz B) dt
r

rub

The vanishing of the Ist variation over the restricted class of admissible

functions such that _(b,t) -_b,t) ___b,t)_ 0 implies the following

Euler equations of motion:

,Io-_,I-b<,I.o
e r et

I1 z " _r 11 -_ 11 uO
Zr Zt

If we remove these restrictions on the class of admissible functions so that

_(b,t), r(b,t), and 8(b_t) are arbitrary admissible functions on [tl,t2I ;

the vanishing ofthe Ist variation implies _Iso the following boundary

conditions:
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- _'_ i2

_t

= 0

r-b + L28 " _-_ L2et

= 0

Zl z
E r=b

+ - _-_ Z2
L2Z Zt

= 0

@ Computation of dorivat£ves in poc¢iOn III-C-4.

1

L1 = o_(_r +_+e t)

" Y [_/(l'hlr )2+e2+Z2r r
m • .i ii i

_/(z+%)2 2 z2+er + r

-1

-Y(l-_r)[(l+_.r ) qrr + er err + Zr Zrr 1
El

I(1+_lr)2 + 82+ Zr2J 3/2

+ e2 + Z2
I"
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tl = P(nt " _o)
qt

_c

118

.

_'_ 11 =
Or

+ 02 + Z2 - I] 0r r r

i

V(l+_r)2 + Or + Z2r

-Y Or[(l+q r) nrr +0 r Orr +Z r Zrr]

[(1+_:)2 + °2r + z

[_/'i +TIr )2 ]
- Y I + 02 + Z2 - 1 O

r r rr

,_'i )2 e2 z2l+_r + +r r

zI - O(_,r + _'I + ec)

Ot

0 t

llz = 0

'i

!

: _i ) i



Llz =
r

8

Zr

-Y[_(14"qr)2 + 82 + Z2 -I] Zr r r

I+%)2 + s2+ z2
r r

-Y ZrI(l-h]r) Tlrr +8 r 8rr + Zr Zrr ]

(l_r)2 + ee + z
r

t_I/RAO KI_OT Nemo No.

Page 2 0

r r rr

£

_/(1+_r)2 + e2r+ zar

ZI = .p Zt
Zt "

_-{ 21 = P Ztt

Zt

Z2q •-,_.[b_ +_q(b,t)+ et(b,=)]

Z2 = m[nt(b,t ) - _8(b,t)]
_t

8t z2
_t

,, m[_tt(b,t) - _gt(b,t) ]'

L28 =- m_nt(b,c ) - _(b,t)]

Z2 = =[b_+_t1(b,t)+ St(b,=) ]
8t

Z2 - m[_£t(b,t)+ 8tt(b,t) 1
8t
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• - J "r

12Z
= 0

12 "' m Zt(b,t)

Zt

_ L2 " 0., Ztt(b,t)
zt

6. S_mmary of Ren_Its

D.E. 1 - _(++r + _n + St)

m

, , i , --

.Y )2 + • = _rr
ii

J

+
r Zr

M(Id_ r) [(id_ r) nrr + 8r err + Zr Zrrl

(t+nr)a + +ez

+ P(_cc"_) " o

D.E. 2 _(_t " _)

y [x/(z+_)2+ e2+ z2 -I 1r r e_

i

2 + g2
#(l+_r) 2 er r

#

Y Or [(l+n r) Tlrr +Or Oct + Z= Zrr]

°._ + P("'h:+ e,:=)- o

[(t%)2 + ea+ z:]3]2

CI:!1'":- ,.

. .:;+':" .+ +_.:., : +
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Y IJcz-%.l)2+ ea + z2- -,] z
-- _'_ - - r / rr

- j _cc

+ Z2
r

¥ Zr /(l+qr)qr_ +e r_err..+z r_zr_3rr3_

(z_.)_ + ea + z
r

+ p Zt:c n 0

_(0,_) . o

{
(]__)2 + e2 + Z2

_C r

_oCB

" _(_tc" _t)

e(o,,:) - o

{ r r °1 e
r

-oc.,_+%) }/"_ - o

zfo, e) - o

= 0
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]Y + 82 + Z 2 - I Zr
r r .

_/(l+qr)2 + e2 + z2r r

÷ m Ztt } r-b
- o

NOTE: I= is clear that_ if the llnear mass density £** tho reference con_lguration is

_iven by a function p - p(r), the net effect on the results listed above can

be obtained by replacing D everywhore by p(r). This conclusion Id establlshod

oasily by examining the stops of the derivation.
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IV.

A. Doscriptlon of the physlcn_ system

I. Diagram A

mass i_'4

o

mass //3

•j ,,, __---/ _, string; 1 //

Diagram B

b ,f2

o/

b

/
/

_ /

/ --__ _ >y

\ /

\ I

0

where 0 )S= _ = constant.

X



2. Diagram C

Z

ln.I/l_AO KI:OT lN:mo 1_o.

Page 05

4. Diagram D

-.,_ .

o

string i,-,

2

k/

string i-l-i

t-

2

"11 _ i\

-) i-:-I

0 2

/_..F -) i4"I
a 1

--t,, >y

,_¢,-sir ing i.l_

L
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Assume the following condition0:

a. The ,X_Z-_et of axes is an inertial system of coordinates.

b. The sy,_tem in located in free :;pace.

c. Each "string" obeys l[ooke's law ,nder botl__._!ltension and compression.

Let Y be the Youn_,'s Hodulus such that the local tension or compression

forcb is expressed by a relation

ee

force = Y¢

where _ is the local elongation per unit length.

_,,_ _-_-g_ ,_ _o_-for_ly oln_e_e as that a notentlal energy can be

associated with any instantaneous configuration. (See settles IV-C-P,.)

The unstressed length of the radial strings (i.e. strings f_l; F;;p--; )_3

and il]_) is b; =he ......... of "'......... J-_ ""J--" II.unsEresseg l_ngLll I_IIII_ L,,U|il;_t|I_&U4 Gt,.i.A.I|L_O _ C.

strings ;1:5, _'6, ,/7 and _8) is bF2; the unstressed linear mass density

of each string has the constant value O; and each point mass has the

const',hnt value m,

B. Kine_aticnl congiderations

I. The displacements of the strings will be measured relative to the rigid

mesh which is illustrated in section IV-A -o. This mesh rotates with the

03) i fixed un_.t
constant angular velocity co. Note that _>i and -+ i-I_ are equal;

vectors which are parallel to the Z-axis. _>it, a 2 and -'_1i+4' _2i_

are pairs of orthogonal unit vectors in the ,'_ plane. The _ji unit vectors

refer to a radial string while the _,.i unit vectors refer to a tangential
J

string. Sections IV-A-3 and IV-A-2_ illustrate these unit vectors.

2. Consider the points r _lhere i = 1,2,3 or I_ and 0 _ r i < b, The reference

configuration of this radial string is defined l>y the following conditions:

a. Every string element lles along the radial direction _I i.

b, The string has length b.

c. No porclon of the string is either elongated or compressed.

i-> i
points r 01 where i = 5, 6, 7 or 8 and 0 _ ri _ b,'_.vConsider the The

reference configuration of thi_ tangential string is defined by analogous

conditions:

d. Every string clement lles along the tangential directlon_ll.
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e. The string has length l,.r_..

f. h'o portion of the string is either elongated or compressed.

1 The displacement (relative to the origin O) of tile radial string elements

from the reference configuration is described by the following vector function"

,,hero i = 1, 2, 3 or 1,. For ==eh r t (0 <_r i < b) _i(ri,t) is th6 vector
t-, i

displacement of a radial string element _fllich is located at r C*, in tile
£i

reference configuration. Thercfore_ the coordinate r is a label for the

nondenumerable, triply infinite set of generalized coordinates 11i(ri_t)a

_i(rlt) zi(ri,t)

The displacement (relative to the origin O) of the tangential string elements

from tim reference configuration is described by the following vector

function:

where i - 9, 6, 7 or 8. Referring to sections IV-A-_ and IV-A-4,

_i - -co,, _ oi + co,, % " Y_ I , 2 /

Thus,

r5 L

i
r

+"zi(_.i,t)_i'_

_,he_.'e 0 <_ r i _< b,_, and i _ 5, 6, 7 or 8.
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_),,,uav_ica] consi,dera tions

]. The ].iucti¢ cuergy of the system.

Consider any radial string along with the asnocinted point roans m. The

computation of the kinetic energy of this portion of the system is identical

to the procedure used in section ZII-C-I. Therefore, if TR donotcB the

hinetic energy of the four radial strings _ the four associated point masses;

the result on page 4 implies that

._:,c,:_.Y F"
i,=..1

' r = I(,' )o+..1-,,-.}0 • _ " + + i i 2 i 2 ,drl

}.

l iCb, t ) .
+ __L _. m Tit

i=l

]'I ]' ' "
i

Consider any tangential string. The mass po_nt labelled by the index r

(0-< ri < b4"2) has the dlsplacemen=

i) i-}_] (b , _'2 i i ->21(r *, t) =,-_--2 - r - n " e +_21 i+_ . .$_,.-,+z%,-,
where i = 5, 6, 7 or 8. The square of the velocity (measured relative to the

inertial frame of coordinates) Is computed below. Recall 'that ri 18 a time-

independent labelling index.

d

"_T-_-2-_t + t/ ,_ " n -e
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,_2--- _t + St + + _ " ei i-4=- al

+,_--2-2 Tit " et " _ " _

• 2 . 2

v i2 = 21 _ti +e ti +_ +,_ . ei 1 i i +w .,?_" ,r I i

i 2
+Z,.

L.

The kinetic energy TT of the tangential strings is given by the relation

8 b,_

TT(t)= 7, % !eaiv ie (r i,t) dr i

where _i is the linear mass density function for the reference configuration.

The arguments of section III-C-I may be repeated to conclude that

A i = 0 = constant for i = 9, 6, 7 or 8

Writing the expression for TT(t ) in detail,

8 b,_

14 ' ' 'TT(t) = _ o nt + ot _'_ + n
z9

i i +w _. ri i + Zt dri+ ½ _t " et " _ " 8i
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Thu;;, the total kinetic energy of the system in

= - -i- Z t dr i

i=l

h. 2 P,

-,.2_-{[4<,,,<>-o_,_,<>]+F-,-_<_,<>"_<<',,<>],':_<_,4
i=l

#b,re I Fl F i , .i /i i _i;l 2

+ LJo _I_L_<"°<+W +'_ ""}J

]
dr i

+ Zt I

2. The potential energy of the system.

The arguments of section III-C-? may be repeated verbatim to conclude that the

potential energy of _lle system is

lfrb ] 2 2

v(t):'LJo 2 Y + n + + i]]c r
• - i=1

dr £

+

b-._ ' 12
I/° i [_( i)_ i2 zF" -tj driY i + _r + Or + r

i=9
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3. Tho Lagrangian and Cho _ction intogral.

The Lagran_,ian L = T - V and the action intcgcal

, _ _ ""_ _ ; OIj 0_'_""i zl, Z2_ ""s = L dt

./'t2 /'b i i _ e l, zl, %, _=, e t, e t, zr, z dt i dt

_t 2 _ b'_2

+J Jo
t I

8
.,[_i i _i oi i i °i °i,t .i%,l,.

/, =2\" ' rl, _, -, rjr, '_t' _r" _t-r'-t/ ....
i=5

. _, t 1 t=i

r i i i i i Zi _)where I_ is _ _ Oi' zi_ _r' _t s Ors Ot_ r' Z

[G ; ] [#('-:d ]....i \ 2 i 2 1 i,t' 2' , 2
=_O] ti. _ + ri + i + Ot + Zt " 2 Y 11 + r + r - I

(r i zi i i i i i zt__2 11 _ , _r_ _t' o_j Or, zrs

= 2 O _ t e t +_r £ +_q - _:O + 2 t " et +ub_'- _r - - _0

+Z t . iy i-2 -2" 'zta' ] 2.
+ 0 £ + - 1

r

= _ m _(b,B) - _O*(b,_) + bo) + w,li(b,t) + Oi(b,t) + zt

\
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!_. Application of llamilton's principle (principle of ntatlonary action).

Tile constraints of the problem determine 96 boundary condltion6 (see oectlono

IV-A-I, IV-A-3 nnd IV-A-I_) _.lhlch are li_ted below:

], _, _;, !:-:

5. 6, 7, 8.

O, I0, II, I.-°.:

15. 11_, 15, 16:

17, 18, 19:

PO:

i(ri = O,t) = 0 for i = I, P., 5, It

_i(ri = O_t) - 0 " "

zi(ri =o,t) =o " "

Zi./_(ri.l _::i(rl= 0,t) = = %t) for i = 9, 6, 7, 8

zi(r i = b ,_,=) .. Zi'3(r i'5 = h,t) for I - 9, 6, 7

zS(r 8 = b_ ._o.,t)= zl(r I = b,t)

for i : 5, 6, 7, 8. From section IV-A-4"

_i i i')

so that

21,22, 23,2J;:

25,26,27,28:

qi(ri:°,t) = " ___f_

L V ; " ""[#"_f_'=b=_"e_"_("i"_'_'=_]" "ei(=i=o,=)= - _
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for i = 9, 6, 7, 8. From section IV-A-4

O_2 '= _ +

Go that

29,30,31:

32:

33,34,5_: = . 1 i "" <ri'3=b, ' i =

36:

Consider the varied functions

f:" rll i rl i(ri( t) = ( _)+ ¢ _ ,t)+...

* Ti_i (rl,t)= el(i,t)+ _ Crl,t)+ . . .

* i
zi (_-,t)- zi(ri,=)+ _ 81(rl,t)+ • • •

_.;here i = I, 2, ---, 8. Tho lot variation of the action integral is



_J =C

• ' _' ¢IUII/I_AO I'_JOl homo No.

Page _)J_

I u 0 i=l _ri 181 18_
x'

4

+ ¢ \l_Z i - _ 1_
jtl dO i=l _ri *' _' ' Zr

. _ /!z_i ) 5i(ri,t) dr i dt"

+ E

'e- 8

2_i _r i _r
2i

1 i=9

r_tp_Pb'_P _ (li . _.___.li

+¢J=l 4 eel _r i 28_.
I=5

" _t 2e_: ri(ri't) drl dt

f=2 r_"r'f i
2zi _r i 2zi

i=5 r

_--.ii
a= 2z_7_(J,_)d# _

q.

I i=l 1 i=l

+

J_

j,t2 _Z i - _--_ 5Z _ ._ bi(b,¢) dt
I i=l

+
in _ _._ +tI _ 0 _r i lleir

i i

+ llz i
r
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-I- ¢

• h

 i./ob <,, + .
i i

T + Ilz t _i) dri dt

+ E ii i li
tt + 28 i

r
_.i + 12zii 8 i) dr i dt

r

+ E b Li £

i,-[j

+ Li i li

26i T -I- 2Zi
t t

6i_ dr i dt

+ ¢ 2 Li i li i li

3_i. _ + _ei T + 5 dt1 i=l • t 2Zu

llamilton's principle requires that the varied functions vanish at the extremltles

of the time interval. Therefore, for i = I, 2, ---, 8

_i(ri,cl ) = _i(ri,t2) = Ti(ri, tl ) = Ti(ri,t2) = ,_i(ri, tl) = 5i(ri,t2} = 0

where 0 < r <_ b for i = I, 2, 5, _ and 0 <_ r i < b, 2/2-for i = _, 6, 7, 8. These

re]ations imply

I:

P"lo' 
¢ j tI i=l E

_0 i

i=5
i Li26 i li 0i) dr i dt-O

P + _r + 2z _

I;

I i=l t
T + 2Z i 6 dt " 0
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Tl_e constraiuts (see boundary conditions 11 2, "-'_ 12 in this section)

imply

&o t_LI_ t.

£(riB _O,t) =0

ri(ri = o,=) - o

_i(ri = O,t) = 0

t 2 b L/o 15(,t 
"I i=l -" "r

for i " I, 2, 3, li

• I!

I!

i _i i _i ) i
+ r 4. 5i dr dt

l@i Izi
r

Also,

= ¢ /_ I _ B + + iz i r i
tI i=l r r = b

li i i Ti + i _i dr i dt

i=9 bri 2_ _ + LP'Oir _2zir

2rlri 20i T 2zi ri

= c _ + " + B dt

I i=5 r r : 0

Consider the restricted class of admissible functions such that

i(rlB = blt) = 0 for i = I_ 2,._t l_

Ti(r i = b,t) = 0 "

5i(r i = b,_) = 0 "
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i , , ,(r -O,t)o = b,%=) o0

_i(ri = O,t) = _'i(ri = b" P_.st) = 0

5i(r i = O,t) = 51(r i = b" 2_jt) " 0

for i = 9, 6, 7, 8

I!

The vanishing of the Ist variation over this restricted class of admlaslbla

functions implies Che following Euler equations of motion:

---r - = 0 where i = I, 2, 9, l_ and 0 < r i < b
1 i _ Ii iIi i 5r _ -- --

q _r qt

i _ Zi _ Li = 0 "
----r "_ 1 i

II@i _r _ lei _c
r

I

Ii _ "/i _ i ,,---_. -_ =0
Izl _r z Izl 11zi

r t

i b i _ i
Io - ---r 12 _ = 0

" 12 i
_q'" Brl . _t

- ----: I° - _ = 0
12_i _r I '-@i 2Ol

r t

f! It

t! I!

where i = 9, 6, 7, 8 and 0 < r i < b_'_

I! !! I!

.'--:" o.--;,:_. _r _" ,-Z _.
r

=0 II It II

"low, remove the previous restrictions on _he class of adclissible _uuctions so

that _:i(ri,t), _'i(ri,E), and 8i(ri,t) are arl,itrnz'y admissible functions

(on [tl,t2] ) which satisfy the 56 boundary conditions specified by the constraints.

The vanishing of the Ist variation over the expanded class of adr._Issible functions

implies all previous results _o that
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)t

- _ ,.. ( ) d_
_i i_i

, I

":" ¢ _! - _ + T + 5 dl:
_I 'qa le_ lzii=i . ' r r i = b

..- _' = b4_"

_'P "21 "2qi . 28i _" 2zi r i+ .'/i: _ + + 5

z z= p - r r = 0

dt

L_

?

,, I
_':° I

z<<!
" i=i = = b

I

• Zzi
_l i=i r z"z- = b

,

+ _3z£ - _-_ 3z_ _(b,_) d_

"2 _i i Ii i+

_.. . _ ~2 i 26i
T + 5

2zi

ri=b_ -

i = 0

dt
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Boundary conditions 13, I_, ---, 36 imply

i(ri I [)_i']_(ri'4 ]oo,_1o - 3E- - b,t)- #-,_( i-,_. b,t) for i " 9, 6, 7, 8

. b._,t) =$:_=i-3(,:I-3 .. b,t) + ri'3(_ i'3 . b,t) for i " 9, 6, 7

• [ ]i_8(r 8 = b,_.,t) =j_ _1(rl - b,t) + rl(r I ,, b,t)

for I " 9, 6, 7, 8

-_-[ rl-3(rl-5 ]ri(r i = b,_,_) t= "_:2--';" _£'5(ri'3 = b,t) - = b,t) for i " 9, 6, 7

5iCr i = O,t) = 5i'4(ri'4 = b,t) for i = 9, 6, 7, 8

5i(r i = b,_2,t) = 5i'3(r I'3 = b,t) for i = 9, 6, 7

ri = b J'_

dt

:i= 0

= dt



"I"£

ft2 \i_ r i

t:]. /-- L .. •i=_ ,1{.

,: .... _-.

•J ti __' _i'
i:_j r

(_,_q ]
"l: + T _Iri'I ' dti I; b

r =0

bq!/XAO KUOT l:emo 11o.

Page :IO

":"_'-t_o'-Ip+g
37 w:]=b.fp x _Irl=b-'

.t _r
. i_---lo

i=5 r

i-;_ i-k I ]
-_ " "r ) _ ,l_

r _= 0 b

-, I I

s,'? i '-',-_ ,_ _. / %.
t! i=5 "" ,.i= b.F_. ri'_= b

I
81 j d_

rI= b

f_ t

J

_'_I

J _I

r.tn

1

_ \ ] [/ i+5 . _i-:.5 +/ i-:4 + ._+,, ,

_.L_L\ fin8_ + o
-:- ] rl(l,,_)d_+ -_ _ _. _ .,

qr er rp= 0

• _i-:.5 ',
I .-.r_2-. _ :-3 ";-J';"")l°_ i+3

i=P. "%.' I r = b,Pr_.

i-l-l_ i-I-l; 'l
]Ti(b, t)

O,

dl:
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•:.cj ,
t] z_ . 5 'J 'I %11_z:[:_.5.o/ (I,,_1 ,I_

*_'z_'!')_Ir i-)-)_,0

so that the expression for _ becone8

pt^U _ I

5J_O=e _L

• tl ')r r 1- b

+ ,v-_-" x_
2 5 ;!12(#5 _,

r r'=O

] ),) (b,t) dt
.J

I

;7°8 x8r " -- Lv_'_-

-I- E
t2_ r" i

\L%
I i:.,. r

-: A _ #.
• >_ -_ _{,rI= b

+ J.- (II'"3 Li'i'3I

.,)

+,-_-\ .n_.,y_ ,o . _l .t " l,,<)<i<

+ ¢;
ii : 1 (18"_ _ ',:_ _._

d_

er rS= b,,_.
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+ ¢/tl b

+._L "il dt

1 w

!

2Z_ _r 9" O.

_IZi 5zl" _-F + a2-b 3z_ +3 _I+:3. b_"

2Zr,j_4_ri+l; 0
J

/
_i(b, t), yi(b, t), 51(b, t)

h
Since and _ori_l,2,3,4j=o arbitrary_=iooiblo
functions on [tl,t2] , the vanishino- of tho lot variation implies that each

%

in_og_and separately vanishes. This result gives 12 more boundary conditions

in addition to the previous 36 boundary conditions which are specified by the

constzain_s.

(.e_iv._vc_ in zcction IV-C-4._. Con:pupation of _ .... _

i:o_ of the rcqui_cd co_:pu£a_ions hays been perfoMmed already in scctlon III-C-_.
i

2i (i _ i, _, 3, }_) is Identical to the function _i in oectlon IIi=C-3; t 3

(i = 1, 2, 3, _) l_ idcn_ical _o cho functions 12(t) in _ection XII-C-3; and

i
12 (i _ 9, 6, 7, 8) is _.T,'_zt identical to tho _unction t 1 in section IXX-C-3.
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'fi:ero¢')re, the ou]y uev: comptlt::,t_cms ;:co rhot;,, :t:;:;,,ci,ot:od _;iclt the fOUL"

f,uxctious 2.!_ (i = _, 6, y, 8) and chc:;c c,,,,:p,ttntions are f_tci]'i.t:ated by

c,)r:l_nX'ilXg tlto cuuccions gi_W[t_lt the futlctZiOll 1] iU .qoct't. Ott III'C-_.

1o _: pa, ,,ci -: (>qi -I._ - ._ ' '

-Bi ':"

i '- i Z i-
t L'V(l+n_') +_ + - 1 (1-_-n_)

i r r z

" i i 2 + zi 2
nr + nr) + r x"

_r x '.-- i
_r

i [ i i (9i 8i .i.zi Zi ]
Y(] ":" nr) t(: _ nx.) n,.r ": r x-:- r x-r ]

°12 8i:. xi..1 + qi_) + -:-r r

. 2 P zi.- iY I .:--,nr-Z)-I- + - I n
r r .; rr

(_ :" n_) _ r "" 1."

:. ',i (o%z _o b ,--

l_.n_ =P C 2

_E

(,Jb r%-_
i i ,,x_i.;.

Z,., _'-P'_ _t " o J
,.el ,.

I I
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)It r r rr

'" i'" .:. zi'"J + '1_) + _r r
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6... S,muary of P,esulgs

)_,!- ].) ,o., 5, )._

, y (1. -: q -,- + z _

"' i It) ' _" _'= _(_r _ + ,..,_+ e

_( i ei2 ip-i + _r )?"-:" + Zr

, i
- i _rr

"'" Nr _rr + 8i -l-r rr r rr

"ie 12 i2] 3/_(_ +_) +e_ -_.z i

+ 0(n_t =,,,e_) = 0

_,'nere 0 <_ ri < b and i " I, 2, 5, h.

_E. 5, 6,,7, 8 ......

i . _oi) . ,....

P_(_= _ i o o + zi_

Y ei (I + _) i 0i ei + zi z ir _rr + r rr r "rr )

(_ +nr) +e$ +z

+ O(wqi= + ei

x;l'ere0 < ri < b and i = I, 2, _, !_.
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_:herc C <- ..i < I_ aud i ,: I, 9, _j, !_.

,i =0
•I- p Ztt

I

" ":" °°qz + @t " P /
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i" 8i i' 1

Y (I ":" qr .i- -:- Z " ] " qrr£ r ;

' " _ ' r_ -)--

f i " e _'_ -i- Z i"
_'(i -:- _r) + r r

,:(_.: _) (I .:-_[:)_.,.+ % _._. _" :_'.i

L( ,. _ ,: .i. ,_) -, <. ,- x_;'"

• :l. "< 0 < r < h ,. and i 5, 6, 'r, 8,

_' -l,m_) = 0•I. _(q_:_:

_) ;' "_" ]P'- ]il_

qi .i_ t - _ -I.

y . tit) + + Z - Ir j 1_

hF ....... .2 i2
i _''+ Zi' qr)p + er r

• [ i + oi e: + zi >',_]Y _" (i. "'," q_) rlrr r rr r rr,
r -.

° d" :?]?;/_
(1 + qr r r

i i
•:. o(<_qt -i. eli: ) = o

i f,:,
where () <.: r < b' ,. and :;l. '-' 9, 6, Y, :].
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2 , 8i'" + Z _ - I Z i
Y (I + q "" r r _'_

[ _r ) t r

y gi [(i + N$) i {)i @i + zi Z i ]r Brr + r rr r rr

L i +Z(z+ q_.)+

4- p Z i
tC'

_'0

B.C....!,_P. 5, 4

i( = =ri 0_) 0 whe=e i = I, 2, 5, _

B.c. 9, ._, _,

Y 1 + _'. + e + zlr - i (I + _)

{-
/(I l_e + 8I_ + z12+ _z) = r

+_' -__ :-¢- o_L-old}I_o_

_.iTm" m

+,1 2

2+,98;. _+z - ! (_ +,q= - e )'z (1 + .q_) _ _.

_/ . n _2 8 2(i .V,q_) .:-e,. + Zgr2
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• }4- _(_r i + to_ _" + e i it) " _(ntt " °_t)

!{ "° ' ' ' 3i

i':'5_2 + _i':52 i.'.;'q(I + Mr ; r + zr _

_Z (I +_r J 4- r r j

i+2_2 E)i+l_P.+ Zi+3P.
(l+_r ) + r r

,,}

where i = 2, 3, I_.

B.C O_ I01 II, IP

8i(r i = O,t) = 0 where i = I, 2, 5, 2;

_'.C. -_$_ I_: ]5, 16

'_ (i+ r _- r

l _'.--__S z_'_-
(I +n=) + or + rW

I _3i)" =(_'It+ olin)} 1- _._(% -
r =b
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r r

¢.. o- I (I-,-,_;:- _,:;)

r----.- m_ ,)

(I-,-n_)+ _" + z.I." )."

!

=0

=0,

_

1
L

[j °Y (1 + qr )
i 9 Z ip ] i
1." ]." ' r

(] + q_) + o 3" + z i'-

' }It t
r = b

• _ i+_ _ .,. ZZq'9'" i-l- 5 i-F'),

c Y (] + qr + Or ' r = l_(1 + _]r + O. ").L!

t ................+ _'_-_ " i"."),_ " " " " "'" -j
_/( ,'""_'] + q:, ) + - .}. Z).+) "

.. _" r r i'F3"b" _.

,(
Y i] + Br ) "'' 2 zi'F@ ] i+;I
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APPENDIX C

Stable Configurations of Nonrigid Structures in Force-free Rotational Motion

This report discusses the passive stability properties of KWOT configur-

atlons. Thus 2 it is assumed throughout that no external forces are applied

to the KWOT system, so that the center of mass of the system moves at a
I

constant velocity relative to any inertial frame of coordinates. There

is no loss in generallty for the analysis of the relative motion

of the KWOT system if all dynamical quantities are measured relative to an

inertial frame of coordinates with origin located at the position of the

center of mass. Such a coordinate system is used henceforth. Let the

-, 2

vectors ri locate the positions of mass elements in the KWOT system.

The total kinetic energy of the system is a function of internal coordinates

.->
r.:

T = TCri, )

The internal forces in the system are not exactly conservative since the

IThe dynamical theory in this paragraph is presented 2 e.g. in

Herbert Goldstein, Class!ca1 Mechanics s Addison-Wesley Publishing Coo,

Inc., Massachusetts, 1959, section 1-2.

2Since the KWOT system has both continuous and discrete mass distributions,

the index i in princlple should assume both continuous and discrete

values. Discrete indices are used throughout for notational convenience.



frictional forces provide a mechanism for the conversion of mechanical energy

into heat energy. However, it is physical_obvious that the frictional forces

are very much smaller than the other internal forces. The frictional forces

exist only when mass elements of the system are in relative motion. 3 We

conceptually can stretch the flexible elements of the system into any given

configuration at a rate slow enough so that the effect of the frictional forces

is negligible. It is possible then to associate a potential energy which is a

function only of the internal coordinates _.:
I

v = V(ri)

The total mechanical energy of the system then satisfies the usual relation.

E(ri, ri) = T(ri,__)+ V(ri)

E is not a constant of the motion, since the very small frictional forces

gradually damp any relative motion in the system. Thus, we can associate a

total energy with any arbitrary dynamical state of the KWOT system and in all

passive situations this total energy will decrease until all relative motion

ceases, i.e. until all distances between mass elements "become constants.

Since frictional forces satisfy Newton's third law of action and reaction, the

total angular momentum_of the system is a constant of the motion. It is

emphasized that only a passive, completely mechanical system is under consider-

ation. The preceding elementary physical arguments are essential to the

subsequent analysis.

Definition I A rigid geometrz of a mechanical system is any configur-

ation such that all distances between mass elements of the system are

constants during some specified motion.

The fact that all mass elements of KWOT are linked dlsslpatively implies

that KWOT always will attain a rigid geometry when there are no external forces.

A rigid body is characterized by a rigid geometry for all possible motions.

_We eliminate from consideration those frictional forces which would be

generated by stationary contact between surfaces of mass distributions.

It is obvious that only velocity-dependent frictional forces are required to

model the damping mechanisms in the KWOT system.
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Of course t not all possible motions of KNOT correspond to a rigid geometry.

But_ whenever KNOT executes a motion associated with a rigid geometry_ then

that motion is described exactly by the usual formulae from rigid body

theory, _ The most general force-free motion of a rigid body can be described

in the center-of-mass coordinate frame as a rotation about a fixed point

which is the center of mass, The energy relation has the following general

form:

z(7'i, r i) = _ + Vr
2

__ _ _ ('_)= cuolo + Vr i
2

where

I - moment-of-inertia tensor

L = relative angular momentum

It can be established from Poinsot's construction for the force-free motion

of a rigid body that all possible rigid geometries of a structure with

flexible cables can be established only when the angular velocity vector _ is

parallel to the angular momentum L+._ This circumstance occurs only when the

system is spinning about one of the principal axes of the rigid geometry.

Any precessional motion of co about _ implies a variable distortion in

flexible cable elements. Thus,

o _ 1""2 _ "_-_, wI and = I cv_
2 2

where I is the moment of inertia about the axis of rotation:

o 2]
i

Elementary physical considerations imply that a rigid geometry for a system

with flexible cables must be planar if the structure cannot support

compressions. 6 Any flexible cable not located on the rotation axis will be

_Force-free motion of a rigid body is treated, e.g., in Chapter 5 of

5Goldstein 3 op. cir.

The essential inference is that motion of the spin vector_relative to the

body axes implies that any flexible mass element experiences a variable accel-

6Theratlon relative to the body axes.

e only exception is the circumstance_= O. This possibility is trivial, so

it is excluded from consideration.
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bowed outward by the centrifugal forces. The resulting tension forces are

such that a three-dimenslonal rigid geometry can be maintained only with

compression members. The KWOT system does not support compressions 3 so all

possible KWOT rigid geometries are planar:

ri • _ = 0

I

i

• -.)

E = E(r i)

= I m rl2 - I(r:)

= ,L 2,,,. + V(r'_i )

Since the KWOT system always dissipates energy via frictional forces until a

rigid geometry is attained_ the energy of an initially non-planar system must

be greater than the energy of the final rigid geometry. Since the angular

momentum vector _ is a constant of the motion_ the plane of the rigid geometry

is perpendicular to the angular momentum vector _of the initial state.

The coordinate set (ri) requires some discussion. A specification of all

r. uniquely deter_nes the geometry of the system. However_ some parts of the
i

system may be rigid so that a unique specification of geometry may be possible

with knowledge of only a subset of all the _..
l

Definition 2 A coordinate set (ri) is complete if_ and only ifj a

specification of all coordinates in the set uniquely fixes the geometry

of the system.

The previous arguments have established the following result:

Theorem I. A passive KNOT system always attains a final state in which

the configuration is a planar rigid geometry. This plane is perpendicular

to the constant angular momentum vector _ of the system. If the initial

state of the system is non-planar_ then this final energy is less than

the initial energy. If the initial state is planar_ then this final

energy is less than or equal to the initial energy. If (ri) denotes a

complete coordinate set_ the energy of this final state is given by the

basic energy relation
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L2 -_E(ri) = + V(ri)

where l(ri) is the moment of inertia of the planar mass distribution

about the center of mass.

The basic energy relation in theorem 1 is defined for all allowed values

of the complete coordinate set (ri). However, since the KWOT system has

flexible components, a rigid geometry does not correspond to each set of values

--) _.)

for the (ri). Consider an arbitrary, planar KWOT geometry (ri) and suppose

we wish to d_tvzmlne if this geometry is rigid at some specified angular

velocity_. The specification of_and of the particular geometry (r-+i)

determines the angular momentum _ to be used in the basic energy relation.

In Figure 1 an arbitrary planar rigid geometry is depicted.

Y

/ ri
......._ x

_'""_"CENTER OF MASS

FIGURE I. A RICID GEOMETRY ROTATING AT ANGULAR RATE_.

Since the system is a rigid geometry, the total force _Ti on the mass element

m i satisfies the usual expression for circular motion at rate _:
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_T 2-_i = -m.1 _ ri

where the total force _T i is exerted on m i by the rest of the system. Consider
--)

a small virtual displacement 5r i of the system. 7

_Ti _i 2"# 5_ io 5 + mio_ r. o = 0l

i i

where _ i = sum of elastic forces on m.
e i

c
= sum of rigid body constraint forces

The virtual work of the rigid body constraint forces always vanishes, so

i i i i

o 5r. + mir-_i o 5_. = 01 l

i i

This last relation is merely an expression of D'Alembert's principle.

increase in potential energy 8V in the virtual displacement 8_ i is

The

while

5V = - ° 5_.,
1

i

2Z -o) miri o 5_.
1

i 2 2
i

2 i2 2I

7The concept of a virtual displacement and D'Alembert's principle are

discussed, e.g., in section 1-4 of Goldstein, op. cir.
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Therefore, D'Alembert's principle in this case is the relation

8(L__2 + V) = 0

21

8
We have established the following result:

Theorem 2 The rigid geometries (ri) of KWOT are the stationary values

of the functional

L2ECri) = + VCri)

21(r )

where (ri) is a complete coordinate set. _

It is emphasized that only these stationary values correspond to rigid k'WOT

geometries. Thus, suppose that the system is prepared in a state which

corresponds to a non-stationary value of the functional E. Since such a

state cannot be a rigid geometry, subsequent relative motion occurs and the

system dissipates this relative motion until a planar rigid geometry is

attained via the preceding arguments.

Definition _ An arbitrary rigid geometry is stable if, and only if, the

system has intrinsic, self-restoring tendencies toward this geometry for

all possible sufficiently small, finite geometrical perturbations which
.-)

conserve the angular momentum L of the rigid geometry.

This definition of stability corresponds precisely to the operational

81n general the I_OT system has continous distributions of mass as well as

lumped masses. Therefore, the expression for E will contain integrals over

the continuous distributions so that E appears as a functional of the

geometry. E solely depends upon functions of the geometry when the KWOT

model has only lumped masses.

9Theorem 2 may be inferred from a rather general theorem about the motion of

mechanical systems which are constrained to rotate uniformly about a fixed

axis. Refer to E.T. Whittaker, A Treatise on the Analytical Dynamics of

Particles and Rigid Bodies, 4th. ed., Cambridge University Press, 1937, p. 40.

In particular, the complete coordinate set (_i) of definition 2 is the set of
generalized coordinates qI' q2' "''' qn which appear in Whittaker s
discussion. Note that theorems 2 and 3 remain valid for three-dimensional

systems if the expression for l(_i) _as the previously listed three -
dimensional form:

i

Also, the restrictive assumption in _ittaker's development is superfluous
for the inference of theorem 2.
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requirements of KWOT. Consider now the problem of determining the stability

of a rigid geometry. The rigid geometry is specified by a set of values for

a complete coordinate (_i). An arbitrary change in this geometry can beset

specified by assigning finite increments (_i) to the values of the complete

coordinate set (ri). We conceptually can introduce additional internal

constraints so that the perturbed geometry (r___ + _) is rigid at an angular

rate which is selected so that the angular momentum of the rigid geometry
..>

+ isidenticalwiththeangularmomentumoftherigidgeometry(rl)
Now let these additional constraints be re!s_ed, The subsequent relative

motion will dissipate relative energy until the system attains a rigid

geometry (ri) via the previously discussed arguments. The angular momentum

is conserved during this process, if the rigid geometry (_i) is stable, £,hen

by definition 5 there exist finite bounds N.> 0 such that the conditions
i

}Ar_ _ N i guarantee that the rigid geometry (r-_i) is identical to the
-, 10

original rigid geometry (ri). Thus,

so that the following result has been verified:

Theorem _ The stable rigid geometries of KWOT are the relative

minimum values of the functional

-_ L 2 -_
E(ri) = + V(r i)

21(rq)

where (ri) is a complete coordinate set.

One can formulate a practical classification for those rigid geometries

which are not associated with the relative minima discussed in theorem I.

When the mechanical system is perturbed arbitrarily about such rigid

geometries in a manner such that the relative angular momentum _ is unchanged

by the perturbation, the system in general dissipates into a new rigid

geometry with the same relative angular momentum. The new rigid geometry may

differ radically from the original rigid geometry, or the two rigid geometries

lOft is important to note that the changes (Ar_) conserve the magnitude of the

angular momentum, since this condition is necessary in order that the devi-

_ri) can return to the o "_ated system (ri + "+ rlginal configuration (rl)°
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may differ slightly. The following two definitions state these notions

precisely.

Definition _ Denote the given rigid geometry by the complete set (ri)

and consider arbitrary perturbations _i which conserve the angular

momentum of the given rigid geometry. The given rigid geometry is

neutrally stable ifj and only if_ there exists a neighborhood of the

definedbyconstantssothatl < %, suchgeometry

that all values of the complete set (ri) lying within this neighborhood

are rigid geometries.

Thus_ a neutrally stable rigid geometry can be characterized as a rigid

geometry belonging to a region where the functional E(ri) is constantj since

Alternativelyj any sufficiently small perturbation_farigid geometry obtains

another rigid geometry, so that the system remains fixed in the new configur-

ation. There is no tendency for the system to regain the original rigid

geometry, but also the perturbation has no tendency to grow larger.

Definition 6 The given rigid geometry is unstable if_ and only if, it

is neither stable nor neutrally stable.

An unstable rigid geometry is characterized by the fact that every neighbor-

hood of the rigid geometry (ri) contains a configuration which is not a

rigid geometry. Thus, theorem 2 implies that every neighborhood of an

0 2"

01 -

/

L
A1 A2 5 A4 % A6

Figure 2. Illustration of Concepts
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unstable rigid geometry contains at least one configuration of lower energy.

Any perturbation toward these configurations results in subsequent growth of

the perturbation. The utility of the preceding classifications of rigid

geometries will be apparent in the presentation of examples.

Figure 2 illustrates the previously discussed concepts. The abscissa

represents the range of values of a complete set of coordinates, while the

ordinate scales the values of the associated relative total energy. Point A 1

is a stable rigid geometry which is an absolute minimum, e.e. it has the

lowest possible energy. Since point A ! lies in the deepest energy sink, it

would be the best operational geometry for KNOT if the geometry (ri) = A 1
II

has a satisfactory shape. Point _ is an unstable rigid geometry which

..._l_l la _ llll_1_ nn_n__ II wh_Ip nOint A _S an unstable rigid 2eometrv

which is a relative maximum. Point A t is a stable rigid geometry because

it is a relative minimum. The height Z_E = (0e - 01) of the energy

sink defines the finite bounds N1, 2 = {(A t - _), (A_ - At) } which

appeared in the proof of theorem }. The open interval (A6 A7) represents

a collection of adjacent, neutrally stable rigid geometries. Consider an

energy perturbation Z_E > 0 from any one of these neutrally stable rigid

geometries such that the angular momentum is not changed. If Z_E is less than

the minimum height H of the energy sink which bounds this region of neutrally

stable rigid geometries, then the system point must return to a configuration

in this region via a process which dissipates the extra energy Z_E. It is

worthwhile at this point to note also that the domain of the complete set

(r-_i)may be bounded in some or all of the variables. If one of these bounds

corresponds to a stationary value then this bound is a rigid geometry. Thus,

configuration L in Figure 2 is a stable rigid geometry.

Theorem 1 established the fact that the passive KWOT system always

tends toward a planar rigid geometry such that the conserved angular momentum

vector _ is perpendicular to this plane. All subsequent analysis implicitly

is restricted to planar perturbations. Suppose that the KWOT system has a

configuration which is a rigid geometry with angular momentum _ and consider a

lllf _ _h e
geometry (_i) = A represents, e.g., a linear distribution of

mass, then the KWOT rhombiA in such a geometry would be collapsed. Such

a geometry obviously is unacceptable.
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general non-planar perturbation which conserves the angular momentumS.

By theorem 1 the system must tend toward a rigid geometry in the plane

perpendicular to _. A general conclusion is that the final rigid geometry

must have energy E < Ei +LIE i where E. is the initial energy and L_Ei i

is the perturbation in the initial energy. The arguments leading to theorem I

indicate that any planar rigid geometry is a relative minimum relative to

non-planar perturbations in the geometry. Thusj if_E i is small enough, any

rigid geometry is stable toward non-planar perturbations. It is conceivable;

also_ that the response to non-planar perturbations depends in detail on the

particular KWOT geometry. Thus, a neutrally stable rigid geometry may be

more sensitive to non-planar perturbations than a stable rigid geometry.

comparisons with other techniques are included either to demonstrate the

equivalence of the methods or to illustrate the advantages of this theory.

Example 1

Y

I
?

Figure 3. Example of a stable rigid geometry.

Assume the following conditions:

(a) The spring is massless.

(b) The spring obeys Hooke's law.

(c) The spring is constrained to a line through the two point masses.

(d) The spring is damped by frictional forces which depend upon the
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relative motion of the two point masses. These forces vanish

when there is no relative motion.

Assume the following numerical constants:

(a) Spring constant = k.

(b) Natural spring length = t.

(c) Value of each point mass = m.

Let the conserved angular momentum vector L be perpendicular to the xy-plane.

The problem is the computation of the separation of the two masses after

the relative motion has been dissipated completely.

Let

D = equilibrium separation
eq

A. Common method of solution

Centripetal force = m _2D

2

Spring restoring force = k(D-l)

D is the solution of the equation
eq

m _2___._D= k(D-£)

2

B. Method of solution presented in this report

Moment of inertia

Potential energy

Kinetic energy

_(V) = Z + V

I --2m(D)2 = _D__2
2 2

V(D) = I k(D-_) 2

2

T(D)o L_2 -
21 _V2

,.__22+ i k(V-O2
2 2

d_EE = -2]L2 + k(D-l)

d2E = 6L2 + k > 0 for all real values of D.

2
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D
eq

is the solution of the equation d__EE= O.
dD

2L22 = k(D-I)

2 12 2 2 2¢L = _ = m

4

m _2D = k(D-l)

2

Since this !A_# pq,,_tion is identical to the equation listed in part A_

the methods are equivalent. Also_ d2E > 0 _ D is a stable

dD 2 eq

rigid geometry.

that dE = O

dD

that this equation has only one positive real root.

Example 2 y

This fact, of course, is obvious. It may be objected

has in principle four nonzero roots_ but it is easy to show

y!

X !

,l _L ,I )x

Center of mass

Figure 4. Example of neutrally stable rigid geometry
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Assume the following conditions:

(a) The four masses are connected by massless, rigid rods.

(b) Each mass is constrained to displacements only along its respective

primed axis. Thus, _ < a < _.
2

(c) The system is damped by frictional forces which depend upon motion

relative to theprimed axes. These forces vanish when there is no

such relative motion.

Assume the following numerical constants:

(a) Length of each rod = J.

(b) Value of each point mass = m.

Let the conserved ang,,1°_ m_m_ntllm VpCtO r _ be perpendicular to the xy-plane.

The problem is the computation of the angle _ after the relatave motion has

been dissipated completely.

eq

Let

equilibrium value of

equilibrium value of

A. Common method of solution

Symmetry considerations imply that each connecting rod has a common

tension T.

Tension restoring force = 2T cos

Centripetal force = m 2! cos a

a is the solution of the equation
eq

m_21 cos _ = 2T cos

This equation is satisfied for all _ in the allowed range

< _ < =, so all configurations are possible.
2

B. Method of solution presented in this report

Moment of inertia I(_)

Potential energy V

Kinetic energy T(_)

= 2m_ 2 =

0

- L2 =

2I(a)

E(_) = L_ 2 = constant_the range

_m_ 2

neutrally stable rigid geometries.

constant

= constant

< _ < _ is a set of
2

For completeness note t_at
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Example 4

-_.L = L../_._
I 2mj_2

y

m

m

M M =
C

_X

+ _ ,,_ ORIGIN IS CENTER OF
MASS

Figure 5- Example of unstable rigid geometry

Assume the following conditions:

(a) All masses are connected by massless, rigid rods.

(b) The central body M has infinite mass so that the center of mass
c

coincides with the origin for all the allowed values of 91_ 92_ and

93. Alternativelyj one can assume that the system is attached

firmly to the origin.

(c) There are no frictional forces applied at the oigin when one con-

siders the second alternative of the preceding condition (b).

(d) The system is damped by frictional forces at the peripheral joints.

These forces depend upon relative motion of mass elements in the

system. When there is no relative motion_ these forces vanish.

Assume the following numerical constants:

(a) Each rod has length I.

(b) The mass values for the peripheral masses are indicated in figure 5.

The conserved angular momentum vector L is perpendicular to the xy-plane.
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The problem is to determine the rigid body configurations and the associated

stability. Let the equilibrium angular rate be 0_.

A. Comon method of solution

The standard stability technique is applied to

investigate the first approximation stability characteristics of the

symmetrical configuration defined by the relations 12

o 0 o

@I = @2 = @3 = o_

The nature of the,assumed frictional forces is such that we can

neg!eet them for this stability consideration 2 if we determine as a result

of this assumption that the symmetrical configuration is an unstable

rigid geometry. Neglect of these frictional forces permits the form-

ulation of the conservative Lagrangian function.

o o o ;/ ° ;/L(@I, @2, @3, el, @2, @3) = _1 Ml2( + O2 + )
2

+ _2 + e2 + + ;I;2cos(e_- el)+ cos(e3 - %)

°° l+ ele3 cos(e3 - el)

The equations of motion

d _L - _.L

d t _i _i

= 0 for i = i, 2, 3

are satisfied by the symmetrical configuration. The appropriate

linearized variational equations in the deviation variables 51,

52, and 53 are generated by the substitutions

@I = _t + 51

@2 = _t +2_+ 82
3

e 3 = _t + __._+ 83
3

The llnearlzed variational equations can be wrltten in the 6x6matrlx

form.

12The standard treatment of stability encompasses the following steps:

(a) Formulation of dynamical equations of motion. (b) Determination of
relevant equilibrium solution. (c) Construction of variational equa-

tions about this equilibrium solution. (d) First approximation analysis

via linearized variatlonal equations. (e) Estimations of effects of

nonlinearlties in the variational equations.



where _6 T I

o 0 o

(8I,82, 83, 81,82, 53)

w

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 I 0

0 0 0 0 0 I

2S -B -_ o a -a

-13 -8 28 a -_ o

C_ = 2_3 K_ > 0

(1_ 5K)

= K_- > 0
(l+_)

K = m
2m

For all allowed values of these parameters the Jordan canonical form M_J

has the form

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 kI 0 0 0

0 0 0 k I 0 0

0 0 0 0 k2 0

0 0 0 0 0 k 2

where Rekl, ImAl, Rekl, lmA 2 are all nonvanlshlng and k 2 ffi -kl,

so that the llnearlzed variational equations have unstable solutlons. 13

13The stability theory in these arguments is treated_ e.g., in L.A. Pars,

A Treatise on Analytical Dynamics, Helnemann Educational Books Ltd. 3

London, _65, Chpaters 19 and 23.
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Since some of the eigenvalues have positive real parts 3 this instability is

also characteristic of the solutions of the exact 3 nonlinear variational

equations.

It may be objected that this instability is spurious 3 since the linear-

ized theory must reflect the fact that the system can be rotated rigidly at

a different rate than that which was selected for the definition of the

symmetrical equilibrium configuration. The rotational invariance of the

system implies that the angular momentum_ is an arbitrary integration con-

stant so that equations of motion always admit solutions which correspond to

different equilibrium angular rotation rates. Such solutions must appear as

instabilities in terms of the perturbations 513 523 53 which are measured

relative to some selected equilibrium angular rotation rate. It _This

undesirable situation can be eliminated by specifying that the perturbations

513 523 53 conserve the angular momentum of the selected equilibrium to a

linear approximation in these variables. Such a specification furnishes an

additional linear relationship between the perturbations 51, 523 53:

Total angular momentum A =

i=l _i

A( wt + 5, wt + 52 + 2_._,
3

%q + Al+

where A
eq

o 0 o

= A(e:, _23 _3' _l' S2' e3)

o o o

_t + ___+ 53, _+ 81, _+ 823 w+ 53)
3

3 3
0

- CM+ m),2 + + 83)

= terms of quadratic and higher order in 513 52, 53

l_Note also.that the system is translationally invariant so that the linear

momentum _ of the system is an arbitrary integration constant. This fact

can lead also to a spurious instability. The fact that all dynamical

quantities are measured in the center-of-mass coordinate frame eliminates

this possibility. Reduction of the system of variational equations with

these invariances yields a system of equations which describe only the

relative motion of the system.
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A, - 0_(gl+g2+_3) " 0

When this relationship is applied to reduce the order of the system of

variatlonal equations, one obtains the _x_ matrix equation

where _5T ° °- (8I, 82, 83, 8I, 82)

M_

p

I-0 0 0 1 O]

foooo r
= 0 0 0 -I -I

For all allowed values o£ the parameters 5, _ the Jordan canonical form

has the form

M5J

9

0 0 0 0 0

0 k I 0 0 0

0 0 _'I 0 0

0 0 0 A2 0

0 0 0 0 A_
j

where

J

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 0 0 0 0
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The reduced system of llnearized variational equations retains the same

unstable eigenvalues which _ave positive real parts. The reduced system

of exact, nonlinear variational equations also must have unstable solutions,

since the stability character of the linear approximation persists when the

elgenvalues of the linear approximation have positive real parts. Therefore,

the symmetrical equilibrium configuration is an unstable rigid geometry.

It is physically obvious, also, that the neglect of relative veloclty-

dependent frictional forces does not obviate the validity of this conclusion.

B. Method of solution presented in this report.

Let _ = @2" @1

8 " @.-@^
J

The nature of the system is such that all possible configurations are

realized with the following restrictions on C_ _:

0 < u, _ <

These inequalities define the closed region indicated in figure 6.

-2_ -_ _ _ 2_

2_

Maximum of I

with constraints

Maximum of I

without

constraints

Figure 6. Values of 5, _ Allowed by Constraints
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Moment of inertia

Potential energy

Kinetic energy

E(a,S ) = L 2

21(a,B)

z(a,S) = 3Ml2 + 4m_2 [cos2_+cos 2_+cos 2 (a+S)]

V T 0 2 2 2

z(a,_) - L2
21(a,_)

This last inverse relationship between E and I implies the following

properties:

(a) The rigid geometries of the system correspond to the stationary values

of I.

(b) The stable rigid geometries of the system correspond to the relative

maximum values of I.

(c) The neutrally stable rigid geometries of the system correspo1_d to the

regions of constant I.

(d) The unstable rigid geometries of the system correspond to the relative

minlmumvalues of I.

The following computations investigate the extrema of I(U,B). 15

_I =

_I =

_21 =

_21 =

_2

B 2 - AC =

A+C =

-2ml2[sin a + sin (a + _)]

-2ml2[sln B + sin (_ + S)]

-2=12[cos_ + cos (_+ _)] = A(_,B)

._2cos (_+_) = nCa,B)

-2ml2[cos_ + cos (_+ _)] = C(a,_)

-4_l_[cos_ cosB + (cos a + cos _) cos (a+ S)]

-2ml2[cos _ + cos _ + 2 cos (_ + _)]

1_The usual theory about the extrema of a function of two variables is

applied in the analysis. Refer, for example, to Wilfred Kaplan,

Advanced Calculus, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., Massachusetts,

19_9, P. 126.
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The stationary values of I satisfy the follo_ing two equations simultaneously:

•_. sin_+sin (c_+B) = 0

sin 13+ ,in (oe+ 13) = 0

=, sin _ = sin

e_ _ = _ since 0 < 5, _ <

=# sin U + sin 2_ = 0

3

The restriction _ _ (5 + 13) _ 2_ implies that the val,,e

= 8 = 0 must be rejected. This value has an important significance

which is discussed further below. The only possible rigid geometries fmr

the specified constraining restrictions correspond to the remaining two

values.

B2 . AC I

3

A+Cl

3

4 < 0

Therefore, _ = _ = 2__

3

= 4m_ 2 > 0

is a relative minimum of I so that the

symmetrical configuration is an unstable rigid geometry.

B2 - ACl =  .=24 > 0
0_=_=_

Therefore,

= _ ffi

" B = _ is a saddle point of I. The value

corresponds to the allowed linear configuration of the

system. At first glance there appears to be a contradiction. The value

= _ = _ should correpond to a relative maximum so that the linear

configuration is the state of lowest energy. However, the constraints in

the problem prevent the system from assuming the geometry of lowest energy.

The point _ = _ = _ is a stationary value of E such that this

point lles on the boundary of the closed region of allowed values of _,_.
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Thus, _ = _ = _ is an example of point L in Figure 2 so that the

llnear geometry is indeed a stable rigid geometry. It remains to ascertain the

significance of the maxlmumvalue of I(_,_). This value is _ = _ = 0

which was rejected temporarily above. The system can attain a configuration

corresponding to _ = _ = 0 only if one of the smaU masses m is

allowed to move through the origin in the above linear configuration so that

the linear configuration indicated in Figure 7 is attainable.

m

Y

t

I
I

)X

_-#0 such that a

llnear configuration
is obtained.

Figure 7. The 1_tnimum Energy State I(0,0) = 3M_2 + 12m_2

B2 - AC I = .12m2_ I_ <

a=@=O

A + C I =-8m_t 2 < 0
a=_=O

0

Thus, _ = _ = 0 is a relative maximum of I, so that the relaxatlon

of constraints in the origlnal problem would allow the absolute minimum

energy state to be attained. This state, of course, would be a stable rigid

geometry.
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THE MOTION AND STABILITY OF A SPINNING SPRING-MASS

IN ORBIT WITH RESULTS PERTAINING TO THE

FEASIBILITY OF K_OT

1.0.0 Introduction
l

The KNOT system presents some very challenging structural dynamics

problems (see bibliography). The dimensions range from thousands of miles

for the orbit radius to a few thousandths of an inch diameter for the

connecting wires. The very size of the system can cause one's intuition,

based on more common structures, to be misleading. For these reasons,

we must move carefully into the problem of analysis of such a system to

insure that a consistent degree of sophistication is maintained at each

level of work. In essence, one must start at the very foundations of

mechancls to build the appropriate analysis for a system such as KWOT.

I.I.O KNOT Problem Areas

Two problem areas have been defined and are treated in this report.

These areas are basic to any attempt to ascertain the feasibility and to

gain insight into the properties of a large, flexible, spinning structure

in a gravity gradient field. These problem areas are:

i. Stability of motion of a large elastic system spinning in orbit.

Specifically, a small sub-satelllte attached to and spinning at

some large distance around a much heavier body. Here, the center

of mass (C.M.) of the spinning system is approximately at the C.M.

of the large body and moves in a Keplerian orbit.

2. Motion of such a system in the gravity gradient. If stability

can be shown for the system then the actual motion must be calculated

to further verify the feasibility (i.e., not only must motion be

stable, but its amplitude must be reasonable in some sense).

It is the questions implied in the above two problem areas that the

following sections attempt to answer.
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2.0.0 Derivation of Equations of Motion

2.1.0 Spring-mass Model (Planar Motion)

The simplest model to be treated which has the basic characteristics

of KNOT is the model shown in Fig. I. The point mass represents the

sub-satellite and the linear massless spring represents the interconnecting

wire.

2.1.1 Coordinate System for Sprin_-mass Model (Planar Motion_

The coordinate _ystem LUL= .............LU_ muu_ when it is restrained to rotate

only in the plane of the orbit is shown in Fig. 2. Polar coordinates

provide a convenient system by which to describe the motion. Plane motion

(i.e., in the orbit plane) is analyzed first to demonstrate gravity

gradient effects.

The independent variable is time, t, and the four dependent variables

are R, @, I, _. The radius vector to the sub-satellite from the origin of

the Earth centered inertial frame is

= (zcos_+ icos#_+ (Rsin_+ _sln_)_ (l)

The kinetic energy of the sub-satellite is given by

1 2
K._. = _mltl

and the potential energy has two contributions, one from the gravity

potential and one from the elastic energy.

Thus

(2)

__ 1E (L._°P.E. = -K m + 3-- )2 _)

where K is the product of the universal gravitation constant and the mass

i is the natural length ofof the Earth, K is the spring constant, and _o

the spring.
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The Lagrangian is defined as L = K.E. - P.E° The equations of motion

are generated from the following equation:

-- - ----r- = 0

dtl qiJ
i = 1,2,3,4 (4)

where the qi's are the dependent variables R, @, £3 _. If we assume the

sub-satellite is attached to a much heavier body whose motion is unaffected

by the much lighter sub-satellite the equations for the heavy body are the

standard equations for a Keplerlan orbit_ namely

"" " K

R - Re 2 + R2 - 0 (5)

and

ee os

Re+eRe =0 (6)

the two equations for the relative motion of the sub-satelllte

"" " K[_+ R=os(_-e)]
,. _2+ _2 + - (_" _o)

[R2 + + eREcos_ - 0)] 3/2 m

- (_ - R@ 2) cos(_ - @) - (R@_+ _@) sln(_ - @) (7)

and
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+ KR_sin(_- @)

[R 2 + 12 + 2R_cos(_ - @)]3/2

+ ({- R$2)_sln_ - e)- (_$+ 2_4)_cos(_- e) (8)

Note: that the last terms in both (7) and (8) are identically zero because

(a veryof (6). If we expand the radical in (7) and (8) in terms of T

small number), we will see that the second to last terms in (7) and (8)

are also zero. For example, the expansion of

yields

[R 2 + p2 + 2Rlcos(¢ - @)]3/2

"K-J--_ [1 +3cos2(_- @)] + K

Putting this expression back into (7) and combining terms with cos(_- O)

is (5) and hence zero.

Thus, the equations of motion (keeping only the leading term in the

expanslon) are

[ l-eR3 t +3,=os2(_- o) + --&--(_- _o) : o (9)

and

.o

_#+ 2;#+ 3K__Lsln2(#- _): o
2R3 (to)
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2,1.2 Sprin_-mass Model (Motion Out of Orbital Plane)

If the spring-mass model in Fig. 2 is given an additional degree of

freedom, motions out of the plane of the orbit may be analyzed. The

coordinate system is shown in Fig. 3. By using the Lagrangian approach

outlined above, the equations of motion for the system wlth 3 degrees of

freedom may be found to be

Q*

L = L(_+ cos2_ 2)

[
3

KL In¢,sinsoos¢sln*)2[
K

-_ I 3(cos_s _(_
R_ t

lo) (11)

= + cos2_ R3 _ + -_
(13)

2.2.0 Multl-mass Model (Planar Motion)

Thethree models described above do not take into account the llne

dynamics of the connecting wire. In order to account for this, the

equations for the 3-mass model shown in Fig. 4 were derived. The equations

were derived assuming that the origin of the x,y system is prescribed to

move in a Keplerian orbit given by the solution of (5) and (6). The six

equations for the six degrees of freedom for the system relative to the

xjy system are

2 -,. 25_2c°s(_l " _2) "

=t _ tl2* L22-2£t2c°s(¢1_2)
_2°[,l - ,2cos(#i:_2)](14)
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D
" _I " 21_3

= i

._ [j ,.,_-÷,_._._,,,_oo,_,.__.,_J
,, , : _ , , • - X

=! j_'_12+ 122.2_l_aoo,(_l.&)

- K_2[_ ]t2 : 12&2.7, - 3oo_2(&._)

D
(i6)

D
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K_3

,/,_ + ,3_ - _,_,3oo_(_-_3)"
_2"_3c°s(_2-_3)_ (18)

3K

--_ 'i"_(_3-o)

* =3 132+ 122 2a2_3c°s(_2"_3) sln(_2-_3 (19)

The above system (14)-(19) contains only the first non-canceling entry

in the expansion of the term which came from the gravity potential, The

above equations do allow for arbitrarily large deflections of the connecting

wire (represented by masses 1 and 2 in Fig. 4).

9.1.0 Linearizatlon of Nonlinear Equations #or sprinK-mass Model (Planar Motion)

Theequationsof=otlo.(9)and (lO)forthe_ss on a spring

attached to a heavy body, Fig. I, are nonlinear and do not yield readily

to analytic solutlon or even a rigorous stability analysis. Equations

(9) and (I0) were thus linearlzed in an attempt to get a better under-

standing of the nature of the motion.

The usual procedure of linearlzlng around a stationary point of the

nonlinear equations is not possible here since there is no stationary point

solution of (9) and (I0) for a spinning system in orbit. Thus if any
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llnearlzation is to be made, it must be around some specified solution

which is close to the expected motion. Such a motion does exist.

As the orbital radius, R, goes to _, (9) and (I0) become

(2o)

and

=0 (21)

These are the equations for a system Spinning in free space. Here a

stationary solution does exist where I -- 0 and _ = O. This motion is

when

m

K

# =--(L l)L m o

or the centrifugal force is balanced by the elastic restoring force and

when

This is satisfied if } = 0. Thus we have a so-called "free space"

solutionof (9)and (I0),namely

= const. = _o

m

K
m

l - m o =_

(22,)

(23)

w

K

-- _O 2-# _ as -- -+ or when the centrifugal force approaches theNote _s m

elastic restoring force.
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Since the stationary solution of (9) and (I0) approach (22) and (23)

as R -_ 0% the natural motion to linearize around is that for free space.

Defining deviations from the desired free space motion as follows

= + ql(t) and _(t) = (_o't" + _i ) + q2(t)_'(t) _s

where Is and _o are constants, we may linearize (9) and (I0)

in terms of the linearized quantities are

m

K

-- 02 ....m-- " _ K 3K
2R3 2R3

cos2@ot ÷ _i" _)

The equations

÷2_o_sq2 _R3z_si. 2(_°t÷_i _)q2

3KZ

+ _ cos2(¢ot ÷ Oi " _) (24)

and

2_ o

q2": _R3cos2(_ot÷ _i"_)q2"--2R3

- _- sin2(_ot÷_o"_)2R3 (25)

As R -+ _, the natural frequency of the system approaches

+ 3_o 2

as pointed out in Ref. i. Note that even in the linearized form, (9) and

(I0) (now (24) and (2_)) are still rather intractable• In matrix notation,

(24) and (25) may be written as

_qJ= [A(t)] {q_ + (b(t)}
(26)
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Equation (26) is the general form for a system of first order, linear,

ordinary, forced differential equations with periodic coefficients. The

matrix [A(t)] is made up of the coefficients of (24) and (25). b(t)

is the column matrlx of forcing functions. It is the time dependence

of [A(t)] that necessitates use of other than the standard techniques

normally used in linear differential equation.

_.I.0 Stability of Linear Differential Equations with Periodic Coefficients

Once the equations of motlon have been derlved, the next step is to

use them to determine the feasibility of a system such as E_OT in the

gravity field in a passive or uncontrolled mode. A flrm understanding of

the passive motion must be at hand before any attempt is made to control

the system through active means. The inherent stability of such a system

must be ascertained if at all possible.

Before the question of stability is explored in great detail, the

definition to be used must be spelled out. Ref. I has pointed out that

a system such as the spring-mass model, mentioned above, is moving in a

conservative force field. The total energy of the system is finite and the

worst possible case would be if all the energy of the various modes of

motion transferred into a single mode (for example, elastic vibrational

energy). The coupling of the modes is such that this is certainly a

possibility. The question of stability, therefore, is not whether various

dependent variables grow without bound, but whether energy can feed

continuously from one mode of motion into some other mode, thus destroying

the configuration necessary for l_'OT's scientific mission.

In view of this, a llnearizatlon about some desirable ( and hopefully

stable) reference motion may be analyzed for stability. The obvious

motion to llnearize around (as mentioned in 3.1.0) is the free space

motion which is both stable in the sense discussed above and desirable

for the scientific objectives of KWOT. Thus, a stability study of (24)

and (25) will provide useful information about the gross feasibility of

a spinning, spring-mass type system in orbit.
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4.2.0 Floquet Theory

Equations of the form of (26) may be readily analyzed for the stability

properties by matrix operations as outlined in Chapter 6 of Ref. 2 if

[A(t)] is a constant matrix and not time variant. This is not the case

for systems in orbit which are not axlsymmetrlc with respect to their spin

axis. The linearized equations for the non-axisymmetric configurations

contain periodic coefficients.

A theory which does apply to a system of the form

where [A(t)] is periodic with period • is given by Floquet as reported

in Ref. 3, PP. 55-59 (see also Ref. 4, pp. 461-463). [A(t)] is periodic

if

(2?)

[A(t + T)] = [A(t)] .t > 0

A matrix [F(t)] whose columnd are iinearly independent solutions of (27)

is called a fundamental matrix. Thus [F(t)] satisfies (27). Also if

[F(t)] Is a fundamental matrix, so is [F(t + _)] and there exists a non-

singular matrix [M] _ometimes called the monodromy matrix) such that

[F(t+ = [F(t)][M] (28)

[M] may be reduced to the Jordan normal and eigenvel_e_: _l "'"%m are

called multipliers. None of the multipliers vanish since

A'IA'2 "'" _m = det[M] _ 0

since [M] is non-singular. In particular if

then

[F(o)] =[I]

= [I][M] (29)
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We may choose IF(O)] = [I] and by numerical integration of (27) over one

perlod_ generate [F(T)] which will be [M] which in turn will yield the

desired multipliers. Thus if the Jordon normal form of [M] is diagonal

we may write

[c]"I

= [F'(o)][j] = [F'(o)]

= [c'l ]IF (O)][c][c]'l[M][c]

x_ o ... o

O_ 2 ... 0

m

(30)

where [l_'(v).] -i..t-.ill = _,,._,=-,o,-,_-.'J ,,,,=,-...r....f /'ov'_..... b--I/"

column of [F' (_)] we get

From this, we can see that if k i < 1.0 the vector decreases in length

exponentially. If k i = 1.0 it remains the same and if ki > 1.0 it

grows exponentially with time. Thus stability can be determined by

calculating all the k's and checking their absolute values against 1.0.

In other words_ if any k is greater than 1.0, there exists at least one

unstable solution to (27).

There does exist a case where stability is not found merely from the

k's alone. This case arises when at least two of the k's are equal to

1.0. This case may be either neutrally stable or grow linearly with time.

This ambiguity may be resolved by determining the Jordan normal form of the

monodromy matrix [M]. If it has only diagonal entries and no off-dlagonal

l.O's, the solutions associated with the unitary k's are neutrally stable.

If, however 3 there are off-diagonal_ non-zero entries, the associated

solution vectors will grow at least l_nearly with time but not exponentially.

Repeated values of k other than 1.0 are of no consequence because the

behavior of the associated solution vectors is dominated by an exponential

growth or decay.

-12-
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In summary 2 if the system of m equations_ (27)_ can be integrated m

times over period • for initial conditions which in matrix form constltute

the identity matrlxj the monodromy matrix [M] will be generated. The roots

and Jordan normal form of [M] completely determine the stability properties

of the system of equations•

4.3,0 Extension of Floquet to Forced Equations

Floquet theory as described above does not apply to forced systems

such as (26). However_ an extension to the theory to alloy analysis of

forced system8 was made by L. Ceasari (Ref. 5), A variable Z is defined_

and Z E 0. This allows (26) to be written as follows

, k-

ql

%
Z

[A(t)]

I

I
I

b(t)
I

[o] ' 0
!

!

!

ql

%
Z

(31)

System (31) is now in proper form and Floquet theory may be applied as

outlined previously•

_.3.1 Application of Floquet TheorTt o Equation for a Forced Harmonic Oscillato r

Ae an example of the application of this extension to Floquet

theory_ the simple forced harmonic oscillator may be analyzed. The

equation is

2X =+ m COS _t
O

The matrix equation is found if we define X = Y, namely

f I
, COS _t

q" _ l O i
• , = I O 0 4

I_1 0 o o
!

-13-
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The fundamental matrix _t t = 0 is selected as the identity matrix

so that the associated initial conditions on y,x, and z for column

vectors are as follows:

1

0

0 0

I

0

and

0

0

1

2_
Since [A(t)] has period • = -_ _ the corresponding column vectors for the

monodromy matrix, [M] 3 are found by solving 92) using the three vectors

above for the initial conditions. For cv _ _o the monodromy matrix in

Jordan =---_uL,- is

I 0 O]

[M] = 0 1 0

0 0 1

when _ = a_ we get
0

 OoJ[M] = l 1

0 1

where the off diagonal element indicates a linear growth of one solution

with respect to time. It should be noted that the Jordan form need not

be calculated. By knowing the rank of the matrix

[M]- (33)

one can obtain the nullity and in turn the number of linearly independent

eigenvectors. Knowing the eigenvalues and the number of linearly independent

eigenvectors associated with each eigenvalue_ we can infer what the entries

of the Jordan normal matrix must be.
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4.3.2 Application of Floquet Theory to Spring-mass Linearized Equations

We now turn to the application of the modified Floquet theory to

the stability analysis of the spring-mass model in Fig. I when the orbit

is circular. A computer program was written which calculates the funda-

mental matrix for the linear system of equations (24) and (25) at the

end of a period. The elgenvalues (which are the _ultlpliers) are found

and the rank of the matrix 92) is calculated.

The monodromy matrix is fifth order (four from @4) and (25) and

one form the z variable for the forcing function) and the rank for all

the cases considered was three. This implies that these are 5-3 or 2

linearly independent elgenvectors. However the root 1.0 is repeated

three times. The other two roots (making the expected total of five)

are complex conjugates with absolute value of 1.0. This means the

fifth order monodromy matrix has only four linearly independent elgen-

vectors and that its Jordan normal form has one off diagonal element

which is non-zero. In other Words, the system has a linear growth in

tlmeZ

A closer look reveals that this is in fact a trivial instability.

This apparent instability merely reflects the fact that the system can

be given an initial angular momentum different than the reference level.

The linear growth is in the angular position relative to the free space

motion. In other words, if the system were started a little faster or

slower than the reference spin rate, a linear growth in the angular

position of the actual motion relative to the reference motion would be

observed. One can also argue that the angular position is the only

variable that can grow linearly with time and not affect any of the other

three variables.

5-i .0 Analo_ Solution of Linearized Spring-mass Equations (Planar Motion 1

To obtain some insight into the behavior of the linearized equations

of motion for the mass on a spring model, Fig. I, @4) and (25) were

programmed. The orbit was chosen as circular so the orbital variables

were easily handled. For a circular orbit one gets

-15-



R = const., @ = const., and @ = @t + 0.
i

The results of the analog study are sun_aarized in graphical form in

Figs. 5 - 7.

Fig. 5 shows the axial deviation of the spring about the nominal

free space stretched length. This is the axial deviations caused by the

changing gravity field that a given sub-satelllte "sees" as it rotates

about the central mass. Note that the curves are essent_ally straight.

The appearance of the dete s,_gg_srod an empirical formula for the axial

deviation that has been shown to represent the data in Fig. 5 to within

a few percent, namely

A! _

F

a a
m

This equation has only been verified by comparison with Fig. 5 and its

validity for spin rates other than one revolution per one hour has not

been demonstrated. It should be pointed out that the axial deviations

are less than one foot, even for a lh,O00 nautical mile orbit and hence

presents no problems to KNOT feasibility.

Fig. 6 shows that the spin rate deviation from the nominal rate of

one rev./hour is considerably less than ±I_ for orbits above 14j000

nautical miles. Fig. 7 is the transverse deviation of a sub-satelllte

due to gravity effects. The curve shows that the oscillations are quite

small compared to the size of the overall system. This indicates that

active control of this mode of motion is not needed, since the deviation

for most orbits is easily within the ±50 meter criterion initially set

up as allowable.

It is interesting to note that if a new nondimensional variable is

defined as

ql

mI = -7--
S

04)
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then (24) and (25) are independent of _ or I if the effective spring
K s o

_6nstant -- is specified. This means the angular rate deviation is
m

independent of the length of the spring. This also implies that the

angular position deviation (not plotted) is independent of the spring

length.

6.0.0 Numerical Solution of Nonlinear Equations

The nonlinear equations of motion derived in 2.1.O and 2.2.0 were

_M 7090 d!g!tal comp,lter, A fourthalso numerically Integrated on an vu

order Runge-Kutta method was used (see Ref. 6). The optimum step size

was determined through trial and error. It appears that about twenty

steps over the smallest period of motion is the best compromise between

accuracy and round-off errors. This conclusion was based on several

integrations of the spinning "free space" equations (20) and (21) for

which the solution is known analytically for the llnearlzed equations.

6.1.0 Spring-mass Model (Planar Motlon)

The first model to be treated numerically was the sprlng-mass model

for motion in the orbital plane only. The system of equations for this

model consists of (5), (6), (9) and (I0). These four second order equations

were reduced to a system of eight first order differential equations.

They were then integrated numerically on a digital computer (IBM 7090)

using a fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme.

The effect of the nonlinearities can be seen by comparing the point

marked "digital" of Figs. 5 - 7. The axial and transverse deviations

are 47 and _O_ respectlvely. The 4_ is not significant when the

magnitude of the deviations are considered. The spin rate deviation is

not affected by nonlinearities of the equations as may be seen in Fig. 5.

From these results we can conclude that the linear equations are not

available, the importance of this conclusion is diminished.

The stability that was indicated in 4.3.2 for a sprlng-mass in orbit

is further substantiated by numerical integration of its equations of

motion. This is an important point since only neutral stability was

-17-



found for the linearized equations and that does not imply stability of

the nonlinear equations. The effects of the nonlinearities could be such

as to cause a growth or a decay of the motion. Therefore 2 the fact that

the linear equations seem to adequately describe the nonlinear motion

indicates that the linear stabillty (namely neutral) is probably the same

as that for the nonlinear motion.

The effects of eccentric orbits is quite a different matter. For

other than circular orbits 2 the orbital radius 2 R 2 is not constant and

_be angular rate of the orbit, _, is not constant. The coefficients of

(9) and (10) are still time variant but they are not necessarily periodic

any more. Only when

1 cos 2 - o)
R'---_- and R3

have periods which are integer multiples of each other would (9) and

(10) have periodic coefficients. Floquet theory only treats linear

equations with periodic coefficients 2 so in general 2 the stability of

motion of elliptic orbits cannot be determined directly. For this reason 2

several cases were integrated to indicate the type of motion one should

expect for elliptic orbits. Fig. 7 shows the axial deviation for a

sprlng-mass passing through perigee of a 102000 by 603000 N.M. orbit.

Note that this deviation at perigee (I0_000 N.M.) is +0.5 feetj which is

close to what we would find from Fig. _ for a 102000 N.M. circular orbit,

This implies the axial deviation is still given by expression 90) if

the instantaneous orbital radius is used.

The angular or transverse deviation (transverse = angular x spring

length) however 3 is affected by the eccentricity of the orbit. Compare

Figs. 8 and 9. Fig. 8 shows the angular deviation for a 142000 N.M.

circular orbit. The corresponding transverse displacement about the

linearily increasing angle is +53 feet. The linear growth is the

"trivial" instability discussed in 4.3.2. It merely indicates that the

system is spinning at a constant angular rate which is slightly different

_o' The angular deviation for a I02000 x 602000 N.M. elliptic orbitfrom
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is shown in Fig. 9. Note again that the "trivial" instability occurs

even for the highly elliptic orbits shown.

One additional phenomenon should be noted. As was seen for the

lO,O00x 60,000 N.M. orbit, the motion of the system remained near

"free space" motion. However, if the perigee is dropped to 5,000 N.M.

the motion deviated quite markedly. Axial deviations are relatively

unaffected but the spin rate and hence angular deviation can be greatly

affected. Fig. I0 shows the effect of starting position on the spin

r_te deviation. Note that the ,ymtem can either galn or loose spin rate

while passing through perigee of a low perigee elliptic orbit. This

implies that energy may be put into or taken out of the spinning spring-

m_s8,

For the I0,000 x 60,000 N.M, orbit, the ratio of the spin rate to

the orbital angular rate at perigee was 5.43 while it was only 1.82 for

the 5,000 x 60,O00 N.M. orbit. The frequency of the gravity perturbation

isessentially thisisnearzero(ortherationearone),

gravity gradient has effectively "captured" the spring-mass. Following

this reasoning, Fig. I0 shows the cases where the sprlng-mass is slowed

down or partially "captured" or is speeded up because of its position

relative to the earth while passing perigee. We therefore can conclude

that there is some orbit which is too low to passively maintain the

desired geometry (5,000 N.M. for a spin rate of one hour is one example).

6.2.0 Spring-mass Model (Motion Out of Orbital Plane)

The spring-mass treated in the previous section had only two degrees

of freedom relative to the center of rotation which was restrained to

move in a Keplerian orbit. This section allows the sprlng-mass an

additional degree o£ freedom and hence allows it to freely spin out of

the orbital plane. The coordinate system is shown in Fig. 2 and the

equations of motion for the three degrees of freedom relative to the

center of rotation are (U), (12) and (13). The orbital equations are

still (15) and (16).
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The only results obtained to date have been for the spin vector of

the spring-mass lying in the orbital plane. This puts the spin plane of

the spring-mass perpendicular to the orbital plane. The system was

started so that the plane of the sprlng-mass was either perpendicular to

or coincident with the orbital radius vector. Thus, initially, there was

no torque acting to precess the spin plane of the sprlng-mass. However,

as the system moves around in the orbit, a torque develops due to its

position relative to the Earth and the spin plane precesses. The torque

vector tending to precess the plane is perpendicular to the orbital plane,

hence the plane precesses toward the orbital plane. A typical precession

for a i0_O00 x 60,000 N.M. orbit with the spin plane initially coincident

with the radius vector at @ = -_/2 is 0.7 e after passing perigee. This

is the toatl precession induced in the spin plane of the spring-mass from

an originally vertical position.

The "capture" effect described in 6.1.O is also apparent in the

out of plane motion for a _,O00 x 60,000 N.M. orbit. The change in spin

rate for two spring-masses initially started 90 @ apart would cause them

to collide near perigee and hence a discussion of precession is meaningless.

The long term behavior of the out of orbital plane motion has not

been considered in this phase of study. An active control system could

remove any of the long term motions that are undesirable. It may be

possible to augment active control of the sky scan mode of operation by

careful use of the natural precession available at perigee. However_

this is a question for the second phase of study.

6.3.0 Multl-mass Model (Planar Motion 1

The third model treated was a three mass model developed to account

for llne dynamics. This model Is shown in Fig. 3- Here again, the

center of rotation is restrained to move in a Keplerian orbit. The

equations of motion relative to the orbit are given by (14) through (19).

This system has only 6 relative degrees of freedom since only motion in

the orbital plane is allowed.
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This model indicated that certain situations could be undesirable.

One such case occured when the axial oscillation frequency of the larger

mass given by

was near the first natural transverse frequency of the wire. A parametric

excitation was observed and a large amplitude (±300 feet) motion was

started. When the Lowest axial frequency was higher than the transverse,

the motion remained bounded around (±lO feet) which is quite acceptable

for maintaining the electrical properties of the dipole array. Again,

the purpose here was only to point out feasibility and not to do a

detailed study. Such a study could be carried out at a later time

using the numerical techniques mentioned and employing a more complicated

model such as Fig. II.

7.1.0 Conclusions

The following conclusions have been drawn from the work performed

concerning the gross feasibility of KNOT.

(1) The Lagranglan may be effectively used to generate the equations

of motion for all discrete models.

(2) A fourth order Runge-Kutta integrating technique is will suited

to the type of equations derived for I_OT.

(3) The numerical application of Floquet theory with appropriate

matrix operations can be used to determine stability for a certain

class of llnearized equations which apply to KNOT in a gravity

field.

(_) The sprlng-mass approximation for a part of the KNOT structure

is neutrally stable in the linear sense and numerical integration

indicates neutral stability of the nonlinear motion as well. Hence,

some active control will be needed for long term operation in a

space environment.
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_) The gravity gradient induced axial oscillations of the spring-

mass model1 and by implication the rhombic'e major axis, are much

less than 1_ of the major axis.

(6) For the range of stiffnesses applicable to the EI4OT system

the spin rate deviations are predominantly due to gravity gradient

effects.

(7) For sufficiently high spin-rates or orbits, the gravity gradient

disturbances do not produce undesirable motions.

(8) The natural precession of the system may be used to increase

life time by aiding the active control system.

_Jt_ A multi-mass, discrete model of KNOT can be reailstlcally used

to furnish design information In the later phases.
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I
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Figure 12 - Example of Complete Lumped Mass Model for KWOT Design
Study (62 degrees of freedom)
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ABSTRACT

This final report presents the results of the engineer-

ing feasibility study of the Dynamic Analysis of a Kilometer

Wave Orbiting Telescope (KWOT). First order linearized analyses

are presented for a planar structural model of KWOT. The con-

trol system dynamics are formulated in general and a control

law defined for the main spacecraft as determined by the

maneuver and orbital requirements. Disturbance torques are

considered and their general effeots presented. Results of various

aspects of the structural dynamic characteristics of KWOT are

analyzed and presented.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

i.I PURPOSE, OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

The purpose of the engineering study presented in this

report is to evaluate certain aspects of the feasibility of a

Kilometer Wave Orbiting Telescope (KWOT). The KWOT was con-

ceived by the University of Michigan Radio Astronomy Obeserva-

tory as an instrument for mapping background missions and deter-

mining the radio spectra of discrete sources in the frequency

band centered on I Mhz. The initial configuration used as

a point of departure for this study consist of a central hub

20 feet in diameter by 50 feet in length, weig_hing 20,000 lbs.,

and four 100-lb. subsatellites _eployed at a distance of 5 km.

Interconnecting structure includes the elements of a rhombic an-

tenna and two linear dipole arrays, as shown in Figure I-1. A

scan of the entire celestial s_here is to be accomplished by

a combination of spin and precession of the entire structure.

In this study, the conceptual model of the KWOT is used

to develop the linearized dynamic equations needed for struc-

tural and control system determination. As a consequence of

these equations and the maneuver requirements, the optimum

mode of precessing the spin axis is seen to be that in which

the precession rate is equal to the orbital angular velocity,
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such that the spin axis remains directed at the center of the

earth. External sources of disturbance are evaluated and con-

sideration is given to the effects of perturbations including

those due to deployment and spin. A linearized evaluation of

deployment parameters is given.

1.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM

The basic assumptions made for the study are summarized

Orbita.1 Data:

Altitude. _njnNn _m . o!r_u!ar orbit in equatorial plane.

Satellite Dimenslons :

l0 km by 15.24 m

Antenna Con fi_urations :

Rhombio l0 km on major axis - 28 ° apex angle.

Spin Rate :

0.5 to 3 rph

Spi_ Axis Precession Rat_

0.1 to 1 revolution per orbit

We iMht:

Central hub - 20,000 lbs.

Four subsatellites - 100 lb. each.

Hub Bod 2 Inertia

Ix (about spin axis) 6.2 x l04 slug-ft. 2

ly, Iz 1.6 x l05 slug-ft. 2
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1.3 SU_ARX OF SALXmIT FFA_J_E8

1._.1 Syste= ConoeDt

l oonoeptual aketoh of the deployed Di0_ Is shows In

Yl_tre l-1. By oonsldertnK the mlss£on re_ulz_ments WAth res-

pest to Inertial fjpaoe, the required ooord_ate systems

defined, and the equations of motion of the antenna and tts

support system &re 4erlve_. The ol_oula_ equatorial orbit

oonsidered for thls stud7 funs,tonally defined the maneuver

requArements for a 6 ° antenna beam width and a 3 ° overlap per

spin rotatlont the requlre_l, irpln z_to being 120 tl:es the pro-

session rate. The use of the oiz_ula_ orbit, at thls time,

enables system definition In tex_s of mAsston requirements: and

qualitative oaloulstlons ot" the system oharaoterlstios.

81nee ]_g0T is a largo system whloh must funs,ion under

various orlen_tions, It was deotded in the esrly stages of'

the study 1;o senses,rate on de£1nlng an aotive son,tel system

whale oonsidering only hrte£1y a passive son,tel oonoept. How-

ever, the requA_ement for stability tu_er either as,lye or

]passive oontzol is that KWOT spin about an axis of aaxlmum

inertia. The son,tel oonoopt simply stated, t8 to use the

oentral hub as the orb1, referenoe and to son,tel the su_-

satellites relatlve to the oentral hub _o80

The struotu_al, struoto_al d_o az_ _0T d_o

equations used In this feasibility stud_ were dLertved and are
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presented in Section II. The dynamic system is formulated in

six "rigid-bod_" degrees of freedom plus translational motion

of the various components of the satellite with respect to the

cylindrical center body. By llnearizing the equations of the

KWOT mc_lel it was possible to perform the necessary small de-

flection theory stress analysis for the preliminary design of

the antenna and support structure.

1.3.3 Control _-'-_o_e_-

In considering the question of KNOT position and attitude

than a passive type of control system. A basic concept for the

latter type was evolved and is described in a qualitative manner;

however, active control is more likely to produce an acceptable

level of performance since it expands the tolerable limits of

error in computed system d_rnamics. In addition, a requirement

for active stability augmentation would necessitate the same

studies; and a comparison of physical characteristics vs. per-

formanoe levels will be of interest at the detailed design

stage.

In defining the control law for the active system, the

central hub is taken as the subsatellite position reference, and

maneuver requirements are founded on the hub dynamics. A promi-

nent feature emerging from each area of study is that the

desirable mode of precession is that produced by maintaining

the spin axis in alignment with a geocentric radial, i.e.,
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by a precession rate equal to the orbital angular velocity.

Open loop considerations for the hub control system include

gravity gradient effect, spin stability, torquing methods,

and parametric trade-off of spin rate, spin axis inertia,

precession and required control torques. Orbital position

control (station keeping) of the hub was not considered since

the necessary techniques are numerous and well-known.

The dynamic equations for subsatellite relative position

control were derived and the required forces computed, for a

worst-case condition in which the subsatellites are treated as

free bodies requiring independent control. Subsatellite orien-

tation control is expected to follow the design of the hub

attitude controller with appropriate simplifications.

1.3.4 External Forces

The effects of solar electromagnetic radiation, gravity

gradient, magnetic moment, meteoroids and solar flare particles

on KWOT were considered and numerical values were derived.

Various aspects of the structural dynamic characteristics of

KWOT were investigated under certain simplifying assumptions.

The constraints on deployment velocity and the cable sag due

to centrifugal force were analyzed in terms of the structural

characteristics. The frequencies of the normal modes of lateral

vibration of the cables in response to an external disturbance

of the structure are given. The response of the extremely flexi-

ble KWOT structure to the complete perturbation environment was
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not considered since a computerized study is required.

1.3.5 Deplgyment

Certain elements of desirable deployment operations follow

naturally from control system and structural requirements, es-

pecially the optimum deployment orientation and maximum deploy-

ment velocity. A parametric investigation of deployment rates

and fuel consumption for self-ferrying operation of the sub-

satellites is given, together with pa_am_L_2_ ou_v_ f_r _ub-

satellite relative motion.

,._.o Out-of-Plane o_,uotural Stability

Consideration was given to means of enhancing the out-

of-plane stiffness of the KWOT system, and a preliminary design

for a feasible structure was generated. At this time, external

stiffening is not specifically recommended; the information

generated during this study is presented as an appendix for

possible future use.



SECTION II

DYNAMIC EQUATIONS

2.1 GENERAL

The general problem of analyzing a system depends upon

the reference frame considered. Therefore in order to develop

the dynamic equations used in the feasibility study and to

_olsely determine the manuever requirements which are im-

plied by the mission requirements, appropriate coordinate systems

must be defined at the outset. The first part of this sec$ion

defines a coordinate system that is useful in studying a KWOT

spacecraft which maneuvers in such a way as to cause an essen-

tially body-fixed sensor to sweep out a spherical volume in

some specified time.

A study of the feasibility of stabilizing and controlling

a satellite with the degree of flexibility of the KWOT in-

volves formidable problem, s in the fields of control system

synthesis and structural _yDamics.

Initial feasibillty _tudies have necessitated a number

of simplifications of the equations of motion of the satellite.

Subsequent design studies however will take into account the

effects of the numerous degrees of freedom chosen to represent

the flexible exet_rsions of the elements of the satellite sys-

tem.
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For this reason it was felt that the control system

studies should be defined in two separate areas.

1. Dynamlo equations for a control system which will

generate the required precessions of a rigid body satellite hav-

ing the same deployed shape as the actual satellite which is

presented as the second part of this section, and

2. Further studies on a control system which will stabi-

lize the flexible satellite and maintain the shape of the rhombic

antenna within specified limits.

This part of the control system study necessitated a

mathematical definition of the flexible satellite and it is

this particular aspect of the total problem which is the subject

of the third part of this section.

A structural model of KWOT was conceived for the purpose

of this study. The underlying principle guiding the preliminary

design effort was the desire to generate a structure which, al-

though tenuous, would behave as nearly linearly as possible in

_-esponse to forces. The development of the structural equations

are presented in part four of this section.
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2.2 COORDINATE SYSTEMS DEFINITION

In order to determine maneuver requirements which are im-

plied by mission requirements, appropriate coordinate systems

must be defined at the outset. This is required so that the

above requirements may be stated with precision. The coordinate

systems to be _efined subsequently are based on the following

a_umed ground rules:

a) The spacecraft is to be spin stabilized.

and at an altitude of 60,000 km.

c) The spacecraft is to maneuver in such a way as to

cause an essentially body-fixed sensor to sweep

out a spherical volume in some specified time.

A sketch of the orbit-earth-sun geometry over the course

of a year is presented in Figure 2.2-1.

Coordinate Sets

(1) Inertial Frame (Figure 2.2-2)

A preliminary inertial frame is first defined as

follows:

_ - A unit vector originating at the spacecraft

c.g. and pointing in the direction of the first

point in Aries.

I /

_i - A unit vector normal to _i and in the ecliptic.
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(2)

l

Yi - A unit vector in such a direction as to com-

plete a right handed system.

Primary Inertial Frame

The primary inertial frame may now be defined as

that frame resulting from a positive rotation about

/

the Z i axis through an angle _ = 23027 ' so that the

X_i axis lies in the equatorial plane. This primary

l_Aextlal frame, sho_ in _4_,_ _ ___ 4_ __

as x_i,Xi, zi.

A reference frame (Xr, Yr' Zr) is defined with res-

pect to the inertial frame. Both of these frames

are shown in Figure 2.2-3. The reference frame is

related to the inertial frame by two conventional

Euler rotations. The first (yaw) rotation is about

the Z i axis th_'ough an angle _r" The second (roll)

rotation is about the displaced X i axis through an

angle _r" The reference frame is that frame which

traces out the desired scan pattern with zero error,

i.e., _r and _r take on all values and their time

derivatives _r and _r are constant.

(4) Body Frame (Figure 2.2-4)

The body axis frame is embedded in the spacecraft

with its center at the nominal vehicle c.g. It is
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related to the reference frame by a conventional

set of Euler rotations, i.e., the standard sequence

of yaw-pltch-roll rotations is utilized. The per-

tinent geometry is defined in Figure 2.2-4 and the

orientation of the satellite in the body frame is

shown in Figure 2.2-1. The Euler angles _, _, and

_therefore are the amount whicherror angles, by

the satellite _eviates from its desired position.

Transformation Matrices

The transformation of a vector qu_utity expressed in

terms of one of the coordinate systems defined previously to

another coordinate system is given by the relationships indicated

diagrammatically in Figure 2.2-5. The subscript outside of the

bracket indicates the instantaneous axis about which the rotation

takes place. The signed quantity inside the bracket is the

positive angle through which the coordinate set is rotated to

reach the coordinate set, going in tl_e direction indicated by

the sense of the arrow. Reversal of direction is accompanied

by a reversal of the qu_tlty inside the brackets.

The matrices corresponding to these transformations in

the direction indicated are given by

C_ 5_ o

-$A CA o

o o I

(2.2-i)
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Cv,_ s_r o

- s_,,. cy-,. o

o o !
m

(2.2-2)

i o o

o c_ _,_

o -sq_ c._

(2.2-3)

Cy. 5y. o

-_Y- CF- 0

o o I

(2.2-4)

C.oo
5e o c_ (2.2-5)

I _ 0 0
o c_ s_

o -_ c_
(2.2-6)

where
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2.3 CONTROL SYSTEM EQUATIONS

Main Spacecraft Equations of Motion

The purpose of this seotlon is to develop the equations

of motion for the main spacecraft and to examine these equations

so as to determine, on a preliminary basis, the simplifloations

which are permissible.

It is well known that the equations of motion of a rigid

body may be written in the forms

"q- I

'YI

'xl
b

"Ira, Iv

"lq "lTs

°IW| ° G@ W 0

+ 3_i

-lye Iv,"

o -I_

I_v o

Ivl÷

(2.3-1)

•Ir, I.

"I_y &l_

Where:

= torque about point "o" fixed in the body,

expressed in body coordinates

x_(b_b= angular velocity of the body (b) frame withrespect to an inertial frame as seen in the

body axis system and expressed in body
coordinates.

Considering the main spacecraft geometry and the desire

to spin the vehicle about its _b axis, the following simplify-

ing assumptions are ma_es

11-12
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In addition it is assumed that the mass is distributed in the

main spacecraft in such a way that the products of inertia

wz_h respect to the oh.sen ............_ ___ ..... • ..... • _ _T_QP.L"_,L_U _U4_4_,d. ,,

these assumptions Equation 2.3-1 may be rewritten:

(2.3-2)

r.

Ty

I. 0

0 0

I

]z ._I]

0 0 0

o o _a

_ly x o o

The next step in the analysis is the evaluation of _0 (_o_.')_

_.,.,,__n_ular velocity may be written as:

(2.3-3)

_here

= angular velocity of the reference (r) frame with

respect to the inertial (i) frame expressed in

body coordinates.

_ = angular velocity of the body (b) frame with

respect to the reference frame expressed in

body coordinates.



Equation 2.3-3 may be rewritten in erpande_ form as:

(2.3-_)

where, from the definitions of coordinate frames previously given:

(2.3-5)
i

e

O

a

Letting S = Sine

C : Cosine

The transformation matrices may be written:

_I'T-"

Ft 0 -- S® 1

l_ cm s_co ]
- _ c_ ce

I O O

0 -5_¢ c@ r

CeC_ _.e%?

C,_ SeSy -$ecY

_,_C_

c@Ce

(2.3-6)
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Substituting Equations 2.3-5 and 2.3-6 into 2.3-4:

c.c_. (c.s,s,_-s.qO,_, *_ s,,;

(2.3-7)

The time derivative of Equation 2.3-7, as seen in the body frame

is:

(2.3-8)

For the proper operation of the control system, angles _,#and

@ remain small. Hence, a considerable simplification can be

effected by making appropriate approximations to the above

expressions. Equations 2.3-7 and 2.3-8 may be reduced to:

zz-z5



(s6e-,,,.')_,.,. [(,-,e_,'ls_ .,._,c°,.] A. "e "_
(2.3-9)

If products of Euler rate and angles characterizing the main

spacecraft matrix are ignored, Equation 2.3-10 may be

to the form:

"1

1
. _') itJ

Similarly, Equation 2.3-9 reduces to:

'" _,,Ik$_ 1

I

L.%,

(2.3-:0)

simplified

(2.3-:l)

(2.3-:2)
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Substituting Equations 2.3-11 and 2.3-12 into Equation 2.3-2

yields the slmpllfle_ equation of motion for the main spacecraft.

(2.3-13)

-W,,

o

Equation 2.3-13 represents the simplified equation of

motion for tBe main spacecraft and will serve as a point of

departure for _ynamlcal studies leading to synthesis of the

main spacecraft attitude controller.
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2.4 STRUCTURAL - DYNAMIC EQUATIONS

The d_mlo system has been formulated in six "rigid-

body" degrees of freedom plus translational motion of the

various components of the satellite with respect to the cylindri-

cal center body. The rigid bo_7 motion will be defined as rota-

tions about and translations along the bo_7 axes of the satellite

(Figure 2.4-1) end the flexible degrees of freedom will consist

of a_dltlonal motion of the satellite components _eflned in the

form of mod.es of distortion.

EWOT satellite can be represented as a structure having

linear stiffness characteristics provldlng the assumed deforma-

tions are small an_ providing no "slack" occurs in any of the

interconnecting cables. These assumptions put some limitations

on subsequent analysis but any more sophisticated approach would

result in equations of unmanageable size. It will be shown

that the structural potential energy of the satellite may be

expressed in terms of a stiffness matrix which relates the dis-

placements of the satellite components from their stabilized

position to the restoring force arising from tensions in the

restraining cables. The fact that the cables are already in a

state of tension in the initially "stabilized and spinning"

configuration is acoountecl for.

The choice of structural degrees of freedom requires

some explar_tlon. The structural _esTees of free_om coul_ be

IZ-18



_O0..DINA_ uSX, Y, Z BODY AXIS _ = T m_

XO' YO' ZO - Components of Inertial Velocity

of Body Axis Origin Along Body

Axes X, Y, and Z.

Figure 2.4-1 Satellite in Undisturbed Configuration
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Configuration
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Figure 2.4-2 Satellite in Disturbed Configuration
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deflned as displacements of each "lumped mass" element of the

satellite with respect to the satellite oenterbody in the X,

Y, and Z dlreotions. Such a choice would however result in

equations of motion complicated by the Inoluslon of cross in-'

ertias and cross stiffnesses occurring in both the rigid body

and flexible equations. The orthogonality properties of normal

modes offer a beneficial simplification to the dynamic equation_

of motion often used in this type of problem. Therefore the

generalized coordinates of the flexibility degrees of freedom

are defined in terms of free body normal modes. With such a

choice of modes the origin of the body axes will always be at

the center of gravity of the flexible satellite, and the inertial

position of the cylindrical center body at any time will be a

function of the six rigid body degrees of freedom plus the

generalized coordinates of the flexible modes. (Figure 2.4-2)

It will be noted that exclusion of the flexibility degrees

of freedom from the dynamic equations of motion will result in

the familiar Ealer equations of motion for principal axes (due

to the symmetry of the satellite's initial deployed shape).

The Lagrangian expression in body axis variables (as

opposed to inertial coordinates) is unwieldy and the equations

of motion in the six rigid body degrees of freedom are more

conveniently derived by equating external forces to a summation

of mass x acceleration assuming the internal forces are self

11-20
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equilibrating. These resulting expressions are as follows:

and

V

F.,. • Y_.._ w_oLv
V

v

(2.4-i)

(2.4-2)

|

The equations of motion of the flexible degrees of freedom

are conveniently derived using the Lagrange equation

(2.4-3)

where Qi is a generalized force

For gravity gradient the generalized force in the structural mode

can be written as q_([,_o,OJ _ _ _'_ • (Qi for rigid body

degrees of freedom are identical to those in Section 4.2.2.)

Formulation of Dynamic E_uations of Motion

The general expression of velocity of point (X, Y, Z)

in the satellite structural system may be written as

(2.4-4)

II-21
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where the components are:

@

inertial velocity components of the

(2.4-5)

$ 0

_ghere Xo, Yo and Z o are the

body axis origin in the body axis directions and X, Y and Z are

velocities of structural elements in body axis directions.

The Kinetic Engergy (T) is:

and consequently:

J_

(2.4-6)

Now the position of any elements as shown in Figure 2.#-3, in

the body axis system may be _rritten as:

y- Y, * _V_tv _L(_ _

where (Xr, Yr and Z r) are the rigid body coordinates of the

element and hix is the structural displacement in the X direc-

tion in the ith normal mode and hiy and hiz have similar
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definitions.

flexibility mode.

Differentiating Equation 2.4-7

_ is the generalized coordinate of the ith

one obtainss

(2.4-8)

It should be noted that if the structural degrees of freedom

are free-free normal modes of vibration, then the body axis

origin will be at the deformed bod_ c.g., and

_ _a_ (2.4-9)

Also

_,; ._; • _s_ ;.. _,_:. _ • _.o
(2.4-10)

Using the modal orthogonality condition

(2.4-11)

where Iix is the contribution of the displacements in the X

direction to the total inertia of the ith normal mode

(2.4-12)

(2.4-_3)
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Summations of _ _a and _ _m_a will result in similar expres-

sions to Equations 2.4-11, 2.4-12 and 2.4-13.

In addition, if the flexibility mode system is divided

into three sets of modes, each set having displacements of the

structural elements in one body axis direction only, (i.e., a

set of X deflection, Y deflection, and Z deflection modes) then

it is possible to make further simplifications to the dynamic

problem.

We have

-_ -_ ....... IW " "'_y " "_l"
(2.4-14)

)

where for the ith mode there are only values for hix o__rhiy

o__rhiz.

Also if the ith mode is an 'X deflection' mode then

(2._-15)

and

(2.4-16)

which expands to

(2.4-17)
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Also

It should be noted that

(2.4-19)

since the body axes will lie along the principal axes of the

satellite in the undisturbed configurations. The expansions

of _y_ , Z_ ,Z_YZ , and Z_X_ have been omitted since

they follow the same pattern as the ones given in full above.

The above equations may now be substituted into the ex-

pression for kinetic energy (2.4-6) which results in:

(2.4-20)
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• . _._"_°&" "_, ,_ --- ............

(2.4-21)

The required

flexible mode is:

expression for the Lagrange equation of each

(2.4-22)

Before this expression is expanded it should be noted that the

terms appearing in the expression for kinetic energy as ZD_z

Z_XYetc. may be expanded in the form

zI-z?



Also

(2.4-24)

V i
(2.4-25)

It should also be noted that

(2.4-26)

W%

V
(2.4-27)

Using the above equations, the Lagrange expression (2.4-22)

for the pth mode becomes
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' (2.4-28)

+ L_x ÷

The above expression gives the inertial contribution to

the equation of motion of the pth structural degree of free-

dom in the most general case. In a particular problem it will

be realized that a large number of expressions may be eliminated

on the grounds that they are second order terms.

It is felt however that the initial formulation of the

dynamic problem should include all second order terms since

it is possible that a oertain number of them will be signifi-

cant due to the extreme flexibility of the KWOT configuration.
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The "rigid body" equations of motion will be derived

from more basio concepts using Equations 2.4-1 and 2.4-2.

From Equatlon 2.4-4:

_r
(2.4-29)

(2.4-3o)

(2.4-31)

Expanding Equation 2.4-31 yields:

o@

(2.4-32)

Similarly

(2.4-33)

and

(2.4-34)
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Consider the equation:

(2.4-35)

Then
(2._-36)

since the resultant internal forces of a structure free in space

can only equate to zero.

......... _._-p_ in 2._-_6

and in similar fashion

and

• _,_:_o -- _ F_ Cex'_._,

body
translation

equ_tlons

(2.4-39)

The absence of coupling terms with the flexibility modes is due

to the choice of free-free normal modes plus an origin which is

always at the e.g. of the total system.

Consider equation

(2.4-40)
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therefore

(2.4-41)

,J

The Moment equation about the X axis is:

This expression gives the inertial contribution to the moment

equation about the X axis. It will be noted that we could

separate the following expression out of the total expression
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which is of course, Ixx_where IXX is the rigid body inertia

about the X axis and _X is the rigid body acceleration.

Derivation of Structural Potential and Formulation of
Structural De_rees of Freedom

The potential part of the Lagrange expression must now

be considered. The general form of the potential expression

occurring in the Lagrange equation is

(3 h_hh_
_@ ' ' ' I

At present considering only the _erivation of the above expression

(2.4-44) we will restrict ourselves to deriving the structural

potential alone.

In any flexible system one is faced with the problem of

assigning degrees of freedom to the structure. It is obvious

that there are an infinite number of degrees of freedom of any

continuous structure m_d that the choice of a limited number of

these degrees of freedom is a necessary simplification of the

true facts.

In the Lagrangean concept the total configuration at any

time (t) is represented as a superposition of the various

generalized coordinates of the system. One may write this as

•r_
oll _u_c'l'_o_ o_- *_¢_

(2.4-U5)
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It will be noted that the particular choice of coordinates re-

sults in the following expression for structural potential.

(2.4-46)

The "rigid body" condition defined previously may be described

as the initial stabilized structural state in the fully deployed,

spinniug configuration. Since the structure is already in a state

of strain in this stabilized state it is possible to define the

potential energy as

( 2.4-47 )

where _ is the perturbation in structural potential energy due

to structural distortion from the initial stabilized configura-

tion.

For small deformations from the original shape, no slack

will develop in the load carrying cables since these cables are

in an initial strained state. It is therefore possible to con-

sider the satellite as a linear structural system under this

condition.

A stiffness matrix for the initially strained structure

may be defined in the following manner. Figure 2.4-4 illustrates

the definition of the stiffness at point P in the body axis
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direction Z. It will be noted that cables A and B are In a

state of tensiQn in the initial configuration resulting in a

net force acting on element P in the -Z direction. In displac-

ing element P through _a there will be an increase in the

force acting on P in the -Z direction. This increment in force

may be considered as a restoring force _ _ where _F_ and _

are related through

A_ h_z A i

where hp_ is the stiffness of the structure at point P in the

Z direction.

It is possible in thlsmanner to define a stiffness matrix

for the complete structure.

l

(2.4-49)

Consider any element P of the satellite structure. The

total work done on P in taking it from its initial position

through a distance _ m (see figure 2.4-4) can be written as

(2.¢-5o)
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Figure 2.4-4 Definition Structural Stiffness in P Direction.
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where Foz is the cable restraining force acting on P in the

Z negative direction in the initial configuration. Thus the

increase in potential energy associated with a displacement

is

(2.4-51)

It follows, therefore, that the total potential energy of the

structure may be expressed in the form

(2.4-52)

where _ is a column vector of element displacements in the body

axis X, Y, and Z directions, E is the structure stiffness matrix

defined in Equation 2.4-49 and F o is a column vector of struc-

tural forces acting on each element of the satellite in the

initial configuration. The latter terms may be derived from

static load considerations at the prescribed satellite spin

rate.

Equation 2.4-52 exhibits the general form of the potential

energy expression for a linear structure with certain additions

due to the particular definition of the stiffness matrix used

in this study. It is now possible to transform from the re-

lative displacements _ to the generalized coordinates of the
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structural modes. This transformation will take the form

(2.4-53)

or for the particular modes selected for this problem

o hy o

O o hz

(2._.-5_.)

where hx is a set of column vectors of displacements of the

satellite elements in the X direction for the "X" type modes

and _x is the corresponding column vector of generalized co-

ordinates for these modes, etc.

Thus the potential energy of the structure may be ex-

pressed in terms of the generalized coordinates of the struc-

ture in the form

(2.4-55)

Differentiating partially with respect to the generalized co-

ordinate s
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2.5 STRUCTURALEQUATIONS

A structural model of EWOT was conceived for the purpose

of an engineering feasibility study. The underlying principle

guiding the preliminary design effort was the desire to generate

a structure which, although tenuous, would behave as nearly

linearly as possible in response to forces. The precise nature

and magnitude of some forces such as solar pressure, gravity

gradient, and guyingwlre body forces, were not acco,_uted for

at this stage of analysis. However initial estimates were es-

tablished of the limitations of forces under which the st_cture

could be assumed to behave linearly.

Under these linearized conditions, it was possible to per-

form the necessary small deflection theory stress analysis for

the preliminary design of the guying wires used to maintain the

peripheral satellites' relative positions.

The initial phase of this investigation was limited to

a simplified plan_r model of the conceptual KWOT. The system's

stiffness matrix was calculated and is given later in this

section.

Analysis- GeneralA_rqach

In order to restrict the obviously tenuous KWOT structure

to a regime of linear response, the most compelling geometri-

cal layout of the structure is that of a pin-Jointed truss

with straight members. In order to maintain such a shape,
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many guying wires will be required. The conceptual study is

given later. A structure of this type is statically indeter-

minate, having more force-carrying members than independent

equations of statics from which to determine member forces

caused by the loads applied to the structure.

The stiffness method of analysis was used to solve this

problem. The deflections of the Joints of the structure are

given by

in which E_B is the stiffness matrix, _ represents the un-

known deflection and _w I represents the externally applied

forces or the mechanical forces equivaltent to their effect to

thermal distortlon_ The individual stiffness matrices of the

structural elements are multiplied by the pertinent deflections

after they are obtained from the soluUion of 2.5-1. The re-

sult is the set of internal forces required to bring about

the compatible and equilibrated state-of-being defined by

2.5-1.

The element deflections are related to the common in-

dependent displacements of the structure by the kinematic

relations:

(2.5-2)
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Applying the Principle of Virtual Work, results in:

(2.5-3)

where _ consists of the structural element stiffness matrices

arranged along the diagonal of a square matrix. However, _/_ ]

may also be generated by the suitable addition of element stiff-

ness matrices after they have been transformed to the common

coordinate system. This has been done for the simplified pro-

blem presently under study.

r 7

Finally, one obtains the element forces IF_:
_ J

(2.5-4a)

(2.5-4)

The rigidly supported degrees of freedom of the structure

do not appear in any of the Equations 2.5-1 through 2.5-4, for

simplicity of exposition.

Conceotual Model

The basic configuration of the antenna, hub structure,

and four peripheral control satellites was stabilized by

a truss-like system of interconnected ribbons shown in Figure

2.5-1. A solid web of 0.0005 in. "Mylar" plastic, for the

plane of the antenna, was also considered. However, the
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weight of the required quantity of the Mylar material was pro-

hibitive. An attempt was made to make all members as short as

possible in order to maximize the stiffness of the system for

the least amount of weight. It has been assumed throughout

this study that the ribbons cannot take compression loadings,

and therefore the centrifugal forces on the satellites are

depended upon to generate the necessary pre-tension in the

ribbons.

Figure 2.5-1 shows the basic ties used to maintain the

in-plane rhomboid shape of the anter_. Opposing centrifugal

forces maintain the positions of many points along the antenna

in a straight line through the medium of the guying ribbons.

Only a limited number of ribbons are sho_cn to illustrate the

basic arrangement. The final configuration should have con-

necting points spaced approximately 50 meters apart. If wires,

of ordinary circular cross-section, were used the probability

of kinking and tangling during deployment would be very great.

The more practical scheme therefore is the use of a set of

ribbons instead. The Joints would be formed by predetermined

spot heat sealing or a suitable adhesive during assembly,

similar to the manufacture of honeycomb core. The ribbon

assembly would then be folded into a suitable package to fit

into the central hub. Deployment would then cause expansion

of the ribbon structure, similar to the expansion of honey-

comb core,
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This Half Shows 0nly
Antenna Rhombus

Stabilization

This Half Shows Only

Peripheral Eibbon
Stabilization

Figure 2.5-1 KWOT Conceptual Model Structure
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The Simplified Planar Model

For the purpose of a planar dynamic analysis, a simpli-

fied planar model of the antenna has been used to define

initial stiffness characteristics of the KWOT. This model is

shown in Figure 2.5-2. The design, i.e., the cross-sectional

areas of the guying ribbons is based upon standard load

criteria and the loads in the deployed steady state condition.

Assume that the tension is established suddenly at the

moment of incipient tension during deployment. The resulting

conservative dynamic load factor is 2. Linear behavior is

required. Assume Mylar type A coated, so that room tempera-

ture (about 65°F) will prevail in the ribbon. The material

properties are then the stress at 2% offset, F2% offset, and

the ultimate stress, F(ultimate)

F2% offset

Fult

E

= 12000 psi

= 25000 psi

= 0.55 x 106 psi

Design of Guying Ribbons

Design condition i:

Rotational velocity _ = 2_/hr.

Design condition 2:

Rotation velocity co = 2W/hr.

Tangential control force nullifying centrifugal

tension in the peripheral ribbon.
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Figure 2.5-2 KWOT Simplifie_ Structural Model



CONDITION I

/
T

F

I_- 1,,n_" I "

Tr F' _

Centrifugal force F causes tension T in circum-

ferential ribbon. Assume only the circumferential

ribbon is tensioned, where:
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e, 45"

COl_l) |'TION ;Z
i i

T,,o_,, v

/
T,°T

T *;_ 4'_° "V

•".Vvn_,a = F

This Is therefore the design condition and thus

4

"I'ma x - Z, o.I_,T2

,,1.T4.q I_>.

(2.5-5)

(2.5-5a)



Areqd = T,,_,, (2..5-6)

_.ooo " °'t45z1t°'_ i_'

(2._5-6a)

I//// ,,/ / / .,, / // // f/-I

_'_ _/" O._,6¢1e" -U-I

I O.OOO,R'

Assume t = .0005

Then W = A = 0.0726 x 10 -3

0.0005

= 0.289 in.

Ultimate Load = 1.5 x Design Limit

Design Limlt = i.I x Design Load

Ultimate Loa_ - 1.65 x 1.744

= 2.88 lb.

= 2.88 x 103 psi

'" .1 5'2

= 19800 psi

M.S. = Fult - 1 = 26%

_ult

By making all ribbons this size, the actual strut-

ture is overstrength by inspeotion.
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Check on A_licability of SMall Reflection Theory

Consider the displacements of the outer satellite due

to a combination of tangential and radial forces as shown in

diagram below.

i %o i
Then

T¢ • 1.7_14 Ibs.

Elongation of

a t - t _. - _"t.

O"w
A.

Thus

A_ : O.OZI8
%



This is in the elastic range, and the geometric change

is negligible. Hence linear behavior of the structure may

be assumed.

The E_40T Stiffness Matrix

The stiffness matrix is shown in its literal form in

Figure 2.5-3 and numerically in Figure 2.5-4 for certain assumed

section properties. The final matrix of the simplified planar

model will reflect necessary changes in the antenna material

and section properties.

As an initial estimate, sufficient ribbons will be assumed

in the actual structure to give the effect of 100 times the

design area of the peripheral ribbon to the simplified model

members. The simplified model members are assumed to sustain

only positive forces.

Member

i-5

3-5

0-3

0-5

i-3

Simplified Mo%el Bar Stiffnesses

Lengths Are__.__a

23,196 ft. 1.45 x 10 -2

16,907 ft.

4,090 ft.

16,405 ft.

12,315 ft.

AE lb.

k=L in.

.0286

.0392

.1675

.o4o5

.0536
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Figure 2.5-3 KWOT Literal Planer Stiffness Matrix
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Stiffness Matrix in lb./in.
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I
I

!
_u

(2._-56)

The above equation will yield, In matrlx form, the requlre_

Lagrange expressions for structural stlfDness. Operation

will Fiel_ a stiffness matrix of the form

l_v. _yy Kyz

[ IT[E]

(2._-57)

where the KXX, El_/ an_ EZZ portions will have a diagonal form

due to orthogonalization but the partitioned cross stiffness

matrices will be non-zero due to the restraints impose_ on

the elements in the X, Y, o= Z type modes.

Procedure for Determinin_ Orthogonal Mo_es

The general procedure for orthogonallzing the structural

degrees of freedom of the satellite is routine.

The eigenveotors of the satellite for the "center body

flxe&" configuration must be determined. The general equation

takes the form
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where[El is the stlffness matrlx of the elements of the satel-

lite in the X, Y, or Z directions in the "center body fixed"

configuration andrOS is the corresponding diagonal mass matrix.

Solutions to this equation glve a set of elgenvalues and corres-

ponding elgenveotors.

Each set of modes determined in the above manner can be

"freed" by releasing the appropriate translational constraint

which was imposed on the center body. It will be noted that

the rotational constraints on the satellite center body are

not released and it follows that this procedure will lead to

cross inertia terms between the rigid body rotations and modes

determined in the above manner.

The restraint imposed on the center body such that it is

permitted to translate, but not rotate about its own axes im-

plies that the inertial angular orientation of any measuring

system installed within the center body would only be a func-

tion of the 'rigid body' rotation coordinates whose rates are

_X' _Y' _Z'

The KWOT configuration is structurally symmetric about

3 planes. This property may be used to effect economies in

the computation of normal modes of vibration. This economy
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is achieved by computing a stiffness matrix for one half of

the structure and calculating a flexibility matrix (by inver-

sion of the stiffness matrix) for symmetric and antisymmetric

motion of the component elements on either side of a plane of

symmetry. (Figure 2.4-5)

I
I

Figure 2.4-5 Symmetric and Antisymmetric Geometry



For computational purposes the masses and flexibilities of

elements for one half of the structure will be considered and

the elements lying in the plane of symmetry for the anti-

symmetric case will be neglected since they will have no motion.

For the example indicated in Figure 2.4-5 one would have

three degrees of freedom in case b (see figure) and only one

degree of freedom in case c (see figure).

The subdivision of each set of X, Y, or Z type modes into

symmetric and antisymmetric modes results in a further economy

in the dynamic equations since the symmetric modes will have

no inertial coupling with rigid body rotations (_X,_y, _Z )

and the antisymmetric modes will have no cross inertias with

rigid body translation (Xo, Yo, Zo)"

A great number of terms occurring in the dynamic equations

of motion involve summation of the products of masses and rigid

body coordinates and/or model displacements, e.g._J__x

Terms of this type may be readily computed by matrix operations

after the mode displacements (hix) have been computed.

A stiffness matrix for the basic KWOT structure has been

defined previously. In this particular example it has been

assumed that the connecting cables remain straight. There-

fore the use of this stiffness matrix in calculating the

orthogonal modes of the structure implies that the following

assumptions have been made on the dynamic characteristics of
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the structure. These assumptions are as follows.

a. All cables remain in a continuous state of tension.

b. There is no cable sa_, i.e., the lateral stiffness

of the cables due to axial tension is large compared

with the inertial loads occurring on the cables

(function of cable mass).

o. Relative motions of the subsatellltes cause no slgnl-

floant curvature in the cables.

If studies show that the cable tension forces are low

enough and the inertial force hip enou_ to cause significant

distortion of the Interoonneotlng cables it will be necessary

to incorporate the elastlo and Luertial properties of the

cables into the structural mode analysis.
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SECTION III

PRECESSION - SPIN DYNA_4ICS CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 GENERAL

3.1.1 Introduction

The material which follows describes the results of

initial efforts in the area of KWOT position and attitude con-

trol. Two distinct approaches to this problem are possible.

These approaches may be differentiated by the relative emphasis

given to either passive or active control. The approach taken

in the effort described here was to concentrate heavily on active

control while considering passive control in a somewhat brief

manner. This approach was taken for a number of reasons. The

first and most important is that active control is more likely

to be able to produce an acceptable level of performance since

it permits much wider limits on allowable ignorance of exact

system dynamics. In addition_future studies may well show the

need for active stability augmentation and, therefore, substan-

tially the same ground would have to be covered in any event.

Finally, it is ultimately of interest to compare physical charac-

teristics (size - weight - power) requirements with achievable

performance levels when the detailed preliminary design stage

of the project is reached.

3.1.2 Active Control

There are, basically, four subsystems which may be re-

garded as comprising the KWOT active control system. These sys-

tems are defined as follows:
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a. Hub Absolute Pgsition Control System

This system has not been considered since it is,

essentiall_ a station keeping system and the techniques for

accomplishing this function are both numerous and well known.

In addition, depending on the final orbit selection, as well

as mission analysis, the KNOT drift rates may be found to re-

main within acceptable limits without any control.

b. Hub Attitude Control System

This subsystem has been investigated in some detail

with the results being presented in a subsequent paragraph.

o. SubsatelliteRelative Position control System

Preliminary studies have been initiated with regard

to the synthesis of this control system. These studies are

also described in a subsequent paragraph.

d. Subsatellite 0rientation Control SYStem

The purpose of this control system is to maintain

the orientation of the four subsatellites fixed with respect

to the hub. The design of the system should closely parallel

the design of the hub attitude controller, which will be des-

cribed in some detail. The attitude sensing problems for the

subsatellites will, however, be somewhat simpler than those

encountered in the hub attitude controller design.

3.1.3 Flexibility

In order to simplify the control design problem, the

effects of the structure have initially been omitted, i.e.,
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the control system design efforts have been aimed at synthesis

of a system whlch could function without any structure connect-

ing the subsatellites to each other and to the hub. This ap-

proach was taken because, as stated previously, inclusion of

the structural dyr_mlcs complicates the problem to the point

where it is very difficult to obtain the physical insight re-

qulred for intelligent control system design. In addition,

if the structure is subsequently determined to be incapable of

providing useful adequate restraints on subsatellite motion

the same ground would have to be covered to obtain a computa-

tion scheme for providing required force and torque increments.

In future studies, however, complete structural-rlgld dynamics

of the EWOT will be considered. The conceptual diagram of

Figure 3.1-1 shows the manner in which the interface will pro-

bably be handled. The outputs of one rigid body dynamics will

be used to define the inertial motions of the points of attach-

ment of the structure to the hubs and subsatellltes. The struc-

tural dynamic model will, in turn, have as an output the re-

action forces applied by the interconnecting structure to their

points of attachment.

3.1.4 Passive Control

A substantial amount of thought has been devoted to

passive means for controlling the KWOT vehicle. A basic con-

cept for a passive control system has been evolved. This con-

cept is desoribe_ In a qualitative manner below. It is to be
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emphasized, however, that the feasibility of such a system can

only be established by detailed dynamical studies, which are

well beyond the scope of the present effort, so that it can

only be said, at this time, that the concept appears to be

worthy of more intensive study.

This control technique utilizes gravity gradient torques

to achieve control of KWOT. If complete observation of a

spherical volume once every _blt I_ satlsf_otory then _ o_

m_y be chosen where the hub spin vector is precessed in the

orbit plane and at the negative of orbital rate so that the hub

spin vector always points along the local vertical towards the

Earth's center. In addition_it is assumed that the centrifugal

force resulting from the spinning hub is sufficient to cause

the plane of the subsatellites to remain essentially normal

to the hub spin axis. Finally, it is assumed that hub-axial

inertia rods may be used to enhance gravity gradient torques

so that they will be able to overcome the gyroscopic forces

induced by the spinning hub to a point that acceptable hub point-

ing accuracy may be achieved. Another possibility might be the

addition of an axial mounted wheel in the hub which spins at

such a rate that the hub-wheel combination has a zero set spin

angular momentum and, therefore, no set gyroscopic torque due

to spin.

It is reiterated, however, that extensive studies in-

cluding the effects of interim and thermal bending and induced
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loadings would have to be very carefully studied in order to

validate this concept.

3.2 MANEUVER REQUIREMENTS

3.2.1 Introduction

In this section a set of maneuver requirements are to

be derived. These requirements will be evolved from the

mission requirements in terms of motion of the reference frame

with respect to the inertial frame. The object of subsequent

attitude control subsystem synthesis efforts will then be the

evaluation of a system which will cause the body axis system

to be maintained in alignment with the reference frame within

specified tolerances.

3.2.2 Sensor Geometry and Mission Requirement

The primary goal of the KNOT spacecraft is to complete-

ly scan the heavens periodically. The sensor to be used for

this scanning may be defined, for purposes of control require-

ment definition, in terms of its field of view.

The spacecraft is sketched in Figure 3.2.1 while Figure

3.2.2 presents a schematic df the sensor field of view which

is assumed to be essentially fixed with respect to the body

axis frame.

From the sketch of Figure 3.2.3 it is easy to see that

the sensor boreslght direction nominally taken along _r' may

be expressed in the inertial frame as:

(3.2.1)
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Figure 3.2.1
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Figure 3.2.2
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_X_

Figure 3.2.3
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In order to establish the spacecraft maneuver require-

ments it now remains only to specify Y_r in terms of desired

functions of #r and _ r"

These requirements may be obtained, on a preliminary

basis in an intuitive fashion. It is easy to see that the Y-r

trajectory presented in Figure 3.2.4 will produce adequate

spatial coverage.

functions:

This trajectory corresponds to the angle

(3.2.2)

6,- = (3.2.3)

where _o and _o are the desired precession and spin rates res-

pectively. If _ is the conical scan angle then the maneuver

requirement is approximately:

_o _ 2_ _here K( > i) depends on (3.2.4)
the desired minimum

_o - _Q_ overlap.
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3.3 HUB CONSIDERATIONS(0PENLOOP)

3.3.1 Introductlon

The recommended concept for KWOT control requires that

a central body, at the hub of the overall configuration, be

utilized as a reference base for control of the subsatellites.

In this initial study it is considered that the supporting

structure provides no stiffness, thus the central body and sub-

satellites are treated as free bodies requiring independent

control. The inclusion of cable forces on the individual bodies

must be included eventually, but is considered to be beyond the

scope of this phase of the study.

This section of the study provides a first order evalua-

tion of the open loop characteristics of the central vehicle,

considered here to be a free body. The object here is to pro-

vide recommendations regarding open loop characteristics such

that well behaved dynamics suitable to this application are pro-

vided to ease the problem of closed loop control.

3.3.2 Precession at O_bital Angular Velocit _

The presently conceived KWOT concept requires that the

central axis spin at a particular rate to provide a circular

scan. The spin axis is then precessed to provide coverage of

the complete celestial sphere. A precession rate well suited

to the problem is that of orbital rate. It is well suited in

the sense that it considerably relieves the difficulty in
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sensing the direction of the spin axis. By precessing at

orbital angular velocity, the spin axis will be directed at

the earth under ideal conditions. By employing earth sensors

one has a measure of the spin axis misorientation by means of

error signals generated in tracking the earth's horizon.

In the following section, the orbital period and angular

velocity are computed for the altitude of KWOT.

The orbital _eriod for a circular orbit may be ohtaln_d

from the followi_ e_ression:

(3.3.1)

where go = 9.83 m/sec 2 (equatorial)

R e = earth equatorial radius = 6.378_106 m

R = geocentric satellite altitude - 6.6378_107m

Solving (3.3.1) one obtains the period to be 1.696 x 105 sec.

or 47.1 hrs.

The purpose of this section is to obtain a comparison

of gravitational torques with the torques required to precess

the spinning central vehicle at a rate equal to the orbital

angular velocity.

With a vehicle having its "long" axis directed toward

the local vertical, the gravitational torques about the cross
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body axes of maximum inertia are approximately:

(3.3.2)

where:

_i= (Ima x - Ilong)

_= angle off local vertical

G o = orbital angular velocity.

For the case of interest:

N

/_I = I00,000 slug ft. 2

tOo = 3.7 x 10"5 rad/sec.

and "_q_v = 4. ll x l0 -4 sin (lb.-ft.)

3.3.3 Torque Required to Precess at Orbital Angular Velocity

Based on an antenna beam width of 6° and a desire for 3°

overlap per spin rotation, a spin rate of 120 times the pre-

cession rate is required.

For precession at orbital frequency then, the required

spin rate is:

= 120 x 3-7 x l0 -5 rad/sec.

= 4.44 x l0 -3 rad/sec.

From Section II the body torque equations representing

motion of the control body with respect to the reference frame

are rewritten as:
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(3.3.3)

(3.3.4)

(_._._)

From equations (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) it is seen tha$ the

last two terms represent the control torques required to cause

the body frame to rotate with the reference frame. This is

seen by letting the Euler angles and their rates equal zero.

The remaining terms in the y and z equations respectively are:

o

÷ _- _Ix co:, (_.,. (3.3.6)

Equations (3.3.6) and (3.3.7) when expressed in inertial

coordinates provide the following resultant torque:
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° o s st=q- ;_= { 3 • 3.8)

_W_¢ess= I,_q x 1o _- tb,

It is seen from the previous calculations in this sec-

tion that gravitational torques are several orders of magnitude

smaller (for any appreciable angle of the long axis off the

local vertical) than that required for precession at orbital

frequency.

Orientation of the cylinder along the local vertical is

a preferred orientation from the point of view of sensing

vehicle orientation. For the configuration under study with

the deslreE splnand precession rates, local vertical orienta-

tion does not however provide sufficient torque to further

consider gravity gradient stabilization.

It is not considered feasible to utilize the entire

a_te_s/subsatellite configuration due to the extreme non-

rigidity of the connecting structure. Further study may show

that gravity stabilization _s a feasible technique for the

KWOT configuration only if sufficient stiffness is inherent

in the connecting structure. For the structure presently

under study it is not felt that this is the case.

3.3.4 Stability of the Central Spinning Body

a. Stability During Precessiqn

The purpose of this section is to investigate
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stability aspects of the central body during combined rotational

and precessional motion. The object here is to provide as

stable a motion as possible during precession and rotation so

that the control system can perform its task more easily in

establishing the central vehicle as a reference for control of

the subsatellites.

Moment equations of the central vehicle in terms

^_ body_ axes _"

o
(3.3.11)

Torques required for precession expressed in terms

of body axes are:

"I"b = L_xCOpI _ =os (3.3.12)

"_ = -- CO_ LOp _..x _'n _ (3.3.13)

Assuming external moments are zero and that

ly = Iz _ Io, equations 3.3.9, 3.3.10, and 3.3.11 are expressed
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as follows when torques required for precession are included:

O

I lO x = 0 (3.3.14)

(3.3.15)

Body rates expressed in terms of reference frame

rates are the following:

(3.3.17)

@

(3.3.18)

(3.3.18)

"Stability" in the sense used here means the

ability of the central satellite to maintain the body veloci-

ties expressed in equations 3.3.17, 3.3.18, and 3.3.19. This

implies that the body will precess in the desiredmanner.

Thereforejwe wish to examine equations 3.3.15 and

3.3.16 an_ its parameters to obtain the velocities of equations

3.3.18 and 3.3.19 as closely as possible when under the in-
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fluence of the appropriate forcing function. Equations 3.3.18

and 3.3.19 are exact solutions to equations 3.3.15 and 3.3.16

which can be verified by differentiating 3.3.18 and 3.3.19 and

substituting into equations 3.3.15 and 3.3.16. The question

of stability during forced precession by application of con-

trol torques is not a significant one, when the exact forcing

function is applied. How exact the applied control torques

any physical system will not be perfect, certain degradations

performance close_ loop analysis of the final control system

configuration is required.

A further question regarding stability of the cen-

tral vehicle exists which bears some discussion. That is the

nutation of the central body during spin either without pre-

cession or during precession. If the spinning body is sub-

Jected to extraneous torques or if the control torques are

not perfect, nutation will occur• Nutation is most clearly

discussed for the case of spin without precession. The nuta-

tion frequency for this case is, however, identical for the

precessional case.

b. S_in Stability Without Precession

Rewriting equations 3.3.15 and 3.3.16)but without

the precessional torque term_will provide the required equations

for stability examination of the spinning central body.
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(3.3.20)

Zo _ + _ _ (Io-l_)=o

differentiating equation 3.3.20

and substituting equation 3.3.21 into equation 3.3.22

(3.3.21)

(3.3.22)

= 0 (3.3.23)

This equation is seen to be stable (non divergent)

regardless of whether the spin axis inertia (I x ) is greater or

less than Io. It is well known, however, that if the body

is not rigid and energy dissipation takes place through struc-

tural deformation that the system is stable only if spinning

about an axis of maximum inertia.

It is therefore recommended that the central body

be configured such that the cylinder axis is one of maximum

inertia.

Note that the term in brackets (equation 3.3.23)

defines the nutation frequency (sometimes called coning or

wobble).
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Therefore

(3.3.24)

Depending on whether Ix is greater or less thou Io,

the resulting nutation is either in opposition or in the same

direction as vehicle spin velocity.

If the total angular momentum is initially in the

direction of the vehicleXaxis, no coning will exist. If, now-

ever, an impulsive torque or other extraneous or improper con-

trol torques are applied coning motion will occur.

The coning effect will be considered during the

subsequent discussion on pulse torquing. The influence of

coning on performance and means for damping this undesirable

motion are implicitly considered in the analysis and design of

a proper control system.

c. Precessional Torque Requirement

The last terms of equations 3.3.16 and 3.3.17 are

the torques required to precess the central vehicle. These

are rewritten as

(3.3.25)
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Total torque as expressed in inertial coordinates

is the following

6

_x _v I_ (3.3.27)

Since a spin rate of 120 times the precession rate

is required due to antenna beam width and a desirable scan

pattern as discussed previously, equation 3.3.27 may be re-

written as:

T = I× C3.3.28)

This equation is plotted in figure 3.3.1 to provide

a ready reference to the tradeoffs between spin rate, precession

and required control torque. It shows the total precessional

torque required as a function of precession rate (_), spin

axis inertia, and spin rate.

3.3.5 Precessional Torque D_vices

To achieve a steady precession rate by means of contin-

uous torquing it is felt that gyroscopic devices hold more

promise than mass expulsion devices which require a continuous

expenditure of consumables. In the case of pulse torques,

serious timing and nutation synchronization problems exist

which must be overcome. On the other hand, gyroscopic rotary

reaction devices require continuous power but do have the ad-

vantage of cyclic operation for the KWOT application. Cyclic
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operation does not require secondary devices for momentum

unloading of the gyroscopic elements. A possible disadvantage

to gyroscopic or rotary reaction devices is that of deleterous

cross coupling effects, which are investigated in the next few

paragraphs.

a. Reaction Wheel Torquers

For a reaction wheel control system which possesses

gyroscopic coupling terms, the body rotational equations are the

following. (Once again Iy = Iz = Io and external moments are

zero).

Ix _x + _ _,,- _ h_, = o (3.3.29)

(3.3.30)

(3.3.31)

where

ReactionControlI _a% = - 60_ _v I_ Co_ LO_t
Torques _c a + _3× I_v I_ S_ tO×t

Element

Momentum 4_ _z Ix cos COxt _ _o_ sT_

for the desired precessional motion we know from equation e.e.18

and equation 3.3.19 that
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U s = _ _s _t

Substituting these desired values of _ and h into

equation 3.3.29 we can determine if the body spin rate is in-

fluenced by gyroscopic coupling terms when the vehicle precesses

in the desired manner.

(3.3.32)

This equation indicates that the vehicle spin rate,

60_, will not be affected by gyroscopic coupling if it can be now

sho_vn that the other two axes are not adversely influenced.

Substitute desired _'s and h's into equation 3.3.30

where the desired _} and _ are obtained by differentiating

equations 3.3.18 and 3.3.19.

Io % bo__osloxt-_ I_ cosu_t ÷ _l _ _ _os_t

- Io _ 9 _osLo_ + LO_gZ _ _s _ = o (3.3.33)

Since complete cancellation of terms is not obtain-

ed it is evident that gyroscopic coupling of a standard reaction

control wheel precludes achieving the desired central vehicle

motion. It is interesting to note that the control term and
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the gyroscopic coupling term in equation 3.3.33 are of identi-

cal form. If the control torque term were minimized, the gyro-

scopic coupling term would provide an effective control. It

may be fruitful to explore this further.

b. Single Axis Control Moment Gyro

If a single axis gyro is used to provide vehicle

control torques, the control torque is

(3.3.34)

where

= gyro glmbal angle

: wheel momentum.

For the y axis the control torque required for precession is

substituted into equation 3.3.34

Solving for

(3.3.35)

O

(3.3.36)

If _ is kept small, the cross coupling into other vehicle axes

will also be small. To get a feel for the magnitude of gyro

momentum required, consider the magnitude of @ to be one degree
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which presumably would keep coupling effects small. The gyro

momentum would then be

57.3 I

_21.2 ft.-ib•-sec•

2
for Ix = lO,000 slug ft.

= 3.7 x 10 -5 rad/sec.

Such a momentum can be obtained in a gyro wheel at relatively

little cost in weight (estimated -_ _^ _ ..... _ _^_ _

wheel momentum is directly related to vehicle spin axis inertia•

Thl s .... "_ - - _--pAuv_=_ addltlor_l _ou_, ,v_ minimizing +_o..._moment .^_.

inertia of the spln axis. Previously it was recommended that

the spin axis inertia be a maximum. If single axis control

moment gyros are used to provide precessional torques, the

central vehicle configuration should resemble a thin disk.

o. Pulse Torquing

This method of torquing would ideally provide an

impulsive torque once per rotation of the spin axis by means

of firing a reaction control Jet.

Equation 3.3.27 represents the total continuous

torque required to achieve precession. In the case of a pulse

torquer we would like to achieve an average equal to the con-

tinuous case. It is also _esirable to minimize pulse widtM

in order to keep vehicle wobble at a minimum. State of the

art pulse rocket technology can provide approximately I0

milli, sec. pulse widths.
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For continuous torquing, the torque-time product

can be ex_pressed as 2_S_ . The impulsive torque which pro-

vides the appropriate time average is expressed as

Once again to obtain a feel for magnitudes we will

compute Tim p for the minimum inertia (10,000 slug ft. 2) and

orbital angular velocity. For this case Tim p would be approximate-

ly 74 ft-lbs. Considering a l0 foot moment arm, this would

require approximately a 23.2 pounds of thrust, which is not ur.-

reasonable.

For a specific impulse of 270 seconds, an erpendi-

ture of 10-3 pounds of propellant would b_ required per pulse

or once per spin revolution. If precessing at orbital ano_ular

velocity and providing 100% scan coverage overlap, the required

vehicle spin rate would be 4.44 x 10-3 rad/sec which implies

approximately 2.5 pulses per hour would be required to main-

tain precession. Thus a 2.5 x l0 -3 lbs/hour propellant con-

sumption is required in order to utilize a pulse torquer.

A serious disadvantage exists with the pulse tor-

quing method. Eutation or coning occurs as a result of apply-

ing an impulsive torque, the frequency of nutation being de-

pendent on the vehicle inertia configuration and spin rate.

The difficulty with this method exists in timing the applica-
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tion of the torque impulse. The torque should be applied (in

order to achieve the desired average precession) every half

cycle of nutation. Simultaneously the body mounted impulse

torquers must be in the proper position to fire with respect

to the spin rotation. The time to apply the torque as well

as synchronization of nutation and spin rates, are difficult

problems to implement and at times lead to dubious system

p_fo_ance. S_h t_oln_i_e_ are used fo_- vezy coazse contzol

of spin vehicles, but are unsuitable for precise control.

We h_ve _ttempte_ to show _ome fundamental open loop _on-

siderations in regard to control of the central spinning vehicle.

The more significant points of the previous discussions are

summarized below.

a. Gravity gradient stabilization of the central

vehicle in its presently conceived confio_uration (20 x 50 ft.

cylinder) would not provide sufficient restoring torques to

precess at orbital angular velocity. The gradient torques are

several orders of magnitude less than that required for pre-

cession.

Orientation of the spin axis along the local verti-

cal (precession at orbital rate) does however provide ease of

sensing spin axis orientation by observing the relative posi-

tion of the earth. This will be further discussed in the

control system section.
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b. The intent of stability discussions was to obtain

insight into preferential configurations and desirable spin and

precession rates in order to establish a dynamically well be-

haved central vehicle prior to considering closed loop control.

Along these lines the following recommendations are made.

The spin axis of the control vehicle should be an

axis of maximum inertia. This is required to provide inherent

stability when energy dissipation occurs due to structural

elasticity. This stability requirement is necessary after de-

plo_jment of subsatellites, during and after completion of spin

up prior to the start of precession.

From the point of view of minimizing torques re-

quired for precession, the spin axis inertia should be as small

as possible. To satisfy this and the previous requirement the

control vehicle should resemble a thin disk.

c. Section 3.3 has shown that continuous sinusoidal

body torques as sho_, provide an exact solution to the body

rotational equations of motion. The problem of implementing

such a precessional torque is a problem requiring considerable

study (to be discussed in the section on control systems).

It has been sho_n that rotary control elements

such as reaction wheels, control moment gyros and the like,

provide a unique advantage: since the precessional torques

in body axes are cyclical in nature, cyclic operation of these

devices does not require momentum unloading.
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It has also been shown that gyroscopic cross coup-

ling provides undesirable terms in the equations of motion.

How undesirable these are requires detailed analysis. It is

clear however that the direction to go in is to implement a

technique where coupling terms are minimized (e.g., maintain-

ing a small gimbal angle for a single axis gyro).

Preliminary investigation of a pulse torquer has

sho_m this technique to be not unreasonable from the point of

view of thrust level a_ud propellant consumption. Faoto_ which

detract from this technique are pulse timing and syncroniza-

tion of rzatation and spin frequencies. The resulting coarse

vehicle control due to nutational motion would have a serious

adverse effect on the use of the central vehicle as a reference

base for control of the subsatellites.

3.4 HUB CONSIDERATIONS (CLOSED LOOP)

This section describes the closed loop attitude control

of the central vehicle. It has been previously sho_ that a

continuous torque application to the central body is required

to achieve a desired precession rate. This section will des-

cribe how corrective torques are obtained if the central

vehicle motion strays from the ideal.

A control system will be described for the case where

precession rate is set equal to orbital angular velocity.

Figure 3.4.1 illustrates the instantaneous orientation of the

central body axes. The spin ax_s (the x axis) is directed
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along the local vertical, and the precessional torque (Tc) is

nominally in the plane of the orbit in the direction of the

X

Figure 3.4.1

satellite velocity vector. For this nominal situation the

precession rate vector is seen to be colinear _ith the orbital

rate vector. If an error exists between the spin axis and the

local vertical vehicle correction can be obtained by adjusting

the direction and/or magnitude of the control torque vector.

Figure 3.4.2 shows the implementation of this control

scheme. The earth sensor output is (_E_ _ sin_x _ •

Corrective action is obtained by chanzing the magnitude of the

control torque if an in plane error exists and by rotation of

the torque vector if an out of plane error exists. This may be

obtained by use of a gradient control technique.
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Another possible hub attltu_e controller implementation

is presented in figure 3.4-3. The attitude reference packaEe

senses the three error angles, _ , e, an_. This package

might consist of a horizon scanner, four to six sun sensors,

and required coordinate transformation electronics. It's

outputs are the sensed angles.

The control torques for pitch and yaw aces are obtained

by gating the errarangle signals through switches which fire

at twice the natural frequency of the pitch and yaw loops.

These switch outputs are applied to banE-bang torques which

supply the required control torques. In addition, periodic

proportional torques are supplied which establish the nominal

spacecraft motion.

In this system concept the closed altitude control loops

may be viewed as f_nctlcnlnE in a supervisory manner, i_e.,

supplying small corrections to compensate for errors in the

generatlon of the nominal maneuvering torques.

3.5 EELATIVE POSITION CONTROL (SUBSATELLITES)

In this section, the problem of relative position con-

trol of the subsatellltes will be formulated and some problem

areas will be Eiven preliminary consideration. The problem

will not be solved since, as will be shortly seen, the dyna-

mical situation, even when framed in simplified terms, is quite

complex. The analytical machinery necessary for its solution

will, however, be set up in enough detail so that the effort
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required for a complete oolutlon will be quite clear.

In the problem statement, notation defined in FIEure 3.5-1

will be used, i.e., 0 denotes the origin of the inertial re-

ference frame, O'denotes the subsatellite o.g. and O" denotes

the hub e.g. (nominally at the origin of the reference and

hub body frames).

In order for the formulation of the translational equations

of motion to be of maximum use in control system synthesis, they

should be expressed in terms of vectors which are relatively

easy to measure° Referring to Figure 3.5-1, the relative posi-

tion vector, _(0'0")' when expressed in hub coordinates is re-

latively easy to measure. Figure 3.5-2a illustrates the measure-

ment. The angles _ii and _12 may be measured with sun sensor

type devices, while _s, may be measured in a variety of ways

such as by active ranEinE or optical trianEulatlon techniques.

If centrifugal forces on the subsatelllte are adequate, It may

simply be assumed that _s, is constant.

Measurement of _(00") expressed in an Earth fixed system

will probably be accomplished "for free" since the communica-

tion antenna may have to be pointed at the spacecraft in order

to minimize transmitter power. It is, however, not expected

that any sort of station keepinE, except for Initial error

correotlon, will be required. It is, however, oonvenlent to

express this vector in terms of the inertial frame, as illus-

trated in Figure _.5-2b.
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Figure 3.5-1 Vector Definitions
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Figure 3.5.2b Hub Position Relative to i-Prame
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The coordinate systems to be used in the formulation of

this problem are defined in Figure 3.5-3. These frames are-

V
Inertial (I) frame with unit vectors (X_I, =I' Zl)

Reference (r) frame with unit vectors (_r, Y-r, Z-r)

Hub (h) frame with unit vectors (X_h, Y-h, _h)

Subsatelllte I (SI) frame with unit vectors (XsI , YSI' -ZsI)

In addition, the notation:

expressed in the a frame to a vector expressed

"- _^ b franc.

Since unnecessary complexity is to be avoided in these

initial studies, so that any fundamental problems which exist

will emerge with maximum clarity, it is initially assumed that

the hub attitude controller maintains the h ar.d r frames in

alignment (perfect hub attitude control). In addition it is

assumed that the hub is in a circular reference orbit so that

its velocity with respect to the r frame is zero. The final

basic assumption made is that the subsatellite attitude con-

troller keeps the S1 frame aligned with the h frame, i.e.,

that the hub attitude is perfectly controlled.

It can be seen that these simplifying assumptions are

all quite reasonable and have the major effect of suppressing

unwanted, detailed complexities which are not required at this

preliminary stage.



Figure 3.5-3 Coordinate System and Orbit Definition
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The derivation of the equations of motion now becomes

straightforward. The basic equation is

eO

F _, _V_ _o,o_

_here:

msl = mass of satellite sI

(3.5-1)

if _(0'0) is expressed as:

Equation 3;5-1 becomes-

(3.5-2)

where, from previous as_amptions:

R,:o'o")_ : o
X

,-_(.<>,0,,)/>- o
X

_Ch.Oh = o

So that 3.5-3 may be simplified to:

where:

- @,.

_,_ i t(3._-_)

(3o '' I'
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The gravity force on the vehicle is:

(3.5-5)

Equations 3.5-4 through 3.5-4g and 3.5-5 comprise the initial

model of the translational dynamics to be used for the study

of translational control and for determination of the nominal

_elative position control laws. These equations are to be

studies analytically in order to determine force magnitudes

and wave forms. Computer studies would then be required to

obtain performance runs and parameter sensitivities.

Equation 3.5-3 has been expanded and, based on preliminary

force estimates, it appears that the largest force required for

relative position control is one associated with precessing the

subsatellite spin plane. This force is:

_ere:

msl : 3 slugs

: 16,400 ft.
sl

_r :_o : 3.7 x l0 -5 rad/sec.

_r : 12O : 4.43 x 10-3 rad/sec (100% overlap)

The average force level is, therefore:
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F - 5.65 x Io-3 Ibs.

The total impulse per year is:

IT = I?.8 x 104 ib/sec.

If a mass expulsion thruster system with a propellant speoiflc

impulse of 300 seconds is assumed then the propellant welg_t

is

_p/year/satellite = 5931bs.

which is considered excessive. This analysis, however, neglects

the effects of the structure. It is believed that most of this

force will be supplied by centrifugal force loading of the sub-

satellites. In the event that this effect does not diminish or,

possibly, obviate the need for this force to be applied by an

active system, there are other alternatives. For any fixed

.overlap, =N_z so that (3.5-61 may be written in the form:

F'=. "7 m_, 2_ K 2 (3.5-?)

The heavens are swept out once every T_ time units where:

so Chat for a time period ty (nominally 1 year)

(3.5-8)

the propellant

weight is:

(3.5-9)
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for example, previous calculations considered

so that

TL = orbital period = 47.1 hrs. _ 2 days

If mission requirements permit a complete scan of the heavens

once a month then the propellant weight would be:

 o593< 2.6 ib°.
If one "lcop" per week were required:

It can therefore be seen that, if actively produced forces are

required, the propellant weight is quite sensitive to mission

requirements in terms of TL-

Any _'detuning" of _r from it's present value of -_o will

however complicate sensor problems since the hub will no longer

point continuously at the Earth.
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SECTION IV

EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL FORCES

4.1 GENERAL

The attitude of the KWOT will be to some extent affected

by small disturbance forces, specifically those due to solar

electromagnetic radiation, gravity gradient, magnetic moment,

meteoroids, solar flare particles and moving parts, if any,

within the satellite. The most significant of these disturbances

will be the first two and possibly the last. It will be seen

that the disturbances due to magnetic moment and to meteoroids

are relatively small. The disturbance due to solar flare

particles may, during an especially severe outburst, equal or

exceed that due to solar electromagnetic radiation; however,

such events are rare and no statistical approach has been made.

Interior moving parts are not treated since present configura-

tions do not conceive the use of any moving parts.

Various aspects of the structural dynamic characteristics

of KWOT are investigated under certain simplifying assumptions.

The constraints on deployment velocity and the cable sag due to

centrifugal force are analyzed in terms of the structural char-

acteristics; it is sho_ that the light structural element con-

sidered in Section II is desirable. The frequencies of normal

modes of lateral vibration of the cables in response to an
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external disturbance of the structure are given. The res-

ponse of the extremely flexible EWOT structure to the complete

perturbation environment will require a computerized study.

4.2 DISTURBanCE TORQUES

An estimate of the magnitude of the various disturbance

torques acting upon the KWOT is given in the following para-

graphs. A fairly complete presentation of the development of

the necessary equations is given in order that subsequent KWOT

configurations may be easily evaluated. Numerical calculations

are made for the simplified model used in the present study.

4_2.1 So!a _Electromagnetic Radiation

The force per unit area on a flat absorbing surface nor-

mal to the sun's radiation is S/C where S is the incident solar

energy per unit time per unit area and C is the velocity of

propagation.

The solar constant at the mean distance of the earth from

the sun is 2.00 cal/cm 2 min (reference 4). Then

If solar radiation is incident at some angle _ to the normal

to the surface, and if in addition there is specular reflec-

tion of some fraction R of the incident radiation, the area

irradiated by a beam of unit cross-section is proportional

to 1/oos_ ; the force exerted on this area has a normal com-
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ponent proportional to cos _ and a tangential component pro-

portional to sin_. Then for unit surface area, the normal

force is

and the tangential force equals

2.

(4.2-l)

(4.2-2)

The solar energy is either converted to electrical

energy and stored, or reradiated diffusely. If the surface

temperatures on the body in question are constant, the re-

radiated energy will produce zero net force. If the value of

R is not high, and if portions of the surface are at much

higher temperatures than others, then diffuse reradiation will

add to the net force.

Given an element of surface area which is reradiating

absorbed energy, the intensity of radiation in the half-space

above the surface is given by Lambert's cosine law

I:< p (4.2-3)

where Io is the intensity of radiation along the normal to the

surface and _ is the angle to the normal.

The total emitted pressure (normal and tangential com-

ponents) is given by
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P-_ E,,ZA (4.2-_)

where

2,4 : zTr.'z- z_" ¢'d Y-'

therefore

P=

- 7_ ,@ z _'o

(4.2-5)

The component of I normal to the emitting surface at the band

dA is

Z

.Z',,,,= .-7"o_ _ (_..2-6)

so the normal component of pressure is

S_- L _'/'_ z _.

.2. "7_ ,,,_ 7
-7-

3

_' ,_/ W (4,,2-?)

Hence if the incident pressure is

.,-,2-8 )

and the fraction reflected _.s R, the fractio_ absorbed Js (l-R).

If the f:_actio_t of ab:;,;_{_d, energy that is r_:'O:_'_ :Ls ._'' , then

the total pressure of ......_,he re_'adiated eoorgy !.s
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of which the normal component is

(4.2-1o)

and the tangential components cancel.

Then the total pressure on a unit surface due to incidence,

reflection and reradiation of solar energy is

66 v v_

Forces on a Circular C_linder_ Axis Normal to
Incident Radiation.

F{)

Figure 4.2-1
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The normal and tangential forces on a differential area

of the surface of the cylinder are:

(4.2-13)

(4.2-14)

where

then

(4.2-15)

(4.2-i6)

(.

+ 3 2 @

• 30
+ (I- R.)

3
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b@ Forces on an Inclined Cylinder

Figure 4.2-3
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6

Figure 4.2-4

Let _ be the angle between N and S then

(4.2-17)

s
m

N
i

T
m

the incident solar radiation

the force normal to the surface element
da = rdOdz

the force tangent to the surface element
da = rd_dz

(¢.2-18)

Then the components of (_ x 2) are

J '- _"'_t ":"(

.&

(4.2-19)
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whence the components of _ are

(4.2-20)

The forces on each surface element are:

(4.2-21)

(4.2-22)

(4.2-23)

since the only term in z is dz and Sdz =_,

for cos _,

and substituting

(4.2-25)
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The unit normal vector is

(4.2-27)

(4.2-28)

(4.2-29)

(4.2-3o)

Similarly,

: ..,.._sic _,-_ % _ (4.2-31)

(_.2-32)
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Then the force normal to the axis of the cylinder is

(4.2-33)

(4.2-34)

where the second term is the reradiation term.

parallel to the axis of the cylinder is

The force

(4,2-35)

These forces act on the center of pressure of the cylin-

der, taken to be the geometric center of its projected area.

The above result is applicable to a cylinder the length of

which is large compared with its diameter. When the ends of

the cylinder must be taken into consideration, an additional

force acts on the c.p. of the exposed end. If this end is

taken to be a uniform flat surface, then the force acting

normal to the axis of the cylinder (tangential to the end) is

FE T = _ z 5/_ c,_,_? (,-_) ,_;.,,._ (4.2-36)

and the force acting parallel to the axis (normal to the end)

is
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" _, Ca._)
(4.2-37) G

where the force acts on the center of the (circular) end.

c. Force on a S_here

Given a spherical satellite, the normal and tangen-

tial components of the force due to solar irradiation are

(4.2-38)

_r-- PrdA- _/c _,._ c,-r_),,,,:. _ ,/.A

The element of area of a sphere is

(4.2-39)

t

(4.2-40)

Suppose the solar radiation is incident in the y direction

(see figure 4.2-5)

IV-12
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Figure 4.2-5

(4.2-41 )

(_.2-42)
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II

C,- R.Y.,-r_ ,,__'_.G

_'_ " s/c _'_ * _'/_ _/c _'_.'_c_-r_)(_-_)
(4.2-43)
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d. Sanole Calculations

Given that the force on a sphere due to solar

radiation is

F:-sic _'.,_' [ I + 4/G (,-_×,-i"> ] (4.2-43)

mud the forces on a cylinder are

F_. s/<,..,,._[ <,_,.>.,..._p<._7,7

(4.2-4<9

(4.2-45)

normal and parallel to the cylinder axis respectively, plus

(4.2-46)

acting on the (flat) en_ tangential and normal to the cylinder

end respectively.

The case considered is:

Hub dimensions:

Subsatellites:

Satellite skin:

20'diameter by 50' lon_

3' diameter

50% aluminum, 50% solar cells

iv-15



Reflectivity: A1 R = .9 R = .5 average

Solar cells _ = .1

Conversion efficiency: = 12% (solar cells)

= 0 (aluminum)

= .06 average

It should be noted that an exact calculation would require an

integration over the surface of Fresnel's expression for the

variation of R with angle of incidez_ce and polarization. This

approach was felt to be ur_uecessarily complicated for the pre-

sent study.

The force on each subsatellit¢ from (4.2-43) is then

-;'(I + .;z,) JJ.
7,0G. /0

/._" '/o -1 ,_

The tol-que on the hub is given by

r-,. -
(4.2-48)

where r = hub radius

= hub length

This torque is sho_n for a complete orbit in figure 4.2-6.

It should be noted that, while the net torque over the orbit

is zero for the simplified case considered (c.$. at the geometric
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center, right circular cylinder with flat ends) a departure

from symmetry would result in a d.c. level of torque over the

orbit and an attitude correction would be required.

The normal and tangential forces on the cylinder as a

function of _ are shown in figure 4.2-7.

4.2.2 Gravity-Gradient Forces

a. Coordinates

For the purpose of deriving the expression for

gravity-gradient torques, we define two coordinate reference

frames, the orbital and body frames, and the coordinate trans-

formation between them. The orbital reference frame is defined

by origin at the vehicle's center of mass, _o axis directed

toward the earth's center in the plane of the orbit, Xo axis

tangent to the orbital path in the direction of the vehicle's

orbital motion, and _ axis normal to _. and Xo for a right-

handed coordinate system.

The body reference frame is fixed in the vehicle

with its origin at the vehicle's center of mass and its axes

X, Y, Z defined along the vehicle's principal body axes. The

vehicle's orientation in space is then defined with respect

to the orbital reference frame by an ordered sequence of

rotations about Zo, _ and xo axes through the angles _ , O

and _ respectively (Figure 4.2-8). The transformation relat-

ing orbital coordinates to body coordinates is then
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l

I

- _ _ _'S_.C__

I _SO

I

i CpC_

(4. Z-49 )

where

b. Force__.__s

The force CF acting on _u element of mass dm due

to the earth's gravitational attraction is given by

F _ - C.-/Vl? _'--_-_ "_ (4.2-50)

where

G

ICe

r

= univeral gravitational constant

= mass of the earth

= position vector from the center of the earth

to the element of mass dm.
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_igure 4_2_8

From Figure 4.2-8 i_ can be secn that

m

(4.2-51)
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where

R__--R_o (4.2-52)

and

(4.2-53)

Then from Equation 4.2-49

(4.2-54)

aud

-3
Then r may be written

- J/z

(_, %)"/,

(_.2-55)

(_.2-56)

(4.2-57)

Since X 2 _ R4,

-Jl,
(R %X,.)

the series expansion is

= R "J _, R'_'% .,.,_ R'7,,W."

= R" -__,_

(_.2-58)
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&

(_:'._X) -''_ _' v,."_j-3_"_) (4.2-60)

Substituting Equations 4.2-60 and 4.2-53 into 4.2-50

_F
(_.2-61_

For a circular orbit,

I
where _° is the orbital

Then

angular velocity.

(4.2-62)

(4.2-63)

(4.2-64)

2

_F_ : -_, C_ -Rc_ Co>C_-_R"._>2.,., (4.2-65)
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c. Rigid-Body Torques

The moment dM due to

element dm is

the force d_ acting on the

= (y2F,-_2_) z

(4.2-66)

or

- 3_o_ ._c_ LyC_ - z $t)

(4.2-67)

Z (4.2-6b,

7.

(4.2-69)

Since the origin of _rn is at the center of mass,

(4.2-70)

and Equations 4.2-67, 68 and 69 reduce to:
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(4.2-71)

(4.2-73)

Substituting for b,

I

_X
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(4.2-77)

The moments of inertia about the body axes X, Y, Z are

(4.2-78)

(4.2-79)

I.,.=-J Cx'+ y=3 (4.2-80)

and the products of inertia are

(4.2-81)

(4.2-82)

(4.2-83)
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Since we have chosen as our axes X, Y and Z, the principal axes

of the body, the products of inertia are zero. Then Equations

4.2-75, 76, and 77 reduce to:

(4.2-84)

(4.2-85)

-- _ S 5 C (z -I,,) (4.2-86)

or by the use of trigonometric identities

(4.2-89)

d. Orbital Period_k_m_e_nts of Zn_rtla and Tvoical
Values

The orbital velocity _o as indicated in Section

III is 3.7"10-5 rad/sec. The }tub (as origiually inaicated)

is considered to be an annular cyliu_er 20 fcet in diameter by

50 feet in length, so that the moment of inertia about the

zv-25



cylinder axis is

and about the other two axes is

_ ) (4.2-9l)

These moments are larger by approximately a factor of 2

than if the hub were considered a homogeneous mass. Then if

the _OT hub axis lies on an earth radial or perpendicular to it,

the gravity gradient moments on the hub are zero. Tho gravity

gradient moments are maximum if the axis lies at 45 ° to the

earth radial; if O= 45 ° , _ = 0, then My = 2.5-10 -4 nt. meters =

3.4-10 -4 ft.lbs.

4.2.3 ?ia_netic Toraues

It is expected that magnetic torques will be small in

comparison with the radiation pressures; hence only an idealized

(perfect dipole) representation of the earth's field _ill be

made here. (At the altitude of the KWOT orbit (_ ll Re), the

distorting effect of the solar wind becomes significant so

that the earth's field departs even further than was previous-

ly believed from that of a magnetic dipole). The small addi-

tional effect of the non-coincidence of the magnetic and geo-

graphic equator (where the _OT is taken to be in equatorial
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orbit) is also ignored.

Given that the earth's field is 3.5.10 -5 webers/m 2 hori-

zontal at the equator (7.10-5 weber/m 2 vertical at the poles)

the equivalent dipole magnetic moment is M = 9 x 1015 amp.m 2

from

p4 -_ (4.2-92)

in the equatorial plane

on the axis

Then at the orbital altitude of 60,000 km, r = 66,380 km, B =

3.2.10 -8 webers/m 2 in the equatorial plane. The direction of

B is perpendicular to the orbit.

The torque on a curreut-carrying loop is

where

I = GILl'rent

A = area of tu,_:" ' " ....'i,,.,o)/

0 = angle betwoen B and plaue of' loop=

As sample calculations, suppose I/c amp flo_s in the

outer perimeter of the _:_,_-"_._(10 x l0 _[m), and suppose the

KWOT lies initially in the orbital plane (worst case). Then

the torque is
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_._.,,o.s_ I'"" "'° _ ./o8.._,,_.

Alternatively, suppose i amp flows around the periphery

of the central hub (A - 20 x 50 feet = 1000 feet 2 = 93 m 2)

Then

- ._

4.2.4 Meteoroids

The angular disturbance _ due to the (inelastic) impact

of a meteoroid is

z (_.2-9_)

where

m = mass of meteoroid

v = velocity of meteoroid

= moment arm about vehicle c.g.

I = moment of inertia.

In the calculations below, it has been assumed that:

a) meteoroid impact takes place at the maximum lever

b)

o)

arm (periphery of the vehicle).

velocity vector of meteoroid is normal to lever arm

all momentum of meteoroid is transferred to vehicle

as angular momentum

1V-28



d)

e)

meteoroid velocity 3 45 km/seo

at the altitude of t,_ _0T, shielding due to the

earth is small enou_._ to be neglected (the effective

area of the satellite is equal to its actual area).

Table 4.2-1 shows the angular disturbance of the center

hub about the spin axis and about (either of) the other two

axes, and the angular disturbance of the subsatellites.

The figures on average number of impacts are computed

from reference i:

N = 2.53.10-9,10°'AM

where

and

where

(4 2-95)

N = number of impacts per square meter per day

M = apparent visual magnitude

Other expressions in the literature include

Ref. 2N - 2.5-10 -15. m "1"34 m-2sec -I

N = 1.26,10 "l_m -1"7

= 10-12.m-1

(4.2-96)

(10-10_ m _ l0 -7) (4.2-97)

(10-7 _ m _ i0) Ref. 3

m = mass in grams

The latter expression yields significantly higher flux densities, _

especially at the smaller masses; it will be seen, however, that

disturbances due to meteoroids are either sufficiently small or

sufficiently rare that they may be neglected.
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4.3 EFFECTS OF FORCES ON STRUCTURE

The following section is devoted to various aspects of the

dynamic characteristics of the _OT structure. The response of

the structure to certain inherent and external perturbations is

given, under a number of simplifying assumptions. The response

of the extremely flexible _IOT system to the complete perturba-

tion environment given in Section 4.2 will require a computeriz-

ed study and is outside the scope of this feasibility report.

it will be assumed that the KWOT structure consists of

strands of mylar ribbon (referred to as cable in subsequent dis-

cussion) having the elastic properties defined on page II-44

Two thicknesses of mylar ribbon have been considered, one

having a cross sectional area of 1.452 x l0 -4 in. 2 (referred to on

page II-48) and the other having a cross sectional area of 1.452

x l0 -2 in. 2 (used to define the stiffness matrix on page II-52

it is felt that these thicknesses represent the t_o extremes

for a feasible structure and these two types of ribbon _ill be

used in the subsequent analysis. In order to avoid constant

repetition of the cross sectional properties they will be re-

ferred to as thin and thick cable. In this section the KWOT

satellite will be considered to have a spin rate of 2 revs/hr.

about its own axis.

4.3.1 Deployment Velocities

The deployment technique will inevitably result in some

system whereby the subsatellites are propelled from the center
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body in a radial direction. The purpose of this section is

to determine the maximum permissible radial velocity component

of the subsatellites at the point at which the cables come into

tension. It is assumed that the subsatellites are propelled

from the non-spinning center body and remain approximately equi-

distant from the center body as they move away from it. It

follows that as the slack in the cables disappears, structural

restraining forces will occur simultaneously on all four sub-

satellites, bringing them to rest. The structure considered

is a rather more elementary version (_'_._ 4.3-1) of the one

sho_ in Figure 2.5-2. It has the same geometry and the same

structural stiffnesses for the members which are common to both

structural representations.

Figure 4.3-1 KWOT Structural Model
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The stiffnesses of the peripheral and radial structural members

will be denoted by K 1 and K 2 respectively and the structural

stiffness at the four radial corners of the structure due to

simultaneous radial displacements of the subsatellites will be

calculated. If the simultaneously applied forces and displace-

ments are denoted by P and (see Figure 4.3-2) respectively,

then

p=_5 where K is the structural

stiffness at a subsatellite

in the radial direction

For thick cable

E 1 = .0286 lb/in.

K 2 = .0405 lb/in.

IP

/\
\ g

\I

(4.3-1)

(4.3-2)

Figure 4.3-2 KWOT Displacement Model
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In a condition of static equilibrium

Thus

"Z.

(4.3-3)

(4.3-4)

It is assumed that the outer structure of KWOT is in the form

of a square; i.e.. _= _45 °,

Hence

(4.3-5)

= o,ogll \b/in

Assuming the subsatellites have a radial velocity V with res-

pect to the center body at the point that the structure tensions

where: _o is" the displacement _.¢hen

the subsatellite comes to rest.

r_ is the mass of a subsatellite.

then

It will be noted that when _- _t_

(4.3-6)

then the tension in a peri-

pheral member is given by

(4.3-7)
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and the tension in a peripheral member will be K 2 (= .0405 lb.).

Thus, the loads induced in the peripheral and radial members

will be equal for unit radial displacement. From equations

2.5-6 and 2.5-6a it will be noted that the maximum allowable

tension in the thick mylar cable is 174.4 lbs. Therefore the

maximum allowable displacement is given by

u

$%°7.

.0@03

= 359 ft.

Therefore from Equation 4.3-6

_z _ o.:_7_ = _._R t_/_:_.

Where Vma x is the maximum wermissible
radial velocity of each subsatellite

at deployment.

Substituting in the above yields

(4.3-7)

(4.3-8)

Since Vma x is proportional to the square root of cross section

area of the mylar cable then for thin cable

(4.3-10)
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It appears that the permissible radial velocity of deployment

is not unduly restrictive the cable thicknesses considered.

4.3.2 Structural Deflection Due to Soin Rate

It has been determined that the centrifugal force due

to spin acting at each corner of the KWOT structure is 0.621

lb. for a spin rate of 2 revolutions per hour (100 lb. sub-

satellites). Thus the radial elastic displacement in the spin-

_ confi_a_ .4^_ (_ ) 4o _4_ _,

_ = .621 = 6.37 inches for thick cable (4.3-11)
_Q99

J_Jl|

_ = 637 inches = 53 feet for thin cable (4.3-12)

Since the subsatellite radial position control will be

incapable of maintaining station within ÷ 6" then it follows

that use of thick cable would result in a structure alternating

between a state of 'slack' an& tension. Use of thin ribbon

gives a sizeable margin of permissible radial _ __isolac_ment be-

fore any slack develops. Figure 4.3-3 indicates the amount of

radial elastic displacement occurring as a function of cable

size and spin rate. It is apparent that a relatively flexible

structure is desirable in order that it remain in a continuous

state of tension, thereby avoiding the complicated non-linear

effects caused by slacking of the cables.

4.3.3 Determination of Sag of an Elastic C_ble Subject to

Constant Radial Loading

The peripheral cables of the rotating satellite will be
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subject to centrifugal forces creating cable sag. Since the

centrifugal force is proportional to the radial distance of a

cable element from the spin axis it follows that for the square

configuration being considered here, the radial centrifugal

loading will be greatest at the cables extremities. See

Figure 4.3-4.

i
/
I
I
I
L

/

Figure 4.3-4 Illustration of Effect of Cable Sag

on Shape of Peripheral Cables.
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In the following analysis it will be assumed that the radial

loading on a cable is constant. This assumption would not be

valid for a peripheral cable Joining two subsatellites but

since intermediate supports will be provided then it may be

assumed that each section of the peripheral cable between

radial supports is sufficiently short that a constant radial

loading condition exists.

In the model the elastic cable has been connected between

two fixed points, and the cable has negligible bending stiffness,

yielding the basic equation of the form

8× = _ (4.3-13)T

where

(4.3-14)

H = constant, horizontal component of tension

W = loading per unit length

m = mass/unit length

R = average radial distance of peripheral cable

from the spin axis

The solution of the above equations 4.3-13 and 4.3-14 lead

to the expression for the maximum sag in the cable as:

y c cos "E (4.3-15)
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Using the above relation 4.3-15 it is possible to determine

the initial length of straight cable to the final extended

length as

For KWOT considerations the extension in the cable length will

be due to elastic deformation. If T O is the initial cable

tension in the undeformed case and T s is the additional tension

due to "spin sag" then the tension is

"1"= To ÷ T s

the extended length in terms of cable parameters is

ax_.= (1. _" AE

(4.3-17)

approximately

(4.3-18)

assuming initial strain due to T O is negligible, or

HC O. "1"oo-
(4.3-19)

Equating equations 4.3-16 and 4.3-19 yields an expression

which may be solved for "c" by using numerical techniques and

the following values for the other parameters:

T O = 0.258# (spin rate 2 revs/hr.)

a -- ll600 ft. (peripheral cable)
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where:

W - _o2 Rm

32.2

= .46 x l0 -4 lb/ft.

E = .5 x l06 lb/sq.in.

A = 1.45 x l0 -2

= .725 x lO4

= 349 x l0 "5 (2 revs/hr.)

R = .85 x 16400 (average radial distance of

cable from spin axis).

m = .0087 lb/ft. (thick mylar)

It will be noted that we are assuming a cable having the length

of a peripheral member connected between two subsatellites.

There is no doubt that the peripheral member _yill have inter-

mediate ties to prevent sag but this calculation was performed

to determine a worst case of sag assuming constant radial

loading and no intermediate connecting members.

Table 4.3-1 compares the values resulting from a solu-

tion of equation 4.3-20 and 4.3-15.

TABLE 4.3-1

C(x 105) Sag (ft.)

Thick Mylar I. 5 605

Thin Mylar 5.65 130
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it is apparent from the above table that the maximum sag of

an unsupported peripheral cable is not significant if it is

assumed to be connected between two fixed points.

The calculated tension in an unsagged peripheral cable

_¢as found to be 0.258 lb. Introduction of sag modifies this

tension load and the component of tension along a straight

line between the two fixed points to which the cable is attach-

ed is _Ive_ by

(4.3-2i)

For thick Mylar

For thin Mylar

(4.3-22)

= 0._%0 _, (4.3-23)

Since, in both cases, this component of tension is greater than

the unsagged value, it follo_,Js that there t:ii! be a tendency

for the subsatellites to move towards each other. IS is ob-

viously possible, by an iteration process, to &et_rzine the

final equilibrium position of the subsatellltes _Jith sas_in_

interconnecting cables, it should be noted that use of a

thick unsupported peripheral mylar cable _ould result in an

unacceptable azotLut of sag due to the additional tension loads

induced in the spinning conTiguration.
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4.3.4 Determination of the Frequencies of the _ormal Modes
of Lateral Vibration of the Connecting: Cables

The present analysis will be restricted to a considera-

tion of the natural frequency of vibration of the connecting

cables as a consequence of their tension. It will be assumed

that the cables are initially straight. This is obviously a

valid assumption for radial members and it has been sho_ in

the previous section that the sag of a thin mylar peripheral

member will be of the order of 1/2% of its total length, a

negligible amount.

The assumption made in the analysis of a vibrating

cable is that the amplitudes of vibration are so small that the

elastic extension of the cable is negligible. Under these cir-

cumstances the tension in the cable remains constant. This is

the assumption made in the classical analysis of a vibrating

string and the expression for the frequency of vibration is

where T is the cable tension

m is mass/unit length

L is length of cable
n is number of mode.

For an unsupported thin mylar radial member

L = 16400 ft.

T = .258 lb. (2 revs/hr, spin rate)

m = .87 x l0 -4 lb/ft.

CO1 = .0592 rad/sec (1 cycle per 1.76 minutes)
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For an unsupported thin mylar peripheral member

_O i = .0418 rad/sec. (1 cycle per 2.49 minutes)

The above values give the frequencies of the first mode of

lateral vibration of unsupported peripheral and radial members

of the KWOTstructure. Inclusion of intermediate supports for

the cables will increase the values of these calculated fre-

quencies.

It should be noted t_t if _'- ^4 .... o........ _ ........

siderably higher than the frequencies of the free modes of the

complete v,.,^_ __.^_ .... r 4_ ,.,_4^_ +_ _ oo oo_ _+_o_ _•_,,v_ _-__ _-,, ..,,,_,, _,._ __ are _

then the assumption of straight cables (Section 2.4) will be

validated. The argument is based on the separation of the fre-

quencies of the component modes of the total system.

4.3.5 Procedure for Determination of Frequencies of Normal
Modes of KWOT Planar Model

The following analysis indicates the specific procedure

used to determine the natural frequencies of free vibration

of the KWOT satellite for planar motion in the Y-Z plane.

This procedure differs from the type of modes used in

the analysis of section 2.4 In that the elements of the struc-

ture are free to vibrate in both the Y and Z directions simul-

taneously. The purpose of this calculation is to determine

the frequencies of free Y-Z planar modes of the KWOT structural

system so that they may be compared with calculated frequencies

of the lateral modes of vibration of the connecting cables deter-

mined above.
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It is obvious that the out of plane modes (which are neglected)

are decoupled from the planar modes being considered due to

symmetry.

The general equation of vibration in the Y-Z plane may

be _itten as (refer to figure 4.3-5)

O

O

O O

o I

_ol 0 _-

where

L¢0

o M

o 0

-l

C

0

7
¥I

I

(4.3-26)

I is total inertia of satellite system about its

spin axis.

M is total mass of satellite system

m is a diagonal matrix of satellite masses

mr, mc - row and column representations of matrix m

(-Zm) r - row matrix, each element consisting of the

product of a mass and its body axis -z

coordinate.
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Figure 4.3-5 Coordinates for Planar

kq_OT Vibration Model
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(Ym)r - row matrix, each element consisting of the

product of a mass and its body axis Y co-

ordinate.

Yo,Zo - translations of total system.

o - rotation of total system.

X, Z - column vectors of the displacements of the

structural elements with respect to the

center body.

Eyy, Ezz , etc. - stiffness matrix of structural

elements with respect to the center body.

The above equation is in a convenient form for iteration of the

normal modes of free planar vibration. The rigid body eigen-

vectors may then be determined from equation(4.3-26)

It will be noted that the KWOT structure given in

Figure 2.5-1 contains approximately 226,240 feet of mylar

cable. If the cable has a cross-sectional area of 1._5 x l0 -_

(thin mylar) having a mass per unit length of .87 x l0 -4 lb/ft.

then the total mass of the complete cable structure is only

19.7 lbs. It would therefore seem unlikely that the cables

would have significant inertial contributions to the dynamic

modes of the complete structure since the mass of each sub-

satellite is 100 lb. (approximately) _d the centerbody mass

is 20000 lbs.
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4.3.6 Traveling Waves in Support Cables

Any motion disturbance generated at a point on a cable

in tension will result in traveling waves propagated along

the cable at a velocity C where

where

T is the cable tension

M is She cable mass per unit length.

For thin mylar

C = 309 ft/sec, for an assumed 2 rev/hr spin rate.

It should be noted that a damping force assumed proportional

to the velocity of the deflections results in a wave propaga-

tion velocity less than the above value. There is little

doubt that dissipative forces will be present in the wave pro-

pagation mechanism in the mylar cable although the exact magni-

tude and mechanism of the dissipative forces is not knov_.

It seems apparent, however, that the low tension forces which

exist in the mylar cables will result in significant dissipa-

tion of wave disturbance. Neglecting any dissipation energy it

is apparent that a wave would take 1.25 minutes to travel the

complete length of an unsupported peripheral cable. Further

examination of the wave propagation equation (Equation
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for an infinitely long cable (neglectlng energy disslpatlon}

indicates

(4.3-28)

where A is the wave amplitude and x is

the distance along the cable, p is the

angular frequency of a disturbance input
and y is the cable lateral deflection.

that the total cable would respond instantaneously to a dis-

turbance input If the velocity of wave propagation is infinite

or if the frequency of motion excitation is effectively zero.

It would appear that the velocity of wave propagation is fair-

ly low in comparison wlth the lengths of cable being considered

and it follows that the motion of a cable due to some distur-

bance such as subsatellite disturbance will result in a travel-

ing wave form down the cable unless the subsatellite response

is very slow. If the response of the subsatellite is very

slow then the cables interconnecting the disturbed and undis-

turbed subsatelllte wlll remain straight.



4.3.7 Summary

A number of aspects of the dynamic behavior of the KWOT

satellite mylar cables have been investigated. A digital com-

puter will be necessary to determine the frequencies of the

planar KWOT model formulated in section 4.3.5 and it is there-

fore difficult, in this present study, to draw any conclusions

on the necessity for considering the dynamic behavior of the

mylar cables in future analysis.

A number of conclusions may be drawn on the basis of _he

present results.

it is apparent that the use of the thinnest mylar cable

compatible with strength requirements will result in the follow-

ing desirable properties.

(i) Large elastic deflections due to spin thereby en-

suring that no slackening of cables is likely to

0001.1_.

(2) Low spin sag reducing the necessity for extra

radial restraints of the perpheral cable.

(3) High cable vibration mode frequencies thereby

leading to improved cable response to relative

motions of the subsatellites.

(4) Low structural weight.

The thlnnestmylarcable considered in the above work

has a cross section area of 1.452 x l0 -4 in. 2 and numerical
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computations indicate that this particular cable has desirable

properties in the areas that have been investigated. The load-

ing requirements for the mylar structure are yet to be investi-

gated and will largely depend on the ability of the control

system to maintain subsatellite relative position control with-

in specified tolerances.

The effect of gravity gradient on the cable shape is not

considered to be an important factor by virtue of the orbital

orientations developed in this study.

I
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SECTION V

LINEARIZED DEPLOYMENT CONSIDERATIONS

5.1 GENERAL

During the course of this study it has become apparent

from several considerations (viz. esp. Sect. 3) that the desir-

able sequence of KWOT operations after orbit injection is a)

stabilization of the hub with the cylinder axis directea to-

ward the center of the earth b) deployment of the subsatellite

and antenna structure c) spin-up to the desired rate. Given

that the desired terminal position of the cylinder axis is

along an earth radial, deployment in any other orientation

would require subsequent ferrying operations of the entire

structure. It will also be seen below that condition a) above

is the most desirable orientation for deployment.

A common deployment procedure is to spin stabilize the

satellite in orbit, at which time the satellite appendages are

released and allowed to extend and lock at their respective

fully deployed conditions. The deployment energy is derived

from the despinning of the entire satellite system. However,

the tenuous nature of KWOT and the large extensions encountered,

complicate the "spinning" type deployment maneuver. In this

section, a method of deployment is considered that can be im-

plemented with state of the art components and techniques, using

the subsatellites to ferry themselves and the support structure
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out to the deployed condition. During the deployment maneuver,

entanglement of the structure is prevented by Judicious packag-

ing and maintaining tension on the structure. A comparative

investigation of the constraints on deployment velocity is

given in section 4.3.1.

5.2 DEPLOYmeNTCONCEPTS

As noted in section 4.2, the gravity-gradient moments on

the KWOThub are zero when the cylinder (spin) axis lies on an

earth radial or is perpendicular to it. It is further indicat-

ed in section III that the desirable node of precession of the

deployed structure is that the spin axis lie on an earth radial

at all times. It is easily seen that from a deployment stand-

point, this mode is also the most desirable one.

The prime criterion for selecting a deployment scheme is

simplicity of implementation, in that the probability of success

is necessarily less for a complex scheme requiring more com-

plicated mechanisms. The first task of the EWOT, after orbit

injection and stabilization of the central package has been

accomplished, is the deployment of the four subsatellites

and the antenna and supporting structure. It is assumed that

deployment is accomplished prior to spin-up, in order to reduce

the liklihood of cable fouling or distortion of the structure.

Three possible orientations of the structure during deployment

are shown in Figure 5.2-1.
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It is obvious that in configuration b) or c), small velo-

city differences will exist between the inner and outer sub-

satellites and the hub due to the difference in final orbital

altitude. The differences_ while small, (about 1 part in 10,000)

nevertheless constitute an orbital transfer problem which is an

unnecessary complicatlon to the deployment scheme; especially in

view of the desired final orientation of the cylinder axis.

For ease of analysis_ an exponential type of subsatellite

guidance is assumed, resulting in a linearized first order re-

quirement for the control system. The central hub is assumed

to contain equipment _hat monitors the location of the sub-

satellite and provides deployment guidance information. The

control information consists of l) separation distance, 2)

its time rate of change, and 3) angular velocity of the line

of sight with respect to inertial space. As a suggestion, radar

or laser beam systems may be used to provide the distance and

the rat_ of sepa_ation; the rate of rotation of the line of

sight and satell_t_ orientation may be referenced from a gyro,

the earth or the starts. Deployment guidance computation may

be performed on KWOT, or the earth.

For analysis purposes the deployment guidance model consider-

ed is equivalent tca one_odimensional exponential guidance in

each of the two directions of the relative cartesian coordinate

system shown in F1_e 5.2-2.
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Figure 5.2-2 Deployment Model

The deployment guidance equations are:

(5.9--].)

(3.2-2)

The equations of motion are:

(5.2-5)
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or

(5.2-4)

similarly

• q •

=o (5.2-5)

The solutions of Equations 5.2-4 and 5.2-5 with the initial

conditions

(5.2-6)

and at critical damping are:

X = XoE l*(l_'_._ocose
(5.2-7)

where

04

: guldance coefflcients

= g ='0

= firing angle measured from positive M axis

V = initial velocity.
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The paths of the subsatellite for various firing angles

V

and the parameter _--o_ are plotted in Figures 5.2-3, 5.2-4,

V
and 5.2-5. As the value of _x--'ois increased, the subsatellite

takes a less direct path and tends to wander further out from

the radial increasing the possibility of entanglement of the

structure.

To determine the chemical propellant consumed during deploy-

ment by one subsatellite, the specific impulse equation

I t

Isp= Jo (5.2-9)

b

must be written in the form:

t

kWe =I_ J_ T &t

or

t

(5.2-1o)

(5.2-11)

considering only the radial case, i.e., _ = 180 °, Equation 5.2-11

can easily be integrated, yielding

b4p = I_p V (5.2-12)

D

Figure 5.2-6 shows one radial subsatellite propellant consump-

tion as a function of initial velocity. For the velocities

considered the maximum propellant consumption is approximately

3% of the subsatellite weight.
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SECTION Vl

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMN]ENDATIONS

This study established the feasibility of a KWOT vehicle

in achieving its maneuvering requirements. The generalized

dynamic equations of motion that are necessary for a non-linear

analysis have been defined. These equations have been simplified

and linearized to enable their use in this feasibility study

_rith the following resulSs:

1. Established an orbital maneuver (spin and precession

rates) that provides observation of the complete

celestial sphere. Determined a control system that

will accomplish these orbital maneuvers. Based on

the analysis it is recommended that the hub spin axis

point continuously at the earth and that for stability

the maximum moment of inertia be about the spin axis.

The latter design goal should be accomplished by

minimizing the moments about the other two axes,

rather than by enhancing the moment about the spin

_is.

2. Considered various deployment concepts and recc_end-

ed an inertial orientation and a non-spinning type

deployment mode. Calculated permissible deployment

velocities (22 fps max.), based upon cable properties
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and structural dynamics. Calculated propellant re-

quirements necessary to accomplish deployment and

determined to be approximately 3% of subsatellies

gross weight.

4. Based upon structural dynamics considerations the

use of the 1.452 x l0 -4 in. 2 cross-3ectional area

mylar cable will result in the following desirable

behavior:

a. The region of elastic deflection (linear motion)

due to spin, is large enough to fall within the

control system capability.

b. Reduced radial sag due to centrifugal forces,

thus reducing requirements for peripheral res-

traints.

c. High cable vibration mode frequencies thereby

preventing energy interchange with lower fre-

quency subsatellite motions.

d. Low structural weight.

e. Sufficient strength to arrest satellites being

deployed at a reasonable velocity.

5. Equations have been established for both 2- and 3-

dimensional structural stiffness matrices that can

be used in defining design criteria for future

structural consideration.
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APPENDIX A

NORMALSTIFFENING CONSIDERATION

Stiffening the structure in the direction normal to the

plane of the antenna was also considered. This may be accom-

plished by the basic pyramidal configuration, symmetric about

the antenna plane, shown in Figure A-1. Three schemes have

been cous!d_r_d for the _r_at!on and m_Inte_a_e_ of th_ _t_l

stiffener at the hub, in the direction of the hub axis. These

are:

(l_ Deoloyment of large masses in the axial direction.

This may be accomplished by the ejection of a con-

siderable but otherwise tmusable portion of the

hub structure in opposite hub axls directions.

These masses will be attached by the pyramidal con-

figuration of ribbon members to the _0T pl_e.

Centrifugal force, due to the precession of the

structure would keep the configuration stable.

This is shown in Figure A-la.

Assume the masses are approximately 1/4 of the

hub structure, of earth _eight about 5,000 lbs.,

and the precession rate is one degree per hour.

Let the distance to the hub be 10,000 ft. The

centrifugal force generated in the hub axis
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Figure A-la. Pyramidal Configuration for KWOT.
(Intermediate Ribbons From Apex to
Antenna and Other Members Not Sho_ua.)

STA_|LIZING _UY

Scale: Approximate

Figure A-lb. Inflatable Boom Stabilized _0T

(Side View)

Figure A-lo. DeHavilland Type Boom Tripod

Partially Deployed
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(2)

direction would then be

F" m_r (A-l)

where moso-_ mS._c__.

r- loooo _¢.

resulting in

iz, O._T" Io -_' i'o.

This is too small a force, a situation which could

be remedied only by increasing the precession rate

(which by definition is not feasible) to, say, 100 °

per hour, in which case the force would be

F = 0.37 lb. at precession - 100 ° per hour.

Erection of an Inflatable Boom

The use of inflatable structures for space applica-

tion has been studied for several years. In space

there are several advantages, since the stability

required is very low, and because the pressuriza-

tion required for this stabilization is very lo_,

and relatively easy to maintain through the sub-

limiation of certain crystalline chemicals. Suppose

then that a boom of the order of 1,000 ft. be
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erected from the hub as illustrated in Figure Al-b.

The Euler buckling load for such a simple boom is

_ (A-3)

q

The required moment of inertia is

(A-_)

Considering P=llb.

-- 1,000 ft.

E -- .5 x l06 ("Mylar" plastic)

2

: _i_,._.kn4 (A-5)

For a circular cross section,

CA-6)

A mlnimumwall thickness would be 0.0005 in. Then

(A-7)

The weight would be

vJ, _Yrt t)
(_-8)
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Where w = density

For Mylar, _ - .05 lb___.

in. 3

Then

For this configuration, the local buckling stress

should not exceed the pretension due to the pressuri-

zation. C_nservatlvely assume local buck]In_ at zero

stress. The pressurization must therefore yield a

total tensile load equal to the design compressive

force of 1 lb. The pressurization requirement is

therefore such that

where p = pressure

resulting in

:
_r • (X-ll)

Thus the weight, geometry, and pressurization re-

quired all appear very reasonable. One of the major

problems would be the thermally induced bending from

solar radiation.

Assuming that the temperature varies linearly across

the diameter of the tube, and that the temperature
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difference, _ T, is maintained at 20 ° Farenheit.

_nT
The thermal rotational strain in the boom is _---?--

where _ is the thermal coefficient of expansion.

Then the lateral deflection, _ , at the tip would be

a maximum, if the end were unrestrained:

resulting in

where:

and

iv%

0C- o.ci4 _lo-s ,q_

This is not an unreasonable deflection, although it

would affect the stability of the column. Suitable

coatings may bring this deflection dov_ by a factor

of 3.

The maximum compressive stress must then be negated

by pressurization for local stability.

(A-14)
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Mr (A-15)

Let F be the pressurization stress.
A

compressive stress zero,

To make the

-_-_-o (_-16)

Pressurization stress is therefore:

A _t • • .,

(3)

This is therefore the critical pressurization re-

quirement. Thus for the pressurized boom considera-

tion the parameters are:

Length = 1,000 ft.

Diameter = 2r = 84 in.

Material = Mylar

Thickness = 0.0005 in.

Pressurization = 0.28 x l0 -3 psi

Critical Load = 1 lb.

Maximum A T = 20°F.

_eHavilland Type Boom TriDod

This oonfiguration is shown in Figure A-lc. Three
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boom generators are placed circumferentially equl-

distant on the hub ends. The boom ribbons are

Joined at the hub axis. When extended, the boons

would deploy, with the common central Joint as the

vertex of a tripod with a 20 ft. diameter base. A

reasonable extension length might be on the order

of 225 ft. The critical compressive strength re-

quired is given by the Euler load of one member

of the tripod. This must equal approximately 1/3

lb.,the compressive design load. The required

moment of inertia may be obtained as before:

If steel is used, (E = 30 x l06)

I= o. o_ _ '_

(A-19)

(A-2o)

Assuming r = 1 in.

I

i_,_- "_-'T_."o.o_o,_ "_n.

Due to thermal bending, the lateral displacement

is approximately given by:

•-- (A-22)_5" a.r a.
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Assuming _ T = 3°F

_, _ 0.00000_

Z_- :_..8, in.
(A-23)

The maxlmumoompressive stress due to the compressive

force acting on the bent boom is

The buckling_ stress is

(A-25)

Therefore the boom will not buckle locally.

In order to assure that the critical load is not

exceeded by the design load of 1/3 lb. in each boom,

the foil thlokness should be increased to t = 0.012

in. Then Pcr is increased to

This is adequate to overcome the additional load in-

crement caused by the basic slope of the tripod and

the thermal displacements.
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The last two designs appear most reasonable. The in-

flatable design has the advantage of a higher pyramid apex,

but a possible pressurization reliability problem. The De

Havilland type boom design, however, may still encounter de-

ployment reliability problems, and offers a much lower apex.

Also, the metallic foil used therein may affect the antenna

radiation patterns.
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APPENDIX B

STABILITY OF CANTILEVERED RIGIDIZED MEMBRANE CYLINDERS

It has recently been shown by Jahsman(1)that pressurized

circular cylindrical membrane columns possess stability well

beyond the initial wrinkling stage when subjected to compression

and bending. It was also shown therein that linear behavior

is expected up to the point of wrinkling, conservatively as-

sumed to be reached when the combined bending, axial compression

and pressurization stress is zero. The use of such a column as

a central boom was proposed for out-of-plane stabilization

of the KWOT in the Interim Progress Report. The configuration

parameters are repeated here in Table B-1. However, because

of the problem of the continuous pressurization requirements

of the boom, considering that it might become punctured by space

debris, it was deemed necessary to investigate the possibilities

of using an inflatable column, rigidized by foamed in-place

walls. The physical parameters of Mylar and foam materials may

be obtained from the Expandable Structures Design Handbook (2) .

Without the continuing aid of pressurization, the stability

of the column is dependent upon the classical buckling stress (3) .
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To find the foam thickness required in the case of a

composite mylar-foam-mylar sandwich membrane, let us assume

that an optimum condition is reached when the buckling stress

is the same for all elements of the cross-section shown in

Pigure B-1.

6_'_bo_s .

t o

Assuming furthermore that the overall thickness (ro+ _)

- (r i- ti) is small compared to r_, the buckling formula
2

applies. Then from (B-l)

(B-2)

 B-3)
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meter,

Since the outer membrane may be chosen as a design para-

= E (+oL-",_ (B-#)

From this one can also determine

~ :*°"

(B-5)

Then due to combined bending from thermal gradients, there

appears a moment

_q_ = PA t
(B-6)

where &t = free thermal end displacement

= axial compressive force

Hence the buckling stress must not exceed

by

The share of the moment in the foamed material is given

_.r,. _ E,,. I.r,



A. r. -- 'r-"o

Similarly_the share of the axial load for the foam is

P{ -- "Pfo_..I E_ A_

(B-9)

where the subscript _ designates Nylar and _ designates the

foam.

Therefore, from (B-3)

F o_ _-r L_- I (B-lO)

Now from Euler's critical load one obtains

L _

(S-ll)

The required E1 is then

(s-12)

(B-13)
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the solution of which becomes an Iteratlve procedure. Choosing

some ratio of (EI)foam, one may determine Af, Am, ass1_ne a A T,

(El)_Myi a T
and thus calculate (_'bu_max" If this is not equal to the buck-

ling stress

(B-14)

the process must be repeated for a new ratio of (El)foam ,

_(EI )Mylar

_-._.til the desired equality of buckling stress and combined

axial and bending stress has been achieved. Numerical values

of the solution have not been determined at this time.
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APPENDIX C

EFFECT OF INTIAL TENSION ON THE STIFFNESS OF THE KWOT

The centrifugal forces on the KWOT peripheral satellites

produce initial stresses in the KNOT structural members. It is

shov_ in the following discussion that in the case of assumed

geometric linearity of behavior, the stiffness coefficients

of the KWOT are not affected by this initial stress condition.

Figure C-1 Stress-Strain Diagram of Member.

T
_a

I
W

Figure C-2 Force-Displacement Diagram of a

Typical Point.
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Figure C-3 Tangential Displacemnt of a KNOT Satellite

Let:

_W = Change in work due toAt

_U = Change in strain energy rue to _ t

= Stiffness

/_ = Displacement or increment

_-- = Stress

= Strain

= Member extension

= Length of member

_/- = Volume per unit length of member

(c-i)

(c-2)
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but

(c-3)

an&

Jl= -A t s;_o_ (c-4)

(c-5)

AC= EA& (c-6)

D

Then from (C-6)

N

_:%t _" 5's¢_ &o¢.

k_

Substituting (C-7 in (C-2)

y."-
k.

•-.--0

-L_. A dl

(c-7)

(c-s)

Solving the integral

A_- = gA____b6',,_o<.
ha (c-9)

but

" _tt =,Q •
.1..Ag-,. b ,si_oe..

L_,.



Which is identical with the usual result, in the case of

no initial stress. A similar result obtains in the radial ex-

tension case,/k r = 1.

In that case,

(C-12)

u (c-13)

but

/kU= t_4

I-

but

(c-Io)

(C-l_)

:c-15)

Therefore

(c-16)

Which again is identical with the usual result of no

initial stress.

c-4



APPENDIX D

EWOT 0CTANT STIFFNESS MATRIX

The structural a_d dynamic analyses of a three dlmen-

slonal EWOT configuration, stiffened by a central boom against

_ut-of-llne deflection, would be based upon the stiffness

matrix presented in the following discussion. In order to

minimize the computational labor, the ar,alysls takes a_va_tage

of the assumed symmetry in the three planes x-y, y-z, and x-z,

by analyzing only one octant of KWOT, whose .... _--

in Figure D-l, for appropriate combinations of symmetry and

antisymmetry of the boundary conditions on the plane of sym-

metry. Figure D-2 illustrates the degrees of freedom of the

simplified EWOT ootant.

The numerical values of the ootant stiffness matrix are

given in Figure D-3 and the designation of the non-restralned

degrees of freedom are given in Figures D-4 through D-II. The

stiffness matrix was computed for the whole ootant. By apply-

ing the illustrated boundary conditions, the stiffness matrices

of each case were extracted, and are given in Figures D-12

through D-19.

The element stlffnesses are obtained by assuming a guy

wire area as used for the stiffness matrix of the planar E_OT

given in the Interim Progress Report. The material is _71ar.

D-I



The boom was also assumed to have the same confIEuratlon

as previously calculated in the Interim Progress Report.

The stlffnesses were apportioned to the ootant according

to the share of the element's stiffness contributed to it.

There results:

L_

L®

.O|OLCL_

L_

®

.01o:1. I_

L@

_® =(½) E_gA@--,o_IIqq
L®

[ I_n

_a,q =- o(_o11113_

_.lqlO-- ,0001111:2..

_-.13,I0 = -_ 000 II I[ 3.

k i%_t=--G,o,_S

All matrices are symmetrlo.

_-_._1_ = , 0o0_:i_

I%i%1_: .ooo1_t_a.

k_e,_%: 1.333qq

_.. _,-I,1,_= 6.o_4"1,_

D-2



Figure D-I Octant Geometry.

Figure D-2 Simpllfle_ KNOT 0otant Degrees of Freedom

D-3
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Figure D-4

Configuration (a)

Symmetrio About Planes{'x-y
_ y-Z

5

e .o

Figure D-5

Configuration (b)

Symmetrlo About Plane[x-Y
_7-z

Antlsymmetrlo About Plane z-x
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G_ =0

Figure D-6
Configuration (o)

Symmetric About Planes[x-y
_-x

Antlsymmetrlo About Plane y-z

/

\

t\

Figure D-7
Configuration (d)

Antlsymmetric About Plane x-6

Symmetrlo About Planes[y-z

_-x
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®x=O I

Figure D-8
_^_+'4 _1"_ae.4 ,_ ( _. )

Antisymmetrlo About Planes _x-y

_-z
Symmetric About Plane x-z

\

J
_x =0

Fi_eD-9
Configuration (f)

Antisymmetrlc About Planes _y-z

_z-x
S_mmetrlo About Plane x-y

D-?
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Fis_re D-10
Configuration (g)

Antisymmetrio About Planes [x-y

---[zx
Symmetrlo About Plane y-z

Configuration (h)

Figure D-II Antisymmetrlo About Planes_x-y
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Figure D-12 K Matrix of Configuration (a)
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.60897 -1.850_6 -2.01426
)_i0 -2 X i0 -_ _I0-2
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Figure D-13 K Matrix of Configuration (b)
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Figure D-14 K Matrix of Configuration (c)
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Figure D-15 E Matrix of Configuration (d)
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Figure D-16 E Matrix of Configuration (e)
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Figure D-I? K Matrix of Configuration (f)
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Figure D-18 E Matrix of Confisu/atlon (g)
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Figure D-19 K MaSrlx of Configuration (h)
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APPENDIX G

INCR_4ENTAL THRUST BURSTS FOR PRECESSING THE KWOT SCAN PLANE

When KWOT is operating in a spin-scannlngmode, the spin plane can be

changed either continuously_ or in increments, in order to cover the entire

sky. This paper discusses a method of accomplishing the change of plane

incrementally_ in steps of one or two degrees. It will be shown that the

orientation of the plane can be changed by one increment in a time interval

that is only slightly longer than one-quarter revolution.

An evaluation is made of the fuel required to scan the sky by incremental

changes in plane_ and it is shown that the expenditure of about 1.5 ibs. of

fuel is typical for a IO0 lb. sub-satelllte.

Description of the Method

To change the plane of rotation by an angle_, it is necessary to

change the direction of the velocity vector of each sub-satelllte as it

crosses the line of intersection of the old plane with the new plane. If

the correct thrust burst is applied to a sub-satellite at this tlme_ it will

then be moving in the new plane_ and should need no further correction.

Since the four sub-satellites are spaced at 90* angles around the center_ two

of them will cross this line of intersection at the same time_ and the other

two will cross it one quarter revolution later.

This sequence of events is illustrated in Figure I. Figure IA shows

the structure still rotating in its original plane_ which is indicated by

the broken line. Sub-satellltes A and C are just crossing the line of inter-

section_ and a burst of thrust is being applied to each to alter its direction.

In Figure 1B_ sub-satellites A and C have proceeded along the new path_

indicated by the solid line. C and D are still on the old path. Note_

however_ that A_ B, C 2 and D are still contained in a plane_ and their rela-

tive positions are little disturbed_ so the dimensions of the structure are

preserved 2 and the beam should not seriously deteriorate. In Figure _C_ B

and D have arrived at the line of intersection_ and thrust is being applied

to them to put them in the new plane. In Figure hD, all four sub-satellites

are now moving in the new plane.



Total Thrust Require d for Scannin_

The change of velocity, AV, required to change the motion of a sub-

satellite from one plane to another which is inclined to the first by an

 gle is (for mall

AV = V sin _,

where AV is the magnitude of the velocity change, V is the magnitude of

the velocity, and _ is the dihedral angle between the old plane and the new

plane. For a sub-satelllte revolving at a radius of 5 km in a structure

rotating at one revolution per hour, V = fOx km/hr = 31._ km/hr, = 0.873

x 103 cm/sec and

AV for a_ of 1 ° is

nv (t°)= v sin = 1.52x I0cm/sec.

If 180 such changes in plane are executed, the KNOT beam will have

scanned the entire sky with a maximum separation between adjacent scans of

1 °. The total impulse required of each sub-satellite to make 180 incremental

changes of plane of 1 ° each is

AV = 180AV (I°) : 2.74x 103 cm/sec.

An approximate equation for the velocity change which can be accomplished

by a given expenditure of fuel is:

AV = glsp In mf

where AV is the total change of velocity, g is the acceleration of gravity

at the surface of the earth, expressed in the same unit of length that is

used to express AV, and the same unit of time as is used for _V and I
sp"

The parameter I is the "specific impulse" associated with the fuel system,
sp

expressed in time units, mi is the initial mass of the vehicle, including

fuel, and mf is the final mass. It is assumed that mi - mf is the mass of

fuel expended. (glsp is approximately equal to the exhaust velocity,)

From this equation:

mi AV
In---=--'-'- .

mf glsp

-2-



If we use the figure derived above for AV, and assmae I
sp

have

m.Ai= 2.7_ x 103 cm/sec
mf 980 x 200 = 1.39_ x 10-2

la

is 200 sec., we

mi
--= 1.01_
mf

If, therefore, the initial mass of the sub-satellite is I00 Ibs., only

about 1._ lbs. of fuel need to be expended to incrementally precess the

_tr.acture by 180 °, and scan the entire sky.

-3-





APPENDIX H

OUT OF PLANE PERTURBATZON OF RHOMBICANTENNA

Let us consider the perfectly conducting rhombic antenna subjected to

an out of plane displacement. This perturbation i8 accomplished by dis-

placing the vertex of legs 2 and 3 along a circular arc in the x-z plane,

centered at the intersection of the minor and_aJor axes of the rhombic.

The degree of the perturbation is specified by the angle 8 which the tit-
s

cular arc subtends. Legs 2 and 3 are then raised out of the x-y plane as

if they were hinged along the minor axis, while legs 1 and _ retain their

original position. The resultant configuration is shown in Figure 1.

Since the final rhombic configratton is relatively simple, it is not

difficult to obtain the resultant far field pattern by a direct integration

of the unperturbed current over the displaced structure. This approach

implies that the current distribution is not greatly altered by the out of

plane displacement. We may also obtain the pattern by using the perturbation

procedure described elsewhere in this report_ and if the smne assumption

concernin s the alteration of the current distribution is made the results

from this approach are in excellent agreement with those of the preceedi_

method for So< 1. Since, at this time_ we do not have any numerical

results pertainins to the equilibrium current distribution on the rhombic

it was felt that the usual assumption of the current being comprised of

unifom traveling waves would allow reasonable estimates of the resultant

power pattern of the perturbed structure.

The computed results which follow were obtained from the direct

calculation. They present suitable normalized radiation patterns plotted

against the spherical coordinate angles 8 and _, for various values of 0 ° ,

The antenna considered is comprised of 17 wavelength long legs with a half-

vertex angle of 13.3".

Figure 2 indicates the manner in which the E-plane radiation pattern of

the rhombic is disturbed by the out of plane displacement. Calculations

showed that for 8 equal to 0.1 ° and 1 ° the departure from the unperturbed



pattern was negligible. It is seen from Figure 2 that an out of plane

perturbation of 5 ° which corresponds to the rhombic vertex being displaced

1._Swavelengths above the x-y plane, leaves the beamwldth virtually

unchanged at 6", while the major sidelobe increases slightly from -8.9_ db to

-8._I db, and the maxlmumvalue at _ = 0 ° decreases by slightly less than I0_.

Figure 3 displays the variation in the H-plane radiation pattern for out

of plane displacements of @ = I" and 5 ° . When @ = 0.I ° the departure from
O

the unperturbed pattern is negligible. We see that at 8 = 1.0 ° , the major

sldelobes have decreased slightly, the beamwldth has remained unchanged at

I_ e and the maximum x_!ue of the rsd_stion patcern has decreased by less than

1/2_ and displays a negligible shift (possibly 1/20). At e ° = 5.0 ° , the

beamwidth has remained the same. There is a slight upward shift of 2.5 ° of

the main beam and the sideiobe level has decreased to -15.6 db. These

results are sunnnarized below.

Vertical Displacement Maximum

@ of Vertex Beamwidth Max. Value Sidelobe Level
O

0 ° 0 6 ° 1.000 -8.8_ db

O. 1 o .0289k 60 I. 000 -8.84 db

l.O ° .2888k 6 ° 1.000 -8.8_ db

5.0 ° 1._TA 6 ° 0.905 -8.hl db

i i i i _ ii,

Table I

E-Plane Radiation Pattern Variation

-2-



Vertical Displacement Maximum
@ of Vertex Beamwidth Max. Value Beamshift Sidelobe Level

o
L , , i

O° 0 15" 1.000 0 -10 db

0.I 0.028_ 15° 1.000 " 0° -I0.0 db

l.o ° o.2888k 1T 0.995 o°-o.T -lo._ db

5.0" I._TA 15° 0.955 2.5° -15.6 db

Table II

H-Plane Radiation Pattern Variation

Conclusions:

The results of this study have shown that the out of plane displacement

of the rhombic illustrated in Figure 1, produces no adverse changes in the

E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns as far as beamwidth and sidelobe

levels are concerned. In the case of the 5 ° perturbation there is a very

slight loss of gain in the E-plane pattern. The H-plane pattern is affected

only by a canting of the main lobe equal to about one-half the angular

displacement. This is equivalent to introducing a deterministic phase error

or a random phase error withnon-zero mean in the case of the synthetic array.

It was shown in this case t however s that the beansaidth was greatly increased

and the gain was severely decreased by the introduction of a random phase

error with a maximum variance of 180 °.

-3-
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APPENDIX I

THE GENERAL RHOMBIC ANTENNA

We wish to consider what can be

called a general rhombtc antenna_ which

consists of two wires connecting the

General rhombic

Figure 1

transmitter or receiver and a terminating

reststance which is chosen to eliminate

a reflected current. We will think of

it as a transmitting antenna since

reclproclty'enables us to obtain the performance of a receiving antenna. We

will assume that the currents in the wires are travelling waves of constant

amplitude, specifically that

71 = _e iks

_2 = -_e £ks

where s is. the distance from the transmitter measured along the wire r

s is the unit vector along the wire in the direction of increasing s 2

2_
k = -_-, and k is the wavelength.

The radiated field is proportional to _I " _2 where

_n W.;oL[_. ,^^_^'l elk ( . S dt)d s_s,r;rj s ;0 _'_

wire n

Here L is the length of each of the wires and _ is the unit vector pointing

towards the field point. Assuming that the terminating resistance lies

a distance D in the direction given by the unit vector _o from the transmitter,

we have that

for both of the wires.

jO L _ds - Dr_0



Page

In order to see the nature of the integrals for the field it Is

usual to introduce the integral

z %"

and study what happens as z increases from 0 to L.

Now we would llke to have the main beam along the axis, that is in

the direction _o. In figures 2-8 we show E(z) for an ordinary rhombic

for L=30_ and for varlous values of L-D for the direction _ ^" ro (for

Ar - Ar., _(z) is in the direction in the plane of the rhomblc perpendicular

A
to r. so that we can forget about its vector character for these figures,

and'_l = "_2 so that we need consider only one Integral). The figures

show the shape of the rhombic, and then a trace of E(z) is the complex

plane as z goes from 0 to L°

L = 30k

L-D=_
4

Figure 2
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• L - 30X

L-D --_
2

'Jm- ___A ''z'L
""_z=O

Figu2:e 3

_', z-O
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z=L

L = 301,

L-D., k

Figure 9
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Figure 6

!

Z'= L

-C

,| ,i ,

_,,z =0
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z=3L
4

-+

iii I i I /

_z"O

Figure 7
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V

Figure 8

In figure 9 we show the variation of _E(L)_with L-D for the cases
pIotted above,
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IE(L)I

0

i i I

4 2 4

Modffled rhombic

Rh omb ic

Rectangular

i , I ' I

_ ..L .2_
4 2 4

L-D
--T

Figure 9
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Figures 10-16 correspond to figures 2-8 except that the rhomblc has

been distorted to a rectangular shape.

w

i , , ii i

L - 30;.

L-D =_.
4

L

Figure I0

L = 30k

L-D =_
2

i ,,i ill

Figure ii

L = 30k

L-D =5),

4

Kz=O

Figure 12
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z=L
A,

)
)

Z =''0
Figure 13

L = 30k

L'D=SA
4

z=L "_'_

,_ [J

_z = O Figure 14

Z =,L
z=O

Figure 19

L = 3Ok

L-D - 7k
4

_)_.o
z=L

Figure 16
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In figures 17-23 we have a modified rhombic.

_.z'L

' _ z =L

z_L

Figure 18
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__ z - L

Figure 19
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1

Z s

m I

Figure 20
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Figure 21
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%

z=L

Figure 22
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_L

Figure 23

The variation of IE(L_ with L-D is also shown on figure 9 for

the modified rhombic.

For the three types of antenna considered we see from figure 9 that

IE(L_ reaches its peak value for L-D ~ k with some variation depending

on the antenna shape. We now want to consider the integral _(z) in

more detail in order to show that we expect such a result to hold for

a wide range of antenna shapes.

We want to consider _z) when the field direction is along the axis,

that is when _ ^= to. For simplicity we will assume the antenna lles in

a plane so that we can factor the vector direction out of the integral.
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A • A A_,_

Then the amplitudes factor s - _S-rsjr becomes sin a and the phase factor

-/o#, k(a (_._)dt) becomes (1-cos r)dt where r is the angle between

the wire and the direction to the field point. Now we have

fo"E(z) = sin r e£ (l-cos _)dtds

Expressing this in terms of # we have

kZ(z) -In_e d_- d_.-v(e)
_'- 1-cos r _0 t_n _C

2

r_Z

where 8 = k_ (i-cos r)ds.
0

• f0'Now whenA =^ ro we have cos 7" ds = D so that, as z varies from 0 to L,

e varies from 0 to k(L-D) W @. If (_ is given as a function of _ then the

length of the wires is given by

L = k(l- s _') " 2k sin2_

2

If we approximate the integral v(e) by a sum

oe i_ ei_

_ d_ " Z tan
2 2

then we see that V(O) is the sum of a number of vectors in the complex

plane where the length of a vector is _' and the direction of the

vector is that of ei¢ if Y>O (wire going away from axis) and is the

opposite direction if T_O (wire going toward axis).

Now from the figures above we can see that the trace of E(z) can

be broken into two parts. In one part the wire is going away from the
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axis (z_ in the cases above) and in the other it is going toward the
2

axis(zyL).
2

The reason that E(L) takes on its peak value for L-D " k or # " 2_

is that the two parts are in phase near this value. The exact value of

at which the two parts will be in phase will depend on the shape of the

wire.

If the first half of the wire goes away from the axis. then for

L-D = k the first part of the trace must start out tangential to the

real axis going in the positive direction and continuously bend around

until it is_headed parallel to the real axis in the negative directlom

as indicated in figure 24.

Figure 24

Possible traces

of Z(z) wlth

o4z(_ for L-D = k
2

Thus the resultant will tend to lie near the imaginary axis. If

the second half of the wire is going toward the axis then it will

similarly have a resultant near the imaginary axis and the two will tend

to add up leading to a peak near L-D ~ k for a wide range of wire shapes.

If we consider how V(_) varies for a larger range of _ we see

that we should expect the two parts to add up for _ " 2_ giving a

maximum, then to cancel for ¢ ~ _ giving a minimun, then to add up again
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for ¢ - 6_ giving another maximum, etc. However, for large 0 we

would expect each part to be wound up on itself so that the maximum for

@ " 2_ would be the prlncipal one, as indicated in figure 29.

For @ " 2_

V(_

v(e)

For **

For # " _

Figure 29

If we consider field points off the axis then we see that the length

of the wire, L, remains unchanged but the overall length of the antenna,

D, is mul£1plied by the cosine of the angle between the axis and the field

point. Thus _ = k(L-D) is increased and we see that the main beam is

on the axis.

® i¢In the integral e-E-- d_ for the field, if we are not considering

tan_

the main beam then the phase factor ei_ is rapidly varying and we can

approximate the Lntegral by integration by parts and neglecting the integral
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tan
2

2

0

-1

-2

which remains. This means that the value of the integral is determined

principally by the singularities. If we want small side-lobes then we

must make the singularities small. We can eliminate singularities in

the interior of the region of integration by making r a smooth function

of _3 but in order to eliminate the singularities at the ends of the region

of integration we must make 1 increase smoothly from very small

tan
2

values at the ends of the integration region. This corresponds to tapering

the illumination of an antenna.

The purpose of the above has been to give a qualitative picture of

the behavior of a general rhombic and to show that the precise shape of

the antenna is not critical as long as we keep L-D " _. Also we see how

.we can reduce the side-lobe levels of a rhombic by appropriate reshaping.

While the conclusions reached above should be reliable for an antenna

which is meant to operate like an ordinary rhombic_ we cannot expect them

to hold for completely arbitrary antennas. Thus by using the qualitative

approach outlined above we can arrive at the antenna shown in figures

26 and 27. Here although ¢ = _ we have the main beam on axis.

3_ 4_ 5_

h._

v

h

Figure 26
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e

Figure 27

The plot of v(e) is given in figure 28.

d

c

b

I

Figure 28
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Here we have a cross between a rhombic and an array. In this way we

may be able to obtain greater sensitivity and a sharper beam than a

rhombic by sacrificing some of its broadbandedness.

One of the features of the generalized rhombic is that it might be

feasible to change the shape in orbit thus changing either the operating

frequency or the pattern. A possibility mentioned by Professor Haddock

is changing the pattern and simply averaging the results in order to

smooth out the slde-lobes.



EXPRESSIONS FOR M FIELD OF A GENERAL RHOMBIC

A general rhomblc consists of two wires going from a transmitter

or receiver to a terminating impedance which is chosen to eliminate

reflected currents. The field due co this rhomblc consists of two

terms of the form

_= + F L [_-(_'_)_I e_a/s[l'_91 dtds (l)
- 0

JO

(,one term has the + sign and the other term has the - sign due to the

fact that the currents travel in opposite directions in the two wires).

Here L is the length of the wire, s_ is a unit vector along the wire_

2,
is a unit vector in the direction of the field point_ k = -_ k is the

wave length_ s is distance along the wire. The assumption in equation

(1) is that the current is constant in magnitude along the wire and

has a phase characteristic of a wave travelling along the wire at the

velocity of light.

We will consider first the case where the antenna lles in a plane

and the field point is in this plane. Then _-(_._)_ is a vector in

this plane which is perpendicular to the direction to the field point

and which has magnitude sin C_where C_ is the angle between the wire

and the direction to the field point. Also _o_- cos _ so that the

integrals in (i) take the form

_-_/oL sin o_ik/o s (,l'c°s _)dtds (2)

The phase angle kfSJo (1-cos _)dt varies from 0 to kfoL (1-cos C_)dt - k(L-D)

where L is the length of the wire and D is the length of the projection of

the wire on the direction to the field point.
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If we transform the integration variable from arc length, s, to phase

angle _ = k/s (1-cos _)dt we find
_o

de = k(l-cosa)ds

1-cos (_ ei_d_ = tan--___d_ (3)

2

where ¢ = k(L-D). In terms of _ and g we can give the following

eYpresslon for the length of the wire:

k(l-cos C_) = sin 2 a
m

2

In the .general case £n which the antenna and the field point do

not all lie in a single plane we must replace the_ln (2) and (3) by

_-cos _ + _ sin _ and this expression must now go inside the integral.

Here _ and _ are two fixed unit vectors perpendicular to _ and

9- (_9)9 -_stn a cosS +gsin a sinS.

If we are given a as a function of s and want to draw a picture of

/o J• a
the antenna, we plot s sin a dt versus cos a dr.

• 0

instead a as a function of _ then we plot/_ dO versus

•Jo k tan

/0 _ cos a de 2
k(l-cos a)

If we are given



' APPENDIX J

'THE CURRENT DISTRIBUTION ON A RESISTIVE CYLINDRICAL ANTENNA

I, Introduction

The purpose of this work is to study the current distribution on a

thln_ flnlte_ cylindrlcal antenna when the antenna materlel is not a perfect

conductor. Wu and King _1)'" have treated thlJ problem for the case when the

impedance per unit length is a particular function of the distance from

the end of antenna. They have_ however_ only obtained a solution for the

case of the current being represented by an outward traveling wave emanating

from a source at the center of the wire. This result neglects the effect

of waves reflected from the end of the antenna.

In the present case we consider a source located at an orbiting

position on!the structureand calculate the complete current distribution

on the wire by utilizing a variational principle. We then show how this

r.esult may be used to obtain the current induced on the same antenna when

it is illuminated by a plane wave.

II. Th e Equation for the Current on a Finite I Resistive Transmittin_ Antenna

We shall investigate the current on a thin 2 imperfectly conducting

cyllnder of length 21j radius a and internal impedance per unit length Zi.

The cylinder extends from z - -_ to z - +_ and is excited by a voltage V
_, 0

,apFlled. at the point z = zo. The total current I_ is assumed to be axially

directed and to possess axlmuthal symmetry_ following boundary conditions

at the surface of the cylinder

: Ea + Eez = I(z) Zi; r = a and -l_ z_ _,

where E z is the electric field_ (axially directed)_ induced by the current

on the cylinder and.E e is given by
Z

(1)

Ee = V 5(zz o " _o ) (2)



A
z

The induced field, Ez, is obtained by utilizing the vector potential

on the surface of the cylindrical structure_

Az(Z) _o [ I(_)e*k (3)

Here, we have assumed an e time dependence and the wavenumber k
a)

is given by c" Equation (3) is the thin wire approximation for the exact

_e_tor potential which is widely used in the treatment of thin antennas when
J --I

the end surfaces are of no particular concern (2_)). We may now write the

induced field E as
Z

i_ k2
Ez = 7 [ d2+dz2 IAz ' (_)

If we assuma the cylinder to be so thin that

a << 2£ and ka << I,

and take into account the fact that the current l(z) must go to zero at

z - ±I, we may rewrite the integral in equation (3) as shown below(4)|

(p)

÷2" "f ,gn(,-_)

d [ I(_)elk Iz-_I ] d_.b• _
(6)

Equation (4) therefore becomes

_z - _"'o + L[ I,-] (7)

-2-



where the functional L [I_z] is given by

+t

L[I'z] = / In2_z'{_. sgn(z'_) d I Ik_z'_I I (8)

We may now rewrite equation (I) in the form

GI+K=O (9)

where the operator G is defined by

CZ =
1

""_O

I._2 + k2 1 L [I_z] - Z i l
OZ J

and the driving force K is given by

(10)

K = VoS(--Zo). (11)

Vainshtein (5) has formulated a variational, principle for equation (9)

which is briefly described below. We consider the two driving forces K_

and % given for the same antenna and their corresponding currents Ia and

I_ whlch satisfy the equations

GI_ + KI5 " O. (12)

The operator G, defined by equation (10) satisfies the symmetry conditions

where for the present one dimensional problem, the inner product _I@,GI_

"3-



is defined as

+L

The function_ S_ as shown below

(15)

is then stationary with respect to variations in I_ and I_, when the unvaried

functions I(Z and I_ satisfy equation (12)o If I(_and I_ are exact solutions

of equatloni(12)1 then

(16)

If the functions I_ and I_ are known only approxlmately then equation

(15) gives a more precise calculationof the quantity SC_B than does

equation (16). Since the precision in calculatln8 S_o by equation (19)

is higher than the precision of the inltlal trlal functions, I and I_, we

can take (13) as the basis of a method of successive approximations when

Ka and K_ are delta functions.

Vainshtein (9) has shown that, by choosing simple initlal trlal functlons

comprised of traveling waves which satisfy the proper end conditions, one

obtains sufficient precision by simply substituting into the stationary

expression one time. In particular he considers the case of an Infinlte s

perfectly conducting cylinder and compares the solutlon obtained by the

variational method with that obtained by a "direct" solution (4) of the

integral equation. This comparison shows excellent correlatlon between

the results of the two methods. Furthermore_ the accuracy of the results

obtained through the varlatlonal method increases as the quantity k2a 2

-4-



decreases. Since the current on the finite_ resistive wire is comprised

of functions which are similar to those in the case dexcrlbed above# we

may expect to obtain similar accuracy. Furthermore_ Vainshteln shows that

the results obtained from the variational approxlmatlonmay be applied

when ka is as large as 0.2, so that we can expect the results to be very

precise for the particular case of interest.

III. The Current Distribution on the Transmitting Antenna

A current wave varying with z exponentlally (elWp z) can propagate

along an impedance conductor. The wave number w of this wave is the

solution of the equation _5_6)'"
P

where

...$.L. v2 in 21 . Zi
_%_ p _Vpa

(17)

r = 1.781... (18)

and Im w > 0 when ReZi > O. It follows that _ coincides with k when ZiP P
is zero.

Since we are interested in obtaining the current for an excitation by

a concentrated voltage at the point z - z we consider the followlng two

driving functions

= v s(z- . (19)% B(,.-

We see 3 therefore, from (16) that

1



We choose a trlal function for the current made up of waves propagating

from the point of excitation and travellng waves which constrain the current

to be zero at z _ ±1. The trial currents are therefore given by

- + AeiWP(Z'%)+Be

%(.->- "'%i + A,elWp(Z'%) ,e'lWp(Z'%)]+ B , (m)

where C is an unknown constant and A, B, A'_ and B' are given by

e2iWpza, e21Wpt
A" - (22e)

2 i sin _pt

e-21WpZ . e2iWp
B - (_b')

2 i sin 2w t
P

e2iWpZ_ . e21Wp g
A' = (22c)

2 i sin 2w
P

-2iw z e2iWpt• P_-
B' - (22d)

2 i sin 2w
P

Substitutine these trial currents into the right hand side of the

stationary expression (15) and utilizing equation (20) we obtain the

following expression for the current I_

-6-



C2 ....... + nl,e.... % .'i'p"
(_)

where

lw z e2iWp] -iwpz_• P _ - •
_(z(x ) - ........

2i sin _ I
P

(z4e)

and

"iWPZa - e2iWp I £WpZ(z

A2(Z_.- = .e e
2i sin 2w 2

P

(24b)

now calculate the quantlty." --- i(l ,G_ in order to obtain theWe must

final expression for T(z_). It £ollo@s from the s_mmetry property (13)

and equations (I0), (14) and (17) that

+I

L[la,--] d,

+l

÷o'-'v,,_o_.'--'.f,_oc-__oc._,-] (_)

the first integral in (25) may be written as shown

+1 i_2 +k21 L [i_,z] dz/ _(z) _z a
-I

+I

.f dz2 + k2] _(_).Ltia,.] dz - q
-!

(26)

-7-



where

by substituting the currents shown in equation (21) into (29) and (26)

we obtain the following expression for the desired inner product

(28)

where

31 = 2iWpC 5(z-z_) e z-z_ L[I(X,z] d=,

-l

(29)

and

+l

J2 = v2p / Is(z) L[I(_,z] dz

"l

+1

%(,) d=.

(30)

(31)

The operator, L, is linear so that L[Ia, z] may be written as

%

lw z v -lw z I I+ Be p (z L L• P , z

J

(32)

Substituting the desired exponential quantity into equation (8) leads to

the following results:

-8-



l" iw z -_ iw z

L_e p ,zJ ,. [%(0) + g.(o)]e P - g+(,.z)ei(k_)Ae-ik,

" S.(l + z)ei(k'Wp)le Ikz

()3a)

LI -lw z -_. -lw z '
e P ,'J - [g+(o) + g.(o)]e P . g+(,+z):k'_p)le£k,

and

" s.(l',)e_(k'wp)_e"Ik"
(3_b)

LIe_WPJ"'aI,'l" [g+(o)+s.(o)]
_Wpl,',_l+[,+(l,.%l).,.(l,.%l)j

• e£klz'z(_l.g+(j+z)ei(k_p)lelWpZot elkz

"E+(l'z)ei(k+WP )I e"£wpz(_ e'ik,

(33c)

where

and

2Z "i(k'+Wp)Z
_.(_..+.z.- In --" e

a

g.(z) " In 2z -i(k-Wp)Z
a

_£ [i(k+Wp) z]

el [_(k-_),]

"9"



The exponential integral_i(i_z) is defined as

oo

£1(iaz) = -/ eitt dt (35)

and the sum [g+(o) + g.(o)] is given by

[s+(o) + s.(o)]
2i

- 2 :n (36)
T'Vpa

By substituting equations (33a-c)into equations (28) - (31)we obtain,

I

" .4_E o I 51
eik_ e-ikz_ eiWpZ_

+ 52 + 83

+ 54 "lWpZ_ elWpl Zc-Z_ elkI Z -I¢[BI ]• + 8:5 + 56 j (37)

where the coe£ficient% 51 ..._ 5 6 are expressed as shown below:

2

v(I511.. z _"-_ ' _._.p_. 1
i_o i(k4_p) " (t +z_)_+ (_+z_) •

k+Wp

+ 21 (k-W'p)Wp _g+( l+zfl)" g: (t+z_) ] lei(k4CaP)t:l+B_eiWP z_

" 2i(k_p)Wp

i(k-Wp) I -iWpZ_ I

• e Ae j , (38)

"10"



_2(_(_,,:_)- 8_(-,a,,_) ,
(39)

2
V

_)(,,.a)- _..P-._(_)- _(._a)e21"P_ ] " [s+(l...a).g.(i.,a)]i P ' --

" -_sl.n2wpl

.le-:Lkzi:x.e-L>lWpl e:l'kz0c] ei(k'_P) I + ,_w A

k [$(s(_) + •2£k'{ S('zG) ]
•[g+(O) + g.(o)-11e'/'WPr'(_ + 21.w sln 2wp]-

+ (k2 + Wp) _ (o)- 8.( 21k

41/._wps:Ln2Wp,f

'Iv2 e2£(k'_P) ' F,,. . .. 21w,,l_

+_ P . --L,._.(21)+ _+(2_), " Jl,(,(_)
(_ s£n2Wp _

+ _ . , 2J.(k-_p)_-_p'-_
i(O Zlg+(21)e

(_o)

B4(z(_)- _,3(-=a)

and

(J,2)
_,9 . _ [g+(o)+ _.(o)- I]

2
P

_'6(z(_'z0) " O_p

(_,})

-11"



The functions z_g_, S, T# and U are written as

-i(_p)_

and

iWPZa "e'iWPZ_ 1
2 _e ,

S(za) = i sin2Wpl cos 2Wp

[g+(l+za)-g.(z+_)]ei(k'wp)zeIk'a

sin 2w
P P

(_+za)e i(k'wp)

kei(k'wp )_ ikz

+ e
v2sinN
P P

2i sin 2w
P

[Z_g+(t+Zc,) + _. (t+z) ] eIkz_

-2iwpl eiWpZa -iWpZ(%
v(_a) = Be -Ae .

(45)

(46)

(47)

We see therefore, that the current distribution, _(z), on a thin,

imperfectly conducting wire, extending from z m -_ to z - +l, excited by a

voltage generator of strength V located at the point z m z0 may be

written as

4,Eo_e iwp'z0"z' +_l(z0)eiWpZ +,(Zo ) e'iWpZ] 2

z(z) - -
D

(48a)

where

D 81(Zo,Z)eikZ+ 82(z0,z)e.ikz Zo)eiWpz -iWpZ- +SS( + S_('-o)e

iWplZo'Zl iklzO'z l
+ 89e + 86(z0,z)e

(48b)

-12-



and _2 are given by equation (24) and _I through 56 are given by

equations (38) " (43).

We can easily show that as ! approaches infinity equation (48) reduces

to the expression for the current distribution obtained for the infinite

wire in reference 5.

IV. The Current on a Thlnj Finite t Resistive Cylinder Illuminated by a Plane Wire

Stevenson (7) has shown that the current induced on an antenna by a

plane wave excitation may be obtained from the solution of the transmission

problem. This theory is only approximately.valid, as it is contingent

upon the vanishing of the tangential electric field around the gap and over

the ends of the gap on the transmitting antenna. Since we are dealing with

a thin wire antenna_ it is reasonable to adopt these assumptions and thus

obtain the current for the case of a parasitic and a receiving antenna.

It follows then, from reference (6) that the current induced at the

gap (i.e., at the point z = Zo) on the parasitlc antenna (i.e., zero load)

is given by

_-incf(e,q_,_)
I(,o ) l (_9)

k mt

where Ein c is the amplitude of the incident plane wave and z t is the

"transmitting impedance." This impedance is defined, for the present

problem, as

V

Zt m _ •
(5o)

In order to define the function f(e,_3_) we consider the plane wave to be

replaced by the field of an equivalent Hertzian dipole at a very large

distance from the antenna. The function_ f(e_)2 is then proportional

to the component along the axis of the equlvalent dipole of the electric

field_ which is generated when the antenna is transmitting with unit current

in the gap. Since we are interested in the far field of the straight wire

"13-



antenna we write f(O,_,_) as

f(e,_,_) = si. e g(e) cos,, (Sz)

where
+1

k / Z(z,)e-lkz' cost dz' . (52)s(e)-
"Z

We take O to be the angel which the direction of the incident wave makes with

the antenna and _ is the angle between the electric field of the incident

wave and the plane containing the antenna and the direction of the incident

wave_ (see Figure I).

\

/

Figure 1

Since equation (48) describes the current distribution on the trans-

mitting antenna for a generator located at any point z = Zo, we may now

obtain the current distribution induced on this antenna by a plane wave

by utilizing equations (49) - (92).
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APPENDIX K

THE 6%_.RENT D_STRIBUTION ON THE VEE ANTENNA

I. Equations for the Current on a Vee Antenna

We shall investigate the current excited on the Vee antenna of Figure 1,

by a voltage source of magnitude g applied at any point on the structure.

Each leg of the antenna has a length 1, radius a, and internal impedance per

unit length Z. The quantities I and a satisfy the conditions

k! > 1 and ka << 1,

where k is the wave number - and the time dependence of all quantities is
C

-ia_
taken as e throughout. The result of this work will be to present a

prescription for obtaining the current distribution on the antenna, utilizing

a variational principle and a successive approximation scheme.

(1)

Y/

"X

Figure i.

We define the _1 and _2 coordinate axes as those which lie parallel to

wires I and 2 respectively. The conductors are Joined at the point _1=_2=o

and the free end of each wire is located at _1=-! and _2--+1, respectively.



The currents and induced tangential surface fields on each wire are denoted

and . Let the structure be excited by twoby Zl(q) , Z2(_2) , E_I E_2

generators of magnitude _1 and _2' located at the points _1 = " _ and

_2 = + _ respectively and directed as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2

This arrangement, of a generator symmetrically placed on each wire, will

allow us to divide the current into its symmetric and antisymmetric components

fo_ an arbitrary generator location. We must now satisfy the following boundary

conditions on the conductor surfaces

and

E_I +_Z_(_l + _) - ZZ(_l) Z.
(2)

E_2 +_25(_2 - _=O:) ,, I2(._2) Z. (3)

In addition, the current I 1 and 12 are subject to the following end constraints:

Zl(-t ) = Z2(t ) = o , (_)

Zl(°) : I2(°) (5)

and

dl 1

d_ I

. dI 2

_To d_2 _2,=o

(6)

2



Equations (5) and (6) are the current and charge continuity conditions at

the bend.

In order to obtain the induced fields on each conductor we define the

following four quantities:

O

--_ go/ ikRllAn(_t) =_ _(g) e dg ,
• RII

-!

(Ta)

t

-'_ PO_ "_ ikRl2At2(_t ) =_ _2(_ ) e
- RI2

d_ , (Tb)

and

O

--_ Po f ikR21

-t

d_ , (7c)

!

--_ Po / _2(_ ) eikR22
A22(_2) = "_ o _ R22

dC , (7d)

where

alx = +a2 R21 = /_2+_2-2_ _2Cos_+a2

Z12= J_2+_2-2_iCos2£_+a2 , a22 = J( 2-C_)z+a2

(8)

The vectors Amn describe the potential measured on the surface of wire m due

to a current in conductor n, the expressions shown above for these quantities

are valid when ka<<t_kl.

In order to determine the tangential component of the induced electric

field at the surface of wire 1 we must consider the variation of the quantity

A12 with respect to a aisplacement normal to wire 1 and in the plane of the

antenna the coordinate defining this normal displacement is denoted as _3' andA A

is directed so that _1 x _3 = z. It follows then, that E_I is given by



1S_I k

io)

All +
cos OA

io_ 52

_3_

Here, the scalar quantities, All and A12 are simply the magnitude of the

vectors All and A12 .. The induced tangential field at the surface of wire 2

is written in a similar fashion as

i_0 k2i+ k Aoo + --_ cos oA +

where _ is the coordinate measured from the surface of wire 2, normal to

_2; and in the plane of the structure. It is directed so that x _ = z.

The normal derivatives of A12 and A21 are obtained by rewriting the

quantities R12 and R21 for observation points at a distance _3 and _ above

the surface of conductors 1 and 2 respectively. The derivatives are then

taken with respect to these distances and _3 and _4 are then set equal to

zero in the resultant expressions. The results of this operation are shown

below:

(9)

Jq A%

t_u)

and

A12
!

_o eikR12

=- _ sln _ 12(_) R3 2 [ikRl2-1 ] _d_
_3=o

(ll)

A21
o

_o sin_ ikR21 IikR21.11
II-=° _ _X _ ii (_) e R31

_d_ (12)



By substituing equations (9), (I0), (ll) and (12) into (2) and (3) we

obtain the following set of simultaneous equations for the current I 1 and 12

and

G1(_1)m1+G2(_2)I2 +e15(_I+__) - mi(_i)z (_3)

c3(_e)zI + c_(_2)I2 +82_(_2-_c_) = z2(_2) z

_ere

o

[,2 k2i ,kRll
_k 2 d_ + i(_) e-_ RII

d_ , (1_a)

io_ o
f

Q2(_I)I2 = _ 2i eikR12

ikRl2.sln2_ d___ Z2(_) e
d_l o _2

[ikRl2 - i] _d_

d_

(15b)

0

e3(_2)zI i_° o. _ + k zt(_) e
- _k 2 R21

d_

O

-sin 2 _/x d_ Ii(_) -- [ikR21 -i] _d_

d_2 .! R31

(I_c)

and

_k 2 , R22
_ 0

d_ . (l_d)

The simultaneous solution of equations (13) and (i_) is facilitated by

dividing the currents I1(_1 ) and I2(_2 ) into their symmetrical and antisy_metrical



components. This procedure allows us to uncouple the two equationsj thereby

replacing the solution of (13) and (1_) by the solution of two independent

equations. The current distribution on the structure for a single generator

at an arbitrary location is then obtained by the construction of a linear

combinaeion of the symmetrical and antisymmetrical components of the currents.

In order to obtain the sy_netrical component of the current we set E 1 = E 2

in equations (13) and (1_). Under this condition we have that

Ii(_l) = 12(_2) ; when _I = "_2 " (16)

Utilizing these simplifications we may now obtain the following equation for

the current 12(_2 ) from equations (13) or (14)

s(e_) _.. _(_., L-,) = o-_- _" +_2 - '

where the operator S(_2) is defined below

s(_2)12 i_ ° b2=-- + k L 1 [12, _2] + Cos _A '_2 + k
l_k2

L2 [12,_2]+ sin2 _n _ L3 [12,_2]- z2(_2) z!

J
The £unctionals, L1, L2, and L 3 are written as

eikR22"l [ z2,_ " _2(_:) -
o R22

(17)

j_o._ :LkRI"2 [I2,_2] " 12(_) R d[

and

(z8)

d_ , (lga)

(lgb)

_o _ ikRL3 [12,_] = 12(_) --3 [ikR-l] _d_ , (lgc)



where

R- c2.

We see that the symmetrically driven structure automatically satisfies

the continuity of current constraint at the corner and from equation (161

it follows that

d"2(_2)
m 0

d_'2 _2

in order to satisfy the conservation of charge at the corner. We denote the

fact that the solution of equation (17) is the symmetrical component of the

current I2(_2 i on the structure by placing a superscript s on the current.

We may therefore write that I_(_21 is a solution of

s+£2_ (_2_._1 - os( _,21 "'2

(21)

(22)

Subject to the conditions

I_ (_1 m 0 and dI_(_2) m 0 k

d_2

_m 0

The symnetric component of the current on leg No. 1, I_(_11 is given by

ilS (_1) m I_(_2 ) ; when _1 = -_2

(23)

The antisymmetrical component of the current is obtained by setting El =

-g2 (i.e._ reversing the direction of the generator on leg 11 in equations (131

and (1_ ! , It follows then that X1 and 12 obey the following relationship

Ii(_i ) - -12(_2 ) , when _I " "_2 ' (25)

and the current I2(_2 ) is a solution of

A(_2) 12+£28(_2-_o_) " o (26)

?



P The operator A(_2) is given by

= + k MI[12_2] - cos _ + k
_k 2

M2[x2,_2] - sin 2 _ _ _3[x2'_2 ] - 12(_ 2) z 1
J

where the functlonals _, M2, and M3 are written as

_o eikR_La

ikR

N2r 2, 2] - f x.o(c) d(; ,

(27)

(28a)

(28b)

I

and

* eikR
M3 [_2, _2] " _2(_) R3"b

[ikR - t ] _d_ (28c)

We see from equation (2_) that the currents on the antisymmetrically driven

antenna satisfy the charge conservation condition at the corner and in order

to satisfy current continuity at this point we must have

I2(o) - o . (29)

We denote the fact that the solution of equation (26) is the antisymmetrical

component of the current I2(_2 ) on the structure by placing a superscript a

on the current. It follows then that I_(_2 ) is a solution of

A(_2)I_(_2 ) + £28(_2-_) - o (3o)

I
subject to the conditions

8



"_(l) = o ,

'r,_(o) = o ,

and that the antisymmetric component of the current on leg No. 1, I1(_1 ) is

given by

z_(_l°= "':¢_2), _en h : "_2 "

Figure 3 shows the direction of the generators for the symmetrical and

antisymmetrical cases discussed above.

Symmetric Excltatlon

0-
_ _ j7

AnClsymmet_£c Excitation

Figure 3

(3l)

(32)

When the antenna is excited by a generator of +_ volts, located on leg 1,

the current is given by

1 S

2 2 2

and when the generator is on leg 2 as

1 s azl =_ [zl + _i] • ¢3_)
2 2 2

When the generator is located at the corner, the antenna is driven symmetrically

and the current on each leg is given by

S

Zl = ½ zt (3_)
2 2

ZZ. Variational Method for Determining the Current

In Appendix J a variational principle that leads to a solution of equations

similar to (_) and (26) by a method of successive approximations was described.

9



In order to be able to apply this method to the present problem, the operators

S and A must display the followlng symmetry property

and

for any two functions I n

brackets indicate the inner product, defined as

and I_ from their field of definition. Here, the

It is shown in Appendix K-I, that equation (36) is indeed satisfied, thereby

allowing us to apply the prevlouslymentioned variational prlnciple.

In the work that follows we shall obtain expressions solely for the

current on leg 2 of the antenna and therefore we drop the subscript 2 on our

current notation. The current on leg i is easily obtained from these expres-

sions by utilizing equations (24) and (32).

We first examine the symmetrical component of the current on leg 2, I s.

This quantity is a solution of the equation

(36 b.)

sIS+K=O

where K represents the driving function E5(_2 - _(_)*

more subject to the following end conditions

Is = o

(37)

The current is further-

(38)
dls s

d_ 2
=0

Let us consider the driving functions K_ and _ and their corresponding

currents I_ and I: on leg 2. These quantities satisfy the equations

10
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R

s and s
and the current, I n I B satisfy the end conditions (38).

The function

(39)

zoo-

- _, SI
(40)

is then stationary with respect to variations in I_ and I_, when the unvaried

S and TS satisfy (_0_ Tf T s and I_ ave e_act solutions of (RQ_functions 15 "B '_'" - -_ - _'"

then

I I__ _sX I_. _s\
_*Lj

As was described in Appendix J, the precision in calculating zc_B by means of

s and I s
(40) is greater than the precision of the initial trial functions 15 B'

so that (40) may be taken as a basis of a method of successive approximations

when K_and KB are delta functions.

Thus, if we choose

Ks = _(_2-_) (42)

and

Ke = _em(_2-_) (43)

we have that

%_- (44)

Substituting (1.1.1.1.)into the left hand side of (40) we obtain

# {K#, I,_l

,,;>

D

11



Equation (45) is our variational principle for the current I:. By substituting

s and s
a set of trial functions for I_ I_ , which satisfy the boundary bondltlons,

(38), into the right hand side of (#_), we u_11 obtain a more precise expres-

sion for I_ if the initial trial functions are reasonably close to the exact

solutlon. Greater accuracy may be obtained by repeating the calculatlon a

second tlzae utilizlng the resultant current from the first calculation.

Repetition of this procedure obviously leads to a successive approximation

method. Valnshtein (1) has shown that on a straight wire a trial function

composed of a sum of traveling waves satisfying the proper end conditions

leads to an extremely accurate expression for the current on the first calcula-

tlon. It is for this reason that we w£11 choose the same type of expression

for our first trig! f,met!on; _ae_ Appendix g-IT.

It Is convenient at this point to consider the Inner product ,

We see from (18) that it may be wrltten in the following manner:

zs = a( 2) 2 =

where

(47)

+ k2 ] L2[Is_ R2] dR2

(49)

12



and
!

0

Utilizing equation (38) Jl' J2 and J3 may be written in a more convenient

_nner:

/ dI_ 21J1= o +k

r_S

d_2

_T.I[I_,_2]

.L_t_,_2]d_2 - _:(o) a _2

_2=!

_2--o

(50)

(51)

/ dI_ 2IJ2 = 0 + k I:(_2 ) • L211;,_2] d_2 - I_(0)_L2[I;'_2]__2

.-- • L2 s
d_2 [I_, _2]

E2=!

_2 =0

(52)

and

P d_(_2)
J3= "J

o d_2
L3 IX;, _2 ] d_2 - _(o) L3 [I s_, -_'2]

_2,.,0

(53)

Thus, equation (45) along with (46) and (50) - (53) enable us to

prescribe the sy_netrical component of the current on a Vee antenna_ when

the trial functions are chosen to satisfy (38).

t3



A similar prescription for the antisymmetric component of the current

on leg 2may be obtained by using the same procedure outlined above. In
a

this case, the currents I_and I_ and their corresponding driving functions

K_ and _ satisfy

+ o

AI; + K_ = o

(54)

and the end conditions on the current are

T_a._ = z_{p._ = o. (55)

We again select a delta function excitation so that

" _-_(_2" _)

and (56)

thereby permitting us to write the following stationary expression for the

antisy_netric component of current on leg 2:

K a a

/i a A-a \

Here, the first trial function to be substituted into the right hand side of

(_7) is composed of a sum of traveling waves satisfying (55); s_e Appendix K-If.

We see from equation (27) that the inner product, _,AI B , may be

written as

= = _ . Sin2_N 3 - ZN4] ,_, _I z_(¢2)Ax_ de2 _k2 INl -Cos_2 (._)



where

(_)

• _2] d_2 (60)

N3 " _z_(_2) a__2M3 [_ _2] d_2
(61)

and

"4 "_,(_2)_ (_2)d_2 (62)

Utilizing equation (95) we rewrite N1, N2 and N3 as

/ d2 k2 I_(_2). M1 [I_, d_2 d_2 [I_, _2][i ,
N1 d_ + a _2 ] dI_= __ . -- M1 a

0

(63)

(64)

15



and

" Jod_2 M3 _2Jd_2 (6_)

Thus, equation (57) along with (_) and (62) - (65) enable us to prescribe

the antisymmetrical component of the current on a Vee antenna, when the trial

functions are chosen to satisfy (55).

It is now possible to determine the current distribution at any point on

the a_te_na fo_ a 8e_etato_ at an a=bitrary iocacion_ by usiug the above

results in conjunction with equations (24), (32)_ (33) and (34).

16



III. The Current Distribution on a Vee Antenna Illuminated by a Plane Wave

Stevenson "2"(_ has shown that the current induced on an antenna by a

plane wave may be obtained from the solution of the transmission problem.

In particular 2 this method allows us to determine the induced current on

the parasitic antenna at the position of the generator on the corresponding

transmitting antenna. Since we have been able to prescribe a solution for

the current distribution in the transmission case for an arbitrary generator

location, we may therefore determine the induced current in the parasitic

case at any point on the antenna. The current induced at the position of

the gap on the passive antenna is given by

mincf(e,¢,t)
I(_u) = kZ (66)

t

where _ denotes the gap location, Ein c is the amplitude of the incident

plane wave and Zt is the transmitting impedance. This impedance is defined

from the transmission problem as

Zt = l(_a) (67)

The function f(O, @, $) is proportlonal to the component of the far field,

obtained when the antenna is transmitting with unit current in the gap,

along the direction of the incident electric fleld. The angle _ defines

the polarization angle of the incident plane wave and the angles _ and

are the elevatlon and azlmuthal angles respectlvely which define the

direction of incidence of the plane wave.

If we consider the Vee transmitting antenna and the geometry dlsplayed

in figure _, it is not difficult to show that for a current 11 on leg 1

and a current 12 on leg 2, the radiated far field, E, at an observation

point (r, @, _) is given by

-_ i eikr { )°

17



where

Fe = FtCose Cos(_+ 4) + Z2CoseCos (¢ -4) ,

F¢ =-F1 sin (¢+_) - z2sln(¢-_)

(69)

and

0

-ik sin % Cos (_+_)'_ d_

e'ik sin e cos (_ -_)_ e-lk_sin_ Cos __(_+d)d_

(70)

The polarization of the incident electric field may in general be

written as

A A

_elnc = - _ cos_ - ¢ sln_ , (71)

where _ the polarization angle, shown in figure (4), is the angle between

the incident electric field and the plane containing the Z axis and the

direction of the incident wave. The function f(O_ @, _) is then given

by

f(e,¢,,)= - k[_e cos_+7¢ sln_] (72)

where the bar indicates that the currents I 1 and 12 have been normalized

so that a unit current flows at the generator terminals.

18
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Figure 4

As an example of the procedure involved in calculating the induced

current on the antenna_ we consider the problem of determining the current

distribution on leg 2 when the structure is illuminated by a plane wave.

We therefore consider the transmitting antenna to be excited by a generator

of _ volts located on leg 2 at the point _2 = _" We then have from

(3 4 ) that the currents on legs 1 and 2 are given by

1 S

I! - ! + xla]
2 2 2

(73)

The synsnetric component of the current on leg 2 is determined from (4_).

In general this current will be a function of the generator position

_ and the coordinate _2" The variable _ is replaced on both sides

19



of (45) by {2" In a llke manner, the antlsymmetrlcal component of the

current is obtained from (57) as a function of _2 and _a" We then

have that

and

lla(Rl,_) = -12a(_2,_) , when _i = "_2'

We obtain the total current distribution on each wire [i.e. Ii(_i,_2)

and 12(_2,_ _) ] from equation (73). The transmitting impedance

Zt is then given by

&
0

zt = le(_=, _) (75)

and the functions F® and F@, necessary for the calculation of f(@,@,_),

are obtained from the following normalized values of F I and F2

o

-Ik sin e cos(¢ +n)_ d_ ,

(76)

-ik sin e cos (_ - a)_e-lk_si,_cos(_+a)d_

We calculate f($,@,_) from (69) and (72), and substitute these results

back into (66), giving us an expression for the induced current on wire 2

as a function of the variable _u and the angles @,_,_. The current

distribution of the entire wire is then obtained by varying _ from

o to _.

The procedure utilized to obtain the induced current on wire I

follows directly from the above discussion.

20



AFPENDIX K-I

In order to prove the symmetry condition for the operators S and A

we will show that both operators may be divided into components S and
n

An such that_ the inner product for each component may be written in the

form

! !

0 0

(1)

where

hn(_2,_)- hn(_,_2) (2)

It can then be seen through an interchange of integration variables in (I)

and application of (2) that

(3)

and thus since the sum of symmetric operators is also a symmetric operator_

our proof will be complete. We write the quantity SI_ as

S

SI_ = Z SnI9

n-I

where

(_)

2

S11_ = k L1 [I@_2] , (_)

_2

S21_ " 2 LI[ I_2] (6)

21



D
s3_l_= k2 cos_T_2[I_2] (_)

s_ - zz_(_2) (8)

and

sln2 _ _ _[TI3,_2]
cos z_ 8[_ L2[TI_'2]+ B_2

(9)

We see frou equatlon (19a) tha& h1(_2,_) is given by

D

h1(_2, _) =

eik _/(_.{;)2+ a2"

J _,2-_)_'+ as

which obvlously satisfies (2), thereby proving S1 to be symmetric.

function h2(_2,_ ) is given by

The

(io)

b2 _h 1

h2(_2,_ ) = _ h1(_2,_ ) 2 _r

--+ _(_2-;)2 _2hI
_r 2

(II)

where

r = (,_,2"_)2 (12)

Thus, h2(R2,_) obviously satisfies the condition of (2), thereby proving S2

to be symmetric. The function _(_2,_) is obtained from (19b) and is given

by

22



ikR
e

R
(13)

where

S _ + _2 + 2_2 Cos _+ a2 (i_)

It is obvious that h3 satisfies (2). The function h4 is a constant so that

(2) is automatically satisfied 2 and we are left with showing that h_

satisfies equation (2).

The function h5(_22_ ) is obtained from (19 b) and (19c) and is given by

_2 ikR 3 e___.__ (ikR - I)

h_(_2,_ ) = Cos _ 22 e + _ sin 2 pA _ R_8_ R 8_ 2

(15)

D Performing these indicated operations we obtain

ikR

h_(_22_) = Cos _ e__._R3 [ ikR - 1]

(_ + _2 cosP_)(_2+ _ cos_)
+

R
d FeikR ]L_-_'-(*_-_) (16)

Since the function R(_2,_) satisfies equation (2) we see that h5(_2,_ ) must

also satisfy (2)2 thereby completing the proof. The proof of the symmetry

for the operator A 2 follows directly from that given above since the A may
n

be constructed so that they have the same form as the Sn terms.

D
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APPENDIX K- II

As an example of the first order trial functions that may be substituted

into equations (45) and (5?), we consider currents made up of traveling

waves which satisfy the appropriate boundary conditions. Thusj in the case

of (45)_ the symmetrical component of the current on wire 2 may be

approximated by

e - iWp( _2" _a )
I_(_ 2) ffi iWpl_2-_l + cI eiwp(_2"_) + c2 e (i)

p _- _ ........................................ The _=t

term in (I) represents a current wave diverging from the source 3 while the

second and third terms represent contributions due to reflections from the

ends. In order to satisfy the end conditions 3 (j_), the constants cI and

c2 are given by

cI

c2

e2iWp_a e-iWp I iWp!
-e

2 cos w t
P

-eiWp/[l + e'21WP_C I

2 cos w I
P

(2)

(2)

s

The trial function I_ (_2) is given by a similar expression with _ replaced

by _.

The first £rial function for the antisymmetrical current component to

be substituted into (57) is given by

_(_.2) iWpl_2-_l iWp(._2-_) -.-Lw (ffi e + c3 e + c4 e P _2"_'0_) (3)

24



where

c3

e2iWp_ e'lWp ! _eiWp !

2i sin w !
P

(4)

and

e 4 =

eiWp_ Ie'2iWp_a" 1 !

2i sin w !
P

The trlal function rI_(_2) is obtained by replaclng _ with _ in equations

(3) through (_).
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APPENDIX L

THE EFFECTS OF CONFIGURATION AND MATERIAL VARIATIONS ON ANTENNA PERFORMANCE

I. Introduction

We wish to investigate the manner In which variations in geometry and/

or material affect the performance of an antenna. In order to accomplish

this goal, we first conslder a general perturbation method which permits us

to determine the change in the current distributlon on the structure. This

procedure is then applied to an arbitrary thin wire antenna, and the appro-

priate equations for the current variatLon on such a structure are obtained.

These results are used to aid _n determinin8 the variation in the far field

pattern_ power dissipated and ef£ic*_ency of the thin wire antenna.



°e

2. General Consideration of Current Perturbations

In this section, we consider a perturbation technique similar to that

used by Karal and Keller(l) in a study of wave propagation in a random,

sourceless medium. The axial current distribution lo(S)_ on an arbitrary

thin wire antenna excited by an applied electric field is a solution of

GIG +K = 0 , (i)

where K is the component of the applied field that is tangent to the axis of

the wire, and s is the arc length along the axis of the wire. In addition_

this current distribution is subject to the two end conditions

Io(Sl) = F_CsD _nd IoCS_) = ;_Cs_), (2)

where Fl and F2 are functions of the end terminations. The operator G is a

function of the antenna geometry and material and we constrain the antenna

terminations to retain their original electrical properties after the struc-

ture is perturbed. That is# if the antenna originally has open circuited

terminations,! the perturbed antenna will have the same terminations although

the end surfaces of the antenna maybe displaced in space.

Let us vary the antenna geometry and/or material, so that this perturbed

structure is characterized by the operator G*

G* = G+ e GI+ _2 G_+Cr(e3) . (3)

Here, ¢ is a measure of the variation of the antenna from the original geo-

metrical and material configuration# and the perturbing operators Gl and Ga

represent the effects of the departure from the original state.

A variation of the antenna geometry will affect the tangential compo-

neat of the applied field thereby subjecting the antenna to a different ex-

citation force K'given by

It follows then, that the current distribution I*(s*) on the perturbed an-

tenna is a solution of the equation

[G+e Oz + c_Ga+_e3)]-r*+K+ c KI +eaKa+_(e3) = o. (5)

Here, s* represents the arc length along the axis of the perturbed antenna.

We may rewrite equation (5) by premultiplying it by the inverse operator G-x

and utilizing equation (1), thereby obtaining

I* = Io - ¢[G -I G1 I* + G"_ Kl] - ca[G'_ Ge I* + G"x Ke] + _(¢s) . (6)

2



Successive iterations of equation (6) allow us to write the following equa-

tion for the current distribution I*(s*) in terms of the original current

_'o(S):

l*(s*) = lo(s) - _[G"x Gx Io + G"3"K_.]

+ _a[G'm GI G-x GI Io - G"x Ga Io + G"x Gx G"x Kx - G"x Ka]

+ _'(_)• (7)

By setting Kx and Ka equal to zero in the above equation one obtains the re-

sults referred to in reference [1]. The variation in current distribution_

AI# due to the perturbation of the antenna may now be expressed as

= z*(s*)- Zo(s)= c ix(s)+ E_i_(s)+ _,(cs),

where

Ix(s) = - [G"_"Gx Io + G"_"K_.]

(8)

i2(s) = [G"I GIG "x Gx Io - G"I Ga Io + G"x Gx G-I KZ - G"x Ka] •

Equatiors(8) and (9) present a general expression for the current variation

in terms of the original current. It is now necessary to consider the de-

termination of the inverse operator G-x and the perturbing operators# Gx and

Go.

The Greens function of the operator G, denoted by g(s_s'), is defined

by the equation

G g(s,s,)= B(s-s') (io)

where 5(s-s') is the Dirac delta function and g is subject to the boundary

conditions given by equation (2). The inverse operator G-x_ may then be

written in terms of g, as shown

G"x f = Is,g(s,s,)f(s,)as, (ii)

where the integration is carried out along the axis of the antenna structure.

It is easily seen that if the original antenna is excited by a delta function

generator of _volts at the point s = s'_ then

_c = _ 8(s-s') (z2)

and therefore

G-_.f = "[iis'Zo(S,s')f(s')ds', . (13)

3

and , (9)



where lo(s#s') is the current at the point s due to a generator located at

the point s'. When the antenna is located in an Isotroplc medium_ we ma_

utilize the reciprocity theorem and rewrite (13) in terms of the current at

the point s' due to a source located at s3

l To(S',s)_'(s')ds'. (14)G-_ _ = -if s,

Utilizing equations (8), (9) and (13) or (14) we may now determine the

variation in the current distribution on the perturbed antenna_ in terms of

the original current distribution.

The operators GI and G2 and the functions K1 and K2 will be calculated

for the case of an arbitrary thin wire antenna in the next section.

\
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3. Current Variation in an Arbitrary Thi_.._nWir____eAntenna

We consider a curved cylindrical coordinate in which s is the arc

length along the axis of the antenna and _ is the unit tangent vector at the

point s. If the radius a of the wire is sufflclent_y small so that the cur-

rent density may be considered uniform around the periphery of the wlre# the

induced tangential electric field at the surface of the wire is given by(2)

1 Is, Io(s') Ga(s,s')-k2(_._')Ga(s,sds' (i_)
(Etan) induced le 4_ ¢m

where lo(S' ) is the current at s' in the direction parallel to the axial tar.

gent _'_ and the integration is carried out along the axis of the wire. An

e-i,,_ time dependence has been assumed and the quantity Cm is the permltlvlty

of the medium in which the antenna is immersed. The function Ga(s_s' ) is

given by eikr(s,s' ,a) (16)

where

r = 4ro2 + a2 (17)

and ro is the linear distance between the points p(o,o,s) and p'(o,o,s').

For a 8-function excitation of the antenna at the point Po(O_O2So) we express

the applied tangential electric field as

K -- ES(S-So) • (18)

The internal impedance of the wire per unit length is denoted as Zi(s ) so

that the boundary value problem of the wire antenna may final_ be formulated

as

1
HIo - Io Zi + K = 0 , (19)

le 4_ Cm

where

Hlo

and K is given by (18).

operator G is defined by

_2 2. A A.

I

We now see by comparison with equation (i) that the

The variation in G may be determined by calculating the variation in H



°,

and the variation in Zi independently, thereby allowing us to separate to

some extent+ the material and geometrical variations. We first consider the

variation in H and rewrite equation (20) as follows

_Io - fs'Io(S')Fas,, (22)

where

_2

= -- kqs.s')G_Cs,+ (23)F _s_s'Ga(s,s')- ^ ^ ').

Performing the indicated operations on the function Ga we may express F as

F = r s, r s g2(r) + rss, gx(r) - k 2 7 Ga(r ) = F(r,rs,,rs,rss,_T) , (24)

where

eikr
GaCr) = --., (29a)

r

_gm(r) d Ga(r) [ikr- i] eikr• = ar " r2 ' (2_h)

d 2
g2(r) = Ga(r) [k2 r2 + 2ikr ,-,2,1 eikr

at2 = " ' ' r2 " , (2_c)

•(s,s,). ^s.s,^ , (2_d)

rs(S,S,) 8_.rr= 8s ' (2_e)

rs,(S,S,) _r___ (2_f)
= _S ! 3

and

_r
rss, = 8sSs-""T • (2_g)

We now permit the geometrical configuration of the antenna to be varied

so that the arc length s' is carried into another arc length st* given by

s'* = s' + _ _1(s')+ c_ ,_(s')+_c3) . (26)

SThe variation in Zi(s ) will be dependent on the geometrical perturbation.

6
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This equation represents the known variatlon of the antenna geometrical con-

figuration and the transformation of the remainder of the variables of F may

be determined in terms of it. Denoting the transformed functions and vari-

ables by a star we have

and

(27a)

, (27b)

, (27c)

+ _(e3) ,,(27d)

+ o(e3) , (27e)

• *(s*,s'*) = _(s,s') + c _(B,s') + c2 _2(s,.') +_(c3) . (27f)

In order to calculate the variation of H, denoted by AH..we let q* _2----

resent the co_lectlon of the transformed arguments of F, q the original argu-
ments and we write

•(AH)Io = A(HIo) IAIo = 0 = Is'* Io(s')F(q*)ds'* - _s' Io(s')F(_)ds'

8s'* )]= fs. Io(S') F(C)_; _(_ ds'. (28)

It follows then from (26)that

(_)Io=/s,loCs')C[F(q*)- F(q)], _ F(q*)_(s')+ c2 FCq*)_2(s')_ds'.(29)

We now expand F(q*), about the point q* = q, in a T_ylor series and obtain

_(q*) = _(q)+ c M_ FCq)+ c2_ FCq)+ OCcs), (3o)

where the operators Mz and M2 are given by

_. = ¢_.(s,,,,) + _,_.(s,s,) + _(s,s,) _. _,_.(s,s + _z(s,.')_rss,,

(_.)

+ v2(s,s') _ ,) _ z

and

7



The operator Le is shown below

[G _ _ ----La = 1(s,s')_ + ,_(s,s') + _1(s,s')_ + v1(s,s')a
• . Brs, _r s

+ _1(s,s') (33)

By substituting equation (30) into (29) we may write the variationof H in

the form of a power series in c

(AH)I o = E hl Io + Ca he Io +_c s) , (34)

vhere

hl Io = Is, lo(s')[Ml + d@1(s'__, F(q)es', (3_)

' EMz d_.(s'_ - -ha'Io = fs,Zo(S') + d,_(s')• ds ' M_ + _ F_q)ds ' (36)

and the function F(q) is given by (24).

In order to complete the calculation of the variation of H we must ob-

tain explicit expressions for the variations of the functions which con-

stitute the collection q. The variatlon of the function r(s_s'), given by

Ar = r*(s*,s'*) - rCs,s') = ¢ *zCs, s') + ca*aCs, s') + _E s) (37)

defines the change in the r coordinate as we go from the point (s,s', r(s,s'))

on the surface a, defined by r = r(s,s'), to its image (s*,s'*, r*(s*,s'))

under the transformation of (26), (27a) and (27b). In order to obtain Ar we

also consider the increment

r*(s 3 E= s') - r(s,s') = tl(s,s') + ca te(s,s') +_¢s) , (38)

which expresses the change in r as we move from the surface _ to a point on

the surface _* [the image of _under the transformations (26), (27a) and

(27b) ]3 with the same coordinates (s,s'). The quantity Ar m_y now be written

as

Ar = r*(s*,s'*) - r*(s,s') + _ , (39)

the function r*(s*,s'*) maybe expanded about the point (s,s') in a Ta_lor

series leading to

8
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r*(s*,s'*) - r*Cs,s') ar*( s, s,) ar*( s, s,)= As+ , Aqt
as as'

2

+ - + As' a r*(s,s')+... (40)
2

Substituting this equation along with (38) and the expressions for As and

As' given in (26) and (27a), back into (39) results in the ,following expres-

sion for _m and _2:

_x(s,s') = tx(s,s')+ E%(s') a __J+ $1(S) r(s,s')

and

"(_l)

+ (s')_+ $_(s) t1(s,s')+ _' 1(s)_ + $I(s')_-_TJr(s,s:).

(42)

In order to obtain expressions for Ars,and Ars, , we utilize the chain
rule of differentiation to show that

a
as

The quantity Ars is then written in the following manner

,as* as
a

,= _--_ [r*(s*,s'*) - r(s*,s'*)]

+ _s [r(s*,s'*) - r(s,s')] + - r(s*,s'*) (44)

It is seen from (38) that

r_Cs*,s TM) - r(s*,s'*) = _ tl(s*,s'*) + e2 t2(s*,s'*) +d%(¢ S) • (4_)

Expanding t1(s*,s'*) and t2(s*,s'*) in a Taylor series about the point

(s*,s'*) = (s,s') and then utilizing equation (43) one may obtain a power

series expansion in _ for the first term on the right hand side of (44).

The second term on the right hand side is expanded by writing r(s*Is'* ) in

9



a Taylor series about (s_s') and the third term is calculated by using this

same Taylor series in conjunction with (43). The resultant expressions for

vx and _, the first and second order variations in Ars may now be written
as

" as _* ,_(s) rCs,s'), (46)

= _s _s_s---v + ,_(s) t_(s,_')

_2 a2

asas----T+ @2(s) _--_]r(s,s')

+ :La
_s [._(s)_s+ _(s')_s_-_ 2 r(s,s')

d_Cs) _,_(s') a_ a_i r(s,s') (47)" de _s_ + _1(s) as23 "

The .expansion for Ars, is similarly obtained 3 resulting in the following

expressions for _I and _23

_(s,s') at__A+ _(s) -- + _lCs rCs,s')
_s' _s_s' _ ' (48)

and

_m(s,s,) at_m, _(_)
as ' _sas'

--+ ,_(s') a_"_ t_Cs,s')
as,2J

E+ ++(s) _+ ++(s') rCs,s')

+

_ e_(s.) _(s) -- + _(s r(s,s') . (_)
ds ' asas,

The expansion of the quantity Arss, is obtained in an analogous manner.

The variation in the differentiation operation corresponding to _equation (43)

is given by

lO
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where

and

N_ = , + + , - , - "_s_s .

(_2)

B_ utilizir_g o,_-o÷_,_,.,_,___..(_0_.. and a separation similar to equation (44) we ob-

tain the following expressions for kl and _:

×_(s,s') = -- +
8sSs' asSs' L_(s'' _ ÷ ._,_ . -

_2_(s,s,) _ + --
" _sas' as_s' _(s') _ + ,_(s) t_(m,.') - r_1t_Cs,s')

+ _ _(s')" _-_v+ ,_(s) r(s,s')

+
_(s') _-_ + _Z(s) r(s,s')

- _I_(s)_+ _(s')_-_v 1 r(_,s') + _r(s,s') . (_)

It now remains to calculate the variation of 7 = _._'. This quantity

is obtained by a calculation which parallels that used in obtaining Ar. We
define A7 as

A_ = _'*(s,s') - _'(s,s') = _ _(s,s') + _ _(s,s') +_(_) (_)

and then obtain the following expressions for al and am_ the first and second

order variations in _3

C_z(s_s') = _z(s_s')+ [$i(s')_-_-+ _1(s)_--y_]T(s_s') (_6)
_s' o,_._L

ll
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and

cx_(s, s t )
= _2(s,s')+I_2(s') _ _s 1_-_ + _2(S) _(S,S')

_" _-_ + *lCs) ','(s,s') . (_7)

We are now able to calculate the variation of the operator H_ since

the increments in all the required quantities have been obtained.

In order to complete the expresulon for the variation of the operator

G_ defined by equation (21), the increment of the internal impedance per

unit length Zi# must be obtained. This quantity AZi_ is obtained in the

same _r_er at AT or Ar and maybewritten as

_'i! = z_Cs*) - zi(s) = _ =:(s) + _= z=Cs)+ 0"(_s) (_)

where

z_.Cs) = x_.(s) + ,_.(s) _ICs)ds ' (59)

-.=(s) = x=Cs) + _,_.(s)_.(s) + _=(s) _ + l_ *_(s) d=Z±Cs)
de ds 2 _sa

(6o)

and

are defined by

and

_i = z_Cs)- zi(_)= • x1(s)+ _2x2(s) . (61)

It follows then_ from (21) that the perturbation operators Gz and G2

GI Io = i_ 4_ _m

1 h2 - z21 Io (63)G2 Io = i_ 4_ Cm

where hl and h2 are given by (3}) and (36) and zl and z2 by equations (59)

_d (60).

].2



The calculation of the variation of the current on the perturbed an-

tenna is concluded by obtaining expressions for K_, Ka and the quantities

G"_ KI and G"I Km. Since we have assumed a delta function generator on the

unperturbed antenna (i.e. K = E 5(S-So)), the perturbed antenna will also

be excited by a delta function generator so that

m

- K,<S,So)-K(s,so)= 0 , (6_)

leading to

and

Ke(s;so)

Ka(s,so) = _[@1(s)_+ @J.(So)_ 5(S-So)

__2(S)L_ _+ @a(so) _ I " _e

(65)

_2

+ l#2(So)_-l-_8(S-So) • (66)
,_ uo 0 ..I

It is seen from (]-3) that for the thin wire antenna we may write

- z-.f Zo(S,S') (s',so)ds'G"_ K_ = £d
Sl

(67)

where lo(s,s' ) is the current at the point s due to a source located at s'_

and sx and s2 denote the endpoints of the antenna. Under the condition

s_<so<s2 , (68)

it may be shown, through partial integrations 3 that

and

G"_KI = Io(so,so)_,_(s)
ds

S = S O

, (69)-

ds k. ds y] " (70)
S = S O

The variation in the current distribution on a thin wire antenna sub-

Ject to a displacement from the original configuration maynow be determined

from equation (8) and (9) as all the quantities appearing in these expres-

sions have been determined.

13



4. Variation of the Far Field and the Time Average _ Powe___ran___d
Dissipated Power

The far field of a thin wire antenna is given by

i_ IV(V-A) + k2 A] ,E = _ 47X)

where the vector potential in this region maybe written as

eikr _ A

A = _o- Jss _' lo(s') e'ikr'r'ds' 472)4_ r

Here, r is a vector from the origin to the point of observation# _' is a

vector from the origin to the source point s' on the antenna and r is the
.A A

magr_tude of the vector r. The quantity r.r' will be a fUnction of the ob-

server coordinates and s' and is denoted by $(s'). Since the observer co-

ordinates do hot change 3 the variation in the far field is given by

where

AA = sA'*z*(s,*)e'!_*(s'*)de'*-f. sA'z(s')e'Ik_Ce')ds'_
-S' .l

47_)

We define the function T(I,_) in the following manner

T(I,_) = lo(s')e -ik_(s') 47_)

and then rewrite 474) as

_eikr _^ ds'*

= 4_r _,Ls'*_(z.,_,*)_- _. _(Z,_)_]ds'• (_6)

Denoting the variation in the unit vector _' and the function _(s') as shown
below

,)

Ai,= _*(s'*)- _,(s')= c e_(s,)+ _2 e2(s')+c,(__) , (7_)
..,.

z4



we may expand the integrand of (76) in a Taylor series about the point

(_',I, _)_ This operation leads to the following expression for the varia-

tion of A: •

_Qeikr•' ' al + _ _ + _r(_s)] , (79)

where

az = Is, ' Jz _(z,W + _' as' + _=.(s')T(Z,_ ds' , (80)

and

-_ [A I "a2 : Is, s J2_(z,W + _' _ J_ _(z,_) + _, _(z,_) d._(s,,)L
ds ' ds '

+ _(s')J__(z,¢)+ _(s')_(z,_)_ + :_(s')._(z,_]as' .(8l)
ds '

The _erms JiT a_d JmT are m_-"_,o_._..by_

I
j_. _(-r,,) - i_(s,)e-ik*

and

J2 _(z,,)

- i_ez(s,)zo(B,)e-i_, (82)

= i2(s,)e-i_-i_ e_(s,)zo(s,)e,i_- i_ _(s')e_(s')e-i_

___2 e_(s,)Zo(s,)e-i_
2 (83)

The variation of the function $(s')

to the calculation of Ar(s,s') in the previous section.

A_ = _. L_'*(s'*)

and defining _' as shown

_, = _,*(s,)- _.(s,) = _(s.)

is calculated in a similar fashion

We have that

- _,(s,)] (8_)

+ _ _(s,) +o(_)

we obtain for the first and second order variations of _,

, (8_)

ds '

and

e_(s,) " [_'_ ,) ,)_'(_')= r- (s + _2(s as'
+I 2- _(s') d_(_')

2 as,e + @_.(s')

19
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Now the quantity d_'(s')/ds' is simply the unit tangent vector sA'(s') and

the second derivative of _' (s') is given by

d_'Cs') Z _'(s'ds,2 "_ ) , (88)

where p(s') is the radius of curvature of the unperturbed antenna and _' is

the principal normal to this structure. We may therefore rewrite the ex-

pressions for ex and e2 as

e_(s') = _._(s,) + _, ,_(s,)] •(89)

and

• ^ _ (8 az_Cs')+ _,_(8')+ nA'2o(s' • (9o)e2_s')= _'o (s'). _ ') as'

The expression for the variation of sA' is obtained in a similar manner and

results in the followir_ expressions for sz'_¢_ s_ud =_:-l_.,),.

I

_(s') = "_1(s') + _._.(s') d_'Cs')
as' (gz)

and

ds '
+ _(s,)a_,Cs,)+ l _(s,)-d_'(s')

ds ' 2 ds '
,(92)

where

(93)

and the

_, -- _,*(s,) - _,(s,) = _"_(s,) + _-_(.,) + a(_ _)

The expressions for _ and _2 may be rewritten using equation (88)

following

d2_'Cs') _'(s') Z a_(8')+_,(s,) Z ^_'_ = - _(s,) _s' _(s,)_(s,)" s'Cs')p_Cs') "(_)

The vector _' is the binormal of the unperturbed antenna defined by the

cross product'

-_, .. _, x _, , (_)

and i/v is the torsion of the antenna, given by

z_.: _, . dg"(8') . (_)
ds '

z6



When the antenna is planar, the torsion is zero• Equations (91) and (92)

m_y now be expressed as follows :

and

_2(s')

-_ _(s,) n_,Cs,) (_)_(s') = %(s') * _(s')

_(s') dp(s')
= -, ,) d_(s') _(s') + n_,CS,)L_Cs,)(_2(S + ' ds _

. _,(s,) _(s,) - _,(s,) . (98)
2_(s')_Cs') 2_(s')

The quantities which are necessary for the calculation of _A from equations

(79)I (80) and (81) have now been obtained, and utilization of e_uatlon _t3)

then results in an expression for the variation of the far field.

'l'--netime averaged power dissi_=_ted on the antenna, PD_, is given by

I

PD = 2!is'Zo(s')Yo(s')-Real(Zi(s')}"ds' , (99)

where the bar indicates complex conjugate. Using the same procedure de-
scribed in the calculation of the variatLon of A we obtain

APO = _ Paz + capaa +_(¢s) , (zoo)

where

Pdz = _i is, lfz(s,) + lo(s,)ZL(s,)R(s, ) .dSz(s')]ds,ds' (zoz)

and

i [.Pd2= ; Is, 2(s') + fz(s') d,z(s')ds '
+  ]ds'

ds' J
• (lo2)

The quantities fz, fa and R are given by

R(s') = RealCz_(s') , (zo3)

and

fz(s,) = 2 Real Ciz(s')Io(s')R(s')] + vz(s')Io(s')Io(s' ) (104)

17



_2(s')

where

= 2 ReaZCi_(s')Zo(S')R(s')}+ v2(s')Zo(s')Io(s')

+ 2 i_(s')rICs)R(s,)+ 4 RealCi1(s')v_(s')¥o(S')},(1o9)

v_(s')= Real {z_(s')} (l_)

and

v2Cs')= Re_ [z_(s')].

The quantities zI and za were given in equations (99) and (60).

(lO7)

The time averaged input power, Pin, for the antenna for a source of_

volts located at s = so is given by

Pin = ! E ReaZCa(So)}, (l_)

so that the Variation of this quantity is easily seen to be

1 6[C RealCil(so) } + _2 Real [ia(So)}]
APin -- (zog)

We have now obtained general expressions for the variation in the cur-

rent I far field_ timeaveragedpower dissipatedand time averaged input power

of an arbitrary thin wire antenna subjected to disturbances in its material

and/or geometrical configuration. _ '

18
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APPENDIXM

INVESTIGATIONOF A SYNTHETIC ANTENNA SYSTEM

/

I. The Pattern

The purpose of this work is to investigate the operation of a rotating

array of two elements whose spacing is varied in a prescribed manner, so as

to permit the construction of a highly directive antenna pattern. We will

obtain the far field power pattern of this system under ideal conditions such

as the neglect of mutual coupltn 8 between elements, and then determine the

effect of the presence of random phase errors and temporal variations of the

background on this idealized power pattern.

Let us consider two elements situated in the x-y plane_ separated by

a distance r and symmetrically displaced with respect to the origin, as

shown in Figure 1. These elements rotate about the z axis s so that their

instantaneous position may be defined by the distance r and the angle

between the negative y axis and the straight line drawn through the origin

connecting the two elements. The radiation pattern ts constructed by

increasing the element spacing from zero to a maximum length D and summing

the individual returns at each spacing over a complete rotation. Throughout

this analysis the effect of the mutual interaction between the two elements

Is neglected_ although this coupling i8 certainly not negligible at the

smaller spacings awl will lead to some deterioration in the resultent power

pattern.

The beam of this array may be pointed in any desired direction by

inserting the appropriate phase shift between the two elements. We will

denote the observation or field point by the usual spherical coordinate

angles (0._)_ while the desired beam direction is specified by the polar

angle 7 measured from the z axis and azimuthal angle _ measured from the

X axis.

When the two elements are operated without any external phase shift

lntroducedj the space factor S at any given instant of time is
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s- ei_sinecos<B-e)÷ e i_ sinecos<__) (i)

The prescribed motion of the elements, in the case of isotropic radiators,

would then result in two broadside beams of circular cross section directed

along the positive and negative z axes. In order to shift the beam to any

arbitrary direction, (7,5), it is necessary to introduce a continuously

kr cos(_-_) each element, which leads to thevarying phase factor T sin 7 on

following instantaneous space factor

.kr .kr

S=e'2 " +e -2 " (_)

where

= sineco,(_-¢)- sln7cos(_-=). (3)

The instantaneous power pattern of this two element array, #i' is given by

5= F21sl 2 ,

where F 2 is the radiation pattern of a single element and S is given by

(2). We will concern ourselves at present wlth the case of isotropic radiators,

since the results which will be presented may be modified to account for

directional elements by the insertion of an appropriate multlpllcatlve factor.

The introduction of phase switching into the system allows us to write

ISl2as

I si 2 = coskr,. (4)

The pattern which results when the two elements are rotated about the z

axis and the instantaneous signals received at each angle _ are summed may

be obtained by integrating (4) over _. This manipulation assumes that the

patterns may be combined continuously, and thus represents another idealization

of the actual system. In this case, the pattern for the rotating isotroplc

radiators, %, is given by

_,'_ ;o2=1sl2 d _ = Jo (kW), (5)



where J
o
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is the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind and

i

-,/slnze + sin27 - 2sin7 slne cos(_-¢).

The variation of the interelement spacing from 0 to D leads to the

following expression for the resultant power pattern 0,

_;._1 /0 T jo(t)d t

(6)

(7)

where

- k_ (8)

The radiation pattern @ achieves a maximum value of unity when $ = Oj

which occurs when @ and _ satisfy one of the following two relationships

e- 7, ¢-a (9)

and

o - ,, - 7, _ ,, = (IO)

We see therefore that_ except for the case 7 = _ , there will always be

two main beams directed in the same aximuthal direction and symmetrically

displaced with respect to the polar angle about the x-y plane. When

= _ _ the system is operating as an endfire array and the single beam is7

symmetrical about the x-y plane.

A plot of the function _ (T), defined by equation (7), is shown in

Figure 2. It is seen that the maximum sidelobe occurs at T = 8 and is

down 8.2 db from the main beam and that the half power point in the main

beam occurs at T - 2.8_. When the system is operated as a broadside array

(i.e., 7 " 0), we have $ = sin@ and the beam cross section is circular.

By varying the value of 7 we not only change the direction of the main

beam, but also change the shape of the beam cross section.
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In order to present some numerical calculations of beamwidths we will

consider a maximum interelement spacing of 30 wavelengths, (i.e., V - 3OX).

When the system is operated as a broadside array, the width of the main

beam (angular distance between half-power points) is 1.73 e and the maximum

sidelobes are displaced 2.43 ° from the center of the main beam. Although

this mode of operation permits very high resolutlon, it has the major

disadvantage of allowing an ambiguity to exist due to the presence of a

main beam along the positive and the negative z axis. We therefore turn

our attention to the endflre mode of operation in which this ambiguity is

no longer present. In this case the beam cross section loses its clrcular

symmetry, and the E-plane beamwidth is 1.73 °, while the H-plane beam_idth

is 19.93 °, thereby resultlng in a beam area of 34.38 square degrees. The

results of these two calculations are shown below:

Operative Mode Beamwid th Beam Area Sidelobe Level

Broadside 1.7_ ° _circularly symmetric beam) 2._6 sq. degrees -8.2 db

Endflre 1.73 ° (E-plane);19.93 ° (H-plane) 34._ s_. degrees -8.2 db

System Performance for D - 30_

Table I

2. The Effect of Random Phase Errors on System Performance

In the practical formation of synthetic array patterns, the Individual

terms which are integrated to form the resultant pattern will be subjected

to random phase shifts. These errors may be produced by agencies such as

the random motion of the elements around their "equillbrlum" positions.

This section will therefore be devoted to the determination of statistical

measures of the effects of these phase shifts.

We first assume that the random phase errors introduced into the system

vary solely with the spacing r and not with the rotation angle _. Then

denoting this spurious phase shift by 5(r) we may write the instantaneous
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space factor, prior to introducing phase shifting, as

s - e t[ + e (II)

Repetition of the same calculations performed in the preceeding section

leads to the following expression for the resultant power pattern _,

,;0v- _ cos 25(r)Jo(kr_/)dr. (i2)

Since the phase error B(r) is a random quantity we will direct our attention

to obtaining the expected value of @, which will be denoted as < @ >)

1 FD 25(r)> Jo (kr_/)dr.@ > = D < cosJo
(i3)

We now choose 5(r) to be a non=stationary random process varying

linearly with r,

8(r) - "__r, (i4)

where q is a random variable with the Caussian distribution shown below:

p(_). I e (15)

Thus, equation (13) may be rewritten as

n m 1 ; ;oV
2

___A_

2_ 2
cosUrJo(krt ) e drd_ (16)
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and integration with respect to _ results in

1 /0 D e2r2< _ > " _ ao(kr_) e° _dr. (17)

Ne would expect the maximum variance of 5(r) to be at least 90 e so that

Z = #D > I_ and the integral in {17) may be evaluated by asymptotic methods.

The resultant expression for < _ > when T m kiN/ is not zero, can then

be shown to be T__2

<_>= - ' I --
2 z o 4z 2

T_
"_ d n-I

_Z Rea nl ZnT I/2

..nmO

oo _i

2m+n+l .Jm'2 m _-tZ_

(is)

When T is equal to zero direct evaluation o£ (17) leads to

_" 1 Z
¢ - - -- err (19)

The function lo, is the modified Bessel function of zeroth order.

Nhen the maximum variance of the phase error is greater or equal to

90 ° (k.e., Z = #D>z), it can easily be shown that the first term of

equation (18) provides an adequate representation of the expected value

o£ @,
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T_L

< ¢ >,,, _ e in (20)
_'2 Z

Figure 3 displays a graph of < • > for the case Z - _, superimposed on

the graph of _ obtained previously. Ne note that the maximum value of

< _ > is sl_ghtly iess than ^ _u._ .= compared to a maximum value of unity

for the case of no phase error. Thus a marked decrease in gain is seen

to be one immediate consequence of the random phase error. We note also

that the bea_idth of the system reflects a large increase s since the

half-power point now occurs at T = 5.85. In partlcular, it is seen that

for endflre operation, the expected value of the E-plane beamwldth is now

3.53 °, while the expected value of the H-plane beamwldth is _.37 °,

resultlng in an expected beam area of 99.77 square degrees. The expected

beam area has therefore increased by almost a factor of 3 due to the

introduction of a linear, non-stationary random phase error with zero

mean and maximum variance of 90 =. If the mean value of the random phase

were not zero, the expected beam direction would be shifted_ tn addition

to the occurrence of beam broadening.

3. The Effect of Source Variations on the Observed Distribution

The non-stationary behavior of the observed source during the formation

of a synthetic array pattern is another cause of noise in the system, which

leads to an effective deterioration of the antenna pattern and thus to errors

in interpreting the observed brightness distribution. Ne turn our attention

in this section to the problem of determining the effective change in

antenna pattern, or in the observed brightness distribution, due to this

temporal variation during the pattern construction period.
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We will consider the rotation time of the elements to be very small

compared to the time scale of the background variations, so that the

background remains stationary throughout a rotation at a given inter-

element spacing. The source brightness distribution is denoted as

F(G,_,_), where • is the time interval necessary for the construction

of the antenna pattern. By assuming that the change in interelement

spacing occurs at a constant velocity, v, equation (8) for the array

radiation pattern may be rewritten as

where

i /0• A(e,_,t)dt,® (e,_,T)= (21)

A(e-#,t) = .TO [kvt_/(e,_)]. (22)

The observed brightness distribution, w(e,g,_), may then be

calculated by constructing a spatial convolutlon at each instant of time

of the function A with the source distribution F and then summing these

Individual terms over the duration of the pattern construction period.

This summing operation is again approximated by an integration so that

the resultant expression for W(O_g_) may be written as

fo"F jo"W(e,_,_) = I A(e - e', _ - _" t)F(e',_',t)sine'de'd_'dt. (23)
#0

If the source distribution is a point source which remains constant in

time

F(e,¢,t)= 8(e)8(¢)._(n), (24)
sing

the observed brightness distribution is a reconstruction of the exact

antenna pattern. We may therefore determine how this observed distri-

bution will vary due to a temporal disturbance by considering a time
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variation in F, superimposed on the constant point source. This is

equivalent to obtaining an effective change in the antenna pattern

due to s prescribed source variation. By constructing the following

source brightness distribution,

r(o,_,t) = 8Ca) + _(a)fCt) 425)

where f(t) represents the spurious time variation in the source distri-

bution, and substituting this expression into equation C23) we obtain

426)

Here, ¢40,_,T) iS the unperturbed antenna pattern defined by equation

(8), (i.e., the observed source distribution in the absence of temporal

variations) and t_ ¢ (O,_,T) ts the effective change tn the antenna

pattern or the change in the observed distribution due to the temporal

variation occurring over the beam construction period. The quantity

_®(e,_,_) le given by

I I0 • [kvt_Ce,_)] f(t)dt. 427)z__ (0,¢,_) -¥ Jo

If we assume the source variation to be a buret of constant amplitude,

N, over a portion of the pattern construction period, equation (27) becomes

" /_ (u)du
I

where T is defined by equation (8) and T I and T2 are given by

d I d 2

zI =_- T, T2 =-6- z

(2s)

429)

The spacing of the elements at the inception and cessation of the noise

burst are denoted by d I and d2, respectively.
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Figures _ and 5 display the observed distribution or perturbed

antenna pattern, W(O,_,_), along with the unperturbed pattern

_(O,_,T), for the case N = I, and for various burst durations. The

two cases shown in Figure _ depict a disturbance which extends over 30_

of the entire pattern construction time. It is seen that the disturbance

which occurs during the first half of the interval (dI - 0.20, d2 - 0.50)

results in an increase in bea_width, or a decrease in resolution capability

on the order of I0%, while the burst which occurs during the latter half

of the construction interval results in an increased sfdelobe level. The

results for the case of the shorter duration pulse depicted in Figure 5

follow the same trend with slightly larger increases in sidelobe levels.

_. Conclusions

We have investigated the properties of a two element synthetic

aperture system neglecting the effects of mutual coupling between elements.

After obtaining the radiation pattern of this system for the case of

isotropic radiators, we have shown how the pattern is distorted by the

introduction of moderate random phase errors and temporal variations tn

the source brightness distribution.

It can be shown that the analyses performed in this work will not be

greatly affected by the introduction of directional elements into the

array. If we consider the elements to be short dipoles of length f

lying in the x-y plane and directed radially, the resultant antenna pattern

can easily be shown to be

0- Z212('l'l/2T sin2e) /0 T Jo (t)dt. (30)

It follows then that the resultant expressions for < _ > and W(@,g,T) will

also be multiplied by the same factor, (1-1/2 sin 2 9). This system will

have greater resolution capabilities than the array of £sotropic radiators,

but the increase in beamwidth and sidelobe levels due to the random phase
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errors and temporal source variations will remain the same. In addition

one would expect a larger variance in the phase error due to the random

motion of these elements than in the case of the isotropic rad£ators_ and

therefore the magnitude of the deterioration of the antenna pattern for

this type of disturbance would increase.



Synthetic Array_

Figure 1
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